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SUMMARY 
Hopes and fears as a new year is ushered in 
Looking beyond the field of customary routine, there is cause for both fears and hope, as the year 1967 
opens. Fear, first of all, is aroused by the slow but noticeable (for those in a good position to notice) 
evolution in the Community towards a state of mind, forms of action, and objectives which come under the heading of 
administration far more than that of economic policy. We are well aware that this evolution is generally disputed in 
Community circles. Those who carry out the tough, unglamorous work demanded by Community management (referred to by 
Mr. Hallstein is his end-of-year message) will hear no talk of inertia or stagnation, or even recession,or references 
to the gradual disappearance of the Community spirit, when the technical work being carried out is very substantial 
and highly meaningful,and of vital importance for fulfilment of the objectives set out in the Treaties. They are right, 
if it is agreed that the Community Institutions, and the Commission in particular, are there merely to study cases, 
prepare them at teGhnical level, and to apply regulations at administrative level. Perhaps· we do not agree with this 
interpretation of what the Institutions are supposed to do; however, perhaps we think that the Commission is a "politi-
cal driving force", invested with the right of initiative, that i• is the cornerstone of an institutional system in-
tended to extend its hold over national (economic) policies, that it is the judge of the common interest, a valid 
mouthpiece in the dialogue that is essential if the institutional balance us to be kept. If we do, we cannot be immune 
to fear. It is being realised - and the public has already realised - that the Community's "centre of gravity" is 
gradually being shifted from Brussels. A host of centres of gravity are being set up, with more or less power, more 
or less "attraction" -none other than the national centres. This form of internal polycentrism in the Community is 
an outright denial of the concept of community and equality between the members of the Community. It represents a 
step backwards. Whether it is a backward step that has to be taken, whether it is just a phase which will make it 
possible to take a fresh leap forwards , is another matter. We should be failing in our duty wer~ wenotmgo on record, 
without a shred of complacency, as stating that the unrest caused by ~his state of affairs may well bring about dis-
appointment, confusion, disenchantment with the European idea. Witnesses in the press, at the turn of the year, 
include Raymond Aron in Le Figaro, Pierre Drouin )in Le Monde, Domenico Bartoli in Corriere della Sera, and the 
majority of German editorialists -with variations. We shall be reverting to this situation, how it has arisen, and 
its most striking manifestations. 
There is another element that marks the year just beginning, of quite a different kind. Although it is 
a factor that can be described as foreign to the Community, it is such as to provide the Community with the new 
impetus it needs, and enable it to achieve the dimensions at which the new problem~ arise, and at which old problems 
arise in new terms. This factor-no prizes for guesswork - is the British move, which has put an end, much more 
effectively than any improbable'"political revival", to the dangerous "political stagnation" we are traversing. (This 
should not be confused with an administrative stagnation, which in fact does not exist.) The hopes of a grea)\many Euro 
are pinned on this new factor. It is more or less natural, then, to imagine that this will be the focal point, as the 
year begins, and over the next few months, of all our strivings and desires. If things go well in this sphere, Europe 
would be able to become "European", as they say. In other words, she would be able to have a resolve of her own, a 
policy of her own, a voice of her own that would be heard throughout the world. 
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EDITORIAL 
Community polycentrism 
r/ 
It is fair to say that the Community has its work cut out, and that if it continues along the path 
it has plotted, which is plotted by the Treaty, the present situation, which does not really go further than a free 
trade aream bordering only on that of the customs union, may gradually be transformed into an economic union, It 
seems natural that the economic union, having become integration, should then compel the governments to take steps 
towards closer political cooperation. Not in the sense that one automatically leads to the other, but that one cannot 
continue and be expanded without some headway being made in the other. 
There seems to be a broad community of views on this. There is disagreement, however, and we have 
been talking about it for years, about the desirability of trying here and now to make this headway in the field of 
political cooperation. The disagreement stems from the fact that some people think we must 11i1111118diately" advance in 
this direction, as otherwise political stagnation would irrevocably compromise headway towards economic union, while 
others feel that the continuing and far-reaching political differences between the six governments, are arguments 
for back-pedalling on any move in this field. Such a move, they maintain, could lead to a painful and perhaps fatal 
confrontation, or to solutions devoid of any real substance. 
Those subscribing to the latter view include some who are apparently and "relatively" satisfied 
with the present situation, and who consider that there is plenty to be done in the "administrative" or "executive" 
field without worrying into the barg~n. Others, however, consider that come what may the present situation is un-
satisfactory. This is one of the reasons for their grave alarm. The situation is unsatisfactory on a twofold score ; 
Tiecause it cannot be put to rights by a revival in the political sphere (the reasons have been referred to above) ; econdly, because the present operation of the institutional machinery is not what they would like it to be, and is o longer what it was before the January 1966 Luxembourg compromise. 
It is not in fact enough to say that the third stage of the Treaty has considerable scope, and to 
point out that thousands of officials and experts (still in insufficient numbers) are striving to ensure that progress 
is made, It is not beside the point to wonder whether this activity, of immense technical value, leads to a gradual 
affirmation of the Institutions, in accordance with the spirit of the Treaty, or whether it is not rather leading to 
a weakening of these Institutions, despite the will of those carrying it out, and to a strengthening of the national 
decision-taking centres, In other words, it is on the cards that it may be transformed into an instrument of th1s 
"community polycentrism" which is the negation of the Community • There is no doubt that the Community is carrying 
out surveys, drawing up drafts, but how many of these surveys and drafts become formal proposals, within the context 
of the Commission's right of initiative ? How many of these formal proposals become "Community laws", and how ? How 
many of these Community laws are complied with in the member states, and how ? To reverse the terms, we can also 
ask ourselves how many of these surveys and drafts merely swell the ministers' briefcases,~epresenting in the end 
only factors affecting decisions at national level. What progress is there, or what progress is it seriously expected 
will be made in the fields of commercial policy, transport policy, the removal of tax barriers ? By this we mean 
Community progress, of course, making a serious contribution to that unity of behaviour and decision=taking which 
is the special feature of common policies. 
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EDITORIAL 
Conditio~that must be met i[ there is to be no turning baak 
The question that arises at regular intervals, as European politics take their course, is whether 
and to what extent the progress achieved towards greater economic interpenetration between the Six is a decisive 
factor which lead, firstly, to a union between people that is "irrevocable" (with all that this implies, and first 
and foremost the total exclusion of any possibility of conflict between them), and secondly, to the creation of a 
full-scale economic unit which has a voice of its own and a weight of its own in international economic life. To 
have this voice, and this weight, of its own, it is of course not enough to figure as a "unit" in international pro-
duction or trade returns. On this issue, unanimous conclusions will probably never be reached, but it is helpful to 
recall that history proves that freedom of trade, the existence of powerful common economic interests, the establish~ 
ment,of a financial market almost without frontiers, have never prevented warfare from breaking out between those 
with free and close business relations, nor the fragmentation of markets and the adoption of protective measures, as 
soon as the general trend of the economy became threatening.Even today, and despite the far-reaching changes that 
have come about, what do we have before us, in those economic sectors where a crisis is appearing or developing ? 
An abrupt falling back on strictly national positions, to defence reflexes that bring the national governments' 
responsibilities back into the forefront,the eviction of Community responsibilities, and even the re-establishment 
of frontier partitioning. There is no disputing, then, that while economic interpenetration, the inter-meshing of 
interests, the circulation of ideas and persons, are a necessary and vital step, they do not of themselves ensure a 
development towards political interpenetration, and cannot prevent a return to strictly national economic systems. 
Community experience also shows that economic interpenetration, by advancing, can reach a point 
where a reversal of direction becomes a great deal harder. This point is passed when the customs union stage lies 
behind, and when good headway has been made towards economic union, i.e. when the common policies have had time to 
impose far-reaching transformatior~in the member countries' social and economic fabric, determined by general interesl 
It will be at this point that the dual problem of progress of a political nature, and consolidation 
of the institutions, will have to be settled - if what has been achieved is not to be undone, and if truly irrever• 
sible progress is to be made. 
Speaking last June when the Schuman Hedal (now struck by the European Research Centre in Lausanne) 
was presented to Dr. Adenauer, Hr. Jean Honnet recalled that the "merger of interests that was indispensable for 
the establishment of an economic community", advocated in the statement of 9 Hay 1960, was merely a means of 
"introducing the leaven of a wider, deeper community", and so was not an aim in itself. In his memoires, Dr. Adenauer 
writes that the principle that was at the root of the "Schuman Plan" was the creation of a Community of European 
countries, on the basis of totally equal rights ; only on this condition could there be a community, the former 
Chancellor concluded. This is why, from whatever angle the issues are tackled, we invariably come back to the two 
great revolutionary principles brought into international relations since the war : the institutions, and common 
rules. The economic integration that we are achieving at the moment is only the initial appl1cation to European 
~ions, and to recall what Jean Honnet said, "of the principles of civilisation which have made relations between 
men advance ;equality, and the acceptance of joint rules and institutions." 
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*Edward W. HALL, M.A. (Cantab,), The Court of Justice of the European Communities, Jurisdiction and Procedure, 
Butterworths, London, 1966, pp 321, 97s. 6d. 
The author tries in this important work to provide as detailed and complete a picture as possible of 
the r6le, the special features, and the activity of the Communities' Court of Justice, His analysis leads him to 
consider the work of the Court, the many aspects of its jurisdiction (cases in which a state has not fulfilled 
obligations contained in the Treaty, legality of administrative enactments, responsibility of the Community, etc,) 
its practical organisation (office of President, sectiona,operation), and procedural questions. For each of the 
problems arising, Mr. Hall does not confine himself to a theoretical account, but draws up a list of concrete 
cases that have materialised. First and foremost, however, the author makes a point of a describing the original 
aspect of the Community approach to legal problems that cannot be resolved within the framework of municipal law, 
which is too limited, nor in the framework of international law, which it is too hard to adapt. 
Stressing the difference between the situation in Great Britain, where the distinction between private 
law and public is extremely vague, and that of the European countries, where administrative law represents a quite 
separate body of law, Mr. Hall outlines the history of the "conception" of the Court of Justice, and the problem 
of the range of powers to be given to it. It is clear from his analysis that the Court of Justice, like the admi-
nistrative courts of the continent of Europe, although based on the Treaty, is itself creating its own jurispru-
dence, founded on concrete cases. It is precisely in.this field that its role is difficult and important, as this 
jurisprudence completes the Treaties, as laws of the Community. The author goes on to wonder, then, whether the 
national courts could not in their own rulings, although not having any responsibility towards the Community Court, 
take the view that its rulings constitute an extension of the Treaty : they should thus, in cases where it is 
allowed that Community law has precedence over municipal law, perhaps bear in this in mind, even when these enact-
ments do not have binding force in a strict legal sense. 
Anyone interested in the legal aspects of European integration will find this work invaluable. It has 
a detailed and well set out index, 
*HENRI BRUGMANS, L'idee europeenne, 1916-1966, 2nd edition, Bruges, De Tempel, pp 316. 
Published by the College d'Europe, of which Professsor Brugmans is the Head and the leading light, this 
second edition of a work that is already widely known and much valued, is worth bringing to the attention of all 
who are interested in the development of European construction, and the ideologies in confrontation. Mr. Brugman& 
has made additions to his book made necessary by recent developments, which has provided an opportunity for taking 
stock of the situation ; the result is not exactly reassuring, but is at least realistic, Mr. Brugmans in fact 
states that the net result is mainly negative. "Nationalism is catching, and once the impetus towards a new European 
society has been lost, everyone feels he is within ftis rights in thinking in terms only of his own national interests 
,,,, Today, a nee-nationalism has appeared, To date it has notthe jingoistic character of its predecessors, but 
around the negotiation table, at all events, it consists of a fierce determination to defend its own farmers, its 
own taypayers, its own rank and file,- without the awareness of a great historical task undertaken, making it 
possible to transcend considerations of the here and now ,,, In the circumstances, the actual automatism of the 
Treaty is no more than the sun of sectorial and national selfishnesses, grumbling the while. The agricultural 
negotiations of July 1966 provided arl example of this new state of affairs." 
We can but hope that the third edition of this histo~y of the European idea will provide the proof 
that it is an idea that is not dead, although it may have been in abeyance for some little time. 
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EDITORIAL 
The Community between ita extension and the atte~t to find aommon direationa (I) Aims to be reaonaited 
It is now clear that the Congress of International Socialist, held in Rome last week, represents a 
crucial date in the development of the higly difficult phase just begun - open•d by the British 
move to knock on the Community door, and also by lfr. Fanfani's bid to call a summit meeting of the Six in Rome. 
fk 
There are a number of signs suggesting that the situation of the Community could well, in the next few weeks, develop 
towards one of considerable pressure. They include the statements by }lr. Nenni, reservations voiced by Mr. Brandt, 
comments by Mr. Cattani on behalf of the Italian Socialist Party, rumours in Germany about French opposition to any 
British approach, and replies by Mr. Couve de Murville to journalists' questions. Such pressure could lead to a 
further crisis which might start off a gradual evolution towards a very promising future, i.e. a Community geogra-
phically enlarged, and strengthened in its economic and political cohesion. 
The aims which each of the parties involved sets itself, differ considerably from each other : the 
difficulty is to find means of reconciling them. If we analyse the situation it is possible to re-arrange these 
aims, without of course having to take into consideration all the various shades of opinion, In short, they can be 
rearranged as follows : (1) For the Labour Government, tbe main thing is to secure the agreement of,the Six to 
Britain's entry into the Commun1ty, and on the best possible terms, namely : (a) as long a period for adaptation 
as possible, with the widest possible scope. If, for instance, it is allowed that the rise in prices entailed by 
the adoption of the common agricultural policy would be 15%, it would be clearly tolerable, provided that it was 
scaled out over, say, seven years ; (b) the possibility of retain1ng certain controls for some time (e.g. on capital 
outgoings, or entry of manpower), which form a part of the machinery working towards restoring the economy ; (c) the 
least possible talk of other terms, i.e. the political future of Europe, and the rolP of sterling : the British must 
remain ready, however, to answer questions on both these heads. 
(2) For the forces mainly preaching free trade in Europe, which did not exactly relish the 1958 and 1963 
setbacks, the main aim is to widen the free trade area b7 a merger between the EEF and EFTA, even it this meant 
giving up any ideas about political union. These forces eonsider that there is no scope in this field, come what 
may, and that instead adoption of full-scale free trade vould rule out any danger of Europe becoming organised on 
a political basis, according to Gaullist views. 
(3) For some Euro ean overnments, the aim i1 simply to steer the European ship clear of troubled watera, 
At the same time~they would like a) Great Britain not tt be turned down, but for her to have the decency to await 
a more auspicious moment ; (b) the dialogue on politics: union to be started, but not to go too far. fn other worda, 
they would like not to have to take up a position, folloving a French veto, on one side or the other. This representl 
a rejection of a political choice, in fact. 
(4) For the French Government, so far as it :s possible to interpret public de·clarations, the aim seema 
to be keep Britain out, unless she prov1des palpable proof ( it is hard to imagine what), of a change of policf• But 
first, the five partners of France should agree to define jointly "common orientations" on all the major poHtlcal 
issues. This implies that the British request would not l·e judged simply in the context of EEC Treaty article 238, 
(5) For the so-called "orthodox" Europeans, lhe sole and indivisible objective appears to be the 
realisation of British membership, based on the express 1cceptance of the scope and objectives of the European 
Treaties, and the beginning of a process, as soon as pos!ible, and with Great Britain, which will make it possible 
to make headway, even if only on a limited scale, toward! political integration. They are striving at the same time 
for dimension and cohesion. 
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The Community between its extension and the attempt to [ind common directions (II) The Socialists' choice 
It is not surprising, given the diversity of forms present, and of their proposed aims, that some sta-
tements made at the meeting of International Socialist should have given rise to reactions and repercussions, even 
within Socialist ranks. It is worth stressing two aspects of the matter, Firstly, the "divergencies" within the 
Socialist ranks seem to be differences of assessment and methods, rather than basic differences. Secondly, the v•ry 
fact of a Socialist statement on a burning European issue is an important happeming, and one we have always hoped 
for, namely a direct and palpable undertaking on the part of national political forces, in a specific direction, 
transferred to a European level. It will be interesting to see if it is not a flash in the pan, and whether this 
undertaking will be maintained, and lead to concrete political action within the national governments and parliaments, 
According to the information we possess, and statements made (reported on in Political Day in Europe), 
the Socialists' position on the two-fold issue of British membership and political revival can fairly be defined on 
the basis of the following : 
1) Mr. Nenni and his colleagues spoke after tlr. Brown has set out the British attitude on the question. 
It seems very likely, then, that they realised the solidarity of the British position, its conformity with the 
requirements that it must meet, and at the same time the serious consequences that a veto not warranted by objective 
conditions would entail, 
2) Hr. Nenni does not seem to have tried to "torpedo" the European sunnnit meeting, instigated by Italy, 
but he did want to draw the attention of all parties, and first and foremost the Italian Government (which needs to 
be able to reply on Socialist support) of the need to go to a sunnnit meetinz, after clearing the British question out 
of the way. This does not mean that the matter has to be settled in the next few weeks, but it must be understood, 
according to the Socialists, that Great Britain will not be presented with conditions other than those laid down in 
the European Treaties. 
3) The Socialist position '~as pin-pointed by Hr. Cattani's comments. He stated that the Socialists, as 
party men and members of governments (this is an undertaking to carry out a definite governmentalaction) were not 
ready to accept a veto on the question of extending the Connnon Market to Britain and the Scandinavian countries. This 
warning seems to be directed mainly to the It-alian Government, which will be unable to turn a deaf ear. 
The Italian Government will therefore be obliged to consider the question of British entry in the context 
of political revival, and thus of the summit meeting it would like held in the spring in Rome, Especially because 
a powerful faction in the Christian Democrat party is pushing in the same direction. The British problem, then, will 
in the end represent the "touchstone" of the determination to press ahead with the construction of 4 "European Europe", 
The fact of evoking the question of technological cooperation in this context only serves to increase Mr. Fanfani's 
interest in such an approach (Mr. Fanfani has agreed to go to Strasbourg at the same time as Mr. Wilson, to address 
the Council of Europe on the actual issue of European technological cooperation), 
Having said that, the chances are that Mr. Fanfani will keep adequate room for manoeuvre : the Rome 
meeting could still be a mere celebration, without any political scope, but bound to impress the public, and thereby 
to inject new life into the European idea. If, however, tlr. Fanfani managed to obtain guarantees about the reception 
to be given to the British, the meeting could mark a step in the right direction. In the light of the recent state-
ments by Mr. Couve de Murville, however, it is reasonable to speculate about the actual existence of this room for 
manoeuvre, We shall try to find an answer in due course. 
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The Community between its extension and the attempt to find aommon diPeations (III) The F.renah position. 
Yesterday we were wondering whether Mr. Fanfani really had enough room for manoeuvre to carry out 
his plan - which, to an impartial observer, is to bri.ng to six Community heads of govemment together round a 
table, and to try to dispose of certain misunderstandings. The aim will be to reach agreement on certain common 
directions, permetting a "revival", i.e. to confirm the joint determination to press ahead with European con-
struction in an enlarged context (with Great Britain) and in a deeper context (in certain political spheres), 
If we are objective, we must admit that as the date for the meeting draws nearer, this margin seems 
to be shrinking curiously. This is not due to any lack of skill on tfr. Fanfani's part- rather it arises from 
the objective reality of the situation. Mr. Couve de Mun·ille has of course just more or less stated what the 
French position is on British entry. "It is clear that the problem is a vast polltical problem, raising the 
whole question of what the possible direction for a Europe whose unity is sought, can be in the political field". 
At the same time, however, we have noted that straightforward entry by Britain into the economic Community, i.e, 
the Communit~ at present in existence between the Six, should not raise obstacles, as Great Br1tain says herself 
that she envlSages possible political developments, and as the Six have gone no farther to date than "envisaging 
these political developments." 
The fact of saying that the British move raises a vast political problem, even before Mr. Wilson has 
had a hearing, can however suggest that France is going to lay down onerous political conditions. This was in 
fact the immediate reaction of an alert politician such as tfr. Spaak, who has said that he is afraid that France 
will demand that the British Govemment align itself with French external and even military policy. This also 
accounts for Mr. Nenni's aggressiveattitude, and tlr. Brandt's reservations. The attitude of Mr. Brandt seems to 
indicate that German Socialists - according to German newspapers, and in particular Die Welt -might well give 
up the idea of making an issue of British entry, for the moment. They might agree to the British question not 
being really tackled before the Rome summit meeting. During the meeting, everyone would more or less agree that 
as the Six were already committed to a process of coordinating their policies, their relations with Great Britain 
could not be settled until a later stage, in a different setting (for instance, association in the technological 
field). The direction of this coordination of policies, and thus the actual aim of the Rome meeting, was defined 
as follows by Mr. Couve de Murville i "To find out whether our six countries have similar concepts on the ditente, 
the end of the cold war, relations with the East, and finally, the possible future guidelines for discussing 
and settling the major European issues - starting with the German problem." 
When talking about the probability of a French veto on British entry, as people are doing at the 
moment, they are of course ascribing intentions. There is a danger of drawing conclusions that are perhaps not 
entirely objective. In fact it is possible, and indeed probable, that other countries are concealing their 
shifting loyalties, their doubts, and indeed their opposition, behind the ready-made pretext offered by the 
French attitude. France would have no trouble in establishing the truth of the matter, however, and in out-witting 
such manoeuvrings : all she has to do is to say plainly that France is ready to pronounce in favour : (a) of 
British membership, on the basis of acceptance of the European Treaties ; (b) of associating Great Britain with 
the quest for common directions in the political field, 
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The Community between ita extension and the attempt to find common directions (IV) Avoiding ruptures. 
We will now attempt to summarise and draw conclusiorls from our analysis of the position. Two events due 
to take place in the next few days will perhaps help us, later, Ito understand how matters are going to develop. Are 
we heading towards reconciliation or rupture ? Are ambiguities and misunderstandings going to take over ? The events 
in question are the Franco-German t~lks in Paris on Friday and Saturday, and the first stage of the British sounding-
out operations in the Community capitals, in Rome on 16 and 17 January. 
It seems clear that the two operations at the moment opened (political clarification between the Six, 
and preliminaries concerning British entry into the Community) need to be conducted, whatever is said and imagined, 
so as not to exclude or eliminate each other. In other words, headway must not be made with the one, without thinking 
about the other. Those who think, for instance,that it is possible to convene a summit meeting between the Six without 
taking thought for the British question, are making a serious mistake. t!oreover, it is not going to be possible to 
have talks with the British over the next few day in supposed ignorance of the attempt to make progress between the 
Six towards political cooperation. We must not forget that the two operations in question have already resulted in 
failures in the past, the effects of which oh the Community were very profound, or that if one comes to grief, the 
other will too. We must therefore bend all our efforts to ensuring that both have a successful outcome. 
Several conditions will have to be met at the same time, for this to be possible : 
1) The British should say, clearly and distinctly, that they want to become members of the Community, 
accepting the Treaty on the basis of article 237, limiting their conditions to the adoption of an adequate transition 
period for some sectors ; and that they accept the political implications of membership, knowing that the economic 
Community is bound to develop towards forms of closer political cooperation. They should also declare their readiness 
to discuss the problem of the part to be played by sterling in the new Community context, and come out in favour of 
the method advocated by Lord Gladwyn in Western European Union : immediate membership, and Community discussion on 
adaptations. They should rule out any make-shift formula such as a "preparatory association" or cooperation confined 
to the technological field. 
2) The Italians and the Germans, once sure that this is the attitude of the British, should say in public 
that they promise all their support for the British move, wholly in conformity with Community principles and the 
interests of Europe in general. 
3) France, having had confirmation of the British attitude, and sure of the determination of her partners 
to advance in the field of political cooperation, could in her turn reaffirm the compatibility of the two objectives. 
The question of British entry, once the visits to the capitals were over, would come within the area of responsibility 
of the Council of the Communities, in conformity with the Treaties. 
4) The European summit meeting between the Six should note the convergency, or common direction, of the 
Six on a number of specific political issues. The first would be that of extending the Community to Great Britain 
and those countries ready to accept the Treaties in full. The second would be a statement of determination to retain 
the Community's own character, despite this enlargement. The third might be an agreement in principle to carry on 
the policy of detente with East Europe. 
All this is possible, if there is a clear-cut political resolve. But we must be careful, and not forget 
the many setbacks experienced by similar attempts over the last three years. 
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FRANZ JOSEF STRAUSS, Entwurf fUr Europa, 2nd edition, Seewald Verlag, Stuttgart, pp 164, 12.80 DM 
In this book indicating "outlines for Europe", Mr. Franz Josef Strauss, head of the Bavarian wing 
of the German Christian Democrat party, makes an urgent call for a European initiative enabling the European 
member states to set out towards the final goal, which for him is the creation of a "Europe of the people", a 
Federation with a nuclear force, and thus independent of the United States. If his call is imperious, it is be-
cau~he bel'ieves that time is working against a Europe that continues to lose ground in comparison with both the 
United States and the Soviet Union, In the next few years, he says, there must be a determined drive to achieve 
the political integration of the Six, Great Britain must be encouragedto join the Common Market, and a nuclear 
force must be set up (first within the framework of the Six, and then with British participation). The distant 
goal (creation of the United States of Europe) does not strike him as impossible, as the European states are 
parliamentary democr~cies,and as their economic systems are similar. 
Mr. Strauss considers that the framing of a common policy in the field of foreign affairs and 
defence cannot be influenced by supranational institutions, set up for economic purposes only, This is why it 
is wrong to regard the EEC Commission as a first European Government. The Commission has achieved great things, 
in the framework of the Treaty of Rome, but some members, mainly interested in strengthening surpanationality, 
have gone too far in proposing to increase the Commission's powers and to give the European Parliament full-
scale budgetary powers. A development of this kind would be ahead of its time : the national states still exist, 
and a common political programme must be worked out before their sovereignty is diminished. 
Mr. Strauss holds that the attempts of General de Gaulle to impede Atlantic military integration 
are not entirely unwarranted : military integration under American direction could hamstring European political 
integration. He does not agree with him, however, that Europe's defence should be organised on a national basis, 
Moreover, Mr. Strauss (who in his book speaks much more as Minister of Defence, which he was formerly, than as 
Minister of Finance, his present post) does not want to swap American nuclear protection for the French strike 
force. In the nuclear field it is partnership that Germany wants, not patronage. 
It will·be interesting to see how far the powerful President of the CSU, the architect of Mr. 
Kiesinger's election to the post of German Chancellor, will succeed in putting into practice the ideas he ad-
vocates in his book, and in particular in bringing about Britain's entry into the Common Market, which he regards 
as the most urgent problem for which a solution is needed. 
*A. COOSEMANS, jointly with P. BAIROCH, La concentration de l'industrie siderurgique dans le Marche commun, 
Institut de Sociologie de l'Universite Libre de Bruxelles, pp 109, 210 Bfrs. 
* Miriam CAMPS, European Unification in the Sixties, "The Atlantic Policy Studies" series, published for the 
Council on Foreign Relations by McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, pp 273, 7.50 dollars, 
*Harold van. B. CLEVELAND, The Atlantic Idea and its European Rivals, "The Atlantic Policy Studies", series 
published for the Council on Foreign Relations by ~1cGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, pp 186, 5.95 dollars. 
* Spanish Information Service, Aperxu de l'Espagne, Madrid, pp 155, 60 pesetas. 
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EDITORIAL 
The prestige of stertinq, and substance of its fUture 
Today marks the start of a British pilgrimage which we hope will have every succese. as such 
·success will be shared by the Community, We have already looked at certain general guide-lines to be borne in 
mind as things take shape in the quest for a European political "convergence" and formulae which will enable 
the Community to be enlarged. It now seems opportune to dwell on a few more specific features of the problema 
posed by the British move. 
First of all we should clear one objection out of the way. This objection arises from more or 
less superficial comments, to the effect that insufficient attention has been paid to the problema raised by 
British entry. There is a plethora of surveys, although not all in the form of official reports. such as the 
Confederation of British Industry Report. for instance, being summarised at the moment in the Bulletins. More-
over. lengthy and detailed analyses were carried out at the time of the 1962 negotiations. and solutions were 
found for some problems outside the actual negotiations. It is easy to say that the lapse of time has not sub-
stantially changed the situation as it appeared at the time (and as foreseen). We are not saying that changes 
have always been for the worse, What is most important, however. in our view. is that painstaking calculations 
and possible or probable effects are certainly not the foundation for tackling so wide and important a problem 
as· extending the Community to Great Britain. A general, overall. reasonable assessment is possible, without 
recourse to other battles of words. And each side has carried this out. 
Having said this much, there is of course one specific and extremely serious problem. Which 
there will be no dodging in the exploratory talks. This is the r8le of the pound in the Community framework. 
in connectio~ particularly with the application of Treaty articles 104 et seq, and particularly article 108. 
~ 
(f' 
We agree that this problem is one of vital importance, from the economic and from the political viewpoints. We 
also agree entirely with the viewpoint of Mr. Zagari, Italian Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 
however. who a few days ago said that British entry into the Community was so revolutionar~ (we underline this 
word because it matches exactly what the Community should be : a revolutionary act) "that 1t even warrants con~ 
cessions, which in fact would be more a matter of form than of substance in the end, in certain formulae dear 
to French foreign policy (for example, in the monetary field)". In other words, Great Britain must be ready to 
face a completely illusory "loss of prestige", that might result from a gradual change in the r8le of sterling. 
in order to gain the real weight that the pound could acquire in the Community setting, and in relations between 
the EEC and the rest of world, This essentially political verdict is in fact confirmed in the Confederation of 
British Industry Report. Instead of the increasingly onerous(and unacceptable to the Six responsibility) of a 
monetary zone, control of which eludes it more and more each day, the pound needs to be a solid currency and 
an instrument that is universally accepted. Another thing that matters is that the City. unique in the world. 
shall be able to become the instrument of an economic area of unparallelled might, The bowler-hatted CBI is 
well aware of this ••• 
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EDITORIAL 
Progress towards British membership of Community : good start, but outtook far [rom rosy, 
Today saw the end of the first in the series of talks that the British Government is to have in 
the next six weeks in the different Community capitals. Nothing was agreed on or tied up,but it was clear that the 
problem is ripe, and that there is a real determination to deal with it. The dialogue has been described as one of 
'"reconnaissance", i.e. sounding out and investigating intentions and problems, and of "reconcilation", i.e. advance 
negotiations of the terms of the future agreement. 
It is with mixed feelings, however, that we leave Rome.It is clear, on the one hand, that agreement 
is already within reach, on the basis of the results of this first stage, all conditions being met for carrying out 
speedy, open-minded negotiations - the favourable outcome of which cannot be in doubt. On the other hand, there is 
no escaping the fact that the outlook is gloomy when remembering, coolly and dispassionately, some of the stages 
awaiting Mr. Wilson and Mr. Brown in their journey. 
It is now some months since the British move began to take shape. Since then we have been at pains 
to analyse all the apsects, to dissect grounds and arguments, to reveal secret or alleged motives, to indicate weak-
nesses and possible dangers. We have also, however, tried to indicate the vast implications. 
Today, it must be acknowledged that Great Britain is making a start on the operation with her 
cards in order. The previous method led to disappointing results. Mr. Wilson has therefore changed the method ; by 
his presence and personal participation, he is emphasising, as he pointed out yesterday evening, the overwhelmingly 
political character of the negotiations. Those who imagine that his move conceals machiavellian manoeuvring, and that 
in fact he is betting on failure, are Rrievously mistaken, Mr. Wilson has staked his political future on this questio~ 
He is not deceiving himself, He knows that impossible obstacles may arise, but he will not let go. I am young enough 
to be able to wait, he says. He is proposing to act so as to modify certain facts that he is aware of, but does not 
accept. Reversing a misleading viewpoint, he is not planning to discuss and negotiate the various chapters, articles 
and paragraphs in the European Treaties, He realises that the Treaties must be accepted, in letter and spirit, i.e. 
as they stand. He also realises, however, that his country's presence within the Community will allow the necessary 
adaptations, interests and final aims still being respected. Basically, he is accepting the arguments of Lord Gladwyn 1 
expounded here on more than oneoccasion. According to these arguments, advantage must be taken of the Community in-
stitutional machinery (a tribute to its efficiency and flexibility), instead of seeking vainly to change it. This 
highly significant acceptance of the Institutions represents a basic evolution in Labour's attitude to the Community, 
As a senior official put it to us, the British have a position when it comes to agriculture, that just two months 
ago was unthinkable, One further highly important comment must be made. Mr. Wilson feels that the situation of the 
British economy and sterling is now no longer a serious obstacle to membership. It is not a "sick man" asking to be 
let in, then, but instead a sound, strong organism, curtently and speedily acquiring a very high degree of efficiency. 
The Italian welcome to the British e~ceeded all expectations. This does not mean that they broadly 
accepted the British views. The Italian attitude and approach are founded ana circumspect and detailed assessment of 
all issues. The Italians in no way concealed from their British counterparts the difficulties awaiting them. At the 
same time they did, however, show that these difficulties could be overcome, if there is real political resolve. 
Why, then, should we be despondent ? The reason is that so far the French attitude does not seem 
to have shifted appreciably. We have no wish to point a finger, but there is little point in deceiving ourselves, 
The sounding-out operations now in hand are likely to indicate that there is no insoluble problem, and that at the 
same time there is one obstacle which has nothing to do with the real problems or with what can reasonably be de-
manded of any country (especially a country like Britain), wanting to join. If this proves to be the case, we are 
afraid that the Community will then be threatened by a 'olitical crisis, the consequences of which could be catastro-
phic, and in the last analysis irremediable, 
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EDITORIAL· 
Towards British entry into the Community : Mr WiZson ia not showing hia hand. 
The British file has now officially been reopened, and it is going to provide us with many opportunities 
for discussion and analysis. Yesterday we gave a first overall assessment after the Rome talks, showing satisfaction 
with the way in which this stage of renewed contacts had opened, and apprehension about what might happen later. This 
apprehension is two-fold. Firstly, because the failure of this sounding-out would keep Britain out of Europe for many 
years to come and would leave the continent to mourn "the opportunities we could have seized", as Mr. Spaak hall just. 
written. And secondly, because failure through exercising an unjustified veto would provoke a crisis within the 
Community : we cannot say what the outcome of this would be, but it would surely be very serious. Moreover, it should 
be remembered that even the German leaders have not hidden their concern over this matter : this would suggest that 
they have not abandoned their favourable disposition towards British entry. 
Some comentators see things in a slightly different light ; they attempt to play down the Rome stage of 
the British sounding out, or else they suggest that the Italian support is hesitant in its substance, if not its 
form. To this, we would reply that the Italian reaction appears, to any objective observer, to be perfectly in keeping 
with the nature of the operation : let us not forget that this was a sounding~out. In fact, the basic position was 
extremely clear : it was franklypolitical : Britain should enter the Community because this is in the interests of 
Europe and of a stable European balance and because by so doing she would give Europe the means to fulfill her r6le 
in the world, a r6le which cannot be that of a by-stander. She should enter on the basis of the Treaties and of their 
political and economic implications. The Italians reminded Mr. Wilson that they hope for a supranational Europe (the 
actual word was used), even if this goal cannot be achieved at this particular moment. As for the technical problems, 
it is still too early for any assessments, but it can safely be said that the discussions were of a serious and con-
crete nature. The fact that the British delegates did not give exact replies to everything is not surprising although 
possibly disappointing • As Mr. Fanfani has said, Mr. Wilson wants to keep all the cards in 
his hand : this is perhaps not the best way, but there are no grounds for condemning the negotiations. 
This attitude of Mr. Wilson's also explains a second remark which we have heard, namely that "the British 
don't really know what they want". This gives the impression- and someone even wrote it- that a wide gulf still 
separates the two points of view, especially in the field of agriculture. Such a conclusion seems premature. And we 
also feel that the Italians did well in explaining to their opposite numbers up to what point the necessary adaptations 
could be made through community machinery. Admittedly the British have the right to abandon the idea if, when they 
weigh up the results of their sounding our operations, they decide that the economic and political price is too high. 
This is a choice which they must make. But we have the right to say that, in so doing, they would be making a bad 
mistake. 
A third consideration concerns timing. Mr. Wilson:· seems to be a specialist in timing, and we trust to 
his experience. But we must regard as a piece of astute tactics his remark on the possibility that a solution will 
be a long time in coming (" I am young enough to be able to wait for a long time", he likes to say to those who 
will listen). The truth of the matter is that the problem cannot be allowed to drag on and that, now it has been 
raised, it must be settled. Moreover, if our information is correct, Mr. Wilson himself has let 1t be known that, 
from the point of view of the economic situation, he is ready for an immediate decision ; this puts paid to the 
arguments of those who tell us that, whatever happens,there~will have to be a long period of quarantine before 
the ship can be allowed to enter port. But tide and weather are with us, and now is the time to decide. 
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~---------~ EDITORIAL 
British probings - Need to prepare aZready [or any eventuaZity 
Mr. Wilson and Mr. Brown have five more stages awaiting them, and until these are completed-it 
would be over-hasty to try to take stock or to draw appropriate conclusions. It is up to the British Government 
to draw these conclusions, but this will in no way prevent the Community member states' governments from making 
their own analysis about the conditions and foundations for these conclusions. It is for the moment reasonable 
to say that all the stages, past and future, are of equal importance : not only because the reply which will be 
given to the British request at some time in the future must be unanimous, but most of all because the problems 
arising may be seen from a slightly different position from one capital to another. Some of these problems may 
be of more particular concern to one country or another,but.basically they are the same, and can be reduced, as 
we have already pointed out, to a frank and conscious acceptance of the European Treaties. In other words, the 
British must make the same undertakings as the other member countries. It would indeed be rather curious if one 
~~ 
or more members of the Community were to demand that a country wishing to join should enter into undertakings, 
more or less expressly, that they themselves have not endorsed (and which they are not prepared to endorse). A 
claim of this nature would be excessive, and unacceptable to the country wishing to join and even more so to the 
co-signatories of the Treaties. The latter might legitimately fear that other and unexpected conditions would be 
imposed on them in turn. 
Mr. Buiter's comment on this question (see today's Political Day in Europe) strikes us as very 
reasonable and apt. He has pointed out that the tendency to extend admission terms to fields not expressly covered 
in the Treaty of Rome could perhaps be symptomatic of a wish to find arguments for a fresh veto, outside the pro-
visions of the Treaty. Is this another case of ascribing intentions ? Far be it from us to say. We do, however, 
feel that light needs to be shed on some matters in advance, as it would be highly regrettableif misunderstandings 
were allowed to persist, until the moment when decisions have to be taken, when responsibilities have to be shoul-
dered. 
Be this as it may, it is a further reason for looking at matters squarely and for avoiding being 
swallowed up in illusions and wishful thinking, as we have pointed out over the last few days. Let us not forget 
the 1962-1963 negotiations : 
At the time, we voiced our trust in the Chancelleries, in the vision of their planners, who we 
imagined had certainly worked out and prepared alternative solutions, to be fallen back on in case of a setback. 
Little did we know ! Tne rejoinder was that no alternat1ve solution had been contemplated. In fact, the alternative 
solution was to weep and wail over the event, and to pull faces for a few weeks at the supposed culprit. And 
after that everything fell more or less into place ••• 
It is our belief that people have become more realistic : without wishing to disclose plans which 
for the moment are on the drawing board, we are able to say that in case of failure, not the result of bad will 
on the part of the British, there are palpable possibilities for action. These possibilities are not beyond 
credibility, i.e. they are not banking on an appeal to finer· feelings, do not involve going back on undertakings. 
They are, however, possibilities which will present each, and in particular those who are appareneiy torn between 
conflicting requirements (this is an excuse for them, not a justification), with clear and reasonable options. 
We shall be talking about them again, when the time comes. 
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European books whiah are sent to us, or whose publication 
is worth noting, wiZZ be reviewed under this heading. 
* La fUsion des CoiTfiiUnautls Europlennes au lendemain des Aaaords de Lu:cembourg, 2nd Symposium held in Liege on 
the merger of the European Communities, Law Faculty, Liege, and Martinus Nijhoff, The Hague, 1967. pp 281, 
450 Bfrs. 
The first Symposium of the University of Liege Institute of European Legal Studies (see Bulletins 
for 23.3.65 and 24.4.65), which in 1965 considered general prospects (merger of markets, institutional 
merger, merger of legal means), led to the publication in 1~65 of a first volume of enactments, under the 
title : La Fusion des Communautes Europeennes. 
The volume just published covers a detailed examination of the institutional aspects : firstly, ~he 
future prospects of the executive organs (Council and Commission), and secondly the future of European demo-
cracy. The two topics are introduced by the reports by Professor Louis Cartou and ttr. Hans Joachim Galsner, 
and by Professor Angelo Piero Sereni and Mr. Jean Duvieusart. The text of the reports is followed by a report 
of the d1scuss1on headed by Professor Fernand Detousse. 
As the Symposium took place quite close to the time of the Communities' crisis and the agreements 
reached in Luxembourg in January 1966, the report by Professor Pierre Pescatore on the outlook for institutional 
development following the "Common Market crisis" is of partlcular 1nterest. The volume also contains a discus-
sion on the causes of the crisis in the Communities, and how it was resolved. A documentary note assembles 
an the information about the elements in the crisis and asses .. 1ents published to date. To complete the documen-
tation, the volume contains the actual text of tbe "Luxembourg Agreements" and a very detailed analytical index. 
The third Symposium on the merger of the Communities, will be held on 25, 26 and 27 October the 
programme was given in the Bulletin for 29.12.66, 
*La Pologne et Zes Affaires OaaidentaZes, Revue de Z'Institut Oaaidental, Poznan, voZ.II, no I, 1966, pp 284 
annual subscription 2 dollars. 
Readers' attention has already been drawm to this review, the Editor of which is Professor Wladyslaw 
Markiewicz. Without, of course, going back on Ma~ist lines, the review at regular intervals analyses European 
political and economic problems, i.e problems corcerning both East and West Europe, with an open mind. In the 
number just out there is an article on the theorJ and practice of peaceful co-existence, one on certain aspects 
of the West German doctrine of the Sozialer Rechmstaat, a study on the Polish-German frontier and the two 
German States, another on the economic regions of Silesia, and a number of repor~and notes. What is particu-
larly worthy of attention is a study by Mr. J. Rcchocki on the social programmes of the integration organisations 
is Western Europe, in other words the soc1al polJcy of the Community. This is a very critical assessment, need-
less to say, starting out from the premiss that fue capitalist regime is unable to ensure lasting social pro-
greSBtair division of the national revenue, and Jealisation of the principle of the dignity and freedom of the 
workers, although at times it states that these ~e among its objectives. The study is carried out on the basis 
of texts which are in the main of Community orign, including a number by tlr. Levi-Sandri. The result of this 
is that the dissatisfaction expressed by the Vic~President of the EEC Comm1ssion concerning achievements in 
social policy, for instance, is taken without toe much difficulty as proof that this social policy does not 
exist in the Community. It becomes grounds for cri1icism and an excuse for saying that the advocates of the idea 
of economic integration see in it the appropriat1 instrument for resolving, not only the international, but 
also the internal contradictions in which the ca~talist world has become entangled. There is certainly no 
disputing the fact that economic matters are giv~ priority over social matters in the European Treaties, and 
that the compilers of the Treaties were moved bya certain spirit of laissez-faire, but this is not the same 
thing·as saying that the principles of integrati~ planned by the EEC "constitute obstacles to social progress", 
This of course does not relieve the Commission ad the unions of the need to exert themselves to modify a 
situation based much more on resurgent nationalim than on the spirit and orientations of integration. 
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[ 
~ogress of British probes : curious reply from Mr. Kiesinger 
Mr. Wilson and Mr. Brown go to Paris tomorrow for the second stage in their probing nperations 
In this connection it may be helpful to draw attention to one of Chancellor Kiesinger's replies to the foreign 
press, questioning him last Friday, which struck us as curious. llr. Kiesinger said in substance that it would 
be necessary to await Mr. Wilson's visit to Pa~is,before it could be known whether French opposition to Great 
Britain's entry into the Community was based on principles. The Chancellor added that if it was, as he feared 
was the case, the Six would have to discuss the matter between themselves with the utmost careand circumspection. 
This answer is strangely significant, for the following reasons : 
1) Mr. Kiesinger has only just returned from Paris, where he had long private talks with General de Gaulle. 
Their talks certainly dealt in some detail with the British problem. Making due allowance for normal discretion, 
however, it seems as though Mr. Kiesinger knew as much, or as little, about the nature of the French opposition 
after the talks, as he did before. 
2) He did know that there was French opposition, however. But as everyone knows this, it is to be assumed that 
Mr. Kiesinger talked about it, as he had direct confirmation of it, It ±s astonishing, however, in view of the 
cordiality, if not friendliness, of the talks, and the nature of the relations set up by the Franco-German 
Treaty, that Mr. Kiesinger was not able to get any more information. 
3) Still on the basis of what he said to the press, not having succeeded in getting any change out of the Sphinx 
of the Elysee (one journalist describes tomorrow's Paris talks as a "dialogue between the sphinxes"), the Chan• 
cellor did not succeed in ending French opposition, or toning it down. Does he have any ideas about how this 
might be done 1 Basically, did he try to sway the French view ? 
4) Mr. Kiesinger did express a certain fear, however, and that was that the opposition that Mr. Wilson would 
come up against was based on principles. In this case, what does he suggest 1 That once the opposition has been 
manifested (we shall then know that it exists, and we shall know what it is like), the problem should be discussed 
with care and circumspection by the Six. Once the veto has been pronounced, what would there be for the Six to 
discuss ? It is hard to say, even if advice to be careful is highly understandable, A great deal of care will 
have to be used, in fact, over noting a situation and giving way to it, as the careful Chancellor seems to be 
counselling. 
Events will show whether ltr. Kiesinger's carefulness is the best method, or whether it 
constitues tactics that the Chancellor is to apply. The probing operations have only just begun,and will not 
end until 8th March ; the conclusion must not be precipitated by verbal extravagance. What is'more valuable 
is the preparation, already beginning to take shape, of plans or ideas which will make it possible to deal with 
the various outcomes that can be imagined. We shall then need to talk about predicting, seeing into the future, 
more than about being careful. We have already referred to the schemes or ideas to be worked out if the round 
of probing talks ends in failure. If these are to be of some value and based on some reality, the Sphinx of 
Downing Street will also have to show his hand at some point, and make certain declarations. He should say, for 
instance, that in case of failure he will not confine himself to noting that "the conditions for requesting 
membership do not exist", and reverting to precisely the same situation as before. He should say rather that 
he is ready to cooperate in the quest for concrete solutions, although without wishing to divide the Six, in 
those fields where a ppssibility exists. This could trigger off an operation which would bear fruit. 
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The most important speech in the Consultative Assembly yesterday, together with that of Mr. Wilson, 
~as certainly that by Sir Alec Douglas Home, who gave an assu~ance ofthe Conservative Party's whole-hearted sup-
port for the Labour Government's initiative. He added that it was-thus possible to refer to a national initia-
tive for Britain's entry into the Community. This is of major significance, remembering that some opponents of 
British entry, at the time of the 1962 negotiations, argued that British opinion was split down the middle, and 
that a substantial proportion of the country (the part that in fact brought Labour to office)was against entry. 
The three British political parties now are unanimous in thinking that the time for entry has come, There are 
admittedly different shades of opinion, but it is safe to say that in none of the countries now belonging to 
the Community, was there such electoral support, when the Treaties were signed, as entry would now obtain in 
Great Britain. 
Perhaps the best comment on Mr. Wilson's speech was that by Ur. Jean Monnet, significantly present 
at the meeting of the Consultative Assembly. "It was not an insular speech, He has convinced me of Britain's 
sincerity and determination to become a member of the Common l~rket, and to take a full part, with the other 
EEC countries, in the construction of Europe. In 1961, it was the Conservatives who were requesting entry. Today 
the.British Parliament is solidly behind the Government's request. For my part, I now await with confidence 
I 
the British Government's decision, when Mr. Wilson and Mr. Brown have completed their visits to the six capitals," 
We must therefore await the British' decision, to be taken at the end of the probing operations, 
"with confidence." It was in fact Mr. Wilson who took it upon himself yesterday to remind us of this important 
point in the tactics he has worked out. We must refrain, then, from drawing over-hasty conclusions after each 
of the visits, and Mr. Wilson was careful to point this out. After March 8th, we must expect to see the Prime 
Miniater go to the House of Commons and ask for its support of the decision he will then have taken, i.e. : 
either to table a request for membership immediately, under the terms of Treaty of Rome article 237 (and similar 
provisions in the other two European Treaties), or to note that the conditions for starting negotiations, with 
certainty of success, are not fulfilled. It is important to notice that Mr. Wilson showed in his speech that 
he was perfectly aware of the extent of the problems to be overcome, but that he once again stated that for his 
part he did not think that they were insoluble. This means that Great Britain is prepared to do what is necessary 
to overcome them- provided, of course, that the Six do the same. It is a realistic vision of the situation, 
which justifies confident expectations. This is all the more true because Mr. Wilson confirmed (this was some-
thing we noted immediately after the Rome stage in the round of talks) that most problems could be settled within 
the Community, through Community negotiations. ------
This evidence of trust in the Community method and Institutions is what, in our view, constitutes 
the special feature and the strength of the Labour Government's bid. From now on no one will be able to accuse 
Britain of not being European. 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
Not tetting the pubtic down 
Mr. Wilson certainly made a good job of his arrival in Paris. Let us hope that his departure will be as 
much of a success. Our readers may remember that on 14 December we wrote that, like the skilful tactician he is, Mr. 
Wilson intended to corner the headlines of every French and European newspaper the day he arrived in Paris. He has 
done just this. The Strasbourg speech, covered by French television, extensively commented on by every editorialist 
and discussed in diplomatic and political circles, has meant that Mr. Wilson's arrival was preceded by a mess~ge that 
was more than just another piece of news ; it also means that he has been able to establish direct contact with public 
opinion before the official talks begin. All this was minutely planned and was a great success. There is, in addition, 
the fact that Sir Alec has lent Mr. Wilson the solid backing of the Conservative Party. Thus it was as a great natio~al 
1eader that Mr. Wilson trodthe steps of the Elysee, a leader speaking a language which is frankly European and under-
standable to the majority of the public ; it is not overloaded with technical details by which, moreover, he has let 
it be known that he will not be stopped. A leader speaking from an international platform, but on French soil. All ' 
these carefully gathered elements have their importance in the game that is being played, 
A good start has been made, then. And it is significant that on the very day of the opening of the dis-
cussions, the French press published the results of a recent poll which shows that 48 out of every 100 Frenchmen think 
it is in the interesS!of France that Britain should enter the Common Market : 14% think the opposite and 38% don't 
know. In June 1962, at the time of the opening of the previous negotiations,the~proprotion was 38% for and 24% against, 
with the don't knows the same (38%). What is even more important is that 54% think that if Britain soon makes an 
official request for entry into the Common Mnrket, agreement will be reached, This indicates that, even among those 
who are not sure whether this agreement would be in the interests of France, there is the conviction that it will 
nonetheless come. Most Frenchmen therefore think that.a veto to British entry is hard to imagine. In fact, only 18% 
think a failure possible. 
it seems probable that if another poll were conducted today, the results would show an even greater 
inclination to favour the idea of British membership. This development in public opinion must not be under-estimated 
either by the French Government, or by France's partners. Indeed, rejection seems unjustifiable at the political level, 
to anyone who has heard or read the Strasbourg speech. This speech contains the most "European" approach that could 
possibly be hoped for, while allowing its author subsequently to give it whatever interpretation best suits the cir-
cumstances, And to his should be added Mr. Wilson's reply to the Belgian Senator Struye : that he was firmly decided 
not to fall back on provisional or compromise solutions. For instance, he firmly rejected the idea of possible "asso-
ciation" which would only pavethe way for membership in some dim and distant future. This idea was first put forward 
by Mr. Maurice Schumann,whommtm"\e.been inspired from on high. It is unlikely to make much headway : ''We are not going 
to stay in the waiting room" Mr. Wilson was saying in the corridors of the Council of Europe after he had made his 
speech. 
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EDITORIAL 
After stage two : sounding operations proaeeding smoothly and satis[aatoriZy 
The British soundings in the Community are progressing as expected, and the second stage was not 
really very different from the first. This means that Mr. Wilson and Mr. Brown were able to come to terms with 
the nature and size of the problems to be overcome, the type of solutions that can be imagined, the means of 
settling them and the time needed, in Paris as in Rome. Clearly, as we have already pointed out, while the pro-
blems raised in the six capitals are the same, it is perfectly possible that they are seen from differing view-
points ; while in one capital they are in the forefront, they may seem less pressing in another. This indicates 
a situation which is quite usual and unspectacular ; it in no way means that there is necessarily a difference 
of views between one capital and another. The British leaders must therefore complete their round of the capitals, 
try to obtain all helpful information, and finally decide, probably after consulting Parliament and the EFTA 
partners, whether the conditions enabling Great Britain to present an immediate request for membership are ful-
filled, and if it is reasonable to think that a favourable answer will be given by the Six as a whole. 
Oddly enough, although understandably enough at the same time, a considerable proportion of the 
public, and of the informed public too, was expecting some kind of "final judgment" from the Paris talks, a "oui" 
or "non" from General de Gaulle, which would in fact have settled the matter once and for all. This shows the 
lack of understanding of the method of sounding-out undertaken by the British leaders, and the spirit in which 
it is being effected. A statement by Mr. Couve de Murville strikes us as a perfect answer to those who try to 
hurry on decisions which need to ripen, in accordance with a fairly complex process. "We did not make a start 
on negotiations ; we exchanged views on questions arising in connection with a possible application from Britain 
to join the Common Market. We were not involved with pre-conditions or with negotiations. The atmosphere in our 
talks was excellent, and friendly ••• We explained our positions to each other very objectively and very frankly, 
and I think that we understood each other on these matters, and that no misunderstandings are possible." 
This reaction on the part of the public is, admittedly, proof of the existence of a "polarisation", 
stemming from a tendency to ascribe intentions to France. This is no more justified today than are the intentions 
being ascribed to Britain, with persistent questions about the "purity" of Mr. Wilson's intentions, and statements 
such as that of Mr. Duverger in a recent comment, to the effect that British entry would profoundly change the 
edifice that the Six had started to build. Setting aside the fact that it is surprising to see people who, like 
Mr. Duverger, have never been over-fond of this edifice, rush to its defence, it has to be stated once more that 
if there are changes - and there certainly will be - they will not necessarily lead to a profound change in the 
basic character of the Community. Cohesion would only be endangered if the Six were deeply divided among the~ 
selves on the British issue. What they need to do is to agree, on a basis that is reasonable, in conformity with 
European interests, in conformity with the undertakings they have themselves entered into, and cohesion will be 
upheld. Better still : it will be strengthened, because it is on the basis of this cohesion, that Britain will 
join - not division. But a start must be made from reasonable bases, and there must be discussions between the 
Six without previous conditions. As Hr. Duverger says, and here we share his view entirely, "The proble1,11 is to 
convince, not to impose." This was not the case in 1963, when there was imposition, but no attempt to convince. 
The results were so dire that it is to be hoped that the same mistake will not be repeated. 
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EUROPEAN LIBRARY ~ * D. SWANN and D.L. MCLACHLAN, Concentroation or Competition : A European DiZerrma ?~ European Series No, 1 $ 
published jointly by Chatman House and PEP (Political and Economic Planning), London, 59 pages. 
\ 
This study is the first of a series on European problems, (Reviews were published in Economic Inter- ~~ 
penetration on 10 and 25 January 1967), The studies which are to come out in the neat future will deal with ~~~ 
agriculture, the problem of Sterling, the medium-term policy 'of the EEC, foreign policy after de Gaulle, and 
the problems raised by association with the EEC. 
* Atomo. Petrolio~ EZettricita~ Rivista Giuridica Internationale delle fonti di Energia, Anno VII, Giugno-
agosto 1966, N. 3-4, Bologna and Rome. 
This special number, resulting from collaboration with the Spokesman Group of the Euratom Commission, 
is devoted to problems of the European Atomic Energy Community, In particular, Mr. T. Vogelaar, director 
general of the Communities Legal Service, deals with the legal problems of Euratom ; Mr. F. Paolini, deputy 
spokesman of the Commission, shows certain problems for the development of the Community nuclear industry ; 
Mr. Caprioglio, director of the Petten establishment of the Joint Research Centre, examines problems of 
nuclear research ; Mr. R. Monaco explains the operation of the Euratom joint enterprises ; Mr. G, Motzo deals 
with supply system for fissile materials ; Mr. R. Maciotti explains the problems of atomic patents at 
European level, 
* Walter VAN GERVEN, Principes du droit des entenbes de la CEE~ Etbs Emile Bruylant, Brussels• December 1966• 
369 pages, 880 Bfrs. 
11 Lord Gladwyn, Pl~doyer fUr Europa~ Europa Union Verlag, Cologne, 148 pages, 7,50 DM, 
* ECSC High Authority, 1965 Steel Conoress~ Luxembourg. 715 pages, published in German, French, Italian, Dutch 
and English, 74 Frs, 750 Bfrs, 60 DM, 9,370 Lira, 54,50 NaFls, $ 15, 118 shillings. 
* Jean MONNET, Chancellor Adenauer and the Building of Europe~ European Research Centre, Lausanne, 1966, 
9 pages, 4 SF. 
*Emile Mayrisch~ precursor of the building of Europe~ European Research Centre, Lausanne, 1967, 64 pages, 
13 FS. 
*H. BRUGMANS, L1unita europea- Messina dieci anni dopo~ Edizioni dell'Universita, llessina 1966, 19 pages, 
*Britain and Europe~ Notes on Current Politics, Edited by the Conservative Research Department, 16 January 
1967, No, 1, 20 pages, One shilling. 
* OECD, Catalogue of 1966 Publications~ 85 pages ; Principal economic indicatorsJ January 1967 ; Industriat 
production~ 4th quarter of 1966, 34 pages ; Product -by-product trade- Large area analysis~ No 1, (France, 
Iceland, Spain, Sweden), Jan-Sept 1966, and No, 3 (Austria- Germany, Ireland, Norway), Jan-June 1966; 
Totat trade by countries~ January 1967 ; Fruit and vegetable production ': present situation and 1970 
prospects : Italy. 
* CORRECTION "The Court of Justice of the European Corrrnunities" analysed in our European Library on 6 January 
last, was by Edward H. WALL. 
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EDITORIAL 
Europe and the problem of the teahnoZogiaaZ gap 
The problem of the scientific and technological development of Europe, or, to be more exact, 
Europe's backward position in this development, mainly by comparison with the United States (and there is a 
risk that the gap will go on getting bigger) has for some time been talked about in dramatic terms. It has become 
a fashionable subject : it is talked about everywhere, even if frequently from different angles ; and it looks 
like becoming a source of slogans, designed to impress public opinion and above all to give it the impression 
that something is being done. Even Hr. Wilson succumba:l to this temptation when, in his speech in Strasbourg, he 
aaidthat it would be wrong to be too defeatist when making the above-mentioned comparison, 
Thus it is necessary from time to time to clear the air a little and to set the problem in its 
proper perspective ; this does not mean that it should be played down nor that public opinion should not be aware 
of its seriousness. We must look for some method of solving it other than with words, slogans, chaos and confusion. 
The first thing that must be done is to attempt to place the different aspects of this complex 
problem in their relevant perspectives, since the possible solutions are completely different from one aspect 
to another. For the moment we shall limit ourselves to a very brief consideration of the more properly 
political aspect of the matter. And we shall do this in the first place because it is the political aspect which 
demands government intervention (even if this could have economic consequences) ; action by firms on the other 
hand, motivated as it is by the quest for profit, cannot have any direct influence on this political aspect. In 
the second place, it is the political side which could lead to European-solidarit¥ in science and technology, 
a solidarity which can and must be decided by the governments and which, once dec1ded and put into effect,could 
constitue an extremely important factor for political unity. 
The first thing to be said in this context is that direct intervention by a State - or an asso-
ciation of States - is called for as soon as its political and economic independence is threatened by lack of 
scientific and technological know-how. This does not mean that intervention should be limited to defence, but 
it is obvious that some degree of limitation automatically applies. We might say that this degree is determined 
by the possibility of acquiring by normal means, or of developing independently,the necessary know-how in the 
presence of obstacles of a special nature. Thus one could say that if, for exemple, the Community supply of 
uranium 235 is obviously a defence problem, that of organising a fully independent and regular long term supply 
of slightly enriched uranium is a question of economic independence. Similarly with satellites, even if, at one 
end of the scale, the problem of building heavy-payload spacecraft could be overcome by means of Atlantic 
cooperation, at the other end, that of developing one or more regional systems of telecommunications satellites 
(with the attendant infrastructures for transmitting and receiving) should be solved at European level, Much 
the same could be said of large electromic computers. It is quite obvious that if each of the European countries 
were to concentrate in these fields the enormous human and financial means necessary to ensure its own independence 
(which is, after all, its duty) we should soon have a Europe filled with waste, duplication of effort and conflict; 
and the final result would be to make the backwardness even more pronounced. 
These are the fields (and we have only given examples) in which the search for European solidarity 
should be concentrated, a solidarity clearly defined and efficiently achieved. As we have already said, this is 
the realm·of political decisions and actions, and progress in it could be progress along the road to political 
cooperation, 
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Yesterday we outlined what we consider must be the first criterion for judging whether, and to what ex-
tent, the states should intervene to beat a big technological gap, before it becomes catastrophic and has a direct 
effect on their political and economic independence, Is it possible for the states of Europe to act in isolation, 
possibly carrying out research along the same lines, involving wasted energy and money (as is the case with fast 
reactors, where the existence of Euratom has not been able to prevent the development of two and perhaps three 
· separ~te national programmes ) 1 We may well speculate on this, as the gap is precisely a question of scale, 
dimensions, of means available. It seems reasonable for the states to unite for two reasons:(a) it is essential 
in order to put through large-scale projects (e.g. Concord, or the airbus) ; (b) the concept of economic inde-
pendence applied to a country "within the Community" gradually loses its significance. The conclusion to be 
drawn is evident : the Governments need to unite, and it is ear excellence in the Community context that they 
should unite, so as to prevent an equally dangerous and intolerable gap from arising within the Community. 
Only after close cooperation has been established in this context will it be helpful to consider the 
links and cooperation to be set up with the outside world, and in particular the United States, whose main an-
xiety is to have a valid sparring partner. 
Nor, then, is it a question of pinpointing all the existing short-comings, which alas are numerous, and 
trying to make them good ; rather, those on which the proper development of a country's life depend, must be 
identified, and on that basis the realisation of joint projects must be advanced, by pragmatic procedures, as 
suggested in fact by Mr. Marjolin in his speech devoted to this question. It appears that the inter-executive 
working party is making progress in this direction, but its work necessitates perhaps a political boost, which 
can only come from concerted action on the part of the governments, provided that it falls on good ground. It 
is urgent, then, (to take a concrete instance) for a decision to be taken on a meeting of the Council, in special 
session, Mr. Harmel has suggested that this should be field in February, with the Ministers for Scientific Research 
taking part, and this could be the occasion for putting into preliminary concrete form the suggestions made by 
Mr. Fanfani (currently being examined by NATO and OECD), at Community level. Of course, there is the British 
question,but the assumption will have to be made that this country will soon be a member of the Community, and 
she will thus have to be invited to attend the meeting, as an observer. This would perhaps make it possible 
to avoid certain errors of viewpoint, and already to put in hand preliminary plans which will probably be in the 
implementation stage when the enlargementof the Community is an accomplished fact, 
From this perspective, admittedly, the so-called technological gap problems is not resolved. One of the 
most familiar aspects of the question is that of company "scale", on which, it is asserted by some, hinges the 
effectiv~ness of research, and thus the possibility of pushing ahead with advanced technology. The question in 
controversial, but can be discussed another day. For the moment, it is enough to say that the problems to be 
overcome, if companies are not to be able to dodge their responsibilities, are legislative and fiscal. The pos-
sibility must be created, above all, not of industrial "hugeness", but of "pluri-national" companies, Thought 
must also be given to another problem less in the public eye, but important nevertheless : the special structure 
to be given to some of these companies, in connection with the Community projects to which we have referred : 
it is enough to refer, by way of exllmple, to organisations of the Comsat or Intelsat type. These are question• 
worthy of serious consideration , 
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EDITORIAL 
The European Cormrission and British membersMp 
Today is a day which has special importance in the British leaders' European tour, since, apart 
from the talks they are to have with the Belgian Government (which are no more or less important than those 
which have been and those which are to come), the British Ministers have had the opportunity of making what they 
call "informal contact" with the EEC and Euratom Commissions, 
To say that this meeting, and above all the meeting with the EEC Commission, has been the sub-
ject of certain quarrels and controversies is to say nothing new. There are many whispers in the wings, and their 
importance has been exaggerated, Some have even tried to read into them signs of divergent views and outlooks, 
and even divergent ideas ; if this last divergence did exist, it would in fact be the cause for serious concern. 
On the one hand it was said that Ur. Wilson had no wish to meet the Commission, since he did not regard it as 
a valid partner for a discussion, and that, on the other hand, the Commission insisted on being heard, in an 
appropriate form and not "on the side", Some have even come to the conclusion that Mr. Wilson was certainly not 
inspired with Community spirit, 
We certainly do not intend to examine the basis of this controversy, since it is hard to see 
what it is really all about, But it is however obvious, when one comes to consider the spirit in which Mr. Wilson 
undertook this round of probings, that it can safely be said that talks with the Commission did not necessarily 
have to be a part of it. The British Government is to decide for itself, on the basis of the different govern-
ments' reactions, whether it is in its interests to make an official request for entry. Consequently, before 
it does anything else it must get to know the opinions of these governments, which have to decide as per Article 
237 (unanimously). If, on the other hand, one considera the British Government's need for information on how 
things happen in these institutions, of which it may one day be a member, the usefulness of detailed talks is 
at once clear, But they could take place at a different stage, Nor must it be forgotten that the British Govern-
ment has missions in constant touch with the Community executives and that therefore it has the possibility of 
being informed and of keeping up the necessary contacts, Finally, during this stage, there have been no consul-
tations with other Community institutions, 
There is however one aspect of this matter which seems to us to be a cause for concern, that 
is, the attitude of the Commission itself towards the problem of British membership. There is no need to say 
that the official attitude is clearly favourable : Hr. Hallstein has recently- and officially - confirmed this, 
But the general impression is that at the moment, the feelings of many members of the Executives and of a large 
part of the bureaucracy are what you might call mixed. Some of them openly state that British membership, while 
desirable, does not come at a good moment. We shall not here discuss here the pros and cons of the well-tried 
political and economic arguments over membership. This is not where the problem lies. For one of the frequent 
arguments put forward is that the Community has "a lot on its plate" (where, one might ask, would it be if it 
didn't?)and that it must consolidate before enlarging : or else, certain urgent jobs would be adversely affected 
if an important negotiation were embarked upon now, These are the sort of arguments which are fine for running 
the day-to-day business of a medium-sized firm, but they are no good for making European history. The Conununity 
is a revolutionary creation. It is a permanent creation. To enlarge it is to enter into a new phase. This en-
largement can be politically vetoed, and one can understand this even if one does not agree, But it cannot be 
blocked because "we 1 ve got other things to do", With fee lings like this, the Community would never have been 
made. Is the Commission, the dynamic heart of this revolutionary reality, to be the victim of its own sclerosis? 
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EDITORIAL !J) 
Mr. WiZson at haZ[-time 
Mr. Wilson has completed half his tour, and can probably begin to gather up the elements he will 
need when he comes to take stock of the operation, once his journey is over. No one can stand in for him here, 
as the method being used allows only him to gather up the strands, to have a overall view, and to draw the con-
clusions which will enable him to take his decision. The tactics adopted are proving sound, then, but what mat-
ters, of course, is the final result - i.e. whether, and how, Mr. Wi~on will take a decision that matches the 
interests of his country, the Community, and Europe as a whole. 
It is already possible to say, however, and in fact Mr. Wilson has said so himself, that the ar-
rival will differ considerably from the departure. Some problema now appear in a different light - they are 
either no longer reasons f~r anxiety, or their inherent difficulties have been identified and pinpointed (althoug~ 
this does not necessarily mean that they will be easy to dispose of). Other less-debated problems now are edging 
their way to the forefront, and calling for attention from the British as the journey progresses. For jnstance, 
monetary questions, formerly regarded by the British mainly from the perspective of a possible outgoing of ca-
pital to investments in the Community, or outside the Community, but actually via the Community, now appears as 
a problem to which careful attention will have to be paid. It is the role of the pound in general' - not only 
the balance-of-payments aspect - which is causing alarm in more than one country. The problem according to Mr. 
Wilson is probably not a problem at all, since in concrete terms the vicissitudes of the pound are nothing to do 
with its being a reserve currency ; they stem rather from bad economic habits in Britain. The actual nature of 
the Community does not, however, permit the neglect of aspects which may strike some as academic, but which may 
be regarded by the others as a standing threat. This does not mean that Mr. Wilson is wrong when he talks of the 
advantages for the Community, if it had access to a "vehicular" currency such as the pound. Other problems, fi-
nally, raised since the outset, do not seem to have been sufficiently clarified. This is the case, for instance, 
with the agricultural issue : here, some people regard certain gloomy prognostications as being based on theore-
tical computations, and maintain that it is hard to say whether they will be confirmed by the facts. 
There is one further aspect, however, which seems to have come into the foreground in this central 
stage of the talks, and which will probably be discussed in considerable detail at subsequent stages. This is 
the problem of the Community Institutions, the way they will operate in an enlarged Community, and the suprana-
tional character of such a Community. This is delicate ground, trodden by l1r. Wilson in public, uttering a sen-
teiiee"of far-reaching significance : "A surrender of sovereignty is a mark of an advancing civilisation," (How 
it is to be applied, in the case in point, remains obscure.) He 1vent on to refer jocularly to non-British foot-
ball referees.This sort of thing goes down well with the hoi polloi, of course. But what, when it comes down to 
brass tacks, is the attitude of the British Government to these matters ? Admittedly, the British Government 
accepts the Treaty of Rome in its present form, and as it is applied. It accepts the degree of supranationality 
that exists at the moment (which is not saying much). Can it be asked to do more, at the moment at any rate? 
In all honesty it has to be admitted that it cannot. 
A great many people, however, take the view that the British have a predilection for efficient 
institutions, and add that the Council of a ten- or eleven-member Community subject to a veto right (except 1n 
cases for which express provision was made in the Treaty) would not operate efficiently. Is it possible to deduce 
from this a conclusion, or at least a hope ? Is it possible to believe that "the force of things" will impose 
1 itself, and that an enlarged Community will perhaps be a more coherent Community too ? 
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* Walter Van GERVEN, Principes du droit des ententes de ta CEE1 Ed. Emile Bruylant, Brussels, December 1966, 
pp 369, 880 Bfrs. ~ (\ 
Law on ententes and dominant positions constitutes a new body of law which presents lawyers with dif-~ 
ficulties of documentation and analysis. These difficulties are particularly prominent which it comes to 
European law consisting of regulations, decisions and communications from the Council and the Commission, 
scattered about in various issues of the Communities' Official Gazettes, and rulings from the Court of Justice, 
The author has collected up and arranged all these texts in an annex which will be of indisputable value. The 
Court of Justice, in three important rulings rendered in June and July 1966, approved in outline the action 
of the Council and Commission on sole selling rights concessions. Th~ present list is therefore extremely timely, 
The first part contains an objective, clear and careful account of the provisions in EEC Treaty article 
85 to 90 (generalities ; agreements between companies (article 85) ; abuse of dominant positions (article 86); 
application of EEC rules on ententes to public concerns (article 90) ; special questions). The second part 
covers the implementing regulations connected with EEC Treaty articles 85 et seq. (application of articles 
85 and 86 to the different economic sectors : implementing details for EEC Treaty article 85 p.3; fines and 
obligations laid down to ensure compliance with articles 85 and 86 ; demarcation of powers of the Commission 
and Court of Justice in appiyng articles 85 and 86, 
* L'Europe1 t~ahe d'avenir, La Voix Federaliste Europcenne, special number for fifteenth anniversary, Luxembours 
1966, pp 124 
* Philippe GAILLARD, Prdais de Journatisme, te rsportaoe. edited by the International Press Institute, with the 
aid of the Centre International d'Enseignement sup~rieur du journalisme de 11Universite de Strasbourg,Interna-
tional Press Institute, Zurich, pp 149, SF 9. 
* RAserve naturette de Camargue, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1966, pp 36 
* Horrrne et ColmiBrae. Horizons et Conjoncture. Actuali tes economiques: la veritable association "Capital-Travail", 
Revue de Synthese et de recherches economiques, no 93, Paris pp 111, FF 5,50 
*Nato News, Information Service, IIATO, Paris, January 1967, pp 29 
* Courrier C8RN, no 12, Vol. 6, December 1966, Geneva. 
* Notiaario, Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare, 13th year, no 1, January 1967, Rome, pp 100, Lit, 600, 
*Atom, Monthly Information Bulletin of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Number 123, January 1967, 
pp 24. 
*List of references on nuclear energy, Vol. 9, No. 1, AIEA, Vienna, 1967, 1st January 1967, pp 88, 
* Notes d'information, French Atomic Energy Commissariat, 17 December, 1966 
* Iniziativa Europea, Monthly political and economic review, Rome, Lit, 200, 
- No. 88 : Sei tesi per la creazione di una sinistra europea. 
-No, 89 : Dicembre : rilancio dell'Europa. 
* Info~ation and Documents, Special number : The 20th anniversary of the Marshall Plan, American Cultural 
Centre, Paris, No. 236, 1-15 January, 1957, pp 47. 
* Su~de d'Aujourd'hui, Swedish Chamber of Commerce in Belgium and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, Brussels, pp 56. 
* Finance and Devetopment, IMF and IBRD Revue, Vol. III, No. 4, Dec. 66, Washington, 
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technical problems. 
European Pnrliilment nnd Economic and Social Committee : examination of links between 
the two Institution<;, 
EIB : two finilncing ilgreements with Turkey. 
G;rmiln eC'onomic situiltion : OECD analysis. 
Development pole in Apulia : resumption of Germiln investment plan•;, 
Inauguriltion of minimum prices for new potatoes in Germany : written question No. 141 
from Mr. Kriedemann. 
Limitntion of flower-mill cilpilcity : written question No, 142 from Mr. Vredeling. 
Publications of European Communities and EFTA 
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p 4 
pp 4/5/6 
p 6 
Community CLke-oven coke : d!'Velopment of production and stocks in November- December 
1966 
Consultiltiv~ Committee : new officers : debate and resolution on coking coal problem 
Special Council of Ministers on February 16 : agenda 
Hibernia Co, : payment of dividends, 
Construction of motorwily flyovers : suggestions for the use of steel 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
It was predictable that the British steps towards the Community should have secondary effects, and 
this is already beginning to happen, with a certain movement of ideas and the opening-up of new perspectives. 
Membership is beginning to be thought of as a valid working hypothesis, and many changes are anticipated as a 
result of this hypothesis, both inside and outside the Community. The very fact that there is talk of a summit 
meeting of the Six shows, whatever one may think that the agenda of this meeting will be, that the static ap-
proach is being dropped, and that no longer will everyone wait with resignation for one-sided initiatives merely 
to adopt purely defensive - and therefore negative - tactics. 
The possibility of British entry in the more or less foreseeable future and, at the same time, of the 
resumption of purely political discussions, has aroused special interest in WEU circles; it should be stressed 
that the latter's Assembly immediately grasped the importance of the event, before it even happened : during 
its most recent meeting in December in Paris it discussed, on the basis of two extremely interesting reports, 
on the one hand the problem of British membership and, on the other, the problem of the future of the WEU in the 
new situation created by the NATO crisis and possible British entry, As every well-informed person realises,this 
is a situation rich with possibilities for development. The WEU Assembly therefore decided to create a special 
sub-committee which will come into being in the next few days, 
Working on the hypothesis that British membership will become a fact before the end of 1968, and assu-
ming that meanwhile political discussions will be re-opened, at first in a fairly flexible form, it seems obvious 
to some that the necessary groundwork for these discussions has already been laid, at least at parliamentary 
level, and this precisely in the Assembly of the \~U, the political nature of which stems, moreover, from the 
very contents of the amended Treaty of Brussels, since the-WEU has offloaded its purely cultural and economic 
·responsibilities on to the Council of Europe. It is but a short step from here to regarding the WEU as the poli-
tico-military link between the (enlarged) Community and NATO, given the fact that France has remained in the 
WEU, not only as a military alliance but as an "organisation". If one accepts these developments, it is also 
clear that the European Parliament, even if extended to newcomers, would become more and more a technical body 
and, ultimately, a European economic and social Council, whereas the Assembly of the WEU, in which it must be 
recognised there have been high-power political debates closely followed by public opinion, would become the 
political forum of the Community. Even though it is common knowledge that the Quai A'Orsay has little enthusiasm 
for the Assembly of the WEU, it is possible that such a development would not go down too badly in Paris. More-
ave~, it is very interesting to remember what Mr. de la Vallee Poussin said in the Belgian Senate on this matter 
(as reported in our "Parliamentary Activity" No 145) on 19 January : "To achieve a political community, which 
is certainly in the offing and which would have in any case to be worked out in some form or another once Britain 
was in the Common Market,we must take advantage of an existing institution which is quite serviceable and which 
could be used if we wanted to. I am speaking of the I~U, a political organisation in which the Seven countries 
meet, which has a parliament - in my opinion the best of the three international parliaments - in which talks 
between the Six and Britain have borne the most fruit ••• In it we have, at parliamentary level, a real European 
political organisation and a Committee of Ministers which while not active enough - and we well know the reason-
would become so automatically the moment Britain was in the Common llarket. Let us preserve this political com-
munity, possibly by re-organising it ••• And there is another reason for supporting the rSle of the WEU: mili-
tary problems and NATO problems cou~be sorted out in it ••• NATO could be re-organised taking into account 
the existence of the WEU ••• on the basis of a European military organisation which would discuss and balance 
Atlantic military power." 
As we can see, these are brave steps 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : 
pp 2/3 International Congress of the European Left in Paris. - Visit of Mr. Manescu to Brussels 
and of Mr. Kosygin to London. -Mr. Lynch's spe~ch on Ireland and the EEC. -United 
Nations meetings for the industrial development of the Third World, - Statements by 
Mr. Adenauer and Mr. Kiesinger on Germany and Europe, 
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pp 4/5 EEC medium-term economic policy programme : final touches 
p 5 A gricu1tur:1l Co unci 1: present !li tuati on concerning three most urgent i terns 
EEC-f\ustri.-.: Mr. Luns' talks in Vienna 
Construction industry in EEC countries: 'suggestions for ending tax and customs 
deflections in Common Market 
EEC ;)nd Euratom Commissions/Third countries: exchange of new year greetings 
Cre1tion of Europress,,tom for coordination Of five European nuclear reviews 
p 7 He.ll th system for imports of beef ;:md veal from AASM: written question no 143 
(Mr. Pedini) 
United Kin dom anrl customs duties on tea m.1te and tro ical wood: written question 
no 144 Mr. Vredeling 
Frauds against Community: new disclosures 
EDF: visit by Mr. Ferrandi to Rwanda 
p 8 Fttturc activitY of Euratom: Euratom Commission proposals forwarded to Council 
CommunitY enquirY among consumers: preparation 
Effects of preferences !Iran ted by EEC to A.\SM on int'ern.ltional trade: visit by 
Mr. MartLns 
p 9 Future of EFTA: statements by leading figures 
Europe<m Community and EFTA publications 
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pp 4/5 
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Fuel consumption in convention3l thermal power stations: trend 
Industrial redevelopment in Europe: publication of two works 
Belgian co<ll industry: situation in 1966 
Future single Treaty and IFCTU: memor<lndum trom International Federation ot Christian 
miners• unions 
~: new oven tor iron ore pelletisation 
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EDITORIAL 
Who is to defend us [l'om oul' de[endel'B ? 
The Danish Minister for Trade, }1r. Dahlgard, has been having a series ~f tal~&-in Paris. His final 
impression is that while there was nothing to "prevent" the United Kingdom ftom joining the~EEC, and while it 
was admitted that the material problems, although sizeable, could be overcome, what te,lly mattered for the 
French leaders was the "inevitable transformation of the character, the very es~enc~ bf ~he Co~~h Market, that 
would be entailed by the entry of Britain, and unavoidably entry of the Scandinavian touhtties. ~he EEC had been 
set up only after considerable struggles, and it has acquired a personality of its own, ll~w.~ou;d the spirit 
that it had created for itself react to new integrations ? New inclusions would not inevitably he d~~ging, it 
was true, but where would they lead ?" These are apparently the questions in the forefront ot·:i:he Ftencl\ leaders' 
preoccupations at the moment. ~ 
There is no ignoring the fact that they are showing touching concern for safeguarding the Cdmmunity 
~· But neither must we ignore that Hr. Dahlgard is not the first, and will certainly not be the last~ tq' 
beOil'the receiving end of this new "deterrent formula", resting on the purest "Monnet" traditioils, set out pu-. 
blicly for the first time by Mr. de la Malcne, addressing the European Parliament, and deribuneeJ here (see oui 
counnent dated 30 November 1966) as fallacious. The essence of the formula is to frighten the "Eu'ropeatti",by· 
opening their eyes to things that have escaped them, in their innocence. Such things include, for instince, the 
fact that Great Britain can of course join, but that this will rob the Community of its nature;. as conceived by 
its founders, and built up by untiring efforts. The danger is that it will become "different" vi'th the British 
in ; dare we risk this leap into the unknown 1 Are we ready to accept the consequences 1 Not to mince matters, 
this means : You Europeans, devoted as you are to the British, must realise that you will ~ave to pay the pr1ce. 
Not the price that the British are asking, concerning transition and adaptation periods, but something differen~. 
This is where the devil shows his cloven hoof, because this something that is different, this fresh sword of 
Damocles that we are going to be saddled with if we insist on letting the Brit1sh 1n, 1s perhaps a new Treaty, 
which would this time make short work of all federalist illusions. 
All this matters enoueh, apart from the paradoxical aspects, for us to pause and try to throw light 
on certain ideas. 
For years, then, more or less stateless "Europeans" have been lectured and criticised for their 
"doctrinaire" attachment to certain formulae that are utopian, out-of-date, in contradiction with "the nature 
of things." They have been critised for their intransigence, their conservatism their inability to see that 
Europe is something other than the paltry construction that they defend. They' even had to swallow, at one point 
in time the blatant statement by one of the partners, expressed in a Community document, that it would not agree, 
if the case arose, to apply a rule that was written into the Treaty : majority voting.When they said that this 
robbed the Conununity of its nature, made it "something different", they were called reactidnaries and heretics, 
What are these same Europeans, who despite everything are still heretics, doing now that they see 
Great Britain knocking at the door 1 They are looking about them, noticing sadly that some nasty holes have 
been made, that bits o£ the wall have been knocked down, but also noticing that the house is still standing, 
Perhaps the man at the door could help, not to knock the house down completely, but to build it up again, with 
new plans. The "Europeans" then imagine that the door must be opened, although one single, but serious, con-
dition must be made: He must accept the rules of the house, not overthrow the design, respect the foundations. 
After all, these foundations seem not to have displeased him, as it is he who seeks entry. 
Where have the "Europeans" made their mistake once more 1 This is what we shall be considering 
tomorrow, 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 1 
Official visit of Mr Peter Smithers in Warsaw •• CISL's European Trade Unions Secretariat 
takes a stand .- Belgo-Rumanian· talks in Brussels.- Wilson-Kossighin talks in London .-
Conference-debate given by Mr Dehousse on 1 "Europe, Year X ••• Horizon XX" • 
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4/5 
6/7/8 
8 
EEC "External Relations " and "Economic and tax problems " Council 1 agenda • 
Future Euratom activities 1 Mr Chatenet 1s speech on importance and ~eaning of proposals 
~nsmitted to Council • 
EuroZean compan~ : agreement and disagreement on different points of EEC member countries • 
1967_68 milk ca_paign 1 measures proposed by Commission • 
Crabs and shrimps 1 UEBL asks for , quotas with customs duties • 
Australia and New Zealand 1 consultation agreement4 on Great Britain entry into Common Market. 
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Nordhrein-Westphalen metalworkers : demand ~.wage rise • 
Special Ministers Council of 16 February 1 preparatiod • 
Oil products consumption and rafining capfcity 1 situation in Community • 
Steel for tools 1 conference at Saint-Etienne • 
Aid to coal pits 1 trend in member countries in 1966. 
Hi8h-srade steel and steel alloys 1 new publication • 
Increase in part covered by multivalent thermal power stations of energy needs in Community 
member countries • 
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t:DITORIAL 
Who is to defend -us-from our defenders ? (2) A J 
Let us make no bones about it : Britain's entry into the Community does indeed raise the very impor-
tant problem of safeguarding the Community's spirit and its own character. It is a problem that would be posed· 
in even more acute terms if Britain's entry were to be followed by that of numerous other countries, for which 
the construction of a coherent political Europe is not of major interest, but which have to resolve certain 
economic and commercial problems, This is something that must be stated plainly. The Six must say as much to 
each other, and must say it to the others. But the problem cannot by settled by merely shutting the door in Bri• 
tain's face. We have to make certain of Britain's determination to join the Community, in its present form, witH~ 
out trying to change it into something else, other than from the point of view of scale and world-wiue respons~­
bilities. 
This orthodoxy, which does not reject progress, development or dynamism, represents the "European" 
line of conduct towards Great Britain. l~ere they wrong to ask that it should become the line of conduct of the 
Community ? Are the Europeans, mindful of the need to preserve the Community spirit, and for this reason often 
harshly criticised and even mocked and scorned, suddenly going to see those who criticised, mocked and scorned 
them following in their footsteps ? We must of course not be surprised by anything, not even by the sight of the. 
"Europeanll 11being blamed for not being dogmatic enough, and sacrificing their very concept of Europe to British 
entry ! · 
We would also point to another significant factor, In the psychological context arising out of such 
a situation, those who regard British entry as a good thing for the Community might well be led to make addi-
tional demands themselves, to become more and more intransigent, in short: to be "more royalist than the king." 
This could in the end breathe new life into the anti-market factions in Great Britain, and perhaps in the last 
resort lead Great Britain to abandon her approach, and her European friends to stop pressing for her entry ••• 
It is thought by some that a psychological manoeuvre of this kind, if it materialises, although 
manifested for the moment by "test balloons" launched at various levels, could take on concrete form at some 
speed, and find its place 1n the summit conference due to be held in Rome next April or May (if it does actually 
take place). We must therefore be ready to maintain a line that ia correct and coherent, that acknowledges the 
actual difficulties, but does not over-estimate them. 
There could of course be something different. Those who feel it is possible to reconcile British 
entry and the maintenance of internal cohesion could try to dispel the concern expressed by Mr. Dahlgard. They 
could call on the partner who deemed it necessary to lessen this cohesion by putting an end to majority voting, 
to go back on the January 1966 decisions, and to agree to the maintenance and application of Community law quite 
strictly, and universally. This would be the best way of bearing witness to the sincerity of this concern ••• 
This would wipe the smile off Mr. Wilson's face when he is questioned by the "Europeans" about majority voting, 
At present the situation is that Mr. Wilson is able to say : So what ? We accept the Treaty and what has been 
stipulated subsequently- i.e. the Luxembourg compromise too. An answer of this kind does not, admittedly, 
cover the whole issue, We should very much like to ask Mr. Wilson whether, in the text of this compromise,he 
will agree to the name of Great Britain also being included in the second sub-paragraph, or whether he would 
rather reference was made in sub-paragraphs 3 and 4 merely to "the seven delegations" instead of the "six." 
This makes an enormous difference. But then, who is in favour of maintaining cohesion and the Community spirit 7 
This, however, is another problem, which we shall be discussing tomorrow. 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : 
Mr. Rey's '>P!'<'Ch to th'! Institute of Banking and Financial Studies in Brussels. -
Mr. ~illy Brandt'~ statement'> in Washington. - Mr. Wil~on and British entry into 
the Common Market. - Stat!'ment~ by Mr. Thro Lef~vrl' mo European unity and the 
developing rountries. 
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pp 314 
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p 4 
pp 5/6 
p 6 
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p 8 
Lifting of rC'striction-; from capital mov,..ment•; within thf' Community : new Commission 
propoqal to Council. 
EEC I Spain : Council choicf' of -;tudy of prPferentiill ngrf',..mPnt formulil, 
Eurosyndicat : 118.05 compared with 115.84. 
Magrf'b and the Kennedy Round : Council decisions 
Merli urn-term eronomic pol icy progr.'\mmP : adoption by Council. 
F'utur" activit if' •; of Eu r.1 tom : Commi s'li on's document 
Common tran~port policy : adoption of overall document by EEC Commission. 
SystPm to be -"pplied to oil products from A/ISM and OCT : EEC Commission proposals. 
"Agriculturf'" Council : open-; this afternoon. 
GrP'1t Britain and the EEC : Anglo-French i'lgriculturill meeting ; stiltements by Mr. Heger 
interview with President of the Confederation of Italian Industry. 
Kennedy Round : forthcoming me•·tings, 
Language studies in educational establishments of member States : written question No. 145 
from Mr. T>r1ischer. 
Thail<~nd'o; Pxports of manioc products to the EEC : memor<'~ndum 
Banana produrPrs of AASM : German memor<~ndum. 
Public.1tions of Curope;-tn Communities and EF'TA 
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Coking coal problem : draft decision drawn up by ad hoc "Co-'ll problPms" Committee. 
Compo'>itP prire : falls back to ~7.50 dollars per ton. 
Oil products : development of prices in Community in 1966. 
Fire damp And ways of dPaling with it : 2nd Study day 
Price schedules : modificationq in Italian 'ltenl indu~try. 
Me .. ting bPtWe<'n High Authority and StPel U<;Prs, 
Publication of tr.1nqport : High Authority communication to OG. 
Sub~irtiPs to coi'll pits in 19~7 : no dPcl~r•tion<; by Belgium and Netherland~. 
Bplgian coordin1tion body for qt<'"l i~rlu<;try : summoning by ChristiAn TrHdes Union of 
National St~el Council. 
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EDITORIAL 
Who is to defend us f'J'Om our defenders ? (3) 
Safeguarding the Community spirit, should Britain become a member, is of course only one aspect of 
the general problem that we have raised, Still in this context, however, there is a further problem : whether 
the Britain today requesting admission is the same country that in the past undermined the integrated construc-
tion of Europe, and which clipped the wings of the Council of Europe as soon as it began to fly, Will she try 
the same game with the Community 1 One of our readers, one of the most esteemed workers for the construction 
of Europe, since its earliest days, Mr. van der Goes van Naters, clings tenaciously to the viewthat Britain has 
not changed, In a letter to us, the dist1ngu1shed Dutch parl1amentarian says : "There is no hope, no greater 
cohesion in an eleven-member Council on which Britain is represented." As proof he instances Churchill's state-
ment, and the refusal to make the Council of Europe the effective Council that it could have been, As Mr. van 
der Goes van Naters reminds us, it is the Council itself that stresaes this, in an official publication : "It 
is impossible, with Europe as it is at the moment, to conceive a more integrated system that would be extended 
to the same number of states." 
Clearly, Mr. van der Goes van Naters, like other distinguished figures of his generation, was pro-
foundly affected by the successive failures of all serious attempts to give Europe a real coherence and poli-
tical substance : the Council of Europe, draft Political Union Treaty, drawn up by the ad hoc Assembly, Euro-
pean Defence Community Treaty. It is our view that the time has come to be rid of this fixation. We have learned, 
through these vicissitudes, that constructing Europe is a far more difficult undertaking than was imagined twenty 
rears ago ; but these twenty years have also taught us that there is no other possible solution. Things have 
changed. They have changed tremendously, especially for Britain, Some formulae have been shown to be impossible, 
others have indicated the right road, Here two important points should be borne in mind, The first is that the 
Treat¥ of Rome is not the treaty that set up the Council of Europe. Of course, the worth of a treaty is the use 
that 1s made of it, and the worth of those responsible for applying it. But this is why we are anxious to say 
that it is up to us to see that the Community is not robbed of its substance, to demand that the Treaty shall 
be applied strictly although imaginatively, and to make the right people responsible for it, The second point 
is that it is not so much the number of states takinp, part that matters, as their European quality. Mr. Monnet 
once said that the Community was not a un1on of six European countries, but a union of the European countries 
that were willing to agree to a deleeation of suzerainty to joint institutions - which other countries were 
not yet ready to countenance, Mr, Monnet made this statement in 1958, and it is still valid and applicable, li-
terally. A geo~raphic enlargementand greater coherence are not contradictory, if we apply this criterion to the 
countries want1ng to enter. There are perhaps one or two that come up to the mark today. There will be othe~ 
tomorrow, or in ten years' time: we shall.welcome them tomorrow, or in ten years' time. This is something th~t 
needs tobesaid~s any misunderstanding must be avoided- and here we revert to what Mr. Dahlgard said a few days 
ago. The main misunderstanding is that the Community has become something different already, and that the price 
of admission is therefore only a formality, Another is to imagine that if Britain is not allowed in, others will 
be, We would go further, It is our belief that while Britain remains outside, it will be extremely difficult 
not only to contemplate the admission of other sates (of which in fact there will be no question), but also to 
continue various negotiations already started or still to be started, with a view to concluding fresh associa-
tions or another preferential treaty, with any chance of success. This is something to which everyone should 
devote some thought, both within and without the Community, 
In conclusion, then, we would say that there is no need to lose our heads over the entry of a new 
member, provided that we keep our ideas clear and are determined to maintain the Community. Nor do we need to 
look for so-called "new solutions". There is no new solution. What we must do is to make sure that the newcomer 
is what he claims to be : a loyal member of a community, 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
p 2 Statements by Mr. Kosygin in London, Mr. Pompidou on• French attitude towards 
British entry into the Common Market,- Presentation of letters and credence and 
agrement of heads of mission (ARgentina and Dominican Republic) to European 
Communities. -T1lk by Mr. Manescu on European security, 
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directives by Council 
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Commission suggestions 
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High i\uthori ty flo.1ts lo.~n: sign1ture tomorrow in Milcm 
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Strcamlinuing winning in CommunitY coalmines: situation 
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* Miriam Camps, European unification in the Sixties : from the veto to the artsts. published for the Council in 
Foreign Relations by McGraw-Hill, New York, pp 274, 7.50 dollars. , 
Miss Miriam Camps, born and educated in the United States (where she worked for atime in the State De-
partment), has lived for more than ten years in England. She is highly esteemed as a specialist on European 
politics ; at the moment she is a Research Fellow at the Council on Foreign Affairs in New York, and at the 
Royal Institute of International Affairs, London. This book is one of a series of studies on Atlantic policy, 
at the instigation of the Council on Foreign Relations, which is at the same time bringing out a volume by ita 
director, Mr. Harold Van B. Cleveland, which we shall be featuring at an early date. 
Miss Camps' book is valuable both because of the information it provides and the opinions it expresses, 
It contains a detailed and impartial analysis of Community events from the breakdown of negotiations with Great 
Britain u~ to the ·last few months, following the Luxembourg compromise. The author atte~ts in the final chap-
ters to g1ve an idea of possible developments in the Community, in the short and long term. There is no glos-
sing over the fact that the long-term forecasts are better than the short-term. Clearly writing during last 
summer, the author was on the sceptical side about a new British bid, in the immediate future at least. 
Hindsight makes it possible to pass a balanced judgment, and on the whole Miss Camps does this with 
considerable success. She is certainly right, for instance, when she says that the January 1963 veto was more 
serious in itself, i.e, because of the contempt it implied for the Community method, than in its palpable ef-
fects, i.e. the temporary exclusion of Britain from the Common Market. Unfortunately, the reaction of the five 
partners of France was centred more on the effects of the veto, than the causes ; so it came about that they 
tried to find methods of renewing the dialogue with Britain (which led to nothing constructive), and failed 
to join battle on what really mattered, namely principles. This enabled those responsible for the veto to 
point to the fact that the Community was basically doing very well, that it was expanding, and that the effects 
of the veto had in the end been salutary. This merely paved the way for a more serious crisis, which at the 
time (June 1965) we described as "inevitable", The essence of this crisis was the same as that of the veto : 
a refusal to play the Community game, to accept the consequences of what had been undertaken. Miss Camps might 
perhaps have done well to put more emphasis on the connection between the two, and on the fact that the future 
of the Community depends on a solution being found to this basic problem, Her book is nonetheless first-rate 
from all points of view, and will certainly find a place in the archives covering this troubled era of the 
"pre-history" of the United States of Europe. 
• Agenor. European review published under the auspices of the Association of Former Students of the College of 
Europe at Bruges, 1967, No. 1, 60 Bfr. or 1.20 US dollars, pp 72. Note : "The failure of the merging of the 
European Executives" by Emanuele Gazzo, Editor-in-Chief of the Agence Europe, and "Europe after de Gaulle." 
* L1Europe en formation. No, 82, January 1967, Paris, 2.40 Frs, 24 Bfr., pp 36. Note : an excellent article 
on "La radio et la television dans l'Europe des Six" by Bernard Voyenne, 
* Lee Annates du Marah& Commun. two-monthly review for information and harmonisation of trade and industry, 
December 1966, No. 6, Brussels, pp 24. Note : "L'expansion continue de l'industrie automobile". 
* MOnde du traVaiL libre. official organ of the International Confederation of Free Trades Unio~,No, 198, 
December 1966, Brussels, pp 25. 
• Europe. Entreprise Publique. edited by the European Public Enterprise Centre, Brussels, No, 1, January 1967, 
PP 36. 
* Comuni d 1Europa, published monthly by the Associazione Italiana per il Consiglio dei Comuni d1Europa, No. 11, 
Nov. 1966, Rome, pp 26. 
* Nieu~ Europa. published monthly by the Europese BeweBing, January 1967, 20th year, No. 1, The Hague, pp 44. 
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EDITORIAL 
The pe:r>Versity of stiokinJL.J:p_]/.our guns when you know you are wrona 
One often hears it said in private conversation, and just as much in public speeches, that it 
wrong to trust in the sincerity of the English in general and of Hr. Wilson in particular lihen they express 
l8 
their desire for membership of the European Community. The English, it is said, never change their minds, least 
of all over their attitude towards the "Continent" ; and if they did change their minds, it would only be because 
things was were going too well and it .we thanks to the Continent that they are going to set things right. 
In the first place, there is in this reasoning a basic contradiction with other ideas which are 
firmly established in the minds of those who tell us not to trust the English. They think that the English do 
not feel themselves bound by principles,that they are an eminently pragmatic race. Why, then, should they not 
change their minds 1 And then again, we hear it said, that the En[llish never face facts. Why not admit, then, 
that their present attitude confirms exactly what we all believe, namely that the Community is a going concern 1 
And finally, the English have said that they would make no move until they had got things moving again. Why 
should we think that they are coming to us because they are in difficulties ? 
Others base their mistrust on more solid arguments, Mr. Wilson has never been very hot on the 
idea of the Community, the ideas behind it or the machinery on which it is based. On several occasions in the 
past he has spoken of possible membership with conditions attached to it which would have meant a complete change 
in the nature of the Community. Forgetting for a moment the fact that several of those who point an accusing 
finger at Mr. Wilson themselves advocate this change in the Community's nature, it must be plainly said that a 
change of opinion, when it is based on proven facts, when it is the result of mature experience and when it is 
backed up by a wider range of detailed information, is not something which one should disapprove of, Indeed it 
is evidence of political wisdom. When he was underfire from Hr. Shinwell, ~lr. Wilson made no bones about admit• 
ting that he had changed his mind when he had been able to see how the Community worked. This does not mean, 
as some have hastily concluded, that the actual workings of the Community are less supranational than the theory, 
All it means is that, despite the criticisms made by several Labour Party members, the Institut~ons work effec-
tively and that it is not true to say that, for example, the English should have [liven up economic planning and 
nationalisation, that there was no chance of having a regional policy, that full employment ~as in danger, and 
so on and so on. 
Mr. Wilson has found out for himself, he has brushed aside certain "prejudices", he has gone to 
the root of the matter, he has understood what it is all about. Why should we reproach him for this 1 
Let us remember that to err is human, but that to stick to your guns when you know you are wrong 
is plain perverse, Take, for example, the case of Mr. Mendes-France. At the time not of the European Defence Com-
munity, but in fact of the preliminary EEC debates, Hr. Mendcs-France was ar,ainst, not only the details, but 
the whole idea of the Community. He spoke of 11 terrible risk of unemployment for France and of the danger of 
being overrun by Ite.lian immir,rants. lie said the France's partners wanted to keep the commercial lead they had 
over France by reason of their delayed social development, lie attacked the very essence of the Treaty : "To some 
extent, the international authority is p,oinr, to have the right to legislate in an authoritarian manner from which 
we will not be able to escape", and he asked the Government "not to accept ani outline Treaty ; the most important 
matters should be clearly dealt with in the Treaty itself." Mr. Hendcs-France has seen what has happened and 
has realised that he was wrong. What he has just said in the "Nouvel Observateur" proves this : "A large number 
of the problems exceed the frontiers of each r:uropean country , , • so that a common European policy is needed. The 
mere fact that the interested States meet at rer,ular intervals to come to agreements does not really allow a 
collective policy to be followed if each of them keeps full and complete sovereignty ,,, It must therefore be 
accepted that there are, in the service of a policy laid down on democratic procedures, geared to the needs 
of the Communit~ central bodies with, powers of their own, thanks to a certain delegation of power. The extent 
of this delegation of these powers can be discussed, but the principle cannot be denied if the European scheme 
is to have any real chance." 
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EDITORIAL 
Pre Zude to the Bonn probe 
fGL 
~j 
The 1econd half of the round of consultations in the Community capitals does not open under par-
ticularly favourable omens. Mr. Wilson- who has in fact had to delay his departure for Bonn this afternoon-
is coming under fierce pressure from a substantial fraction of his party, which seems to be criticising him for 
not having made sure that President Johnson ordered an unconditional halt to the Vietnam bombings, Inevitably, 
he will have to look at certain problems from a slightly different angle, The least that can be said of the at-
mosphere in Bonn is that it is not likely to throw the two sets of leaders into each other's arms, Admittedly, 
it will not be very easy for Mr. Willy Brandt to show greater hesitance than his predecessor towards his fellow 
Socialists from the other side of the Channel, but Labour's previous attitude towards Europe in general and 
Germany in particular is not going to make his task any easier, There are also the problems of the British 
troops stationed in Germany, and the cost to the German budget. The Germans take the view that they are helping 
in one way or other to support the pound, and they want to know more about what the pound will represent in the 
Common Market, once Great Britain is a member, On the other hand, it can of course be anticipated thatGermany 1 a 
dominant interest in not cutting herself off from her external markets and in particular the British market, 
will play an important part, Scanning the various comments in the German press, we may well wonder, however, 
whether this interest is not directed mainly towards an overall solution, i.e. inclusion in the Community of 
all the EFTA countries, which are real and potential customers of considerable importance, Britain herself can 
also be regarded as an impressive rival when actually inside the Common tlarket. 
Once again, however, we would point out that it is the more specifically political topics that 
are likely to have a damaging effect on the talks that are due to open tomorrow morning in Bonn. There is first 
of all what is called the "new direction" in German politics. \that is meant here is the move to apply the Franco-
German Treaty to the political field. Previous agreements and consultations, anxiety not to do anything that 
might displease the spoilt partner, dread of sparkinr, off a new crisis that would serve no useful purpose, are 
all factors which will affect the talks. There is now also the nuclear question, with its backwash of regrets 
and reproaches, Bonn cannot forr,et that opposition from London was what really prevented a positive decision 
on the Multilateral Force, for which the MacNamara Committee is but a pale substitute, Now, if Britain advo-
cates immediate adoption of the treaty to halt the spread of nuclear weapons, Bonn will inevitably point to the 
"un-European" character of this attitude, as article 3 of the treaty in question seems to be totally incompa-
tible with the Euratom Treaty, to which Great Britain is supposed to be going to subscribe in the near future. 
No one is forgetting in Bonn that the proposal to put control in the hands of the Vienna Agency was put forward 
at the same time, last September, by the Czech and Polish delegates, with an explicit reference to the Rapacki 
and Gomulka Plans, and that it therefore had a manifestly political sir,nificance. Both control systems, that 
of the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, and that of Euratom, are unable to impose nuclear "disar-
mament" on the member states : they cannot therefore be invoked on this pretext. On the other hand, the Euratom 
regional system is quite up to ensuring the peaceful destination of fissile material made over to Euratom countrie1 
by third countries (in the case in point, by the United States), for peaceful purposes. As a result, to present 
control by the IAEA as headway in the light of disarmament problems, is fallacious. And countries belonging to 
the Community which have no nuclear weapon, but wish to have an independent nuclear industry, may feel that 
this is just an excuse ,,, 
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Today's speech by Ambassador Schaetzel on what is commonly known as the technological gap seems 
worthy of some reflection. It is part of the process of "demystification" which would seem to be necessary in 
this sphere, which has become, to use Mr. Schaetzel's word, a little too "fashionable" for us to take everything 
which is said about it seriously. 
Without wishing to exhibit too great a penchant for paradoxes, it would seem that the only way 
to face up to the technological gap is to bridge it. When all is said and done, this is the only real way to 
approach the problem. And before we can approach it, we have to clear the air of all the "complexes" - that is, 
stop thinking that certain situations are the result of some external will, of fate or some kind of punishment 
by the Gods. In other words, it is no good looking for excuses and trying to get .out of our own responsibilities. 
One of the most widely-used excuses is that the United States ate 'carrying out research with the 
aid made available from military budgets or budgets of a similar nature (e.g. space research). Mr. Schaetzel 
'partially replied to this argument, but, like the good diplomat he is, not completely. Admittedly, he said, for 
a economist there were much better ways of using the funds available for research. It is in fact in America that 
the strongest criticisms are voiced over the anti-economic use to which the available funds are put in the mili-
tary or para-military budgets (in this context, we would recommend a book which has caused a considerable stir: 
11The moon doggle", by Amitai Etzioni). Similar discussions have taken place in France, and it has been realised 
that the contribution made by military expenditure to scientific progress and the technological use of this 
progress is not as big as the budget totals suggest. But this is not the most important thing. Nations have a 
certain overall amount of resources at their disposal : the economic and social development of the nations 
depends on how these are used. If military efforts account for a considerable part of these resources, the part 
available for civilian use is clearly proportionally reduced. Whereas the United States devotes 50% of its budget 
to military expenditure, part of which is spent on research, there is nothing to prevent countries whose military 
budgets are only 10, 15 or 30% of the total budget from devoting a very large part of this same budget to research, 
And there is also the very probable advantage that one dollar goes further and produces more profit in a civilian 
research programme than it would if it were spent on research in a military budget. 
There have as yet been no replies to the question thus raised. It is high time that European coun-
tries stopped avoiding their obligation to consider seriously the establishing of priorities in the allocation 
of their resources and above all stopped complaining about the consequences of their own choice, To take one 
example, up to the present moment, European count~;es have entrusted almost all their defence (with the partial 
but important exceptions : Britain and France) to the American military budget. It thus seems,to say the least, 
to be somewhat impertinent that they should now be complaining that part of this budget benefits American re-
search, and not their own. Such an attitude comes from what was once called the "spirit of resignation". The 
technological gap exists : it is up to us, and us alone, to get together and make the necessary sacrifices for 
bridging it. But let us not forget : making sacrifices doesn't mean sitting round waiting for manna from heaven. 
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5 Before Special Council of Ministers :speculations on France ·s inteatiobs, 
6 Euronorms:situation of preparatory works • 
Publicity of prices and tranport conditions for ECSC products present situation • 
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teur en chef : Emanuele Cazzo :A']) 
We spoke yesterday of certain conclusions suggested by Ambassador Schaetzel's remarks on what is 
known as the technological gap. Mr. Schaetzel made a very remarkable speech and we intend to publish the text · 
of it in our "Documents" series, since we feel that reading it helps to give a more realistic and less impassio-
ned idea of this problem, and thus favour the search for concrete solutions based on reason rather than hysteria. 
Far be it from us to minimise the importance of scientific research, or of the need to exploit 
this research technologically in order to ensure growth, especially in the key sectors. As always, the fault 
lies in generalisations and exaggerations. Once again we run the risk of being behindhand with our theories and 
of becoming fanatical devotees of research as the'dominant factor in economic growth, whereas on the other side 
of the Atlantic it has come to be realised that there is in this respect a good deal more mysticism than true 
knowledge. As Mr. Tagliacarne, one of the most .reliable experts in the statistical analysis of economic phenomena 
has very rightly remarked, these generalisations and exaggerations can lead to panic and the indiscriminate pro-
liferation (a very fashionable word) of expenditure and initiative, Research is be done for the sake of research 
at all levels, and this often, and dangerously, compromises State budgets and companies' balance sheets. Economic 
progress is not made solely by means of technological research : a sector-by-sector analysis must be made, so 
that choice can be exercised over the best methods of economically exploiting research and its technological 
applications. It will become clear that, in several cases, the best method is purely and simply that of buSing 
technological know-how acquired by others. But, we are told, in this way your are allowing yourselves to e 
colonised, you are preventing yourselves from developing core advanced techniques and you are accepting the 
brain drain. 
This argument is over-simplified and dodges the reality which, in this field, is know as the 
optimum use of resources. Our resources being what they are, is it logical, is it really reasonable to devote 
an important part of them to doing research into things to which others have already found the answers ? 
Clearly the answer is no, but this is precisely what people are doing or planning to do in several cases, 
whereas common sense - and our own interests - suggest that we should channel available resources in two di-
rections. The first is to modify and complete the technological know-how of others, acquired through traditional 
channels~ so as to adapt it and make "relatively original" use of it (this is more or less what the Germans 
have done in the nuclear sector). The second is to branch out into new fields, in which nothing is known, or 
where such know-how as there is is inaccessible (military secrets). But even then, resources cannot be put to 
good use unless an mobilised on an adequate scale, i.e. at least on a European scale. Better still, on an 
Atlantic scale. Similarly, efforts should be concentrated on education and pure research. This means 
expenditure, a lot of time and uncertain results. But, finally, resounding success. 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
PP 2/3 European Parliament and stands taken on matters essential for the Community's future. -
End of 4th stage of British probes in Bonn. - Statement by Mr. Jay on the effect on 
prices of possible British membership of the EEC. - Statement by British Commonwealth 
Secretary on time necessary for membership. - Invitation to London for Mr. Kiesinger 
and Mr. Brandt. - Fall in German bank rate. - Results of Dutch elections. 
COMMON MARKET I EURATOM BULLETIN NO 2623 
p 4 Scientific and technical research : preparations for future session of EEC devoted to 
this problem. 
pp 5/6 Liberation measures for capital movements proposed by Commission : observations by 
EEC Monetary Committee. 
p 6 Protection of young people at work : recommendation to member States. 
Technical obstacles to trade : preparation of work programme for their abolition. 
p 7 EEC wool industry : situation, developments, worries, 
Italian bill on size and weight of road vehicles : favourable opinion by EEC Commission 
pp 8/9 Capacity control of inland waterway transport, notably on the Rhine positions of EEC 
l!lember States. 
p 9 Tasks for a company-based economy in the European market : Congress in Wiesbaden from 
8-10 Harch. 
Cut flowers : authorisation to France to exclude them from Community treatment. 
Dairy products : fixing of amounts of flat rate preferences for 1967/68. 
Scandinavian countries : derestriction of certain imports. 
ECSC BULLETIN NO 3982 
PP 3/4/5 
p 5 
Special Council of Ministers : report 
Household coal consumption in the EEC : situation. 
Special rail tariffs for the Saar : compromise proposal being studied by High Authority. 
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*A. COOSEMANS (advised by P. Bairoch), La Concentration de L'Industrie si~rurgique dans Le March~·Commun~ 
Institute of Sociology of Free University of Brussels, 109 roneoed pages, 210 Bfrs. 
This sectorial survey is particularly significant for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is concerned 
with a sector that is basic to the European economy, which means that certain concentration developments have 
very far-reaching effects in other fields. Secondly, the sector in ques~ion is subject to regulations,as laid 
down in the ECSC, enforcing a certain discretion on the High Authority/ and any "description•" contains in-
teresting information ; further, there is no knowing how far these regulations will survive the merger of 
the Treaties that will take place in a few years' time. A third reason is that although surveys of this type 
by country or by region are available, surveys covering the whole of the Common Market are much harder to come 
by. The first part of this excellent book analyses the rules currently in force in the steel sphere, and gives 
a clear idea of the powers exercised by the High Authority, and the policy it actually applies, in respect of 
concentrations. The second part is almost entirely descriptive : the author has amassed a vast amount of facts 
and figures concerning technical potential, production, and the concentration policy of the main concerns and 
groups in the Community. The third ~art,which contains a wealth of tables, analyses concentration as a whole, 
at the various levels of the economlc process : technical plant, factories, companies and groups of companies. 
The survey is shortly to be brought up to date, and it is to be hoped that it will be revised at regular 
intervals. 
* ~on Daum~ 188?-1966~ Rouen~ pp 3?. 
This booklet, dedicated to the memory of Leon Daum, brings together a number of speeches, articles and 
photographs recalling the career of the great French steelman, who after holding a number of outstanding 
positions, in 1952 became one of the original nine members of the High Authority of the ECSC, remaining there 
until 1959. 
* L€on N. LINDBERG, Integration as a source of stress on the European Community system~ reprinted from lhter-
national Organization, Vol. XX, no 2, 1966. 
* Achille ALBONETTI, Divario tecnoLogico, Ricerca scientifica e produttivitd neLte programmazione itaLiana ed 
europea~ Camera di Commercia Industria e Agricultura, Milan, pp 90. 
* EurocontroL~ twice-yearly bulletin, no 3, Brussels, pp 28, with annex giving information about publications 
dealing with aircraft brought out by the organisation. 
* OECD, Paris OECD Observer~ (no 26, February 1967, pp 42, FF 2, SF 2, D~ 1.70, Jsj Od., 0,50 dollars. 
Nb : "Structural changes in the steel industry" and "Trade by products. Analysis by major regions Belgium, 
Luxembourg, Italy, Netherlands, United States" (January - June 1966, series B, pp 84.~ 
* L'Europe en formation, no 83, Febru~ry 1967, Paris, pp 32, FF 2.40, Bfrs, 24. 
Nb : 11L'Europe et la recherche scientifique", by Francis Gerard. 
* Europe Sud-Est~ La Revue d'Athenes, Athens and Paris, December 1966 (nb : article on the motorcar in Eastern 
Europe), and January 1967 (nb : article on the press and radio in Greece). 
* Energia : l'Eta del petrolia, third year, nos 9- 10, November- December 1966, Rome, Lit. 500, 
* IFCATI~ Vol, 7, 1966, Zurich, pp 79, and International Cotton Industry Statistics, vol. 8, covering the 
calendar year 1965. 
* BoLetin de La Integracion, InterAmerican Development Bank, Instituto par la integraci&n de America Latina 
(INTAL), August 1966, no 9, Buenos Aires, pp 57. 
SUMMARY 
No, 11--Ll\ POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
p 2 Dr. Adenauer speaks·. in Madrid on, political unification of Eu~ope. - After the 
Anglo-German talks in Bonn. 
COMMON MARKET I EURATOM BULLETin HO 2624 
pp 3/4 EEC "Agriculture" Council : programme for session on 21 and 22 February. 
p 4 Agricultur<.~l producer associations : approval of a draft constitution regulation. 
pp 5/6 
p 6 
p 7 
p 8 
Flowers and plants : three draft regulations. 
Tobacco monopolies : EEC Commission thinking of ways to deal with them. 
Common trans ort olic : programme of action proposed by the Commission, 
EEC Austria : no opposition to agreement by Yugoslavia. 
Ententes and dominant positions : authorisation of contract between American 
firm and Dutch firm. 
European Parliament Research and Cultural Committee meeting in Strasbourg. 
Agricultural Committee of the European Parliament : meeting in Brussels. 
European agricultural cooperation days in Brussels 
Portugal : OECD economic report. 
OECD : new Irish and Portugese representatives. 
PUblications of the European Communities and EFTA 
ECSC BULLETIN NO 3983 
pp 3/4/5 
p 6 
THE WEEK IN EUROPE 
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@ EDITORIAL NUaZear nonjProli[eration and Europe's role (I) 
A new source of concern, the extreme seriousness of which we consider it necessary to stress has 
just further clouded the already troubled skies of the European Community. This is the problem raised by the 
"non-proliferation of nuclear weapons" Treaty. As we know, the United States and the Soviet Union have drawn EK 
up drafts, the texts of which now seem to coincide to a considerable extent ; these are now being discussed in@ 
Geneva, at the Conference of the Seventeen. Among other things, these drafts include one Article, Article 3, A 
the text of which has just been sent to the Euratom Commission and to the Governments of member countries, on 
the basis of one arrangement (Art. XII D) of the Euratom-USA cooperation agreement. 
There is one thing which an analysis of the situation created by this new fact straight away 
reveals : if the problems raised by the non-proliferation Treaty come "technically" under the jurisdiction of 
Euratom, their importance extends far beyond their technical content and their possible application in the 
future. They concern the Community as a whole, and they concern its future development. 
near 
Firstly, what does Article 3 say ? "Each non-nuclear-weapon State party to this Treaty undertakes 
to accept the safeguards of the International Atomic Energy Agency on all its peaceful nuclear activities as 
soon as practicable. Each State party to this Treaty undertakes not to provide source or fissionable material, 
or specialised equipment or non-nuclear material for the processing or use of source or fissionable material 
for peaceful purposes to any non-nuclear-weapon State unless such material and equipment are subject to such 
safeguards". It should be noted that a draft of this same Article, which goes back to June 1966, went no further 
then "Each State party to this Treaty undertakes to cooperate in facilitating the application, to all peaceful 
nuclear activities, of the IAEA safeguards, or equivalent international safeguards." 
As we can see, two new elements of great importance have been introduced into the text of Article 
3 ; this explains the fuss the new version is causing in several capitals. The first of these elements is the 
distinction made as regards "non-nuclear-weapon States", which alone are subject to the IAEA guarantees. The 
second is the disappearance of the possibility of recourse to international organisations other than the IAEA. 
Firstly, let us consider the problem of the discrimination.The countries covered by it find them-
selves in an extremely difficult position, especially in the case of countries which could undertake the pro-
duction of nuclear weapons, but which have chosen or committed themselves not to do so. In fact, what this 
patently means is that it is these countries which are the sole objective of the treaty, which is aimed at slo-
wing down the spread of atomic weapons. They themselves have chosen not to contribute to this spread and thus 
back the Treaty with complete sincerity. But it is precisely because they have made this choice that they could 
not possibly agree to accept any sort of distinction over control, that is to say, to be controlled without 
controlling or to be controlled by anyone at all. 
It goes without saying that one of the essential pillars on which Euratom is built (and which a 
single Community would primarily inherit) is precisely this control. At the time, there was the problem of a 
member country which was setting out along the road to nuclear armament. But this did not prevent a mutual and 
non-discriminatory control being set up which at the same time took realities into account. "One of the bas1c 
justifications of the new nuclear organisation", wrote Mr. Wigny in his March 1956 report, "is that control is 
only effective if it is mutual and international." 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : 
-2 British domestic situaton concerning Britsh entry into EEC. 
2/3 Belgi<:m SCP position : in favour of British entry into EEC. 
3 Germany, British entry and non-proliferation treaty • •-Adenauer/de G mlle meeting in P"ris.-
German support for 11 Harmel 11 plan for reorganisation of NATO.- Next debates in Bundestag:on 
European policy • 
4 
4/9 
5 
6/7 
8 
9 
Fon prnlifer,1ti<'n nf' nuclear ar;:umePt~· lr• _,::y : position of Permanent Representatives and 
Euratom • 
EEC 11 A~ricultur3l 11 Council : session opens today • 
EEC/Ni eria.: problems examined by .\cti ng Committee 
Import regime for olive oil : three EEC Commission regulations 
Exceptionul aid to Belgian regions publication of two royal decrees 
Common tr:msport policy s:uch as it would result from new working programme proposed by EEC 
Commission • 
Economic ~nd Social Committee : Mr Major's speech on its activities • 
~ : study o£ ~ddition~l financing mechanism for developing countries 
Nerch,mt M·1ri ne UNCTAD Commi tee meeting in preparation of second UNCTAD conference 
Ireland : Mr Colley's visit to Brussels and entry into EEC . 
NorwaY and entry into EEC: Mr Willoch's speech 
Publications of EUropean Communities and EFTA. 
ECSC BULLETIN NO 3984: 
4 Orders· of steel products : 
4/5 Trc~de 5 ~~~~--~~~--~i~n~~~~~~--:·d~ecrease 
Re resentatives of steel- rocessina i1 •1Justries meeting in Luxembourg. 
6 Aid to coking ccal and .scheduled prices : 
Ste Ferroplan GMBH: joint creation authorized • 
Missions to ECSC: Argentina and Turkey • 
Rolled §teel prices for international exports townrds third countries situation in January• 
February 1967. 
Japan :co~l ouput in 1967 • 
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NuaZear non-proU[eration and Europe's rbZe (II) J:K 
Discrimination is the most characteristic feature of the draft "non-proliferation" treaty, or at an/";, 
rate of Article 3, the only part of it which we know (it is rumoured that this discrimination is even more evide@ 
in Article 2). One need hardly say that it has a wide technical range, but more than anything else it has politi aiD 
effects, of which the very least one can say is that they are unacceptable. fl 
From the technical point of view, we are told that our fears are exaggerated and that "technical es- s 
pionage" baa no need to hide beneath the skimpy cloak of control. Similarly, it is !lbvioua that by accepting the \ 
Treaty and the control and safeguards which it imposes, non-nuclear powers which have a nuclear industry will be 
able to ge the enriched uranium which they need to develop an independent industry, and that they will be able to 
deliver power stations to other countries which sign the Treaty and which would be only too glad to buy them. How-
ever, once it is established that peaceful nuclear industries in Italy, Germany and Benelux are to be subject to 
control, while exactly the same industries in France or Great Britain (i.e. one country which is already a member 
'of Euratom and one which could soon become a member) will be free from this control, it is obvious that an indus-
trialist's first thought would be to go and set himself up where there was no control. 
And another thing : from the military point of view, certain nuclear powers would theoretically have 
tbepoasibility of taking advantage of technical and scientific progress made in a country which was not a military 
nuclear power. The effect of this would be to increase the military strength of one country at the expense of anothdr, 
But the really serious angle is, as we have said, the eolitical angle, since it would be precisely 
in order to avoid harmful technical consequences that certain countrles would submit to being controlled by nuclear 
powers, without there being any possibility of reciprocal control ; these countries would thus be abdicating their 
independence. Things are quite different in the Community : there is no real loss of independence when the same 
sacrifices of sovreignty are made by all the membe~in favour of an institution which issues from all of them with-
out discrimination, Under these circumstances, the acceptance by non-nuclear powers of such a treaty, without the 
necessary modifications, would not be an act of political free will, it would be the result of a straight ultimatum, 
It is thus in the interests of justice and equality, and of the right of nations to organise their 
own future, that the non-nuclear powers and particularly Euratom members must demand the necessary political and 
technical guarantees. But what is the nature of these guarantees to be ? It is difficult to imagine that they could 
be limited or "interpretative&" clauses which would necessarily be unilateral. When one comes down to interpreting 
the text, one sees that it is obscure and that it tends to be ambiguous. In this context, nothing could be worse 
than an ambiguous text. The German Government is quite right to demand a public debate, of unlimited duration, for 
public opinion must be aware of what is going on and must be familar with the details of the problem. There is also 
talk of the "European clause" which was to be a so-called "open door for the future of Euroye". It will be remem-
bered that this clause was discussed at the time of the different plans for an atlantic nuc ear force. It provided 
a realistic grounding for stability and security on a collective basis. The most serious aspect of this whole pro-
blem is that it seems that this door is going to have to be shut. 
This is how the possible catastrophic consequences of Europe's political leeway must be seen. Europe 
eannot be considered as being or about to be a unity. This is the crux of the matter, and it becomes even more 
apparent at the very moment when Europeans are discussing whether or not to extend what they have built to include 
other countries. We shall discuss this point further tomorrow. 
SU~Y----~~------------------------------~~---------~\ tcle~[f:Utg... ~0 .(9-4~ 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : 
European PArliament Political Committee : agenda of meeti ngscheduled tor 24 February , -Europa-Union 
Deutschland does not c6operate with extreme right -Robert Schuman prize: to Mr JosetNBech .-
Non-proliferation treaty source of discussions • 
EEC/EURATOM BULLETIN :No 2626: 
3/4 EEC "Agriculturan " Council agreement on transitional arrangements towards single cereals market, 
3 Free circulation of agricultural produce : directive proposal from EEC Commission tor products other 
than those subject to market organisation • 
4 ~: next meeting of EFTA Ministers on 2 and 3 March , 
5 Euratom : study by Italian Government • 
6 Economic enquiries : results ot enquiries .limed at heads o£ firms , 
7 Wine production in EEC: situation at the start o£ 1967. 
Commission for cooperation with developing countries: agenda o£ next meeting , 
8 Economic and Social committee: transport and food problems 
ECSC BD LLETIN NO 3985: 
3 Galvanised sheet price list: published by Salzgitter • 
3 Alignement sales situation in January 1967. 
3/5 Steel market: structural measures and possible markets 
4 fubiicity of prices and transport conditions : situation tor ECSC products • 
4/5 L:f:.ght steel engineering technical research • 
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EDITORI,AL 
Nuatea:ro non-proliferation and Europe's r~te (III) EK 
Public opinion and national leaders are up in arms. The problems raised for non-nuclear powers 
by certain clauses in the draft non-proliferation Treaty are real problems, New clauses, technical arrangeme a,' 
"guarantees 11 - all of these will doubtless be studied. ro 
But it must be repeated : apart from the fact that the scientific growth of those countries w ·~ 
decide not to produce the bomb must not be hampered, there is a special problem, a political problem with a 1 
basis, facing Europe, and, more exactly, facing the Community ; this Community today numbers six countries, o 
of which is a nuclear power, and before long it may number seven or eight. 
This problem cannot be solved by guarantees and vague promises, It must be solved by stipulations 
and by reciprocal agreements which recognise the actual and potential existence of a group of countries dlvelo-
ping towards unity. 
As we said yesterday, this group of countries is at present examining the possibilities of ex-
pansion. Most of its members are inclined to favour this, but there are two prerequisites : the first is that 
the Community's cohesion should in no way be weakened by this desired extension ; the second is that the anti-
cipated development towards total unity, towards political unity, should not be hindered or halted by this ex-
pansion, Statements made so far suggestthat Britain is prepared to meet these conditions. But now we have come 
to a concrete instance, an instance on an exceptionally important scale, and thus one which is a great test. 
Britaln must do everything she can to see to it that the non-proliferation treaty is received as favourably as 
possible in as many countries as possible, so that through it real progress can be made towards international 
detente, instead of it making for disagreement, misunderstanding and reciprocal suspicions. If it is really true 
that Britain wants to belong to the Community and to share its aims as announced in the Treaties and as shown 
in the very actions of unity, then she must also want to see to it that the road to the future is kept open and 
that it is possible to realise the postulates of this unity, defined in one of the documents drawn up by the 
Action Committee for the United States of Europe (meeting in Bonn on 1st June 1964) : "To allow the European 
countries to make a joint contribution, instead of national contributions, to the defence of the free world 
to form an authority capable of controlling and administering the European joint defence contribution. 
Otherwise, what possible meaning would the word cohesion have in a Community in which member 
States belonged to two different categories by virtue of a decislon taken by othe~than themselves ? And where 
would be the "technological Community" which the-'British are so fond of talking about, if certain countries 
had less freedom of action than others ? What sort of character could a Community possibly have when the members 
renounced the common law which linked them - the rules about control, drawn up and applied by Euratom - in order 
to be controlled by others, without any possibility of reciprocal control ? 
In conclusion, and while waiting for the technical and political developments which are inevi-
table, let us say once again : what must be balanced against the exceptional importance of a treaty limiting 
the threat of nuclear conflict is not the limited requirements of certain freely stipulated rules, but the 
great hope of the European peoples, a potential factor which must be protected and safeguarded and which is 
in serious danger of being lost for ever. 
--------------------------------------SU~Y-----------------------------------~~-----~0\ ~'D~ lctCet:r t0o · rtY'-t 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : 
p 2 Controversy within British Labour Party over membership of EEC. - Rapacki-Brown talks 
in London. - NATO Council of Permanent Representatives on problems of reorganising 
the Organisation. - Death of Mr. Fritz Erler. - Statements by Archduke Otto of 
Hapsburg on scientific research in Europe. 
COMMON MARKET / EURATOM BULLETIN NO 2627 : 
p 3 Non-proliferation Treaty and IAEA control : discussion by Permanent Representatives 
pp 3/4 
p 3 
p 4 
p 5 
pp 6/7/8 
p 8 
of the Six. 
EEC "Agriculture" Council : main points of discussions. 
Eurosyndicat : 118.73 compared with 117.06, 
Division of tariff quota for mountain cattle and heifers : draft decision sent to 
Council. 
Comecon : beginning of Executive Committee me~ting in Moscow, 
IMF : Indonesia again becomes member. 
Egpionage and French customs control : reply to written question No.l25 (Mr.Vredeling). 
European Parliament Social Committee : report of yesterday's meeting in Brussels. 
Progressive attributing of transport infrastructure costs to users : new EEC 
Commission guidelines, 
EIB : may contribute to financing of Brussels - Paris motorway •. 
~ch Agricultural Corporation : letter to Mr. Zij1stra. 
Control of St. Jose louse : draft directive sent to Council, 
ECSC BULLETIN NO 3986 
p 3 
p 4 
p 5 
Decisions 1/67 and 3/65 : formal decision for the first and consultation for renewal 
of second. 
Composite price : steady at 27.50 dollars per ton. 
Mining and enriching of Community iron ore : High Authority gran$ research aid. 
Readaptation : High Authority grants aid, 
Italian steel industry : investment projects. 
Four German steel industry sales offices : conditions of authorisation decreed yesterday. 
Special tariffs for the Saar : examination of compromise proposed by High Authority, 
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EDITORIAL 
Governing EUrope 
The European issue is not being neglected in the French election campaign. It could even be 
the electorate is particularly touchy about how it is mentioned. This is how the more or less detailed and 
stands taken by the various majority and opposition groups have struck us. 
said 
defin1. 
One of the most interesting of the documents addressed to the French electors is Pierre Uri's book~~ 
"Pour gouverner", which could quite legitimately be called "Pour gouverner l'Europe" because of the way 1.n which t Jl 
work is conceived in a European perspective, a perspective of the future, without in any way affecting the specifi-
cally national interest of its analysis and conclusions. We shall return later to the overall contents of this vol~ 
and the ideas which Mr. Uri develops in it ; Mr. Uri, it should be remembered, is not only at present a member of 
the Counter-Government (the Federation de la Gauche), but has also been an extremely important contributor to the 
building of Europe and can legitimately be regarded as one of the founding fathers of the European Communities. He 
constributed notably to the triumph of the French point of view, which advocated a highly institutionalised frame-
work, anchored in economic and social reality, and opposed to an undisciplined and easy-going support for free trade, 
There is one chapter in this book, that on economic union and political union, which deserves to be 
read and thought about. Mr. Uri begins by saying that the main events of this century have been the Russian Revolu-
tion, the Chinese Revolution and the European Revolution ; he stresses that if the idea of starting by pooling two 
industrial products (coal and steel) might have seemed surprising, the important thing about this was that it was 
the first application of a method which had succeeded on several occasions : creation of an unbalanced situation 
which thus calls for another step so as to restore the balance. Thus the-criticisms are beside the point : they are 
implicit and even desirable, since they contribute to the dynamism which everyone is trying to arouse. But how are 
we to move from the realm of "economics" (despite its political implications) to that of true "politics" 'l Mr. Uri's 
reply is as follows : "We can at least sketch out a route for the countries of Europe : it will start from two en-
tirely realistic statements. The first is that there exists a category of national problems, which affect frontiers 
and perhaps relations with previously dominated countries, in which no country is prepared to follow the advice of 
another, far less submit to its decision : it is no use discussing'it,except perhaps better to define it : the logical 
thing would at least be that one country which was going its own way should stop claiming at the same time, in the 
name of solidarity, the effective support of others. But these problems are a heritage from the past ••• The other 
side of the picture is the second recognition of reality :that on the European scale,and apart from occasional out-
bursts, a foreign policy conducted in isolation is condemned to exist in dilemma, or to be purely specious, or to be 
essentially negative : it can only dismantle _or refuse ; apart from that, _it is little !!l.?.r!;.. ~!!!-... ~t1 .. ~!!:.iJ:_l.!ci~· None 
of'our countries occupies any special position with regard to China, Latin America or Russ1.a, and in the final analy-
sis there can be no true influence on world affairs other than one based on joint action." Mr. Uri's conclusion is 
that, for all this, we should not think that we have got the answer : the key to the success of the building of Europe 
is that instead of sticking to and developing a theoretical plan, it has gone forward by leaps and bounds : "To be 
faithful to purely political inspiration is to know that union may suddenly be realised by means which, today, seem 
impossible." The main thing - and Mr. Uri is perfectly right - is not to let our opportunities slip, to watch for 
o~ chances and to be ready to grab them. 
SUMMARY-----------------------------------------~~-------
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPEt ;r~ ~ \e rU>\. '<f L 't c, "::J- t-J o - r=t4&"' 
WEU Council of Ministers meet.1ng in Rome on 4 and 5 April .-Two new subjects (non-prolit'flration 
treaty and Yougoslavia) on agenda of tomorrow meeting of European Parliament's Political Committee.-
Mr Brandt's declarations on Germany, desarmament and Ypugoalavia .- George Brown' s declarations 
on larger Common Market • 
COMMON MARKET/EURATOM BULIEI'IN NO 2628: 
}) 
•,4 
5 
6/7 
7 
7/8 
8 
9 
Euratom Council meeting on ·non-proliferation treatl(Written Question no 154 by Mr .Oele)and 
use of plutonium in nuclear centres • 
Tobacco : work dona by Commission • 
France grants licences on industrial property t Question No 152 by Mr Deringer. 
Road transport : opinion of Economic and Social Committee on harmonisation of social measures. 
British entry : monetary consequences ( a study by CBI) • 
Savings in EEC: monthly statistics • 
counterv&Uing taxes on tulies 1 answer to Written Question no 1}0 (Mr vredeling ). 
Administrative diffir>ulties for small parcels in EEC: answer to Writt·en Question no 12l(Miss 
Lulling). 
Eggs andpoultry : measures taken by EEC Commission • 
Agricultnral grou29 : Council to receive draft regulation encourgaing treat1on of groups , 
ECSC BULLETIN NO }987: 
} 
}/5 
4/5 
Investment programmes t loan granted by High Authority , 
" European steel and the search of time lost "t Mr Ferry's conference • 
Bj(ast furnace automation t research financed by High Authority -
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will be reviewed under this heading. 
is worth noting, 
+++ Centro Italiano Ricerche Documentazione, Tempi Modern!, Year IX, quarterly 
28, Rome, pp. 3~, 1.000 Lire. 
publication, Group IV, No 27/ EK 
This number is entirely devoted to the work of the International Conference on "Leading groups in @ 
Western Europe half-way between national and supranational scale" whll.ch was held in Rome on 25 and 26 AD 
November 1966. This theme, which is in effect that of the future of Europe, was ,the subject ot six r.eporta 
d~Peloped by a general debate, or·which the Cent~e·publiahee a very detailed account. 
'rhe subjects oJ. th~o~ six reports are trw followmg: Belgian leading groupe and supranational scale (Mr. IS 
R. Rifflet, Belgium); the European development of the French leading groups (Mr• F. Fontaine~ France); 
the lefding grOups in Federal Germany (Mr. H. Kuby, Germany); the international scale of British leading 
(Messrs• c. de Hoshton, R. fryce, A. Sampson, Great Britain); the national and extra-national scale of the 
leading groups (Mr. R. de Bruin, Netherlands); some supranational processes and their effects on the 
functioning of the State and in society (CIRDs Messers F. ~' a. Bechellon~, P. Bontadini, F.L. Cavazzt 
L. Cafasna, G. 01MSn1, Italy). · 
+++Pierre URI, Pour Gouverner, Ed. Robert Laffont, Paris, 1967, pp. 269, 10 Ffr. 
+++ Christoph Engel, Industrielle Energiekosten WettbewerbsfWhigkeit und Wirtschaftswachstum, Analyse der sek-
toralen und Uberregionalen Energiekosten~BP Benzin und Petroleum Aktiengesellschaft, Abteilung information 
und Volkswirtschaft, Hamburg 1967, PP• 4>. 
+++ United Nations, 
World Economic Survey, 1965s 11 The financing of economic development; 
III Current economic developments, New York 1966, pp, 196. 4,50 dollars. 
Criteria tor Location of Industrial Plants (Changes and problems), EEC/UNO, New York, 1967, PP• 117, 1.50 
dollars. 
+++ OECD, 
Main economic indicators, February 1967, pp. 133, 6 Ffr, 6 SF, 5 DM, 9 shillings, 1,50 dollars. 
Product-by product trade,larse region analysiss Austria, Denmark, Greece, Turkey, Jan-sept. 1966, Series 
B, PP• So, 16 Ffr, 16 SF, 13,50 DM, 24 shillings, 4 dollars. 
Courrier CERN;~ Vol. 3 (1963), 4 (1964) and 5 (1965); and No 1, Vo1.7, January 1967, Geneva, PP• 19. 
NATO news, February 1967, Paris, pp. 29. N.B. "L'Un1f1cation europeenne est-elle irr,vereible?" by Roser 
Massip. 
Bulletin de la Federation des Industries Belges, Brussels. 
Lois sur lea societas commerciales, unofficial coordination, 8th edition, Jan, 1967, pp.56, Bfr. 45. 
!i9..:.....[ (10.1.67) 1 ~ (20.1.67) 1 N.B. Chapter "social"; N.9.:..l (1.2.67), N.B. "Qu'eet-ce que la Fm?", "Lot 
du 20.1.48 portent organisation de 1 1economie (Conseils d'Entreprise) et Loi du 10.6.52 concernant 1a 
•ant' et 1a securite des travailleurs, ainsi que la salubrite du travail et des lieux de travai~',.Textee 
coo~onnes; ~ (10.2.67) 1 No. 6 (20.2.67) I N.B. "Lea conditions d 1embauchage de la main-d'oeuvre etran• 
s•re , Feb. 1967. 
SUMMARY-----------------------------------------------------------
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
t-.)o , (1-C{ {p· 
pp 2/3 Examination by European Parliament Political Committee of nuclear non-proliferation. -
Programme for Mr. Wilson's visit to The Hague. - Statements by Messrs. Wilson, Brown 
and Douglas Jay on po~.sible British membership of the EEC. - Statement by Mr. Couve 
de Murville on the present British situation when faced with possible membership of 
the EEC. - End of Rapacki talks in London. - Towards a Catholic-Liberal Dutch Cabinet. 
COMMON MARKET I EURATOM BULLETIN NO 2629 
p 4 EEC Yu oslavia : future relations being studied by EEC Council experts. 
pp 4/5 
p 6 
pp 7/8 
pp 8/9 
p 10 
EEC : state of studie~ 
.EEC ain: study of content of preferential agreement which may be negotiated 
Kennedy Round : state of affairs. 
Nuclear non-proliferation treaty : stateme·nt by Mr. de Groote to the European Parliament 
Energy Committee, 
Orgel prototype : launching of call for tenders by Euratom. 
British membership of the EEC : consequences in the social sector in CBI survey. 
'Economic and Social Committee meeting : speeches by Messrs. Marjolin and Levi-Sandri 
opinions in fields of transport and agriculture. 
Use of colouring agents in foodstuffs : written question No. 153 (Mr. Lenz}. 
Sharing between member States of certain EAGGF expenditure Commission proposal 
sent to Council. 
EEC I AASM Council : next meeting in Kinshasha 7 
ECSC BULLETI.N NO 3988 
p 4 Investments : plans declared to the High Authority. 
European Parliament Energy Committee : account of Brussels meeting. 
Societe Miniere et Metallurgique de Musson et Halanzy (Belgium) : close down 
Community steel industry income : 1960- 1965 development. 
p 5 Scrap : common market in 1966 
Steel : Community trade in 1966 
p 6 ~ compensation scheme : further recourse to the Court of Justice. 
Technical research : High Authority decision to grant aid to ten projects. 
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Europe and non-oroliferationl urgent need for concrete answer @ 
Discussion on the draft nuclear non-proliferation treaty is gathering force, and the public is IIJ ' 
beginning to feel involved. We still think we were right to stress, one week ago, the considerable implicati ·fl 
for the European Community. Whatever attitude is adopted, and wherever it derives from, no one could today deny 
that there is a problem, and a serious oroblem at that • There is a general problem, bound up with the need Jl1 
for the countries with a nuclear irrlustry not to have any doubts at all about their r ability' to develop thet ~ 
industry, and not to be doomed to technological under-development • There is also a specific problem for the 
CommunitY•'r ste111111ing1 (a) from the different treatment that may be meted out to the member states within the 
Community itself; (b) from the embargo indirectly laid down on any future development of the Community towards 
politica~ union. 
The initial hot flush of indignation should now be over1 there was justification for this, in that 
it caused an awakening to the realities of the situation. There must now be immediate action, a constructive 
course in which the Euratom Commission and the member states' Governments havea key r8le to play. 
In other words1 there must now be concrete proposals. In this way, and only in this wa~. will it be possible 
to show that the reservations vo~ced are not concerned with the substance, with the aim, of the proposed treat~. 
Rather, these proposals must make it possible for the treaty to be applied seriously and consistently. 
Before there can be concrete proposals, there must be a gpon ottftnde, an attitude c0111mon to the 
Jix. This has already been stressed by the Commission, and more recently still by the Parliament. Will the 
CQUI\oil take the same line? It is to be hoped tha't it will. The five 11 non-armed" countries must at least 
have a perfectly coherent position, so that none of them has to go it alone, This would not mean that solidari-
t¥ was shattered witnin the Community - the Frehoh position must inevitably be slightly cUtferedo:lt:m 'thltcf1ll8dh ... 
This being the case, the five "non-armed" countries must make a proposal. But what proposal? 
Firstly, it DlUst be concerned with the !!!!!! factor. It should be proposed that Euratom control should 
be regarded in the immediate future as the instrument that is valid and adequate for the purposes of applying 
the non-proliferation treaty. 
Next, arrangements must be made for regular contacts between Euratom and the International Atomic 
Energy Agency, leading after a number of years to an institutional recognition of this validity, perhaps with 
adjustments, made necessary by technical developments. 
The long•term political problem must be tackled, finally, by defining a satisfactory formula on the 
problem of "succession". This should make it clear that a united Europe, with adequate political institutions, 
including both countries in Europe possessing nuclear weapons, can be regarded as a single unit, possessing 
the nuclear arm, although this does not mean increased 4issemination. In fact, instead of two decision-taking 
centres, independent of each other, we should h4ve only one, or perhaps two closely coordinated. 
What matters is that no more time shou'-d be lost, and that cohesion should be maintained. We·would 
reoall that the problem would not arise for Europe had the much-maligned Multilateral Force succeeded. Its 
failure was not the fault of others, but (as it was in the first attempt, the European Defence Community) the 
result of interminable discussions between Europeans and the refusal to shoulder responsibilities. We talk 
a goo4 deal about Europe, unity, independence, pride - our feelings are hurt if others act as though we were 
llot united. But we should first look into our own hearts; are we united? are we ready to make the sacrifices, 
• ..,._....,responsibilities involved in belonging to the unity of our dreams? 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : 
pp 2/3/3a Fifth stage of British probes : The Hague.- tfemorandum on "Great European Powers" from 
Count Coudenhove-Ialergi.- Bounds· of opposition, in House of Commons, to British 
membership of the EEC, - Statements by Hr. Adenauer on Treaty for non-proliferation 
of nuclear weapons. 
COMMON MARIET / SURATOM BULLETIN NO 2630 
pp 4/5/6 
p 6 
PP 7/8 
p 8 
Fiscal harmonisation programme in the Community : contents of EEC Commission document. 
Irradiation £echhiques for the preservation of foodstuffs : meeting of experts on 
initiative of Eurisotop bureau, 
EEC Ireland : examination of problems of possible membership. 
EEC Austria : Austrian position, according to Mr. Bock, 
Flowers and plants Commission's proposals for common organisation of market. 
!CSC BULLETIN NO 3989 : 
p 4 Communitx coal balance sheet : forecasts tor· 1967. 
p 5 Research into flames : High Authority aid. 
pp 5/6 Cut-throat competition among Community producers causes. 
p 6 Saar mines : unworked shifts, 
Swedish steel products : production and external trade in 1966, 
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EDITORIAL 
Keeping up the tension 
Mr. Wilson was relaxed, but nonetheless careful, in his replies to the many questions put to ~ 
last night by journalists after his talks with Government leaders in The Hague. His answers were always diplo-
matic but by no me~ns unexpansive. There is a report of the more significant replies by Mr. Wilson and Mr. ~~ 
in our Bulletin, but we shall restrict ourselves here to attempting to assessthe general atmosphere of thi~IJ 
probe, taking place as it does a month and a half after the probes began and' a week before they close. 
Clearly Mr. Wilson is quite within his rights in refusing to make this assessment himself ; tht~ 
would show little respect for those who are still awaiting his visit as well as for those with whom he has ~ 
ready had talks. But particularly because to do so would be a flat contradiction of his tactics, which have 
been never to allow himself to be tied down and to keep his intentions shrouded in mystery. These tactics have 
sometimes been downright crafty and are mainly for domestic consumption ; when the time comes, they should enable 
him to act in a spectacular manner, to capture public attention, and thus to gain the maximum amount of support 
from his fellow countrymen and the maximum number of advantages in the next leg, which will be the decisive oae. 
Will these tactics bear the fruit that Mr. Wilson hopes they will ? We shall see, For the time being they have 
allowed him to make the British initiative a dramatic factor in European politics and to give the impression in 
Great Britain that history is being made. But there have been certain discordant notes, and it has seemed to 
some observers that the things the Government have done and the stands they have taken (to take only one example, 
the stand over the draft nuclear non-proliferation treaty) were not exactly signs of a conscientious "European" 
eutlook, Certain trends within the Labour majority have given others the chance to suggest that they could be 
used as a pretext at a given moment. 
The fact is that these tactics can only succeed provided they can make it to the end of the road, 
provided the tension is kept up or, as they are saying in England, provided the momentum is not lost, There was 
much talk of this momentum yesterday. Clearly, it is difficult to keep tension runn1ng h1gh unless there seemt 
to be some imminence about it all - unless, in fact, a certain timetable is adhered to, which can justify thia 
momentum by its timing. Things can't be kept on the boil indefinitely. This leads moreover to a conclusion which 
we consider to be important, namely that Mr. Wilson, by insisting on this momentum, is implicitly suggesting 
that the whole operation should be carried out much quicker than some imagine. It is not without satisfaction 
that we say this, since we have always held that this sort of operation cannot be allowed hang fire. The signa 
are that Mr. Wilson is refusing to decide now, but h1s denial of the rumours which have been circulating in 
the last few days on the possibility of a 11pause" would seem to be genuine. Moreover, Mr. Luns has also said 
that he cannot see the point of such a pause. 
It is very interesting to note the reactions in Britain of those who have already declared them-
selves in favour of entry into the Community. The Daily Mirror, with its huge popular readership, had no hesi-
tation in devoting its first two pages to this problem yesterday, writing, in its inimitable style, "The time 
has come for the kissing, and the kicking, the back-slapping and the back-biting, to stop." It goes on to lay 
down a three-point policy : "A formal application for membership ; - Announcement of Britain's willingness to 
sign the Treaty of Rome ; - Acceptance of the Common Market as it is. And then -negotiation from inside." 
The Government should do this as quickly as it can, if possible before April : "If Mr. Wilson is not ready to 
apply in time for the Common Market meeting in April, it will be folly to delay one week more than is absolu-
tely necessary." 
---------------------------------------- SUMMWRY . ~&~-r-t lt:t'Q,1- Kb· 174'8 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
pp 2/.~ Agenda £or M~rch plenary session o£ European Parliament, - Statements by Mr. Wilson 
and Mr. Luns to press after talks in The Hague.- Opening o£ Seventeen Nation debate 
in Geneva on draft nuclear non-proliferation treaty, - Statements by Mr. Wilson to Commons 
COMMON MARKET/EURATOM Bulletin no 2631: 
p 4 Nuclear non-proliferation treaty: Euratom Commission called on to indicate 
p 5 
pp 6/7 
p 7 
p 8 
p 9 
how draft treaty is incompatible with Euratom Treaty 
Kennedy Round: ESC Council's Special Committee preparing ground £or ministerial 
discussions next week 
EEC-Greece: progress towards solving difference on tobacco offers in Kennedy Round 
Negoti.::~tions with Nagreb countries: EP Committee in favour o£ negotiations being 
carried out at same time 
Italian statistical duty: EEC Commission queries legality o£ duty on imports of 
agricultural products coming under market organisation applied by Italy, replying 
to written question no 131 (Mr. Vredeling) 
Private storage of butter in EEC: proposed regulation for aid 
British entry into EEC: effects on British farming - memorandum £rom National Farmers' 
Union, pu liished by CBI 
ESC/Austria: Austrian attitude on harmonisation o£ agricultural policies 
Influence o£ national taxes on im rovements to Communit a ricultural rices: reply 
to written question nol28 Mr. Spenale 
Supervision of implementation o£ EDF projects: replY to written question no 134 (Mr. Moro) 
Informing EEC consumers: study session on 6 and 7 March 
Fiscal harmonisation in Community: experts 1 w ork 
EUropean CommunitY and EFTA publications 
ECSC BULLETIN No 3990: 
p 4 
pp 4/6 
p 5 
pp 5/6 
p 6 
Production o£ coke-oven coke: development in January 1967 
Ad hoc Steel problems Committee and limitation o£ alignments: meeting tomorrow 
EP Energx Committee: report o£ meeting 
Improving atmospheric conditions in Community hard coal mines: HA aid to research 
Consultative Committee: agenda for meeting on 9 M~rch 
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EDITORIAL 
15~e annee - N. 
mercredi ler mars 
. The bu-l'Lding of Europe and the need [ol' in[ol'mation 
There have recently been study days on foreign policy, and one of the problems raised has been that 1:1( 
. of information, or rather the lack of it, especially in international terms. This lack is partly due to the in-
creased number of centres which deal in information, and it has two aspects, since it concerns the public, whi~D 
must be in a position to appreciate and to judge, as well as those whose job it is to prepare and make the dec~ 
lions. 
Clearly the best, if not the only, instrument which should be relied on to keep the public objectivel 
and well informed is the press - the press, with all its political and national diversity, guaranteeing the ob S 
jectivity of the information as a whole, and the press in all its forms : the written word, the spoken word, . 
films, etc. Each form and each organ of. the press has a different objective, is aimed at a different public 
from the socio-political point of view,· although juxtapositioning and interminglingis both widespread and desi-
rable, Some are deliberately aimed at restricted, though highly qualified, groups which in turn act as water-
sheds for wider areas of opinion ; this is one way of getting quantity by means of quality, Others have direct 
access to huge audiences, which means that reactions can be rapidly circulated and simple slogans used which 
aive widespread publicity to previously little-known ideas or concepts, In other words, each has its own job 
,to do, and in order that this can be done to the best, any intervention or pressure must be avoided, The best 
way of ensuring this is to make the widest possible sources of information accessible to professional journa-
listi in JS neutral a way as possible. The choice of subject matter, the way and the time at which it is used 
should beleft to the journalist (since it is his head that will roll if he does not do his jQb properly) with-
out intervention by any too cumbersome machinery. 
The problem is a particularly delicate one for international institutions (and more particularly 
for European ones) in which certain objective factors (notably international control and the lack of any tra-
ditional foundations) sometimes obstruct a flexible and effective information policy, There is one case in 
point, and we mention it only because it has been brought up publicly by a European parliamentarian. The body 
concerned is the Council of Europe, and the Parliamentarian is an Englishman, Mr. Edwards ; during the plenary 
session on 24 January, he said that it seemed to him that the greatest flaw in the Council of Europe was its 
incapacity to make known what it was doing in an appropriate, effective and constructive manner. The problem 
was also brought up in the Committee of Ministers, which noted the total lack of public reaction to the 39th 
meeting of the Council, held in Paris in December, and compared it with what had happened with the NATO Council 
and the WEU Assembly. The French delegate went so far as to suggest that the job should be given to a profes-
sional journalist, and even mentioned a name. Mention was also made of the case (cited by EUROPE some months 
ago) of the letter posted in Yugoslavia addressed to "Europa, Europa", which was delivered to the EEC Commis-
sion in Brussels. 
This is an important problem and professional journalists are only too aware of it ( a British trade 
paper recently spoke ironically of the "mysterious" meetings of the Council of Europe), This is clearly pre-
judical to the idea of Europe in general since it allows erroneous ideas to circulate and prejud~ces to become 
firmly settled in people's minds. What is needed is a more open, more dynamic, more confident, less bureaucra-
tic approach to the problems of information, 
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EDITORIAL 
The departU!'e of Mr. Dino Del Bo 
The news of the departure of Mr. Dino Del Bo, who has resigned the Presidency of the High Autho-
rity to which he was nominated on 8 October 1963, is a two-fold cause for regret. Firstly from a ~trictly personal 
point of view, since it is reasons of health which have forced Mr. Del Bo to leave his post. Similarly, from a 
more general point of view, the High Authority is losing an outstanding moral, political and technical personality, 
at a very delicate moment in its history. But what is more serious is that Mr. Del Bo will no longer be available, 
at least for some time, to the European Institutions as a whole, at exactly the moment when they seem to be on the 
verge of becoming unified, which would mean a certain amount of renewal and restructurisation. We can but hope -
and the hopes of many Europeans who have had the opportunity to appreciate the personal qualities of Mr. Del Bo 
will surely be with us - that this will only be a temporary absence. Greater "mobility" ,which will in all proba-
bility be one of the features of the future unified Executive, could mean that Mr. Del Bo will be able to "come 
back into Europe" in the not too far distant future and be called upon to fill a position worthy of his capabili-
ties and of the precious experience which he has gained during the three and a half years he has been in Luxembourg. 
In this context, we should moreover remember the words of another President of the High Authority, 
Mr. Ren~ Mayer, as he explained his resignation to the European Parliament in November 1957. It would be difficult. 
said Mr. Mayer, to find men of politics to run the European Institutions if they were to be banned from going back 
at some stage to active political life in their respective countries. This is a real problem of the high-ranking 
jobs on the European Commissions. If these jobs are to be "politicalised" - and they surely should be - a certain 
degree of mobility is both inherent in and beneficial to them. But the countries from which the holders of these 
jobs come and the political backgrounds to which they belong must also show that they appreciate the political and 
moral value of services rendered completely independently in the Community (which is not always the case) ; they 
should take advantage of a unique experience as well as of familiarity with the subtleties and nuances which are 
often features of the way in which these Institutions operate, the importance of which is not always understood by 
outsiders. 
But let us return to Mr. Del Bo, In today's ECSC Bulletin, we have spoken of the extent of his 
efforts and the results which he has been able to achieve in a relatively short period of time. ·This has been 
possible because, above all, Mr. Del Bo completely understood and accepted (as we stressed on 24 October 1963, 
when he was sworn in) the Community method. He understood, too, that the problems had to be attacked with courage, 
determination and realism, three qualit1es in which he is not lacking. Without in any way repudiating the Treaty, 
he managed to get the ECSC out of many an impasse. He managed to restore producers' confidence,speaking to them 
in realistic terms and persuading them not to stick obstinately to sterile attitudes, And he managed to get the 
enthusiastic support of Parliament for his actions, as few Presidents had do~e before him. ' 
Fired with a profound moral and political conscience (those who have read his "Crisi dei dirigenti" 
will have noted this), Mr. Dino Del Bo never yielded to the facile, the demagogic and the emotive which have con-
stantly lurked nearby. He devoted himself rather to the quest for truth, even when this was unpopular, and to 
imposing solutions which were in keeping with the general interest, even when this meant making sacrifices. Such 
devotion will not be easily forgotten, 
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European books ~hich are sent to us~ or whose publication 
is worth noting~ ~itt be revie~ed under this heading. 
* LORD GLADWYN, The European Idea~ now published in German as Plldoyer fUr Europa by the Europa Union Verlag, 
Cologne , 1967. pp. 148. 7,50 DM. 
This book 1s not a learned treatise but a political tract. The expert reader will find no new arguments 
for or against British entry into the Common Market. The facts are known, says Lord Gladwyn in the introductiona 
wh•t is lacking is the will,The author's precise aim is to convince the British that Britain should do all that 
is humanly possible to get into the Common Market as soon as possible, and that she should do this not only for 
economic reasons but primarily for political reasons. 
Lord Gladwyn gives the history of the European idea from its early origins until the Common Market, 
explains how the EEC works, discusses the pros and cons of British membership, and comes to the conclusion that 
a European Community must to some extent have supranational powers. And the Community can only have these powers 
if France alters her present suspicious attitude and if France and Britain go into association within the frame-
work of a supranational plan covering both economics and politics. 
* Doing Business in Belgium~ prepared by Messrs. Willem Rycken and Charles A. Dilley, of the Law Office of Prank 
Boas, Brussels ; Reprinted from Common Harke~ Reports, Commerce Clearing House, 
Chicago ; 1967, pp 80. 
This survey, which has just been brought out in the c.c.H.'s "Reports" series, gives a very precise 
and, in its conciseness, very detailed description of the basic aspects of Belgian law concerning foreign invest-
ment in Belgium. It will thus serve as an extremely useful guide for legal advisers of interested firms, who 
want to get an idea of the situation so as to be in a position to conduct more intensive surveys of the parti-
cular instances with which they are concerned, 
After a general introduction, the survey has the following chapters (1) Foreign Investment in Belgium l 
(2) Forms of doing business ; (3) Business incentives ; (4) Labor Law ; (5) Industrial property · (chapter pre-
pared by Mr. Charles A, Dilley of the Law Office of Frank Boas and Mr. Maurice de Brabanter of the Bureau Vander 
Haegen, Brussels) ; (6) Competition rules 1 (7) Arbitration. 
* KOnsequente Soziate Mark~rtschaft~ die Heimat alter Schaffenden~ published by Martin Hoch Druckerei und Verlag&• 
gesellschaft, Ludwigsburg, pp. 234, 10.80 DM. 
Speeches made at the 27th study day held by the German Association for a Social Market Economy 
*Revue du Marc~ Commun~ No. 98, January 1967, Paris, pp. 52, N.B, An article by Augusto Bette on the difficul-
ties of Euratom, and an Article by J.P. de Crayencour on the mutual recognition of diplomas in the Treaty of Rome, 
*American Cultural Centre in Paris, Information et Documents~ No. 237, 1.2.1967, PP• 32, N,B, The political 
·survey by J.L. Clement in the United States into "Le Partnership". 
* Centre de Cooperation et de Documentation Economique, Culturelle et Sociale, Revue de ta Sociiti d'Etudes 
et d'E:x:pansion~ No, 223, Nov-Dec. 66, Li~ge, N.B. "Luxembourg et l'integration financi~re en Europe", 11L1exp4-
rience scandinave de la cooperation economique" and "Probl~mes europeans de la politique charbonni~re", by 
R. Evalenko. 
* Roger CARAFFA, Principes d'une cooperation internationals des potitiques energetiques~ an extract from No, 
186 (January 1967) of the Revue Fran~aise de l'energie, Paris, pp 24. 
*GATT, International Trade Forum~ Vol. II, No. 4 December 66, pp. 47. N.B. Articles on "Methods of export 
promotion" and "Techniques of trade promotion". 
* Ensidesa, Documentaaion Siderurgica, No. 27 (Dec. 66) and No, 28 (Jan. 67), Madrid, pp. 121 and 142. 
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EDITORIAL 
'1'hB British move and the deveLopment of Europe over thie next [BIJ) months (I) 
On Wednesday, Mr. Wilson and Mr. Brown will be in Luxembourg, on the last leg of their tour of Euro~~ 
capitals. As Mr. Brown recalled once more on Friday, 'speaking in Stockholm, the tour has been a series of tal 
and probes. And the EFTA member countries will be "consulted" again, probably before the end of April, befor 
any final decision is taken. It would seem, then, that the actual principle of a speedy solution is now agre 
on. We still have to know what the ·decision will be, and what form it will take. 
It is fair to state, there.fore, that the problem arises in terms of weeks, even assuming that circumt(! 
stances could delay the enactment of certain formal details until the start of~summer. The references by 1\J 
Mr. Brown and his colleagues at the Stockholm meetings, or in the wings, confirm this forecast. References was 
in fact made to the French elections ; by next Sunday, these will be over and done with, and we already know 
that they will not bring any real innovations for assessing the situation (unless the probable strenghtening 
of the Giscardian wing is regarded as a salutary development). Reference was made to the Kennedy Round, and the 
outcome here will be known by the end of April, or at latest before Whitsun. Reference:was made to the summit 
meeting of the Six in Rome ; although no decision has yet been reached, it is probable that diplomatic contacts 
will be resumed shortly, an.d that the meeting will take place round about 18 to 20 April. The British seem to 
have given up their idea of putting their cards on the table in Rome at the Western European Union Council mee-
ting, on 4 and 5 April, but they could take advantage of it to put the finishing touches to their tactics, in 
the light of what ~s said at that meeting. 
By and large, the critical period could well be in one month's time, it would seem, and last up to 
the end of May. If there were no important new factor by that date, in one direction or the other, it is hard 
to see how the momentum which Mr. Wilson needs if the operation he has undertaken is to be successfully con-
eluded, is to be maintained. Winds and tides are not always favourable, to echo the image used by the Prime 
Minister last November, in the Guildhall. 
Now is a good time, therefore, to take stock, or simply to ponder on the way in which the situation 
is likely acutally to develop, and the action needed to encourage it do so, or ways of staving it off. It is 
impossible to take stock intelligently, however, on this temporary kind of basis, without taking into account 
the new political or economic factors that have come to light in our particular field. These factors include 
some that are strictly speaking "foreign" to the Conmrunity, but which affect it considerably, and outstanding 
among them is the nuclear non-proliferation treaty problem (technical aspects concerning control, and politica1 
aspects concerning the safeguard of European hypotheses) ; there are also the agreements being drawn up between 
the United States and the Soviet Union on missile and anti-missile systems (once again, Europe is left out), 
talks on American troops (agreement is in sight here) or British troops in Germany ; reorganisation of NATO 
at military and particularly political level ; greater freedom of movement and dialogue in relations with certain 
Eastern bloc countries, with all the inherent temptations. 
In this constantly changing context, what are the development prospects for the British move, and 
what direction should be taken 7 There are points that we shall be examining in the next few days. 
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The British move and the development o[Europe over the next [e~ months (II) 1:( 
Yesterday we referred to a changing context. It does indeed look as though this is a featur~ 
that must be borne in mind. The point is an important one, needing to be emphasised. Those who are faced with@ 
the need to dec1.'d must have a clear idea of the points on which a policy is to be based, i.e. th~ principles o · 
which cannot be iven up without courting disaster, and must also be in a position to adapt means to changing 
circumstances, lthough without being seduced by apparent trends, thus giving up the broad highway of princi-
ples for so many blind alleys. J~ 
Admitting, then, that the gradual buil~-upof a coherent European unity, with a real politi ~. 
weigh~ is still an essential objective for the policy of the six Community members and for Great Britain, it 
is also reasonable to say that there is no use in becoming involved at this point in wrangling over how far such 
a Europe is to be suprantional. What matters is that it shall be recognised that coherence means complying with 
common rules, jointly drawn up and accepted, and agreement on general political a1ms. W1thout this coherence, 
which needless to say must stem from a political act on the part of each state, but which is also "imposed from 
within" by the economic reality of the Common Mark'e't, there will be no unity, and no Community. By insisting 
on using coherence as a yardstick, it will be possible also to dispose of those who do not accept the rules or 
share the aims, but are anxious simply to cash in on the benefits of a vast Common Market. 
What also matters is to realise the need to attract, and not repel, those who can give a co-
herent Europe the political weight she needs, if she is to have an influence on world politics. 
If the Europe of the Six and Great Britain agreed on these two principles, the remaining 
obstacles could be removed. 
The latest issue of the Economist includes an analysis of the position of the British Govern-
ment, the conclusions of which find an echo here. Three ways lie open : it can "wait and see" ; look for alter-
native solutions ; or it can decide on application for entry - and the third way is the one to be selected. Once 
the decision is taken, however, the British Government will face a difficult dilemma : it can submit an official 
request for admission, and run the risk of being turned down ; or it can refrain from filing a request immedia-
tely, and not succeed in avoiding the risk of a rebuff later. 
Any big political option, of course, entails c~ensurate risks ; tactics mean reducing the 
risk to the minimum, Mr. Wilson can only pull this off if he takes clear action, not open to misinterpretation -
that is to say, a straightforward request for admission, without conditions. It would be extremely difficult 
to turn down a request couched in such terms, as in the Community context there are no grounds for rejecting 
it ; rejection would be an express act of political hostility, and it is hard to imagine all the Community coun-
tries agreeing to it. We must admit, however, that this presents considerable difficulties for Mr. Wilson on 
his home ground : tabling an unconditional request might bring substantial factions in his own party out against 
him, and with them perhaps public opinion too. This of course is Mr. Wilson's private headache, and concerns 
his leadership of his party, and the amount of resolve it can muster. 
If this is the direction in which he means to move, however, he has a potential ally in the Six. 
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The BPitish move and the devetgpment of EUrope over the nerot f~ months (III) 1:1' 
The tour of the capitals that started on 16 January in Rome ends today in Luxembourg. The British lea-IJ\ 
ders will not be able put off the need to carry out a complete analysis of the outcome, or the need to make . 
their findings public, much longer. In a few days time we may have some indications, pgrticularly on the P~ll 
sibility of further bilateral talks in some capitals, through normal diplomatic channela. In a few weeks' ti f\ 
at any rate, we shall know where we stand, 
Yesterday we said that the British Government would probably have some domestic problems on its hands, 1C! 
if it chose the path which according to us is' the only possible one,i.e •. a straightfroward request for admissioliJ 
We have a nqmber of indications on this. The presaure being brought to bear by the Conservative Party, with Mr. 
Heath in full cry, is certainly not helping Mr. Wilson, who is well aware that a possible positio~ to fall back 
on is being prepared actually within the Conservative Party ; the basis is an Atlantic solution, and the chief 
defender could well be Mr. Maudling. It might stand to gain from a violent shift in British thinking, if Mr. 
Wilson's bid should fail. Nor has this escaped the notice of those in Europe who regard the British bid with 
a rather jaundiced eye, 
How could the European states - allowing that they regard British entry into the Community as desirable 
and. necessary, in the present context- help Mr. Wilson in his task? They cannot, of course, show themselvea 
too conciliatory when it comes to the Treaty, for the excellent reason that the Treaty is the guarantee of co-
hesion, If it were abandoned, only slightly, this would provide grounds for the view that British entry entaila 
a modification in the nature of the Community, and would in fact make such a modification the easier, The Six 
ahould, however, try to dispel so far as possible Mr. Wilson's doubts about how hia application will be received, 
This would reduce the margin of risk to the minimum, through concerted action by both parties. 
Thia could be done by giving a clear, specific and public answer to the British request (itself also 
clear, specific and public), The reply would inevitably bear the same stamp as the·British request,i.e. it would 
not constitute a final undertaking, but would go further than the effusive but woolly statements made in some 
capitals. In short, it would be the counterpart to the opening British statement, baaed on the certainty that 
the probes have enabled Great Britain to conclude that the solution to her problems lies in membership. 
The ~ix would have to confirm the principle that the Community was ready to welcome a new member, while 
standing by the Treaties, and guaranteeing the safeguard of its vital interests (as it does for all its membera, 
in accordance with the Treaty). It would also have to be stated that the talks of the last six weeks indicated 
that Great Britain was ready to accept the other members' undertakings and discipline. 
The effect of a statement on these lines on the public at large would be far-reaching. It should be 
unanimous, but if this proved impossible, a statement supported by the majority of the members would have con-
siderable political worth, 
These, then, are possible lines of action, It is not beyond the realms of possibility, however, that 
before taking such a decision the members of the Community will want to check on, the existence of certain other 
conditions. We shall be referring to this tomorrow, 
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The British move and the deve~opment of Europe over the neret [e~ months (IV) 
As we suggested yesterday, the Six can lend an effective helping hand to the process which is at pres.~ 
developing in Great Britain and the outcome of which must be entry into the Community. This process is slowediJ\ 
down and threatened when it is suggested that there are insurmountable difficulties (which is not true), tha!f!j 
Britain will have the door slammed in her face and that the files should be put back in their boxes because 
the time is not ripe. But a lot could be done to help if the Six, once they are doubly convinced that Brita 
is about to take the plunge and that it is in the Community's interests to welcome them (from the general po 
of view of overall European and world politics), let -the British public know- in fact publicly declared- th1S 
Britain's determination, based as it is on a carefully reasoned choice, was welcomed by the whole of Europe, i 
even if the Community realised that this was going to give risetoadifficult period of adaptation, the draw- 1 
backs of which would, however, be largely compensated for and overruled by the fact that it would mean the 
immediate strenghtening of Europe. · 
This would be an act of political faith which would, we are sure, be well worth the effort, since it 
would enable the difficult transition to be made as quickly as possible and in· a friendly political atmosphere.; 
this would benefit everybody. It should, for example, have a very positive impact on the economic outlook. 
But it is only logical that the Six should first ask themselves whether the British are really ready, 
since otherwise such a gesture would be skating on thin ice and would serve no useful purpose. Clearly, we do 
not know whether the bilateral talks of these last two months have enabled them to find this conviction, but 
now that all the Governments have the minutes of the talks (which they have passed around among one another) 
at their disposal, they should be able to see how the land lies. 
But as we have previously said, there are certainly other elements in the balance, and they must be 
taken into account. There is, for example, the problem raised by the treaty fQr the non-proloferation if nu-
clear weapons. Mr. Wilson still claims that there is no link qetween this and British membership. This is not 
strictly true. We would not go so far as to say, with some, that this is a "new Nassau". But it cannot be denied 
that there is, on the one hand a, "technical" link, concerning Euratom control which would be extended to Bri-
tain if she became a member and, on the·other hand, a "political" one of considerable import: British entry 
into Europe would mean that the only two "medium-sized" nuclear powers existing outside the two super-powers 
(and China) would be part of a single entity which is developing (and the British accept this) towards a more 
or less definite form of political union. Under these circumstances, is it really possible to say that there 
is no connection ? To do so would be to ignore the facts. Some kind of sign might be hoped for, then, which 
would indicate that British membership not only would not compromise, but would in fact help the logical de-
velopments which are expected. Maybe today 1s statements by Lord Chalfont can be seen in this light. 
Once they have received this sign, the Six should in turn take the initiative, and set going the pro-
cess which would put an end to a development which has gone on quite long enough. 
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is WOPth noting~ wiZZ be reviewed under this heading. 
* John TEMPLE LANG, The Common MaPket and Common Law~ University of Chicago Press, Chicago and London (1967), 
pp. 573, 12.50 dollars. 
The effects of entry into the Common Market are at present being studied in a dozen or so European_.~( .. 
countries. In order to examine the legal problems raised by membership for his own country ,Ireland, Mr. 
Temple Lang has made an extremel~ searching simultaneous analysis of Irish legislation and Community law. @ 
On the one hand, this work conta~ns an exhaustive survey of the legal aspects of foreign investment in Ire-
land, leading the author to explain the law governing trading companies and the way in which they are taxed. 
On the other hand, he describes some of the features of the complex and changing Community legal system, • 
including freedom of establishment, the application of Articles 85 and 86, and the harmonisation of fiscal 0 
and commercial law. 
This work, enhanced by contributions from numerous "Europeans" (by profession or by bilo"th), is com-
pleted by a rich and comprehensive bibliography. It is divided up into six parts : 1) Institutional and lSi 
constitutional aspects ; 2) The Irish economic context ; 3) Company law and freedom of establishment ; 4) 
Taxation ; 5) State aid ; 6) Anti-trust legislation. · 
* Leon N. LINDBERG, Integration as a Source of Stress on the European Community, reprinted from International 
Organisation, Vol. XX, Number 2, 1966. 
* Charles IFFLAND, L'aide aux pays pauvres dans Z'impasse, Centres de Recherches Europeennes, Lausanne, 1967, 
PP• 48, 7 SF. 
*UNO, Economic Commission for Europe News, Vol. V, No. 3, March 1967, Geneva, pp. 29, N.B. "Conference on 
integration in the forestry industries", and "Prices of agricultural products in Europe". 
* L'Europe en fomation., No. 84, March 1967, pp. 32, 2.40 Ffrs, 240 Bfrs, N.B. "La fusion des executifs euro-
peans", and "La reg lamentation de la concurrence dans la Communaute europeenne. "· 
* Les AnnaZes du March~ Commun, lOth year, No, 1, February 1967, pp. 30, Brussels. 
*Europe-Sud-Est, February 1967, Athens and Paris, pp. 56. N.B. "La Yougoslavie et !'integration economique 
en Europe occidentale." 
* Rome Institute of International Affairs, Lo Spettatore InternazionaZe~ Vol. II Number 1, January-February 
1967, pp. 99, 500 lira. N.B. :"Summary of reform proposals for NATO". 
*Comitate Nazionale Energia Nucleare, Notiziario, 13th year, No. 2, February 1967, pp. 109.- Special number 
Il Centro di Calcolo di Bologna.- N.B. : "L'Italia e l 1Euratom"- full text of statement on European Atomic 
Energy Community recently presented by the Foreign Minister, Mr. Amintore Fanfani, to the Italian Parliament. 
*Commissariat franc;ais a l'energie atomique, Revue de Za Presse EtPang~re : No. 18 (1.1,67 : N.B. "Euratom : 
Le programme de recherches sur les reacteurs a neutrons rapides" ; No. 1 (15.1.67) ; No, 2 (15.2.67).-
Revue de Za Presse Franr;aise: No. 14 (1.1.67), 1. (20.1.67) : N,B. : "La crise d'Euratom").- Notes d'In-
formation, No. 1, January 1967. 
* L'Eaonomie, No, 1039, 12.2.67, Paris, pp. 64, 3.50 Ffrs.- N.B. report on the Kennedy round and that on Life 
insurance. 
* Le MarcM. Belgian industry journal, 5th year, No. 6, 11.2.67, pp. 36. N.B. : "Progres et difficultes du 
textile." 
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offl A statement has been put out today by European employers, or rather the associations 
dustrialists belonging to UNICE (the Union of the Industries of the Community), a summary of which is incl~ 
in today's Bulletin, on American investments in the Community. The general tone of the document can be des 
bed as very favourable, provided that certain conditions are observed. There are certain qualifications, h 
ever, which provide food for thought. They are mainly concerned with the following three aspects : 
Firstly, the European financial market has been tapped for some time because American cJl~. 
cerns look for on•the-spot finance. Readers are familiar with this development, and also with the gloom it~ 1 
generated in Europe, This gloom is in some cases out of all proportion ; it should be made clear right away 
that the tendency among a good many Europeans to complain about "domination" by foreign capital, but to complain 
even more bitterly when they are asked to take risks, does not make for particularly constructive solutions. 
What Europeans should hope for is a certain change in method, allowing them to shoulder responsibilities and 
exercise some control (so as to avoid the excessive presence of foreign capital, overall, in terms of sectors, 
or in terms of regions), but also compelling them to make a contribution and to run risks. When an American 
concern, or a concern of some other nationality, becomes established in Europe, with one hundred per cent 
foreign capital and technique, able to repatriate both capital and dividends, to reinvest in full, or to lose 
the lot, the operation does indeed smack of twentieth-century colonialism, even if it confers benefits. If, 
however, it were possible to effect transactions in which European capital participated (by subscribing for 
securities and also by contributing some of the risk capital) - and this depends a~ove all on European's own 
willingness - the operation would take place in quite a different atmosphere. Admittedly,before this can be 
the case, there must be a real, well-organised capital market. 
Secondly, there is a social aspect : American concerns create difficulties because of the 
way in which they recruit their personnel, and the conditions they offer. European industrialists make no secret 
of their alarm about this. This objection is one that should be looked at in conjunction with the third, which 
is concerned with selling methods and resultant price wars. From the point of-view of the general interest of 
consumers, it can only be to the good for prices to fall, as a result of suitable production and marketing 
methods, and bigger production against a background of competition, This is indeed one of the aims of setting 
up the Common Market, It is even better if prices drop and at the same time the workers get a bigger pay packet, 
If this is not the result of high productivity, obviously the company will go bust. If, for instance, it is 
set up in areas where there is a manpower shortage and high labour costs,its choice may not pay off. The remedy 
for such risks, however, is certainly not malthusianism, or the suppression of competition through sectorial 
agreements (nobody is taken in when people talk about more flexible arrangements). The remedy lies in the exis-
tence and application of a coherent and well-organised economic policy throughout the Community, and the 
establishment of Community plans setting out ·the main directions to be taken in investments. This is why there 
is an urgent need for medium-term policy to spread out beyond the narrow confines enclosing it at the moment. 
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F'Penah e'Leations~ the Independent Gisaardian Repub'Liaans1 and the aonstl>uation of Europe E( 
Political happenings and vicissitudes in France have always affected the way in which the 
construction of Europe has taken shape. There is nothing very surprising in this, given the important part AD 
played by France in the international and European context. There is an additional reason, however, and that 
is that the way in which French politcs develop is followed with very special attention in some Community coun-
0 
tries, where it frequ~ntly determines differing reactions, at times reflected in the evolution of national 
politics. The very fact that the Six are committed to a joint course of action, covering a vital part of their IS 
national existence, also creates a situation in which one country's politics increasingly affect her partners, 
thus becoming, so to speaks a family affair. 
For this reason we do not wish to pass over in silence the outcome of the French parliamen-
tary elections. We shall confine ourselves to those aspects which are liable to affect European affairs most 
closely. First and foremost, however, it must be emphasised that despite everything that has been said, the 
people of France have shown themselves profoundly concerned over political problems, and jealous of their in-
dependence of judgment - whatever direction they may veer towards individually. 
0 
A number of views on the European problem were reported here, during the electoral campaign, 
because we felt they were of especial interest. These included the highly detailed, not to say laborious, state-
ment of views put out by the Independent Republicans' group (known as the Giscardians), commented on here at 
length (see editorials for 7 and 8 November 1966). Subsequently Mr. Valery Giscard d'Estaing, the leader of the 
group, originator of the "Yes - but" slogan, confirmed this statement of views, and shed further light on it. 
Mr. Giscard d'Estaing comes into Parliament himself, at the head of a group of 44 deputies which forms a part 
of the Fifth Republic majority. Remembering that this majority covers, with the Independent Republicans, the 
majority in the Assembly of just one or two votes, and remembering that the elections enabled the Giscardians 
to capture ten seats, while their partners lost some fifty, it is hardly necessary to stress the influence 
that the political orientation represented by this group may well have. 
It is not our view that electoral mathematics hocus-pocus is a decisive element, or that it 
can really modify General de Gaulle's concept of Europe. It is possible,however, that an analysis of the si-
tuation may lead him to be less hostile than before to certain developments that do not necessarily fly in the 
face·of this concept, and which appear to have the keen support of a substantial body of opinion. Such develop-
ments could include acceptance of British entry (provided that the Treaties are accepted), and above all a 
positive development of the European institutional system. Any judgment would of course be premature, but what 
matters here and now is to realise that there is a forward-looking current,. led by those who are not tied by 
past dispute~, indicating solutions which are in line with the general direction advocated by all Europeans, 
since it shows clearly that "progress (in Europe) depends on the way in which the institutions develop." We 
concluded our editorial on 7 November by saying : "We must hope that those who make these recommendations (for 
an "existential Europe", as defined by Mr. Giscard d'Estaing) have the means of ensuring that they are accepted." 
This was a hope, not a prophesy. But it is now a fact that they do have these means 
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Monnet Corrmittee and European potiticat [ol'C8B EK 
Today's Political Day in Europe features a news item which may not make the headlines, but which ma@)ft 
well be of considerable importance in the future shaping of European events, particularly in connection wit Lf 
the changes occurring, or likely to occur, in certain political situations. 
Firstly, there is the fact that Mr. Willy Brandt and Mr. Herbert Wehner are to remain members of the IS 
Action Committee for the United States of Europe, chaired by Mr. Jean Monnet, If we are correctly informed, 
these two political figures themselves asked that their membership of the Committee should not be terminated, 
despite the governmental responsibilities they have taken on in the Federal Republic, This strikes us as being 
politically significant. Mr. Wehner has been a member of the Committee since January 1956, and Mr. Brandt since 
June 1964. They have taken part in Committee meetings and discussions, and in the formulation of declarations 
and resolutions with which our readers are familiar - and which have frequently foreshadowed the pattern that 
events were bound to take, forcing the public and the governments to come to grips with certain issues. This 
means that when the Committee has to pronounce again on current European problems - and we understand that 
this will be at a very early date -Mr. Brandt and Mr. Wehner will have pronounced too, with their colleagues, 
Their pronouncements will be those of government members, and not only party members. 
These considerations also hold good for the second aspect of the news item, namely the entry of Mr. 
Pietro Nenni, President of the unified Italian Socialist Party, into the Monnet Committee, This too is an ex-
tremely important political event, for several reasons. Firstly, the veteran Socialist leader, who returned 
from a long exile when Italy was liberated, is one of the figures who has made the greatest imprint on European 
socialism : reunification with the Italian Social Democrats, and the centre-Left policy introduced into Italy, 
are largely the fruit of his action. His statements sometimes look rather like slogans designed to catch the 
public eye, but in fact they are the result of a careful and skilful assessment of the political situation -
and they frequently strike home. It is reasonable to think, then, that Mr. Nenni's presence will provide power 
to the elbow of the Monnet Committee, and enhance its influence considerably. Nor should it be forgotten that 
Mr. Nenni is a government member, like Mr. Brandt and Mr. Wehner. 
It should perhaps be recalled in this connection that the Monnet Committee has now been in existence 
for nearly twelve years, and that it has a new formula, which does in fact account for the significance of 
statements its makes, and its direct influence on what the Governments do. The formula operates as follows : 
the Committee consists not of an assortment of distinguished figures, committed in a purely personal capacity, 
but rather of actual organisations, which are members of the Committe and which detail their representatives 
(who in the normal way are political leaders) to sit on the Committee. The Committee's resolutions are 
adopted on a majority basis, and those taking part are committed. The organisations which have taken part in 
the Monnet Committee from the outset are the democratic political parties and the democratic trade unions of 
the six Community countries, 
These, then, are representatives who have the public ear ; they are in a position to act swiftly, and 
they can shape opinion and influence the governments. In today's shifting context, their power is certainly 
destined to play a vital part. 
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pp 3/4 Mr. Nenni becomes member of Action Committee for United States of Europe, Mr, Brandt 
and Mr. Wehner remain members. Mr. Helmuth Schmidt becomes chairman of SPD group 
in Bundestag, Swiss vie\fS on possibility o£ negotiating with E~, described 1¥ 
Mr. Hans Schaffner. EP plenary session: Euratom activity when there is unifieD 
Executive; rapporteurs appointed for annual·activity report. Mr. Shinwell to 
retire £rom office as chairman o£ Parliamentary Labour Party, - Nuclear non-prolif-
eration treaty and beneficial effects - Mr. William Foster!s speech 
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p 5 Regulation 0n sole rights contr~cts: adoption by EEC Commission 
pp 4/5/ 
- 6/7 
p 4 
p 7 
p 8 
t> 9 
Relations b ·t\veen EEC and 1\ustria: EEC Commission adopts partial report 
EP lenar session: debate and adoption of resolution on Scarascia Mugnozza ~port 
EEC AASM Association); debate on economic problems, LUcker Report (world markets 
in bee£ and veal, dairy produce) and on agricultural swindles 
Eurosyndicat: 114.11 (last week 11t,. 90) 
Encouraging study o£ CommunitY languages: reply to written question no 145 (Mr. Droscher) 
Processed agricultural produce: four new Commission proposals 
Im ort s stem a licable to fresh les from AASM: reply to written question 
Mr. Armengaud 
O~D: meeting o£ Scientific Policy Committee 
Ke'iUiedy Round: EEC additional offers for herrings and tunny fish 
Use o£ plutonium as fuel in reactors: IAEA Conference in Brussels 
ECSC Bulletin no 4001: 
pp 4/6 Creation o£ £our selling agencies for steel in Germany: HA authorisation 
p 4 Composite price: holds steady at 28.17 dollars per ton 
p 5 Household coal: situation and possible action 
pp 5/6 HA fifteenth general report: submission to EP 
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EDITORIAL 
Stand by the Monnet Committee on British membership 
15eme annee - N. 
jeudi 16 mars 
We commented yesterday on the strengthening of the Monnet Committee, particularly as a result of thefK 
stand taken by delegates from the Socialist parties. Clearly, this strengthening of the representative power 
of the Committee can only be the prelude to a new phase of activity. This view has been swiftly confirmed b@ 
.facts : this evenl.ng, the Committee has made publicly known (see "Political Day in Europe") the date of its AD 
next meeting - 1st June, probably in Rome, and the agenda. There are two parts to this agenda, the second o 
which concerns the world policy which might result from a reinforced European Community, whereas the first 
more directly concerned with the Community and its problems of the moment, e.g., in order of importance (a) ~~ 
British membership ; (b) European cooperation over technology ; (c) Unification, with Britain's participatio'~ 
of certain "political" sectors (defence and foreign policy). 
This order of priority seems to reflect the most elementary logic as well as the interests of Europe. 
As we wrote some time ago, the British question should be dealt with as a priority. This does not involve doing 
anybody a favour, but rather building a solid foundation on which it will be possible to make further progress. 
It also means solving as quickly as possible a problem which threatens to continue to split the Community, and 
bringing, by means of straightforward and forceful action, the necessary pressure to bear on Britain so that 
she herself shall swiftly take a definite stand. The presence of Britain is essential if there is to be an 
adequate economic and sociological environment. 
Furthermore, it is getting us nowhere to go on asking and wondering whether Britain really-Intends to 
commit herself to a European policy. It would be better to go ahead and announce that her entry would have to 
coincide with fresh steps in the political sphere, and then see what the British reaction was. We feel that 
the British would, as always, react better to concrete facts than to words. But, to return to the realm of 
declarations, the Committee has done the right thing in declaring itself now "unanimously in favour of Britain's 
entry into the European Economic Community as it is today, with the same rights and the same obligations as 
the six countries which are already members." This declaration has a double importance : firstly, it can be 
subscribed to by all six Governments, without exception, since it is in keeping with the stipulations of the 
Treaties and with the spirit of solidarity which binds the Six ; and secondly, because it is made on behalf 
of leading European personalities, who can, if they want, act decisively on the present stagnant and uncertain 
situation, and speed up the process of building a Europe which be able to play an active, and not passive, 
part in the political events of the future. 
Recently we have stressed, how useful it would be, in order to encourage the British leaders and to 
give them confidence, to show them that Europe is confidently awaiting them. This declaration by the Monnet 
Committee is a first, and important, step in this direction. It was to be hoped that the European Parliament, 
at present meeting in Strasbourg, would also take a definite stand. But instead apart from what has been said 
today about British participation in technological efforts, this problem, in which public opinion has shown 
so clear an interest, had been neglected,. Mr. Van Elslande, in his speech on behalf of the Council, brought 
off the remarkable tour de force of not mentioning Britain at all, even speaking "in a personal capacity." 
True, no member of Parliament gave him the chance, but ••• 
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Committee £or Europe resolution demanding immediate candidature. Plenary 
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start o£ debate on European summit and on technological cooperation. Resig-
nation o£ 21 French Ministers on 1 April. Statement by Chancellor Ilaus in 
Moscow on continued quest £or agreement with Common Market. British Bank 
Rate cut. 
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pp 5/6/7 EP Plenary session: report by Mr. Rey on Iennedy Round, debate and adoption o£ 
resolution; debates and adoption o£ resolutions on LUcker (world agreements 
pp 8/9 
p 9 
on dairy produce, bee£ and veal) and Ebusch (economic development o£ Community) 
Reports. 
Pattern o£ labour market in the Community: communication to Council 
Proqrcss tow<~rds organisation £or African and Malagasy expgrts: lecture by 
Mr. Guerillot 
li!!.:_ loan to Turkey 
ECSC Bulletin no 4002: 
p 5 
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Modifications in structure and training o£ manpower in steel industry: study 
days in Luxembourg 
Herger o£ Cc\mpine coalmines: convention approved 
Rolling mill £or China: talks to be resumed 
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Orders £or rolled products: Community situation in February 1967 
Non-national workers in ECSC industries: pattern 
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European books which are sent to us, or whose pubLication ~ 
is worth noting, wiZZ be reviewed under this heading. 
* Inter-American Development Bank, Socio-Economic Progress in Latin America, Social Progress Trust Fund - Sixth 
annual report : 1966, Washington, 1967, pp. 413. EK 
This sixth annual report outlines economic and social trends in Latin America, where the gross national 
product increased at an annual rate of 5% during 1964 and 1965 ; one factor contributing to this progress was 
rapid growth in Governmental loans, which rose from 330 million dollars in 1956 to 1.9 thousand million doll~a 
in 1965, These loans were all the more necessary since savings and investment are inadequate in most Latin 1\ 
American countries, Another weak spot is international trade : Latin America's share fell from 8.6% in 1956 
to 5.9% in 1965. It is particularly encouraging to note that inter-regional trade has increased considerably 
from 8,~% of the total in 1961 to 14% in 1965. ~~ 
Considerable progress has also been made in the field of housing, education and agriculture, but the t~ 
area's rapid population growth has tended to overshadow these gains. 
A second part of the report reviews the situations in the different Latin American countries, giving 
the principal features of each and citing the economic and social progress which has been made. 
*Council of Europe, Ici t'Europe, 4th year, No.1, Feb, 67, pp. 31- N.B. "Mr. Wilson ii l'Assemblee". 
* E U 6?, No, 11, Jan. Feb. 67, 3rd year, Turin, Ffr 3, DM 3, Lit. 300, 5/-, NaFl. 2,50, Bfr 30, SF 5, S 15, 
75 cents. - N,B, Andre Thiery on Community construction, and Georges Goriely on the Atlantic alliance. 
* Nieuw Europa. No, 2, Feb. 67, The Hague, NaFl 0.75. 
* Iniaiativa Europea, Year IX, No, 91, 1967, Rome, 200 lira.- EEC economic policy and national planning policy, 
* OECD, Product-by-product trade, Large-area anaZysis (Series B) : No. 3 (Jan.-Sept. 66) : Italy, Netherlands, 
Portugal, Switzerland ; No. 5 (Jan,- March 66) : Japan, United Kingdom, United States.- PP• 84 and 60,-
Ffr 16, DM 13.50, 24/-, 4 dollars. 
* IAEA, Butzetin, Vol. 9, No. 1, Feb. 67, pp. 46,- N.B. "Radioisotopes in industry". 
* Patronat Fran.r;ais, March 1967, No. 271, Paris, pp. SO. - N.B. "Le rapport d'execution du IVe plan". 
*Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo, Boletin de la Integracion, Oct. and Nov. 1966, pp. 64 and 50, Buenos Aires. 
*Polish Interpress Agency, Contemporary Poland, No. 1, Jan. 67, pp. 36, N.B. "Poland and the Mutual Economic 
Aid Co unci 1" • 
*India :Economic BuZZetin, Vol. IV, No. 1, Jan. 67, pp. 12, - N.B. "The 4th five-year plan and the main 
features of the agricultural programme." 
* Associacao Industrial Portuguesa, Industria Portuguesa, Year 39, No. 466, Dec. 66, 12.50 dollars. 
* BuLLetin de Za Federation des Industries BeZges. No. 8, 10.3.67 
* Institut Economique et Social des Classes Moyennes de Bruxelles, BulLetin d'Information. No. 1, 1967, pp. 31. 
N.B. "Le ler Congres International Commerce et Urbanisme" ; and No, 2, 1967, pp. 28, N.B. "Le secteur des 
metiers en Autriche." 
* EuropUisches Ge~erkschaftssekretariat, Tatigkeit- Informationen- KOmmentare, No. 7, Dec. 66 and Jan. 67, 
PP· 28, 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : 
pp 2/3 Mr. 13omhassei de Vet tor, Italy'', Y'ermanent Representative to the Communities. - Plenary 
session of the European Parliament : European summit, political revival and European 
technological cooperation. - Wilson report to the Cabinet on the results of the probes. 
Mr. Biesheuvel's difficulties in resolving the crisis in the Netherlands, - Mr, Harmel 
on Great Britain. 
COMMON MARKET I EURATOM BULLETIN No 2644 : 
PP 4/5 
p 5 
pp 6/7/8 
p 9 
Special "/lgriculture" Committee preparations for work by Council 20 and 21. 
\iorld Cotton Textiles Agreement GATT Committee meets on Monday. 
"HNP" Ferro-nickel : German demand for suspension of Community customs duty. 
Plenar session of Euro ean Parliament : Debate and resolution on Brunhes report (EEC/ 
Turkey Association ; adoption of amendment and debate on P~tre report (diphenyl in 
citrus fruits); favourable opinion on several Commission proposals for agriculture; 
resolutions and debates on the Laan (Social harmonisation in road transport) and 
Carcaterra (Rhine navigation) reports. 
Foreign investments in France : written question No. 1 (Mr. Blaisse). 
Field of refPrence of EEC Commission and Committee of Permanent Re resentatives 
written question to Council !To. 2 Mr. van der Goes van Naters , 
Publication of final Commission ro osals to Council : written question No. 7 
Mr. Vredeling 
ECSC BULLETIN No·4003 : 
p 4 
pp 4/5 
p 5 
p 6 
Iron ore : mining in Co~~unity in February 1967. 
Medical research : High Authority aid. 
Nominations in High Authority departments. 
High-grade French ste~l : situation, 
Household coal problems : merting betwe,...n High Authority and producers'Representatives. 
Levy rates : towards a decision to increase. 
ECSC loans : 1966 lists. 
Redeployment : Aid granted by High Authority. 
Community external trade in pig with third countries developments. 
South of Qelgian Luxem~ourg development. 
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BULLETINS OUOTIOIENS ET SUPPLEMENTS EDITES en lr&nf<&ls, en allemand, en ltallen et en anglals ~~------------------+·~~~ EDITORIAL 
Non-pl'Oti[eration : painstaking quest [or solutions, and stand taken by European Parliament (1) J.l: 
The whole set of problems posed by the draft non-proliferation treaty has been much in the air ~n th 
last few days (and in particular in the European Parliament), There have been a good number of consultatio,--.. ••••• 
~arious levels, some of which have been reported on publicly. 
There have been, for instance, the tours by the British Lord Chalfont, and the American Mr. W. Foster.f:J( 
We have referred to these only cursorily in the Bulletins. The press has commented on them at some length, af@e ~ 
all, and official declarations do not in any case shed a great deal of light - they·merely indicate that the 
problem is tough, and far from being overcome. There is no getting round the fact that these talks, while "co 
structive", do not seem to have allowed a great deal of headway to be made - despite a certain superficial ch 
fulness, and the reference to possible solutions. Back in Geneva, Mr. Foster apparently said that he did not 
ticipate that he would be having further talks with the Euratom Commission, following last Thursday's discussi1S 
in which he is reported to have suggested agreeing to a period of transition in which Euratom control would be 
maintained, but that gradually it should be replaced by control by the International Atomic Energy Agency. In 
fact, the basic idea (which might permit a solution) is completely different. Euratom control would be retained 
during a transition period, and later be made permanent after it had been made compatible, if necessary, with' 
the IAEA rules. Institutional links might perhaps be established between the two controls. The problem is in 
fact that it is not just a matter of which organisation is to effect the control, but the way control is to be 
effected, what it is to cover, and how the control could be followed by instructions or sanctions. 
The signs are that Mr. Foster is going to make a start this very week on trying to persuade the countries 
concerned to accept his line of thought- in the NATO framework, no less. It is hard to say whether now is the 
time to saddle NATO with this additional burden, and whether it is a good thing to run the riBkof sparking off 
serious differences within the organisation. In this connection is it perhaps relevant to draw'attention to the 
stands adopted by two countries with differing political and military positions on the international chessboard 
(this is what makes their attitudes meaningful). Firstly, Italy, a member of the Community (and thus coming 
under Euratom control), a member of the Western European Union, and a member of NATO. Secondly, Sweden, who is 
not a member of any of these bodies, and who clings to her neutrality. Both these countries could quickly under-
take the construction of nuclear weapons. Neither has done so. When it comes to the draft treaty, their attitudes 
are indentical and very reserved, 
The "visible" moves, especially those emanating from the United States, are at all events aimed mainly 
at overcoming the technical problem of control by a compromise. This will clearly be essential because, as 
pointed out in Strasbourg by Mr. Chatenet, the concept of control is a fact in a contract, and cannot be changed 
without the agreement of the parties thereto. If these parties are to agree, the Six must unanimously agree to 
modify their existing agreements, as otherwise the United States would remain bound by their signature, and 
would not be able to sign a non-proliferation treaty without violating the agreement they have with Euratom, 
The problem thus become wholly political. It is in fact its political aspect, the rift that it is liable to 
create within the Community and within the Alliance, which is alarming. It was this which alarmed the European 
Parliament in its debate, on which we shall be commenting tomorrow. 
-------------------------------------SU~RY----------------------------------------
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
pp 2/3 European tr .. 1des unions ( ICFTU and LFCTU) submitting memorandum to European summit 
COMMON 
p 4 
PP 4/5 
p 6 
p 7 
pp 8/9 
p 9 
meeting,- Transfer o£ NATO and SHAPE to Belgium. - Preparations for grand debate 
in Commons on British entry into Communities.- Mr. Brandt on division of Europe into 
two economic groups. - Soviet hostility to EEC/Austria association, - Benelux integration. 
MARKET/EURATOM Bulletin no 2645: 
Research and technoloqy: memorandum £rom three Executives forwarded to Councils 
Fast reactors and Orgel programme: encouraging results achieved by Community 
EEC "Agriculture" Council : first decisions. 
Itali~n sulphur : extension of safeguard measures. 
Import taxes and export refunds in the EEC : work so far. 
Italian silk sector : written question Uo. 3 (Mr. Vredeling). 
Community quotas : written question No. 4 (Mr. Vredeling) 
Measures with effect e uivalent to uantitative restrictions : additional reply 
Uo. 118 Mr. Deringer • 
to EEC im orts of beef and veal from the AASM : reply 
to written question 
Publications of European Communities and EFTA. 
ECSC BULLETIN NO 4004 : 
p 4 
PP 4/6 
p 5 
PP 5/6 
p 6 
High Authority/ Sweden : first ste~l me~ting. 
Export refunds and import taxes on steel products : new measures and modifications 
in Belgium. 
Special rail tariffs for the Saar : demand for urgent solution by French Coalfields, 
Rolled products ; export prices 
Loans granted by France to her own stePl industry : written question No. 9 (Mr. Berkhouwer), 
British entry into the Community consequences for British coal and steel industries 
in CBI survey. 
United States : coal consumption in 1966. 
French low-volatile coal mines : short time. 
German aid to transport for coal deliveries : Bavarian complaints about their abolition. 
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~ EDITORIAL Non-proliferation : stand taken by European ParLiament (II) 
The European Parliament is to be congratulated for its initiative in publicly debating the draft non-EK 
proliferation treaty. This made it possible for the European point of view to be brought to the notice of the 
public, through the words of the Presidents of the Executives concerned, and the spokesmen of the political® 
groups. (It is to be regretted that _the European Democratic Union group did not make any pronouncement,) A 
A speech well worth emphasis, because of its interest and its political significance, was that by M 
Hallstein. We shall not linger on what he said at technical level. What mattered in his speech was the passage 
in which he recalled that "the question exercising us closely is whether the future chances of the task of uniiS 
fication, started by the European Communities, can be influenced or affected by this treaty, The task of unifi 
cation leads towards complete political union, and we have invariably described this as a union taking in non-
economic foreign policy and defence policy, Our starting point, then, is that one day this united Europe, what-
ever form of unification is adopted in the field of defence, will have to determine its own defence policy, 
under its own steam. Nuclear defence, inevitably, must surely be included in this - unless world-wide nuclear 
disarmament has been achieved in the meantime, which would be infinitely preferable. Or has someone - and if 
10 whl? - already given up the idea of achieving this aim ?" 
It strikes us as not without some significance that Mr. Hallstein should have been criticised by Pravda 
for th s speech. Anything that smacks of greater cohesion, greater unity in Europe (of the Six or the Ten) is 
disputed by the Soviet Union just as much now as it was in the past~~~~'p1t the mellifluous phrases used to 
celebrate the detente, and despite all the inherent good in an implovement f relations between the United 
States and the USSR, the unity of Europe, and thus her strengthening,_ . .$: ' ly do not fit into the cherished 
plans of the Soviet Union, This was the gist of the_~9rda-~nced yesterday by Mr. Kosygin when he said 
goodbye to the Austri han --·· · ·· ·----
The problem was raised by Mr. Hallstein in its real terms, then, of the political compatibility of the 
draft treaty, in its ~resent form, and Europe's integration policy. Mr. Hallstein will undoubtedly be given a 
dressing-down for hav1ng taken this stand, and for intervening on a question which should not, strictly spea-
'king, concern him. But the more headway is made, the more the impossibility of hiving off the Communities be-
comes clear, The task of unification is an entity, even if circumstances, and historical accidents, so to speak, 
have made it take on different forms~Hallstein will also come under fire for having once more affirmed'the 
logical connection between cus~ economic union, and, as the final target, political union and joint de-
fence, This cri tici.sm is levelled from time to time against those who uphold the cause of an "institutional" 
Europe. There are no grounds for it, insofar as those who believe in this logical connection are well ~are 
that its existence does not necessarily imply that there is any automatic evolution. On the other hand, every-
one realises that if the political resolve of the states does not step in to make this evolution possible, what 
has been achieved in the economic sphere is always liable to be endangered, particularly if there is an economic 
crisis, or threat of a crisis. 
But there is another aspect of Mr. Hallstein's speech (highlighted by a statement by Mr. Merten) that 
is worthy of comment, We shall be considering ~his further. 
------------------------------------SU~RY-----------------------------------------
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
p 2 Soci 1list meeting in P~ris to celcbr~te lOth ~nnivers~ry of Treaties of Rome, Bureaux 
of El' Committees,- 'F dlure of Mr. Bicshcuvel in attempts for form government in 
Ncth•·rl.mcls, Mr. Wilson addresses Commons on entry into the EEC, 
COMMON MARKET/EURI\TOM Bulldin no 2646: 
p 3 Sole tr.~<linq rights aqreenwnts: Commission reguli'ltion concerning block exemptions 
pp 3/9 Auricultur.d El~t.; L"ouncil: decisions cmd discussions 
p 4 Aids to qr.1ss ·~t~ed pr0duccrs in Fc<lcr.ll Gcrm<:.~ny and Fr<mce: written question no 6 
Import into [t,,ly of veal trco~tcd with hormones: written question no 15 (Mr. Richarts) 
UNCTAD Suq,•r Consul t·1ti vc C0mmi ttcc: conclusions of meeting 
,liewsprint m.muf,,cturcrs .1n<1 ncwsp.lper cclitors: discussions with Mr. Colonna di Paliano 
lbrmonis.1tion of signs in<lic.lting r.-Hlio<~ctivity: proposed investi!i'ation 
p 6 Present situ.ltion of r:ur.~tom: written question no 11 (Hr. Merten} 
Atomic ri~;ks in nuclt'.'r inr,t,lll~tions: written question no 12 (Mr. Merten) 
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EDITORIAL /J.t\ 
Non;erotiferat-lon : NATO .and ,the Eurf'E?,ean probtem (fiiJ 0 
Basically, Mr. Hallstein's comments in Strasbourg about the compatibility of the draft non-prolifera-
tion treaty with integration policy in Europe coincide fairly closely with what has been said by Mr. Chatenet, J:~ 
President of the Euratom Commission, although Mr. Chatenet had plenty to say in the technical field. In con-
clusion, and with a good deal of circumspection, he referred to the delicate balance that the Six had achieved 
between themselves, through concessions and sacrifices, in order to build up and maintain their COmmunity. He 
ended his speech with the following comment : "External elements must not be allowed in from outside, which 
will suddenly make them regret their concessions, or perhaps have second thoughts about their sacrifices." 
@ 
Mr. Hallstein, called on directly by Mr. Chatenet to comment on this point, did not beat about the bush : he 
urged the Americans, i,short, to show that they were still in favour of a policy of unity in Europe. This, 
then, is the problem, and the answer must come from both the America~and the British. · 
The passage from the statement by Mr. Hallstein quoted here yesterday contains one element which trig-
gered an unfavourable reaction from Mr. Merten, the German Socialist member. In our view his reaction was not 
warranted. He was talking about the assumption that European nuclear defence would be created in the future, 
and would in fact crown the task of unification. He said he disagreed, because European security should be foun-
ded. on NATO (from the nuclear point of view), and that anything that might weaken this principle ahould be dia-
missed. 
Of course, this objection is the outcome of a crystallisation of opinion, which doea not correapood 
with the situation as it has developed, or with the situation that is likely to develop in the future. No one 
throws any doubts upon the need for the Atlantic Alliance to guarantee the defence of Europe, and notably its 
nuclear defence. Not even General de Gaulle doubts it ; despite his non-acceptance of the Organisation, he 
wants to stay in the Alliance. Nor does anyone think· that the system known as NATO is incapable of developing. 
Again, no one thinks that Europe shoul~ not gradually take over a bigger share· of the burden and the responsi-
bilities. What is debated is simply th~ best way of ensuring this development, ensuring that responaibilities 
are assumed - without affecting the efficiency of the system. One of the waysbeing looked at is the creation 
of a European nuclear force that would not be the outcome of proliferation, but in fact the outcome of concen-
tration - within the Alliance framework. The idea may be accepted, turned down 1 it will probably be discussed. 
It would be a mistake, however, to do anything now that would make it impossible for it to be put into effect. 
There is no denying that the draft treaty, as we now know it, blocks this way out and at the same time creates 
a rift within the Community, and within the Alliance. In the end this could well make some countries hide behind 
their attitude of reserve, so as not to sacrifice prematurely a trump card that might come in very handy one 
day. But this would spell the end of united Europe· and of NATO. 
The cry emanating from the European Parliament should be heard, therefore, and considered calfully. 
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E:DITORIAL 
Ten yea.1's on 
Ten years is but a fleeting instant in the history of nations, but in today's world of rapid, larg 
scale development, ten years is a long time. At 6 o'clock on the evening of 25 March 1957, the EEC and Euratom 
Treaties were signed in the Horatii and Curiatii hall of the Capitol. Those of us who lived through these hisfK 
toric moments remember that, despite what is thought today, the atmosphere was not one ~f euphoria. The aware 
ness of having taken a step of outstanding historical significance seemed rather to call for caution. The hom-
zon of the future was scanned with one eye on the lessons of the past. The Interim Committee which was forme A 
until the Treaties had been ratified had a very difficult task to accomplish, particularly with regard to th 
7test of the world which, with one or two exceptions, did not seem all that sympathetic towards the fled~'Hng. 
Nor was the task facing the political forces which had devoted their efforts t~ the conclusion of the TreatiesiS 
any easier : they had to overcome the hostility aroused in several circles by the policy of integration which 
was thus launchedupon the world, a hostility which was encouraged by political and economic developments in 
certaia countries. The battle was not won until the end of 1957, when the Treaties were ratified by the three 
Benelux countries. 
Certainly this anniversary will be a time for searching consciences: It will be an occasion for some 
to show legitimate satisfaction. Others will express disappointment and doubt about the future. Yet others will 
feel that the changes which have occurredin the political context mean that the creation of ten years ago is 
now largely obsolete and should be practically abolished : this can be a source for regret or a source for con-
sratulations, but it cannot be allowed to pass unnoticed. 
Depending on what point of view one takes, each of these analyses has its~uths and its fallacies ; 
everybody's personal feelings and preferences will enable him to reach his own conclusions. But all the same, 
an objective examination should make it possible to establish certain points which are acceptable to all and 
which, rather than being conclusions, are food for thought. 
The first of these is that the 1957 Treaties were conceived and concluded in terms of a precise politi-
cal ~bjective : to create a politically unified Europe, and clearly a Europe unified also in the realm of de-
fence. They provided an economic and institutional basis. This objective has clearly not been realised. In fact 
European defence seems to be even more of a pipedream now than it was the day the EDC was rejected. Thus those 
who believe that this transition is "automatic" are liable to be disappointed. 
A second point, however, is that, despit~ the way in which the centrifugal forces have been strengthened 
in the meantime, the process of economic integration calls more clearly and more insistently than ever fo~ pro-
areas in the sphere of politics. This situation is bound to give birt~ to difficulties and crises - this should 
on~surprise those,who thought that it was going to be easy to build Europe. We must face up to it : this is 
soing to be a revolution, a painful revolution, calling for great sacrifices. 
The third point is that, on the whole, the process of economic union is following the lines laid down 
by the Treaty. This confirms that the institutional method and systems were and are appropriate. Here too, dif-
ficulties exist and crises occur. But, then, like Eldorado, the ideal city is a myth. 
A fourth and final point is that, in these ten years, Europe has had no general crises, nor even any 
real recession, But what would happen if there was a really serious economic crisis 1 Certain of the symptoms 
which can be found where a crisis threatens (in coal and, to some extent, in steel) are very worrying. But this 
only confirms the need for advancing towards the progressive creation of a real federal political power,. which 
is the only truly effective way of guaranteeing irreversibility. 
This is the conclusion that today's reflections suggest, and it is th~s which must inspire the action 
of all in the decade to come. 
---------------------------~~r-.q-3~~---~---~---L~---~~----~-~-~-(~--~-s:~------
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Scientific and technical progress and the Communipy - (1) Economic 'aspects 
It is to be hoped that the document which the three Executives have just submitted to the Governmenlfws 
(and on which we have reported in ~ast Thursday's and today's Bulletins) will give rise to a wide public deba , 
or rather that it will help to centre the debate, which has already begun and which is generally speaking fa r-· 
ly confused, around the more exact themes developed in this document, Its authors have been wise in pointin o 
that it does not contain forms! "take-it-or-leave-it" proposals, but rather a number of analyies and prelim1 
relections on some of the desirable directions to b~ taken. It is therefore clear that a debate could bring fur-
ther elements and reflections into play and, when the time comes, make it easier to take the right decisions. IS' 
We, for our part, would first note that the Memorandum comes to grips in no uncertain terms with the . 
problem of thP. extent to which economic growth is dependent on the notorious Research-Development binomial. We 
have already pointed out that this question is the subject of quite a spirited controversy in specialist circles, 
whereas the authors of the Memorandum clearly come down in favour of the thesis that, notably for large firms, 
research is a source of growth. It would perhaps be interesting to go into this in a little more detail, so as 
to examine in general terms : (1) under what conditions research had been carried out whenever there was consi-
derable economic growth, and (2) whether the resultant growth justified th.e cost of the research. Whatever the 
answer is, the stand which has been taken seems to be fundamental, and it will determine future developments 
in this field. Among other things, it justifies the framework chosenand defined by the Council (in its draft 
resolution) to 11et going, "in relation to the medium-term economic develo ment ro ralllll8 of the COIIIIIIUnity, ener-
getic action for rectifying and promoting scLentLfLc and technLcal research and Ln ustr al innovation," In set-
ting the energetic action in this framework, it will' in fact become inevitably necessary to devote a good deal 
of attention to the economic evaluation of research and its profitability ; this evaluation is the basis of all 
realistic development, but it LS hardly mentioned in the Memorandum : some may regard this as an unfortunate 
omission. 
Another point : when it goes on to deal with possible action by the authorities,both as "market creators" 
I and as sources of direct financing, the Memorandum stresses that in Europe, the policy of economic intervention Jr .has to a large extent resulted in depressed sectors being able to continue in not particularla rational circum-
• stances, thus soaking up funds which might have stimulated research. This is very true, provi ed one recognises ' 
that aLd to certain industrial sectors is justifiable over a certain period, for social reasons or so as to en-
sure a transition, as well as to evaluate the true situation and the permanent or irreversible nature of the 
development, which is not always easy when dealing with elements which have both economic and structural aspects. 
It is sometimes even necessary to be cautious about abandoning technical heritages and human capacities which 
one is tempted to' call out of date too soon. 
Reading the Memorandum suggests a third observation, which is more particularly concerned with the gene-
ral political aspect of the problem. We shall deal with this tomorrow. 
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EDITORIAL 
Saienti[ia and teahniaal pPogreee and the Community - (2) options ape politiaal 
As we have seen, the three Executives' memorandum sets out ideas, lays down principles, and formulates 
a series of guidelines arising from these principles and ideas. 
In analysing the factors which enabled the United States so to outstrip Europe (with the aim of learn- @u 
ing something), it notes that the decisive.factor, apart from the existence of what is referred to as environ-
ment, is the existence of a single political authority, able to allocate substantial resources and to mobilise 
the means necessary for attaining technological policy aims. 
This is the main reason for the gap, and this is the reason why a great many people continue to be seep- ~~ 
tical about the possibility of real progress in the immediate future. Paradoxically, because Europe is not suc-
ceeding in realising the political integration thatwould enable her to take up the technological challenge, we 
must hope for disintegration on the other side. Mr. Hendrik Kasimir, Research Director at Philips, thus proposei, 
ironically, that the United States should be asked to help us make up the gap "by setting up frontiers between 
their fifty states, and introducing different currencies ••• " 
When the French Government submitted its note of 4 March 1965 to the Community, and when the Italian 
Government made its declaration of 7 December 1966, both were well aware that the problem they posed was poli~ 
tical. Were they ready, and are they ready, to draw all the inferences ? 
Nor were the three Executives unaware that the problem was ope of political authority : they admitted 
as much in the passage just mentioned. Why did they not also draw all the necessary conclusions, in the document 
they have submitted to the Governments? Not that we would expect them to say that a solution to the problem of 
the technological gap could only be found by creating a central political authortty, and that its creation de-
pended on the Governments, which would do well to look about them ••• that it was not the Commission's business, 
The opportunity could have been taken, however, of explaining to the public that it was of course possible to 
make helpful suggestions in the framework of what existed, but that all this was bound to have the effect of 
plaster on a wooden leg, if the framework did not change. An appeal might have been made to the Governments, 
they might have been encouraged once more, reminded of their own responsibilities (not suggesting that it was 
not necessary for the moment to forge ahead along the lines already mapped out, with the means available), 
We have already been over-emphatic on other occasions about this concept, and about the utter necessity 
of a political power which will make the necessary choices concerning scientific and technological pol~cy. It 
is not our intention to weary our readers. There is no escaping the fact that we are left with this feeling of 
imbalance, however, after reading the Executives' memorandum. Only one of the two factors making for a solution 
of the problem, namely creation of the environment, is referred to, and this comes partly at least within the 
area of responsibility of the Community Institutions ; the second, namely the political unity of the choice, 
is not mentioned, and the Institutions have no means of referring to it, other than in the form of hopes. 
A final point, to which we shall be reverting tomorrow : the existence of a central political authority 
which will choose matters, not only for impartial reasons of efficiency, but also because it is the guarantee 
that what is to be done will be irreversible and all-embracing. This is the only means of ensuring the support 
of all concerned. 
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EDITORIAL 
Saienti[ia and teahniaal progress and the Community - (3) How to avoid the two-way ticket. 
Economic and scientific integration is impracticable, in the Community field, if what is done is not EK 
both irreversible and global : this holds good both in the technical and the scientific spheres. The 
document from the three Executives refers to the need to prevent "lingering doubts in business circles about 
the determination of the member states to fulfil the objectives of the Treaty in full" (the objectives, and @) 
thus something rather more than the actual rules laid down in the Treaty). The importance of this irreversibil 0 
ty, and the existence of an independent authority that will ensure globality of action, becomes perfectly clea 
when we think about some aspects of the problem dealt with in the memorandum, When we consider the difficulties 
that have prevented certain technological cooperation und-ertakings between European states from achieving wholl1S 
satisfactory results (a polite way of saying that they have been a failure), it will be seen that one of these 
difficulties stems from the more or less inflexible application of the so-called "two-way" system, i.e. of quan-
titative balance between contributions paid by the states into the joint undertaking, and the resultant advanta-
ges to them. It can be imagined (and thoughts are certainly going in this direction) that the system needs to be 
rejected if "major joint projects" are to be carried out really efficiently. We do not know what devices will be 
used in order to achieve this end, but have the gravest doubts about the possibility of doing so if matters rest 
as they are at the moment. It could also be stated that putting an end to the "two-way" system, although desira-
ble and even necessary, is in the present context not only impracticable : it would surely be a source of imba-
lance and conflict. It is a pity, but there is not escaping the fact. The more so because the problem of the 
quantitative two-way system is moving over into the qualitative sphere. Imagine~ joint undertaking in the scien-
tific field, with the six member states making contributions on a basis of equality, involving the manufacture 
of a whole that ranged from.a major project on traditional lines, to the most highly complex machinery. The big 
uncomplicated project was to be carried out by one of the Six, enabling it to "recuperate" its contribution, 
Where would the technological advantage lie ? Admittedly, as the undertaking was a joint one the result would 
also be joint property. But as the compilers of the memorandum say, in modern industries, and above all in trend-
setting sectors, it is impossible to apply knowledge obtained without having actually practised a minimum of re-
search work. 
What, then, is the solution ? There can be no solution that is not global and political. One country might 
agree to sacrifice certain industries and certain techniques, knowing : (a) that this was decided on by an inde-
pendent political body that represented the common interest ; (b) that it was therefore the Community as a whole 
that benefited from the results, and not the industrlal and technical potential of tmother country, even its staun-
chest ally ; (c) that the irreversibility of the Community was guaranteed, so that it would without any doubt have 
the chance to benefit in other fields from similar sacrifices by its partners. 
On these conditions, and only on these conditions, will it be possible to have a Community research and 
technology policy that is single, effective, forward-looking. All this calls for considerable progress towards 
political union, It is enough to state this pre-requisite, to realise how distant the goal still is. It ia not 
a reason for resignation, for surrender. 
The problem facing the Community because of scientific and technical progress underlines dramatically 
the need for the swift realisation of political union • This, then, is the path that we must tread. 
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* ''Pius XII, John XXIII, Paut VI on Europe", European Communities' Press and Information Service, Paris office, 
61 rue des Belles Feuilles (16e), @ 
The words of Paul VI about famine and aid to the poor countries have caused an inmmense stir throu 'jbll 
the world. There is nothing surprising in this, as the encyclical "populorum progressio" is concerned wit IIU 
problem that no doubt affects closely each individual. The occasion calls for a reminder that Paul VI and 
predecessors have never ceased to underline this subject, particularly whenever they have had the chance toiS 
pronounce on the unity of Europe. The present booklet,sober in presentation but nevertheless eye-opening, 
aasembler s•Jch comments about the unity of Europe. There are more of them than is· generally imagined. Pius 
XII issued an early warning against the "natural reaction of egoisms" and the danger of the "dynamism of the 
nationalist state", stressing the need for an economic policy that was more daring, more comprehensive, and 
that would help underdeveloped areas. John XXIII, addressing the AASM Association Parli ... ntary Conference 
(in 1961) stated that the rich should,aid the poor, the strong support the weak, the developed nations stretch 
out their hands to the less developed; Later, he outlined the path : "The European Community will have gra-
dually to deal with unequal development in its geographic regions and sectors of activity ; but it must not 
thereby forget the other continents, whose smooth growth they must be determined to promote." Paul VI 1 finally• 
eho is also quoted here several times, exalted the "peaceful revolution" represented by Europe, rearetting the 
decline of post-war idealistic aspirations ; he urged that unification should not be seen as a source of eco-
nomic benefits, but that the risks entailed in solidarity should be accepted. 
* Claude-Henri de SAINT-SIMON, "De ta P~of'(Janieation de ta eoai4~ eUPop~enne", Centre de Recherches Europeennes, 
Lausanne, 1967 1 pp 92, SF 14. This deals with the necessity and means of bringing the peoples of Europe into 
a single body politic, while each retains its national independence. 
* Jean EKSTROM, "In{tuenae de ta diff~Penaiation dee tau:c de douane sup te ao1mJ6roe e:c~neUl" et t 'indusme'1,. 
Louvain Catholic University, Economic, Social and Political Research Institute, Economic Research Centre, 
Louvain 1966, 
* OECD, "Devetopment of ToUPism and eaonomia gpowth", Paris, 1967, pp 47, FF 4, SF 4, DM 3.30, 6s,, 1 dollar. 
Report of a conference held in May 1966 in Estoril (Portugal), which considered the outlook for tourism, more 
particularly from the point of view of countries which are at a half-way stage in their economic development. 
* NATO News, March 1967, Paris, pp 29. Nb : "Building Europe stone by stone", and "NATO without France : the 
military effects," 
*CERN, Co~eP, No 2, vol, 7, February 1967, Geneva, pp 37. 
* GATT, Supptement, Forum of IntePnationat Tx>ade, vol. III, no I, February 1967, Geneva, pp 23. Nb: "Belgo-
Indian Chamber of Commerce 1 an experiment in cooperation between developed countries and developing countries. 11 
*EUROPA UNION, no 3, 18 th year, March 1967, Bonn, DM 1. 
*Confederation Internationale des Syndicate Libres, Mbnde du T.ravait Libre, February 1967, Brussels, pp 25. 
* Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare, NotiaiaPio, year 13, no 3, March 19~7, Rome, pp 100. Lire 600, in other 
countries lire 800. Nb: a particularly interesting article on the Euratom crisis as commented on in the foreign 
press. 
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EDITORIAL 
U.S. policy and Europe - (I) Why the present trip ? 
We have already drawn readers' attention to the importance of Mr. Hubert H. Humphrey's current tri 
· Europe ; its importance seems to become clearer and clearer with each stage (in London since yesterday, Mr. 
Humphrey is to visit Bonn, Paris and Brussels this week). It is obvious that a feeling of anxiety lies behind EK 
this trip. Its aim is to calm US anxiety about the political development (but primarily the psychological atti 
tude) of their European allies, and at the same time to calm European anxiety about American policy. Naturally~ 
there is a whole string of concrete problems which crop up almost simultaneously, and which are generally sou 
ces of disagreement. There is the Kennedy Round, which must be practically finished in five or six weeks and 
in which the various delegations have got a long way to go before they reach an agreement ; there is the reform 
of the international monetary system and the r8le of gold- these are problems shown to be ever more critical lS 
by the monthly figures on movements of reserves ; there is the technological gap, which some regard as an ima-
ginary problem - it is being discussed by the OECD and the EEC is approaching it with a timidity which some 
find surprising (we have discussed this once, but we shall do so again) ; there is the reform of NATO, which 
is hardly new (the "wise men" were talking about it ten years ago) but which the withdrawal of France has made 
urgent. But above all there is the non-proliferation treaty ; it is the Americans' firm wish to get it signed 
quickly. It is a subject particularly dear to the heart of Mr. Humphrey, which' is probably why President Johnson 
decided to entrust so difficult a mission to his liberal and pro-European Vice-President, who has been out of 
the limelight for some time. 
But these are concrete problems, problems of the moment, which are to be solved quickly ; the real aim 
of the visit is to prevent a crisis of reciprocal confidence which might occur between the United States and 
their European allies. 
It seems fairly indicative that, thirteen years after Foster Dulles threatened an agonising reappraisal 
of American policy towards Europe, this crisis of confidence is threatening to appear once again in the field 
of defence, Then, the reason was the EDC ; now it is the non-proliferation treaty and, in more general terms, 
whether there should be a European defence system and what part Germany would take in such a system. Then, 
Europe was being encouraged to provide itself with such a system ; now, it is the exact opposite. This is the 
reason for the fear that the treaty is nothing more than a way for the two super-powers to maintain control of 
Europe. This is not really surprising ; the political problems which are the heritage of the Second World War 
have not yet been solved and they are bound to cause crises. But it would be foolish to attribute these to a 
lack of communication between allies. This argument has been used several times on other occasions, but it is 
pointless. The same can be said about the "growing nationalism" among Europeans : if this exists, it is the 
effect of certain situations before being the cause. It would be more useful to examine whether reactions to 
certain moves have not been badly calculated, and why. Thus, for example, most observers trace the origin 
of the present nuclear problems to the sudden dropping of the MLF project by the United States. The Americans 
claim that it was because Europe did not show sufficient interest in such a solution. One can go further and 
say that it had criticism heaped on it. But this does not mean that it was not valid, nor that it was turned 
down. The truth of the matter is that dropping it was a gesture of impatience, made in the hope of appeasing 
the USSR, the British Labour Party and France. As a result, France has left NATO just the same, Britain is 
still not in the Community and it is going to be very difficult to get the Soviet Union to swallow the "European 
clause",even if it is only ~unilateral interpretative clause of the non-proliferation treaty. The whole thing 
is a typical case of misunderstanding. 
We must review these changes, and attempt to see where and why they have happened. 
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EDITORIAL 
U.s, potioy and Europe - (II) "Changes" 
15eme 
mardi 
BULLETIN QUOTID 
EK 
Behind the anxiety, then, there are changes, or rather the dread of changes. This is curious, gi ~h 
context that we are talking about, and the multiple conflicting interpretations given to these changes, a o 
the actual fact that things are changing. There is universal agreement, first of all, that there have b jo 
changes in the situation and in the political facts : this leads to the introduction of changes in struct~~~ 
in institutions. We must, in other words, "adapt to reality". Afterwards, however, there are mutual recriaa-
tions of having "changed" views, attitudes, policy. Or else someone makes out that he was justified in mattlg 
changes himself because one or other partner allegedly made changes too. Another variation is that the partner 
is congratulated for finally changing or for noticing the changes that have occurred,and for having drawn the 
necessary conclusions. 
There is a good deal of confusion in all this - arising frequ,ently from an inability to distinguish what 
matters from what does not, the permanent from the incidental, the vagaries of fashion fromDtt-reaching movements 
of opinion. It is also due to the fact that a policy can be applied with rigorous continuity by acting on the 
event, i.e. in relation with the development of circumstances - circumstances being per se things that change, 
and calling for changing tactics, 
There was a first-rate article by Ambassador Robert Schaetzel a year ago, in "Foreign Affairs". Mr. 
Schaetzel is of course one of the experts on the European and Atlantic reality, and in fact during his long spell 
in the Department of State he helped to create this reality, By means of a penetrating analysis and with his 
usual admirable liberality of outlook, he suggested in this article .that Europeans should be reassured about the 
continuity of American policy towards Europe, and that the Americans should be reassured about the inevitability 
of this policy. Although admitting that the policy was in a state of stagnation, he called on his fellow-Americans 
to awaken to the direction that history was bound to take, and to have faith in the Europeans. He reminded them 
of the important contribution made by Europeans when it came to shaping and implementing this policy. In the 
meantime, Mr. Schaetzel has come to Brussels, where he is the head of his country's Mission to the Communities, 
The other day he made a speech in Frankfurt, and after reiterating once more the "continuity" and stability of 
American policy, he referred to the subject of the "change" - with some clear aigns of sorrow and indignation. 
He still stands by his analysis and conclusions, and face to face with the everyday European reality, feels that 
whatever change there has been is due to Europe, and that it is a change for the better by comparison with the 
material conditions that existed previously ; a major consequence, however, has been an astonishing unwillingness 
to shoulder responsibilities that are commensurate with the new conditions, and a tendency to criticise American 
policy although without running the risks that such criticism should imply. This strikes us as significant and 
true to form. There are people on both sides of the Atlantic who have devoted their·brains and their influence 
to creating the conditions for an equilibrium that would have enabled both "partners" to act as partners, i.e. 
to influence each other, on a two-way basis. Such people can only be embittered by the current wave of anti-
Americanism. But Europe has not succeeded in fulfilling her r8le, firstly because she is not united, and none 
of her states is in a position to fulfil the.r8le, alone, and secondly because a r8le of this kind can only 
be assumed when a real contribution is made, and when the accompanying responsibilities are accepted. 
But let us look beyond incidentals, modish patterns of thought, individual opinions. What we must ask 
ourselves is whether the principles that to date have inspired a certain policy are still valid, whether what 
is thought to be permanent is really permanent. In this connection we should like to examine in detail the fin-
dings of one of the most distinguished American commentators on the Atlantic political scene, Mr. Harold van B. 
Cleveland, in a book just brought out by the Council on Foreign Relations, "The Atlantic Idea and 1ts European 
Rivals." 
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EDITORIAL 
US poUcy and Europe - ( III ) Reve:roti!'a to ''national" concepts ? 
We ought to stress, before talking about the content os the book by "Van" Cleveland (see yesterdaY. 
editorial), that the work represents the culmination of a series of Atlantic Studies, sponsored by the h' y 
influential Council on Foreign Relations, Each study in the serie·s was considered and discussed before publicai:V 
tiona by the Council's Steering Committee, the chairman of which was Mr. Charles M. Spofford, The author of th~~, 
study himself was a senior official in the Department of State, and is at the moment Vice President of the Fir~ 
National City Bank of New York. In the words of Mr. Spofford, he was "one of the small circle of government of 
ficials whose thinking and writing had had much to do with the shaping of United States policy of the early 
fifties," We must also point out, however, that whatever verdict is passed on his conclusions, the book is of 
outstanding intrinsic merit, for the extensive information it contains, the clarity of its analysis, and its ·\S 
original ideas. · 
Having said as much, we should like to summarise Mr. Van Cleveland's lines of argument, and the conclu-
sions he reaches. What holds the Atlantic nations together and what diVides them ? They are held together essen-
tially : (a) Militarily speaking, by Europe's interest in American military protection and America's interest 
in Europe's military security. What principally divides them is the question of strategy for the Alliance and 
who is to control the nuclear deterrent. (b) Economically speaking, they are held together by the common need 
to preserve wide economic integration, but divided about objectives and control of the principal instrumentali-
ties : monetary arrangements ; trade and currency barriers. 
Depending on the way in which these issues are tackled, different political ideas emerge. The first is 
the Atlantic idea, which can take various forms : (a) continuation of America's position of superior power and 
leadersh1p, with European unity coming very much second, or (b) equal partnership when Europe has united (this 
is the official US version of the Atlantic idea) or again (c) creation of an Atlantic federal union. Alongside 
this, the European idea, whereby the unification of Europe has priority over Atlantic cohesion. It can, however: 
(a) lead to partnership, if supranational integration is achieved (thus coinciding with the official American 
version of the partnership), or (b) lead, if not to opposition, at least to complete liberation from all Ameri-
can influence (as advocated by de Gaulle). 
In Mr. Cleveland's view, the classical European idea, in harmony with the official Atlantic idea, has 
lost much of the dynamism of the fifties, principally because it has been found that what holds together the 
Atlantic nations continues to exist regardless of all institutional developments, and because the Atlantic 
nations can face up to what divides them by traditional means. Prosperity increases without reference to unity 
of political aims. Security is not threatened, and in may case is safeguarded by community of interests. and 
the de facto existence of the American nuclear power. What is the conclu~ion ? That nationalism is'neither 
dead nor dying, but that is has taken on different forms and we must learn to get used to them ; it is not 
necessarily a disaster. The United States, for their part, must realise that "conflict in some degree is the 
usual condition of relations among nations" and that they must become accustomed to exerci~ing ·'national power. 
which enables them to maintain the present (satisfactory) situation, in concert with their allies where possi-
ble. and unilaterally where it is not. 
These conclusions clearly mean giving up any institutional framework that would diminish each state's 
freedom of action ; priority for national interests in the context (in the case of the United States) of their 
world-wide responsibilities. 
Tomorrow we shall be describing our reactions. 
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US poZicy and Europe - (IV) Problems and solutions El 
Let us now try to set out briefly the conclusions that can de dra~ from an analysis of the pres@nt . 
situation, in conjunction with the conclusions ~eached by Mr. Van Cleveland in his book. 
A first comment to be made is that in such a vast and complicated field, there is nothing surpris ~ 
the fact that from time to time we need a reappraisal, a joint examination. Some misunderstandings can be d 
up and some changes instigated in the belief that there have been changes in the attitude of the partnei 
may appear no longer to be warranted. This reassessment of the situation demands firstly a precise enunciatl~ 
of the permanent aims facing Europe and the Atlantic world, leaving out what is connected with circumstance~ 
only (which can be settled on the basis of solutions found for the main problems). These objectives are: the 
need for peace, and thus security ; the need for well-being, and thus economic prosperity ; the need to help 
give security and well-being to those who do not have them,' i.e. effective aid to poverty and under-development. 
The over-riding problem that has to be overcome is whether the countries of Europe can act off their own bat, 
together, or in associationwith others, in order to achieve these aims. We then need to know what kind of links 
must and can be established between these groups of countries. Finally, we have to know whether in this context 
it is necessary or advisable for Europe to contemplate strengthening or loosening the bonds it has with America, 
which were planned with these aims (or some of these aims) in view, or whether they must be modified and clari-
fied. 
Let us begin with the primary objective : peace, which means security, which means defence. Like many 
Americans, Van Cleveland takes as his starting point the apparent desire of certain Europeans to be free from 
their responsibility for their own defence (some Europeans claim that it should be left to the Americans to 
bear the material and moral burden of the defence of Europe. since it amounts to their own defence) ; he feels 
that any creation of European unity, at least in military terms, should be avoided that would be superfluous 
and even harmful. A policy of alliances, which made allowances for national characteristics, would be altogether 
better. Mr. Van Cleveland adds that this policy was enough to maintain the balance in Europe in the last cen-
tury : This is a major historical error : the policy of alliances and blocs since the Treaty of Vienna did not 
prevent wars and revolutions and it built up the mutual antipathies which resulted in the explosion of 1914. A 
straight forward return to power politics as the supreme form of international politics would be a catastrophe, 
and this is what would happen if the ideas put forward by Mr. Van Cleveland were accepted. Europe would perhaps 
be defended, but according to ways, means and criteria which it had made no contribution to establishing. 
Certain countries might perhaps retain a vestigial influence, but not Europe as a whole. But, it is said, if 
Europe had the means (including the nuclear means) of defending itself, the United States would no longer be 
needed : there would not be partnership, there would be rivalry. But to say this is to succumb once again to 
power politics. Partnerships are based on the idea of a challenge and of the partners being complementary to 
one another : they presuppose a common interest which can only be met by common action, and both partners con-
tribute what they hope is the better half of the partnership. This seems to be the only logical answer to the 
problem, but clearly it cannot be forced. If it is to have any value, it must be given quite independently and 
in full awareness of what it means in terms of material commitments. Europe must choose partnership by embark-
ing on the path that leads to partnership. But it is up to the United States to recognise that this is the 
answer to the problem, that it is a once-and-for-all affair and that Europe must be a ~ partner : for in-
stance the door must be left open for the formation of a European defence system. Independence is a sine qua 
non of interdependence, There is no room for sleeping partners. 
Tomorrow, we shall conclude our analysis of the possible conclusions. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
It is impossible, then, for Europe to achieve the essential aim, namely security and peace, 
becomes united and establishes a partnership relation with the United States that enables it to take a real 
part in decisions which should be joint decisions (see yesterday's editorial). 
Let us now look at the second essential aim : economic prosperity. We shall ingore the whole line of@ 
thought concerning the breadthof the market, as a precondition for expansion, In fact it is perfectly possibl A 
to create a huge market without any effective delegation of power. EFTA, after all, is just such a case. It 
is also possible to say, as is said by some (including Mr. Cleveland, for example), that the Common Market is 
a splendid success, despite the failure to "merge sovereigntiesn, This is another mistake. Firstly, insufficients 
account is taken of the psychological factor behind the favourable development that we are experiencing. The ! 
success of the Common Market has been mainly due to business having extraordinary trust in a change of size 
and quality that would be irreversible. Apprehensions concerning a setback would mean that a great many illu-
sions would be shattered. If a crisis appears in unmistakable terms, the national reflex will become decisive 
and dominant (what is happening in coal and steel, although realisation of the common market here goes back 
to 1953, is very significant), There is no sense, then, in considering the future as a mere projection of the 
past. If we do this, we show too our failure to grasp that what has to be done before we round the point of no 
return, is going to be a lot harder than what has been done so far, and demands political decisions that are 
bot automatic. Bring in the concept of sovereign states and power politics (economic) into this context again, 
and it becomes clear that people hurry back to national isolation much faster than they break it down. But this 
only concerns the countries of Europe in their dealings with each other. What would the situation be if the 
countries of Europe were to face American economic might in disarray ? It is not difficult to imagine. Are 
present relations between the partners satisfactory ? The Kennedy Round provides a splendid pointer : it shows 
how strong Europe is in its initial stage of unity, and at the same time how strong it could be if it had moved 
further ahead towards unity. Its contribution as a partner of the United States themselves would be far greater, 
making it possible to achieve at speed a forward-looking policy in the full liberation of international trade, 
with liberation being the order of the day, with exceptions where appropriate. 
This enables us to refer briefly to the third essential aim : effective aid to the third world. The 
problem is so immense that it is impossible to imagine dealing with it without an overall strategy. Overall 
strategy here needs to be a long-term strategy, entailing world-scale planning of agricultural production, per-
manent guidance of investments, etc ••• Overall strategy means a permanent commitment on the part of the whole 
of the developed world, and first and foremost on the part of Europe and America. There is no other way. 
Having got this far, it is easy for us to conclude that the European countries cannot act in disarray, 
if they want to ensure their security, their influence in the world, their economic prosperity, and if they 
want to face up to their responsibilities to the third world, and cannot resort to traditional instruments of 
power politics. This would serve merely to muffle conflict temporarily, and to consolidate hegemonies. It is 
also easy to conclude that they must come together by means of organic, institutional, and ever clos~ bonds. 
It is easy to conclude that only a "European personality" emerging from this action, will be able to establish 
the equal relations with the United States that will lead to increased efficiency. 
But already we can hear a disdainful question : "If all this is so painfully clear, how is it that the 
Six, already bound up together, do not succeed in making an inch of progress towards union ?" We have to concede 
a point. The Six do not, or not yet, agree among themselves. Must we discard our faith, and surrender ? It is 
not the mark of a realist to be resigned, and to accept things "as they are" ; the realist directs his efforts 
towards reality, so as to modify it. 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
pp 2/3 Great Britain and membership of the EEC, - Mr. Humphrey in Paris. - Study Day 
on 9 June on "External relations of the European Communities". - Fall in bank 
rates in USA and c~n~da. 
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p 7 Common policy for oilseP.d : proposals. 
Special r~il tariffs for the Saar : extension of German Government's deadline. 
p 8 Committee on relations with the AASM : report on yesterday's meeting. 
Heeting between U.NICE and the EEC Commission. 
Anti-dumping regulation : resumption of Community work. 
p 9 Exploratory conversatiorr.with Israel : report sent to Council. 
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SEC Yu oslavia : statement by Yugoslav Foreign Minister. 
4016 
Special rail tariffs for the Saar : German proposals. 
Italian steel industry in 1966 economic and technical schedule. 
"High-grade steel and national progress" : Congress in Bologna. 
German pig ca~tings : exports to Switzerland. 
Transport by Italian railways at prices and conditions of unpublished tariff 
conventions : publication in OG. 
Rolled products in the Community domestic prices in member countries. 
Increase in levy rate : protest by coal producers. 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
The o,u,taome .Of. !fr· ~h;.ev.',s, ,trjP -~·-
Mr. Humphrey's visit to Europe has just ended, and lessons and conclusions are being drawn on all s~ 
Whatever these lessons and conclusions are, let us hope that they will enable something to be dome towards i~ 
proving the situation. For the moment, the most disillusioned commentaries, at least in the press, are from thJ:K 
Americans : they are clearly not immune to the psychological reaction provoked by certain incidents. We for ou~ 
part will limit ourselves to indicating certain elements on which it is probably necessary to reflect before~ 
a definitive assessment can be made. AD· 
Firstly, it should be stressed how strange it is that European reactions to current American policy 
often stem for two completely contradictory origins. The first - the "US go home~' type - clearly indicates thals 
its adherents want to be rid of a presence, and perhaps even of a friendship, which is regarded as oppressive. 
The other show itself in the fear that Americans are thinking of pulling out or of coming to some agreement wi 
the Russians "over our heads". Paradoxically enough, these two reactions, which should ultimately be mutually 
•xclusive, often occur in the same person at the same time. We have all witnessed speeches, articles, press con-
ferences, official statements, etc, in which the Americans are simultaneously accused of wanting to dominate 
lurope and to abandon it ; of wanting unification (with the ulterior motive of themselves being the federatora) 
tnd of being incapable of exercising the necessary leadership because they are over-committed in Asia ; of pour-
ing nuclear weapons into Europe and of being unwilling to give any real guarantee as to the atomic defence of 
europe. 
Clearly, such confusion is regrettable, and it obscures the real problems and answers. 
Secondly, it can be said that the reaction which results in the "go home" attitude and occasionally 
ln certain far more regrettable incidents, is by no means new. Far from it : it has been with us, more or less 
'isibly depending on the circumstances, since 1947. It has always been a feature of the different types of 
lommunism - Stalinism, Kruschevianism, Maoism, etc - and shows how easy it is to make radical changes in the 
Attitude of the Communist world by comparison with that part of the world which is governed by profoundly 
.ifferent principles. In this context, it is worth noting that for the second time in history, the presence 
Of American forces in Europe is to be accounted for by the need to defend the people of Europe against the 
~owers of imperialism and the restriction of individual liberty which gave birth to two wars : no one can deny 
this. Those who remember the wars would be loath today to belittle a flag which for them was the symbol 
of freedom. But the younger generations see the presence of this flag as being only one thing : the defence 
of Europe against another adversary - Soviet Russia. This defence was of vital importance in 1947-48 ; today, 
it seems less so. And this is why the war in Vietnam is being used as a pretext for wanting to get rid of it. 
iut this does not account for the reaction, or rather the lack of reaction, by those Government members or 
other important figures who realise that this presence is necessary, but that it cannot continue under acceptable 
conditions wihtout our making an effort to assume our own responsibilities. 
W~regard it as particularly significant that the Vice-President of the United States should have ended 
~ trip to Europe with talks with members of the three European Executives, and that he should have taken 
advantage of this occasion to confirm the main guiding lines of US post-war European policy in the most explicit 
possible way. But now we must turn to studying ways, means and solutions. 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
pp 2/3/4 Merging of the Executives and the European Summit. - End of Mr. Humphrey's trip 
in Brussels, - Ministers of the new French Government. - Belgd-Yugoslav communiqu~ 
Italo !Polish talks. - Hr. Bi:-osio in Ctta\-Ja. 
COMMON MARIET / EURAT6M BULLETIN NO 2658 : 
pp 5/6 EEC Council : opening speech by Mr. Brandt ; affirmation of positions of each 
member country. 
pp 6/7 Euratom Council : problems raised by the non-proliferation treaty. 
p 7 Kennedy Round : definition in the Council of Ministers of the Community position 
PP 8/9 
p 9 
on certain problems. 
EEC Monetary Committee : 9th Report on activity. 
EEC Agriculture Council : meeting opens. 
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Directeur responsable et r€dac-
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What with Mr. Humphrey's visit to Europe, Mr. Willy Brandt's declaration of intent to the Community ~ 
Council and the ensuing statements and discussions, the last few days have produced remarks and proposals of AD 
sreat interest, promises and commitments full of potential ; they have all been read, marked and freely commen-
ted on. But the question now is : is there going to be any concrete follow-up ? The value and import of a polic 
need not always be measured against short-term concrete results but sometimes there are situations which must ~~ 
not be allowed to det~riorate too far. Despite certain lamentable demonstrations, the origin of which, moreover, Wt 
is well known, and some perfectly understandable reactions, Mr. Humphrey's trip to Europe would seem to have 
been very useful. As the Vice-President said as he left Europe, the enterprises and the tasks which unite Europe 
and the United States are of infinitely greater importance than the minor disagreements which occasionally 
distract attention from them. The reception which the White House gave Mr. Humphrey on his return seems to con-
firm this belief and to underline the importance of his mission, Leaving aside particular problems, even if 
they are of major importance, what was the main point of Mr. Humphrey's message to Europe ? That the United 
States continue to believe that Europe should unite, that it should do so in its own way, that it must be strong 
and independent - stronger and more independent than in the past - and that it is to this Europe that they pro-
pose a partnership of equals, not to a weak and divided Europe which such a partnership would crush, He said 
too that the United States, despite their extra-European commitments (for which some reproach them), have no 
intention of backing down on any of their European commitments. This should be welcome news to all those who 
see Europe as strong,_ united and independent - in other words, ultimately European -, as it should to those 
who doubt the firmness and the permanence of American commitments in Europe. On the other hand, it will be 
anathema to those who want to see the institutional links binding together the countries of the Community dis-
solved at the same time as they want the Americans thrown out of Europe, on the pretext that things have changed 
and that there is no longer any threat to the frontiers of Europe (which would imply total disarmament). 
In the same way, Mr. Willy Brandt's statement will be welcomed by all those who want to get on with the 
narmonious construction of Europe and want to see the Community enlarged in accordance with its economic charac-
teristics and its political aims, They will probably not be received quite as warmly by those who consider that 
the Community Institutions should be neither maintained nor strengthened, nor by those who are not keen on an 
enlarged Community resulting in a stronger Europe with more influence (and more responsibilities), 
In both cases, deeds must follow words. And the former must not contradict the latter. Thus the US must 
not be allowed to adopt measures which would lessen the cohesion of the Community and its political virtualities. 
Nor must we hear that forces have been unilaterally reduced for "budgetary" reasons. And so on. In the same 
way, we must not see one or other European Government failing to do anything concrete to put.what has been said 
into effect and agreeing to ways and means which result in lessening the r8le of the Community Institutions, 
Unity of word and deed is the basis of every effective policy. 
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EDITORIAL ~·· 
Kennedy Round and competitiveness of Europe 
The achievements of the Ministers of the Six in Brussels, in anticipation of the fina 
leg in the Kennedy Round, are considerable and should not be under-estimated, given the objective difficulties EK 
encountered by the Community in defining its position. Admittedly, it is easy to say that the Community's con- . 
tinuing failure to define its own attitudes quickly, clearly and coherently is its own affair and must not aff®)c 
adversely those negotiating with it. There is a germ of truth in this, but when the Americans created the Trad AD 
Expansion Act they were aware of the Community situation, and realised that the negotiations would run into 
these objective difficulties (it is true that they have become more acute following the crises of January 1963 
and June 1965). · 
The achievements are considerable because it is unthinkable that all requests put forward~~ 
should be accepted in a negotiation : there has to be compromise, and it is not a valid judgment simply to com-
pare aspirations and results. An overall view is essential. 
Let us look, for instance, at the world cereals agreement. The signs are now that it will 
be possible for this agreement to be achieved, given good will. It seems reasonable that the Six should demand 
reciprocity in commitments when it comes to support amounts : at all events, they made a step to meet their 
partners over international prices, even if they did not accept all their demands. It will be possible to give 
a little more ground over the question of the self-sufficiency rate, but what matters most is that the Six ac-
cepted the principle of common machinery for food aid, tied to the world agreement. This principle strikes us 
as exceptionally significant, ignoring amounts. One ton more or less is not going to alter the importance of 
the commitment : what matters is the viewpoint from which the question is seen. We have here in fact a principle 
of world organisation in which well-off producers and consumers share the burdens and responsibilities. This 
matters, and it is an innovation. Rightly, the Americans set great store by this principle, and were entitled 
to pat themselves on the back. It is cheering, too, to know that the appeal made by the Italian Minister, Mr. 
Tolloy,a Socialist , for Europe to become associated, as a unit, with the big world producers in this drive for 
aid and peace, was welcomed by the Council and even those apparently with the most qualms. 
The only major problem now is the American Selling Price • The ins and outs of this are 
by now all too familiar to our readers. The only comment we would make at this point is that we are surprised 
,by the American claim that a sector of their chemical industry will be crushed by European competition, if they 
accept a mean protection w~ich will be about twenty per cent, in most cases. There are two possibilities here : 
either an industry sheltering behind a protection that is equalled nowhere is artificial, and managed on anti-
.economic bases (in which case it must be eliminated as a matter of urgency, in the interests of the American 
economy) ; or it is raking in mammoth profits, in which case it is advisable for the sake of the American economy 
that they should be pared to a reasonable level. 
But there is a further comment that has to be made. After all the talk of the technological 
gap and its bad influence on the competitiveness of European industry, by comparison with American industry, it 
is becoming hard to imagine situations in which European industry is capable of crushing its American rivals. 
There is no stifling the suspicion that the direct economic effect of the technological gap is sometimes over-
played. In more general terms, our comment is that European industry is, or can be,competitive- especially in 
some sectors. This must also represent an advantage for Europe, as well as for the United States. The basic 
idea of the Trade Expansion Act was precisely that the interests of the consumer and the interest of the economy 
as a whole were better looked after, that expansion was better guaranteed, by means of competition that was more 
open, less ruthless, more balancr~d. These are principles that should not be forgotten ; they have been accepted 
by all those who have embarked on these great negotiations, reminding us daily of the name of John F. Kennedy. 
--------------------------------------SU~Y 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
pp 2/2a Anglo-German talks in London. - Statements by Foreign Ministers on political 
Europe, - Appointment of six Parliamentary Secretaries of State in Germany. 
Speech by Ambassador Attilio Cnttani. - Congress or. "The Solicitor and Europe" 
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Great Rri tain and Ireland : budget day. 
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EEC /Greece : meeting of Association Council. 
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EDIII!ORIAL 
NUalear de[enae in the limelight 
There is a renewal of interest among the public about nuclear weapons, their use, 
of their being within reach of a very large number of countries in a few years' time, It stems 
tudes being experienced by the draft nuclear non-proliferation treaty. 
Unhappily, the reality seems to be moving in a completely different direction from that which 
America's political will-Gower would like to give it, as this political will-power seems to be in conflict with 
strategic requirements, t e weight of which only becomes greater. Perhaps we should give a clearer account of 
ourselves, 
There is no doubt that the United States are trying with all the means in their power to achieve AD 
a qualitative and quantitative "crystallisation" of nuclear weapons. There are several motives for this, in-
cluding certainly their wish to retain a near monopoly in atomic weapons. The ban on experiments in the atmos-
phere comes into the qualitative category. A Soviet-American agreement, that would be accepted by a very large 
number of countries, would come into the quantitative catesory. This is a political objective that can only be 
applauded, even if we take the view that there might be perhaps something better to be done (for instance, full-
scale, i.e. not only nuclear, disarmament), 
Faced with this objective, however, there are some realities which provide food for thought, and 
which show that the problem of the use of nuclear weapons as a means of defence is more than ever in the fore-
front, on the basis of strategic considerations. Firstly, it does not seem that the United States have managed 
to persuade the Soviets not to proceed to the setting up of an anti-missile defence system (the notorious anti-
ballistic missile, ABH). If there is no change in this situation, it is highly likely that the American strate-
gic doctrine (and that of NATO) will have to change, It will perhaps be necessary to abandon the "escalation" 
theory, and revert to that of "massive response" (the need to pass the anti-missile barrier). This is in fact 
the problem that was raised last week by the seven Defence Ministers meeting in Washington, in the framework 
IS 
of the NATO Nuclear Planning Group. On this occasion Mr. McNamara admitted that construction of an ABM system 
could be envisaged, for defence against Chinese missiles. But what is to be done when it comes to the Soviet 
Union ? An ABM system constructed in Europe would be appallingly costly and absurd from the use point of view, 
because it would be largely self-destructive. Moreover, Turkey thinks that the only way of protecting her Eastern 
frontiers is the use of nuclear mines. According to Dr. Eklund, in a few years' time even the smallest countries 
will be able to produce large quantities of atomic bombs : in 1980, with plutonium provided by industrial reac-
tors, it will be possible to manufacture no less than twenty thousand bombs in a year, 
All this is scarcely comforting. Europe is faced with a dilemma. On the one hand, her need to have 
a nuclear defence of her own, not autonomous, but constituting an important supplement to the American deterrent, 
seems more pressing than ever - precisely because of too diminished "credibility" of this deterrent, following 
the creation of the Soviet ABM. On the other, the' temptation to avert the risk of a holocaust by unilaterally 
abandoning weapons, is constantly growing. The Observer suggested the other day that the British leaders should 
tell Mr. Willy Brandt (who is in London today) that German reunification was possibl~ only in the context of 
a non-nuclear Europe, guaranteed by the Soviet Union and by the United States, and that Great Britain was pre-
pared to sacrifice her nuclear ambitions in order to achieve this. This would be the only positive alternative 
offered to Germany, to a Gaullist vision of Europe, and the only alternative valid in the long term. 
Clearly, the choice is far from simple 
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European books !Jhich are sent to us, or IJhose publication 
is IJOl'th noting, IJUZ. be revie!Jed under this heading. 
* KARLHEINZ KOPPE, "Das gl'Une E eetat sich dul'ch - 20 Jahre Europa Union Deutschland 1946 - 196611 , Europa Union 
Verlaa GmbH,· Cologne, pp 233, DM 11.50 
The Common Market countries recently had the opportunity of celebrating the tenth anniveraary of the 
aigning of the Treaties of Rome, Much of this achievement should be ascribed to associations auch 81 Eu.~~~~~ 
Union Deutachland, which has fought for the integration of Europe over twenty years. It was on 9 Deceaber 
1946, in fact, that there took place the merger of local associations, from which Europa-Union Deutschland 
emerged. This book relates the efforts of the last twenty years, from the first congress at Eutin, 21 to 23 
June 1947, attended by 2,000 delegates, to the congress last year at Baden-Baden, which adopted a revolutio-
nary resolution calling for an opening towards the countries of East Europe. The history of the early yeara 
of the asaociation is particularly interesting for those who have not had the opportunity to acquaiatthemael- AD 
ves with the work done on European integration in Germany immediately after the w,r. Europa/Union, which 
was responsible for this work, constitues a vital link between the Government and the citizen. Twenty document• 
are appended to the book, setting out in particular the most important resolutions adopted at the Europa-Union ~~ 
Deutschland congresses. ~ 
*Lee proobZ.~mes de Z.'Eul'Ope, Organe de 11Aasociation pour l'Etude des Probl~mes de l'Europe, no 34, 'aria-Rome, 
1966, ninth year, pp 117, FF 15. 
Three articles deal more especially with European politics. Mr. Claude Bertoldi provides interesting 
information about the scope and need for a European foreign policy. Mr. Yves Malgraln tries to asaeas aa im-
partially as possible the common agricultural policy, taking into account ita international repercusaiona and 
implications, Mr. Georges Mitzakis sets out the doctrinal differences of opinion between the policies of the 
Governments and the Central Banks in the member states of the EEC, in the monetary field. 
* La programmation euroop~enne, Conference held on 4,5 and 6 November 1964, Centre national d''tude del probla.ea 
de aociologie et d1 economie europeenne, Ed. de l'Inatitut de Sociologie de l'Universite Libre de Bruxellea, 
1965, pp 401, Bfra. 300. 
* J, DENIZET, MOnnaie et Financement, Esaai de theorie dana un cadre de comptabilitfi economique, Collection 
Statistique et Programmes economiquea no 12, Ed, Dunod, Paris 1967, pp 266, 27 diagrams, FF 35. 
* Lo Bpettatore InternaaionaZ.e, English edition, Istituto Affari Internazionale, Rome, Vol, II, no 2, March-
April 1967. Nb : The technological gap : proposals and documenta, Bologna, Lire 500, 
* OECD, OECD Obsel'tJer, no 27, April 1967 • Nb: "Towards better functioning of the markets in capital." Industt"ltd 
pl'Oduotion, ht quarter 1967 (supplement to "Main Economic Indicators"). 
* L 1Eul'ope en formation, no 85, April 1967, FF 2.40, Bfra. 24. This contains two studies outlining the desree of 
integration achieved by the EEC and Euratom, and a study by Professor Louis Cartou, indicating the ways and 
means for the development of an economic union towards a political and federal union of Europe. 
*Europe Information, periodical published by Action pour l 1Europe Nouvelle et 11Expansion Atlantique, COnaeil 
belge pour l'Union Paneuropeenne, pp 20. 
* NieUIJ EUropa, monthly review issued by Europeae Beweging, March 1967, 20th year, no 3, The Haaue. 
* PAUL HATllY, La contribution de Z. 'industl'ie pdtl'OZ.~re d z.a baZ.ance des paiements dee fXIIIS en voie de dh•'ttlppe-
ment de 1966 d 19?5, Extract from Cahiers Economiques de Bruxelles, no 33, Brussels 1967, pp 62, 
* Federation International• des Grandes Entreprises de Dittribution, G.randSs Entrepl'iees de Distribution ANjourd' 
hui et Demain, report on the international Study Day held in The Hague on 28/4/1966. Bruasels, pp 78. 
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On Friday evening, Mr. Hallstein convened a meeting of European journalists, i.e. those who are in£ 
the course of their duty in daily touch with the Community Institutions and who watch closely the development 
and vicissitudes experienced by the construction of Europe as it gradually becomes a reality. The intention w 
to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the signing of the Treaties, and with Mr. Hallstein were Mr. Levi S d~ 
Vice President of the Commission, and Mr. Lambert Schaus, a signatory of the Treaties. f' 
In his speech, Mr. Hallstein set out his views ·on the verdict that can be passed on the present si-
tuation in the Community, on the way in which the Institutions are operating, on what has been achieved, and 
what lies ahead for economic unification and political unification, and the extension of the Community. It is 
not our intention to give a summary of what he said, and indeed his ideas are already familar to readers. In 
stead we shall merely draw attention to some of his comments made in his speech and also the ensuing discussion• 
which took place in a very frank and friendly atmosphere. 
1) President Hallstein was kind enough to point to the important work carried out by the press, and particularly 
the journalists in Brussels, as "doing much to shape European opinion." This is important because it is vital 
for the European Institutions not to cut themselves off from public opinion, which needs to be able to criticise 
or sustain ; to do this, it has to be informed by an impartial, free and independent press. 
2) The press has a duty not invariably to report that all is well on all fronts. President Hallstein rightly is 
not enamoured of Cassandras, as his rSle is to build. Warnings need to be given, however, and those who take on 
themselves this thankless task serve the Community well. When Mr. Hallstein says : "Welding Europe into a single 
unit is no idyll", he is speaking the truth. We ourselves have been attempting, over a long period of time, to 
show that the building of Europe is extremely demanding, and that if it is to succeed we must put our hearts 
and souls into it. Rightly, Mr. Hallstein recalled that he and Jean Monnet had agreed that it would take "at 
least a generation" to turn the Common Market into a federal Europe. 
3)Conflictscfinterest and ideology are inevitable. Mr. Hallstein was right to recall that there is a standing 
conflict betW~en the central (federal) power and the individual power (that of the states) : the most there 
could be was an "armistice". 
4) Mr. Hallstein confirmed that the Institutions had to function properly, or integration would not be a success, 
If they did not function the Community would stagnate "as we know by experience." 
We asked him if he did not feel that the Community could be extended without becoming weaker, and 
whether this could not in fact strengthen the Commission's r8le of "mediator" against a background of institu-
tional balance. Mr. Halls tein said that he did - provided that extension was carried out correctly, and there 
was no eossibilitr of ambiguous interpretations, and provid~d that everyone did his duty- particularly~ 
commiss1on, This lS the nub of the problem. In the present institutional situation, the personal element is all-
important. Admittedly, the Parliament has oversight of the Commission, and Mr.Hallstein regards this as an ade-
quate guarantee, We do not question this, but we do feel that the European Institutions' hold on public opinion 
is still too slender, too marginal, for peace of mind. The Commission is appointed by the Governments, and what 
we are witnessing in connection with the appointment of a single Commission is not particularly comforting, 
5) The constitutional crisis had certainly left its traces, Mr. Hallstein said.It perhaps ended a stage of in-
stitutional candour but did not bring any basic change in the Commission's working conditions or position, Well 
said ! We regard this above all as an affirmation of a specific determination which binds the Commission •. And 
the European press, mindful of its duty, will be there to remind the Commission that it is so bound. 
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~----------------,~ EDITORIAL 
On the eve of the European summit in Rome - Hopes and fears (I) ff 
In four or five weeks' time, the six heads of State or Government of the Community countries ; togethe~ 
with their Foreign Ministers, will meet in the Capitol in Rome. Many leading European personalities will be 
present, plaques will be unveiled, commemorative coins struck, addresses will be delivered, and the tenth 
anniversary of the signing of the Treaties of Rome will be solemnly celebrated. 
The ceremony is important in itself, since it constitutes solemn recognition of the fact that what was 
done, declared and signed ten years ago is still valid today, indeed that it appears worthy of being called 
mind and celebrated. The undertakings of 1957 have been adopted by the States in addition to those who actua 
set their signatures to them. There have been changes in the political btance of some of these countries, bu 
there have been none in the will to observe and apply the undertakings. is is an important reality and it 
must not be allowed to pass unnoticed. In the case of France, those sect ons of opinion which were at first 
hostile to the policy of European integration, while not renouncing thei~ reservations, have cooperated loyally 
in applying the Treaties. But we are not thinking of France alone, we ar~ thinking also of countries like Italy 
and Germany, where the polemics of certain socialist splinters with regard to the building of Europe or to cer-
tain aspects of it have given way to conviction and support. Thus the basis of popular consent has widened con-
siderably, and the ceremony in Rome will bear witness to this. Moreover, it is also destined to heighten the 
public's interest and to persuade it to give the building of Europe the impetus it needs. 
But once the ceremony is over, the national leaders and their Ministers will meet, invisible to prying 
eyes, and attempt, in Mr. Fanfani's words "to record a demonstration-of a common will, modest but not insigni-
ficant, to realise the agreements which have already been signed and to resume political discussions." It is 
this second aspect of the Rome summit which we shaltconcentrate on, exploring the possibilities and the dangers, 
the hopes and fears which it arouses, in the hope that it will give birth to something new for the Community, 
a move in the right direction which will not call for a retreat, as was unfortunately the case with what Mr. 
Hallstein calls the "constitutional crisis." 
There is one subject on which a lot of ink - far roo much in our opinion - has been spilt in the last 
few days : General de Gaulle's attendance at the summit. We should like to start by getting this out of the 
way, To begin with, there have been objections about everything having to hang fire until the General replied, 
as though everything depended on him. In fact, everything depended just as much on everybody else, As long 
ago as last December it was obvious that France's reply could not be given until after certain things had 
happened, Then it was claimed that the presence of a sole "head of State" would destroy the balance of the 
meeting, which, by definition, was a meeting of equals, the occupancy of the chair being decided more or less 
automatically, and thus purely formally. The whole argument on this subject is pointless : the General's 
attendance is clearly dependent on the powers given him by the French Constitutions as now interpreted, and the 
other Governments have no right to object over this. Therefore the only imbalance there will be will be that 
found in any meeting, dependent on the confrontation of ideas,·the various powers of persuasion and the polti-
cal willpower possessed by each member. 
The only thing to do is to make ready for this meeting, to have precise objectives and prepare ways 
and means of achieving them. We shall be returning to this. 
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What will be the circumstances surrounding the Rome talkst and what sort of atmosphere will there be ? El( 
From information available, all we can be sure of is that the meeting of the six heads of state or 
government will be held without a "precise" agenda. In diplomatic terms, this means that the Ministers will @ 
only have a very brief agenda. We may well wonder whether this augurs wellt and whether it is significant that AD 
General de Gaulle himself stipulatedt as a condition for attending, that there should not be any agenda laid 
down in advance, The formula does not find favour with the diplomats. Paradoxically, it is said that the two 
essential aims of an international conference are to adopt the text of a communique prepared in advance, and tots 
announce that a further conference is to be convened. It is not easy to prepare a communique without at least 
an agenda for a basis, and an outline of the different positions on which to work. In the present case, the 
public would be bitterly disappointed with a colourless communique (which could easily be drawn up here and 
now), not reflecting what was said nor the views expressed. In a meeting such as that now contemplated, the 
idea is not to have a desultory conversation, or merely exchange views and information (as is frequently done 
at meetings of the Western European Union Council). The proceedings will indisputably be solemn and binding, 
if only because the participants will try not to commit themselves too much, and to ensure that their partners 
commit themselves as much as possible. General de Gaulle's stipulation might appear somewhat odd, especially 
remembering that on other occasions he invariably insisted that there should be meticulous preparation for meet-
·ings of this kind, and that they should not be convened without a reasonable certainty of success, even if 
'they were to be purely interlocutory. Need we recall that the date of the very first 11European sununit11 was 
postponed from S December 1960 to 10 February 1961, precisely so as to make it possible to finalise concrete 
proposals, and not to let the public down ? It was said then that disappointment would be all the greater be-
cause great hopes would have been aroused, In the present circumstances, no 11preparation11 will be possible, 
as understood in diplomatic circles, and no one can forecast the outcome. This does not of course at all rule 
out the possibility of preparing the conference - but only politically speaking, each in his own manner, each 
setting himself a target, each with his own means of realising it. 
With this in view, and proceeding by assumptions, it is quite easy to imagine that the Government that 
put out the invitation, i.e. the Italian Government, knows just what it wants and how it is going fet it. Mr. 
Moro and Mr. Fanfani's policy is one of European loyalty, but at the same time they are great real1sts: they 
are fully alive to the possibilities and limits ; nor are they short of imagination. In the case of General 
de Gaulle, there is no need to point out that his ideas and tactics are well defined. It is in fact quite 
possible that by leaving the agenda in the void, he was hoping to keep the possibility of brushing aside ques-
tions he considered trivial, and to take over the debate immediately, steering it towards the great themes 
dear to his heart. This would enable him to ask his partners a few well-chosen questions, which although 
not strictly speaking "conditions", would in fact "condition" the way in which the debate developed. This is 
far from meaning that there will be no real debate, but a certain note will have been struck. There is another 
important element in this picture : the press conference that the General is to give on 15 May, in which, 
according to reports in the French press, "he will have the opportunity to amplify his concept of present in-
ternational political problems,~ undertaking the journey to Rome. 11 
With this sort of context, what can reasonably be excepted ? 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
On the eve of the European swmrit in Rome - hopes and [ears (III) 
What can we reasonably expect from this meeting, we were wondering yesterday ? The most recent state- all 
menta by political leaders about the outlook for a summit meeting are not such as to enable us to make any well~ . 
&rounded forecasts. For instance, Mr. Pompidou, who will no doubt attend the meeting together with General de 
Gaulle, made the following comment to the French National Assembly : "This meeting at tht! summit between leaderJS 
of the six countries is to be the occasion for an open and general exchange of views, making it possible to 
determine the present prospects fQr political cooperation between the Six. 11 He went on to say that the conditions 
surrounding the last meetings in Brussels encouraged moderate optimism. The words we have underlined strikes us 
as indicating the slender limits within which expectations are being kept, but at the same time the very broad 
nature that it is apparently being suggested the exchange of views will have. A preliminary conclusion that can 
be drawn, in our views, is that the talks will not be confined to Europe. 
The same cautious attitude is evinced by Mr. Fanfani, whose comments we quoted on Tuesday, and who hopes 
to be able "to note some manifestation of a common determination - modest, but not insignificant - to implement 
agreements already signed, and to resume a political dialogue. Modesty is in the air, The agreements already 
signed refer to the merger of the Executives. "Resuming a political dialogue" is of course fairly vague, but Mr. 
Fanfani realises this, and thinks that even a modest result in this field is important. 
Going back to earlier indications, the most meaningful would no doubt be tha~ given by General de Gaulle 
himself in his press conference of 21 February 1966 (immediately after the Luxembourg compromise). (Our Document 
no 364 gave the text of his speech and we referred to it in our c011111ents.) A reminder of what he then said : "••• 
what is the evil charm that would make it impossible for the Six to consider between themselves political topics 
of common interest, or to organise their political contacts ?,,, As soon as the economic organisation of the 
Six has picked up again normally, after Luxembourg, France believes it more important than ever to put into 
practive these political encounters." And he concluded:" ••• if one of the states which are engaged with us on 
the construction of the European Economic Community were to feel impelled, in this spirit, to take the initia-
tive in its turn of suggesting a political meeting between the six Governments, France would answer positively, 
1 II 
warm Y• Why has there been no echo to this call, dating back to February 1966 ? Probably because it lacked heart. 
At the same press conference General de Gaulle in fact announced what he described not as a rupture, but as __ a__ _ 
"necessary adaptation" of the French attitude to NATO. This touched off a new crisis, the result of which was, 
temporarily at least, that defence problems had to be dealt with in the absence of France. The situation has 
now developed, although the basic facts are the same. And this leads us to conclude that even assuming that the 
outcome is good, as we very much hope it will be, the results will certainly be modest. 
It is therefore probable that there would be declarations of satisfaction if the question of the merger 
of the Executives were settled, and if agreement could be reached on a first step : the resumption of regular 
meetings (every three months) of the Foreign Ministers. This was a habit acquired (following a suggestion made 
by General de Gaullewhen visiting Rome), on the basis of a decision dated 23 November 1959. The first meeting 
was held on 25 January 1959. The last was in October 1962, in Brussels. But these meetings had a more ambitious 
aim : to prepare gradually something more organi~arudimentary structure providing in particular for regular 
summit meetings. The big headache is this : if a new beginning is made, it must be made at the beginning, and 
.the habit of the dialogue must be assumed again. Are we to restrict ourselves to this, however, or think (as 
was thought in 1959)of going further ? Are we in a position to set out along this path ? This is indeed a 
tough question, to which we shall try to find a reply. 
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* LORD GLADWYN, The European Idsa. The New English Library Ltd., London, published by Nel Mentor Books, Ma@ 
1967, PP• 6 sh, , 
The best definition of this book is given by the author himself : "This is not a leamed euay : 
a political tract." There are available a number of studies on the European idea and Britain belonging to~D 
Europe ; these are often excellent works, but at the present moment there is a need for something more th 
carefully annotated tomes. To use Lord Gladwyn 1 s own words, "What is lacking is the will." Every European 
familiar with the eminent r6le which Lord Gladwyn has played in the struggle to get Britain into this Europe 
from which she cannot be separated. Today Lord Gladwyn can take satisfaction from the fact that the idea 'i 
that he and a handful of followers defended against frequent attacks is now one of the fundamentals of Britt : 
policy, accepted by the vast majority of Britons, or, at any rate, by the new generations en masse. Lord Gla -
wyn is clearly one of the most valiant instigators of this development (or should I say revolution), ~d his 
book, now re-issued in paperback in a noticeably improved and expanded edition, has been one of the moat effec-
tive instruments. To great effect and with an exceptional capacity for synthesis, the author sketches in a 
few chapters the historical development of the European idea, its political and institutional implications 
• and "the reasons why" Britain should go into the EEC ; nor does he neglect a detailed: criticism of Gaullist 
policy and above all the "Nationalist Counter-Thesis." There are several appendices to the volume, among which 
the immediate relevance of the Outline Plan for the Institution of a European Political Community will not 
escape readers. 
For today, we shall merely note the publication of this book, but we shall doubtless be coming back 
to its contents at a later date. 
*European Communities : 1/ European Economic Community (EEC) ; 2/ European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM); 
3/ European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). Laid by the Government before each Houae of the Oireachtaa, April 
1967 J published by the Stationery Office, Dublin, pp. 301, 12 sh. 
* HENRI BIUJGMANS, Vingt ans d'Europe~ T~moignages 1946-196611 , Coll~ge d 'Europe, De Tempel, Tempelhof, Brugea, 
1966, pp. ~2, 400 Bfrs., 8 dollars. 
This volume contains a series of articles and speeches by Mr. Henri Brugmans, Rector of the College 
of Europe, which have been collected on the occasion of his 60th birthday. Between them, they reflect the 
situation in Europe at many given moments, and give an accurate picture of the history of European unity at 
its successive stages, ending with the aftermath of the 1965~66 Community crisis. 
*Salvador dB Madariaga - Liber amicorum~ De Tempel, Bruges, 1966, pp. 400, 500 Bfrs., 10 dollars. 
This book, compiled by H. Brugmans and R. Martinez Nadal, is a tribute to Salvador de Madariaga on 
his 80th birthday. It begins with five letters from men differing as much in their nationalities as in their 
convictions : Norman Thomas, the American socialist leader, Andr~s Segovia, the Spanish classical guitarist, 
Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, the founder of "PanEurope", Reinhold Maier, the former German Liberal Minister 
and Jean Rey, a member of the European Executive. The remainder of the book is divided up into two distinct 
parts : 22 essays and studies on Don Salvador himself, and 24 original contributions on the humanities. 
* Antonio T. KNOPPERS, The RbZe of Science and Technology in Atlantic Economic Relationships~ Atlantic Institute, 
Boulogne-sur-Seine, France, pp 25. 
* Patronat Ff'an90.iS~ April 1967, no 272, Paris, pp 40. Nb : "La Conjoncture en France, and "La Conjoncture de la 
CEE. 11 
* Agence Polonaise Interpess, 
il la d~tente en Europe." No 
La PoZogne Contemporaine. no 2, February 1967. Nb :"Contribution de la Polope 
3, March 1967 ,, nb: 11Le r6le de la Pologne en Europe - deux visites du Jiliniatzoe 
Rapacki." 
* La Chine NouveZZe. R~alisations 
United Nations, ECE News, April 
1966~ Brussels, pp 34. 
1967, no 4, Geneva, pp 66. 
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E[)ITORIAL 
On the eve of the European sumnit in Rome - Hopes and [eai's (4) 11 At the end of the speech he made in Brussels some days ago, Ambassador Attilio Cattani said : 
'~ersonnaly, I believe that if we had followed through with the commitments we made in Bonn and if an embryo 
political Statute {or the unity of Europe had been set up in 1962, however disappointing it might have been, lis-
we should today be further advanced than we are and many of the adverse events since then would have develope~ 
in a different way." Given its source, this is an important statement. It seems to express the belief that what 
was feasible at the time should have been accepted (in other words, the second Fouchet plan), despite the fact~:l 
that some felt it to be inadequate or even to be a step backwards by comparison with what had already been 
achieved. . 
We must ask ourselves two questions : firstly : what would have happened if the Fouchet Plan No, 
2 had been accepted, and secondly : is it desirable, worthwhile or even possible to take up where we left off, I~ 
notably at the forthcoming European summit. ~ 
Let us begin with the first and to try to get rid of any ambiguity or misunderstanding. 
The question is iu fact not only whether it would have been possible to avoid friction, pitfalls and @' 
crises, but also if, M.,avoiding them, any progress would have made towards the goal, which is still the pro-
gressive creation of a federal Europe, or whether rather it would have been a step backwards. This is the cru 
of the matter, since there is no problem in reaching an agreement if you renounce your own objective and acce t · 
the theses and objectives of your partner. Bearing this in mind, none of us is likely to forget the contents ' ' 
of the second Fouchet Plan, with its proposal for a "Union of States" (the terminology suggested by the other 
five Governments- "a Union of European States and Peoples"- was rejected by France). To start with, the aim 
was to "align, coordinate and unify the member States' policy in fields of common interest : foreign policy, 
the economy, culture, defence." Then an institutional skeleton was laid out : a Council (heads of State or 
Government, meeting three times a year), Committees of Ministers, a Political Commission (composed of "Govern-
ment representatives"). Then there were the procedures. Remember that it was onl~ the Council which was to £ 
deliberate on aniadopt (unanimously) the decisions necessary for achieving the a1ms of the Union. 
Now what if this "embryo Statute" had been accepted in 1962 ? Clearly the atmosphere within the 
·Six would have been vastly improved. It would, for a while at least, have been good, if not excellent. But how 
long would this have lasted 7 Would things have gone differently ? Obviously, we can do no more than make con~ . 
jectures about this, but the following questions can legitimately be asked : (a) if the Six had agreed on poli 
tical union, would the negotiations with Britain have had a different outcome ? Would she have got in ? (b)~ 
Could the June 1965 crisis have been avoided and would France have accepted the developments - logical, • 
according to the Commission - implicit in its agricultural policy proposals ? (c) Would the application of 
the majority rule from 1st January·l966 onwards have avoided the pitfalls and got by without recourse to tne 
official sanctioning of two opposite positions, as was the case in the Luxembourg compromise ? (d) Finally, •s 
would there have been a NATO crisis ? l 
Guesses and the evaluating of intentions apart, it would seem to be quite apparent that every-
thing that bas happened since 17 April 1962 would have followed much the same course, even if the structures 
provided for in the Fouchet Plan had existed. The only difference would have been that the quarrels would have 
broken out in a different framework and at a different level, i.e. in the Council of the Union. Surely this 
would have increased and aggravated the implications, rather than have eased the situation. 
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In an attempt to find the answer to one question, we reached the conclusion yesterday. that even~'f 
the second Fouchet Plan had been implemented in 1962, the Community would probably not have achieved more th 
it has done in the last four years ; it would not have been possible to avoid the crises it has suffered, 
strictly Community or Atlantic level. We should now point but that the existence of this "inter-governementa 
political superstructure", with responsibility extending to the economic sphere, would undoubtedly have caused \S 
conflicts with the institutional set-up that exists in the economic sector. This danger was foreseen, and was 
one of the reasons why the Five opposed the Fouchet project. The counter-proposals of the Five in fact inclu-
ded a paragraph worded as follows : "The presentTreaty shall not affect the area of responsibility of the 
European Communities." The refusal of the French delegation to include this paragraph was seen as a determination 
to make the political union into a court of appeal for disputes arising in the application of the European 
Treaties, which was tantamount to changing the existing institutional balance. 
Someone will ask, then, why we go on proclaimirgthe need for progress towards political union, and 
the necessity for such progress in order to preserve economic integration. Unfortunately, things are as they 
are, We are caught up in a vicious circle, which we must try to break. Why was it not possible, in 1962, to 
fulfil the undertakings given one year before in Bonn ? Simply because there was no agreeement on certain vital 
aims of international politics, and the means to be used. If a full-scale "political union" is to be set up, 
even with the successive stages scaled out in the best possible way, it was, and still is, essential to agree 
on certain vital aims and on certain means, The difficulty stems not from the absence of an organisation, but 
from the absence of agreement. It is just this absence of agreement that prevents an appropriate organisation 
from being set up. This was the position in April 1962, at any rate - not that this necessarily means that it 
is the same today. If a sham institution had eventually been set up, at the time, without any real meaning, 
without any genuine basic agreement, it would quickly have become clear that what had been created had no signi-
ficance, and was damaging to the European idea in general. Mr. Cattani is right when he says that if an embryo 
European statute had been set up, the position would be better, The truth of the matter is that the position 
would be better because the creation of a European statute would have proved that there was agreement on aims 
and means. The existence of an organisation on the lines, for instance, of the Council of Europe (which the 
Fouchet Plan resembled closely), however, would not have helped at all. 
In pointing out that economic integration is going to come up against 'increasing obstacles, as the 
problems to be overcome will be increasingly political, we are not thinking that the probl~ms will be overcome 
by setting up a rump organisation, but that it is more and more necessary for the Six to agree on certain poli-
tical options. No one should be surprised that it is hard so to agree, but there is no getting round·'the diffi-
culty. We must come to terms with it and try to overcome it, patiently, doggedly. It is in this way that when 
there is talk of resuming the dialogue, something is being said that can be positive, provided that (a) the 
dialogue is not reduced to a monologue with variations but that each makes an impartial contribution, and i~ 
ready to yield to sensible arguments put forward by another ; (b) we do not chase butterflies, but content our-
selves with a first step, setting in motion flexible procedures ; (c) there is the certainty of at least being 
able to make sure that a better atmosphere is created, and not sparking off fresh mistrust or conflict. 
Having arrived at this point, we can try to find the answer to the second question - whether it is 
desirable,worthwhile or even possible to take up matters where they were left off. 
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EDITORIAL __, ~ 
On the eve of the Euroopean 8WI1Tlit in Rome -Hopes and [eOX"e (6) A~ 
When it issued the invitations for a summit meeting to celebrate the anniversary of the signing of the.~) 
Treaties of Rome, the Italian Government knew just how things stood. It knew - it would have had to have been ~~· 
deaf not to have done - that the furthering of the various aspects of economic integration was increasingly inii3' -
need of political support ; thus something had to be done in this direction. Then there were the two successiv 
crises, at European and Atlantic level which shook, but did not shatter, European solidarity among the Six, ~ 
which showed that this solidarity was already strong, and was worth reinforcing. Next came the fact that re- ""'~ 
lations between the Six were soon be "put to a number of very severe tests : Britain's initiative, the problem 1s 
of European defence notably nuclear defence, the setting up of a real European technological policy, interna- l 
tional monetary reform, the definition of a Community trade policy, notably towards Eastern Europe, and so on. · 
These are only examples, but they give some idea of the range of choices that will have to be made. Finally, 
another thing must be taken into account : while points of view may continue to be as different as they are, 
discussions are clearly feasible, and may become more so as a result of unforeseen events, thus enabling effec-
tive manoeuvres. 
These results of an objective analysis of the situation made it necessary to move with both caution and 
daring. To set the sights too high was to risk a disastrous failure ; to set them too low was to rob the action 
of all potential. Italy's move seems to be in keeping with the multiple, and often contradictory, requirements. 
Reservations were expressed about this move when it was first made, but now that it has been, we must hope for 
its success. At this point, two things should be borne in mind : Firstly, Italy has shown patience and deter-
mination in her attempts to revive political discussions whenever this seemed possible. After the split in April 
1962, Ambassador Cattani undertook a goodwill mission, which bore no fruit. The Spaak initiative in September 
1964 was also supported (but, being based on a full-scale "Community instance", there was no chance of its 
success). In 1965, Italy returned to the struggle and it was all but decided that there would be a conferenc~ 
in Venice, with limited, but fairly exact, aims. There is thus appreciable continuity in Italy's policy. The 
second thing which should be better appreciated is that it was this same continuity which led Italy to refuse 
to back "combinations" which did not seem to be in keeping with her Community commitments. Hence in June and 
October 1962 (see our Editorial "Italy says no to Frital" on 14 June 1962), when she was discreetly urged to 
·' sign the Franco-German (or Elysee) treaty, which was being prepared at the time, Italy refused ; an unofficial 
note pointed out that the constitution of a group of three did not correspond with the principles on which 
Italian policy for building European unity was based. · 
Italy's present move is thus the latest in a clear and coherent policy line, and should be welcomed 
without suspicion. But it is unthinkable that Italy, or any.other partner, can imagine that things can be taken 
up where they wezeleft off. There can be no re-examination of a text which France was claiming to be unnego-
ciable as long ago as 1962 (this was told us by Mr. Cattani), and which the other countries rejected. The econo-
mic Community has, since February 1966, been in a state of permanent constitutional crisis ; but it has been 
enabled to continue to operate by a tacit balance which must not be threatened by examining formal texts which 
would spark off a whole of new series of legal and political quarrels. 
A limited but real success can only come from a new approach, with no past origins, no exaggerated 
pretentions, and firmly rooted in certain principles. Tomorrow, we shall conclude our analysis of the present 
situation with an examination of this. 
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EDITORIAL 
On the eve of the European ewmtit in Rome -Hopes and [earoe (7) (fb·.·,~> 
Let us now attempt to draw conclusions from the last week's series of reflections. We know that the E 
summit is to be held.at the end of May, and the opportunity will doubtless arise to talk of it again. At th 
same time, let us try to be realistic and - once will do no harm - optimistic. The optimist's justification 
is that not much can be expected of the summit : as long as we do not pretend to great achievements, it is ~ 
difficult to anticipate that the few we do pretend to will be realised and that they will become far more • 
portant at psychological level, perhaps enabling progress which, for the time being, cannot be ant1c1pated. 
The first condition is plainly that talks should be begun without ulterior motives and without exaggelS 
rated pretenti6ns. They should be free, sincere, rich, open, and based on the idea, expressed at the first , 
sumudt on 11 February 1961, that the dominant feature of our time is the establishment of a new type of re-
lations, based on "polit.ical cooperation in a spirit of friendship, confidence and equality." 
Thus it obvious that, instead of arriving with briefcases full of projects and schemes all ready and 
prepared, participants could conduct an extensive survey of the political problems concerning their countries 
and partners in the widest of international contexts, and put forward the ideas which should be dominant when 
solutions to these problems are chosen. From this survey could probably be excluded problems which, although 
having some bearing upon foreign policy, were of interest to only one of the countries concerned,and were thus 
"domestic foreign policy problems" which would have no bearing on the creation of a European political will. 
But on the other hand, it is obvious that none of the major world problems must be neglected and even less that 
which at present conditions the.future of Europe- the entry of Britain (and other countries)- especially since 
all the necess~try 1nformat1on wi 11 become available between now and the end of May. 
Even at this early stage, it is possible to anticipate that this general survey will show that, on a 
number of problems, positions are virtually identical.This will be one source of encouragement. On other pro-
blems,points of view will not widely differ : a reciprocal effort should be able to remove this difference en-
tirely. But on still others, it will become plain that ideas are a gooddeal different at least as matters stand 
at the moment:this should not bring cries of surprise or discouragement. The only possible conclusion will be 
to follow the road leading to positive results, to start cautiously on sources of ·agreement and put off those 
of disagreement until later. 
In this sort of atmosphere, it will be possible to get immediate, or almost immediate, results. Thus a 
decision could be taken on merging the Executives, at the same time defining the conditions under wh1ch the 
process of merging the Communities will take place and setting the goal of such a process, namely the creation 
of an economic Community which, in all its aspects, is something more than the sum of the existing Communities. 
It will also be possible to decide on a common attitude towards Britain. This attitude will be all the 
more precise and clear if the attitude adopted meamvhile by the United Kingdom is precise and clear. 
Finally, it will also be possible to set going once again, on a pragmatic basis, the machinery of poli-
tical consultation. The Foreign'Ministers might be instructed to meet regularly, not to hold pointless wrangles, 
but to begin discussing the problems on which the respective positions are more or less the same and the mould 
the possible solutions into the shape of a Community position, which might possibly receive the sanction of a 
subsequent summit. Thereafter, the same process should be applied to the problems on which it will be less easy 
to reach alignment. The final result will be a series of Community positions, which will be binding on the 
State withouts th~ir having had to give up any freedom of political action. 
After that, only time will tell. It is quite possible that the disagreements will one day provoke a 
crisis. But this will be a salutary crisis, since the common body will have been strengthened, developed and 
consolidated by the unifying factors. 
And unifying factors are very important. 
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* La programmation europeenne, Conference held on 4, 5 and 6 November 1964, published by the Institut de So 
ciol9gie de 11Universite Libra de Bruxelles, 1967, pp 402, 390 Bfx-s. @) 
· This volume, brought out by the Centre National d 'etude des problemas de Sociologie et d 1 -
tinomie europeenne, contains the findings of ths Conference held on 4, 5 and 6 November 1964, and a par-
ticularly helpful·set of appended information, including, starting with the Commission' note of 24 Octobe 
1962, the opinions, recommendations, statements of position or decisions taken in this field. Coming out 
as it does at a time when European planning is assuming concrete form, albeit somewhat cautio1.81.7 in the IS 
the early stages, the book is of immense value to anyone concerned with this problern. The 19611 Conference, 
with Professor Fernand Dehousae in the chair, was attended by over 200 specialists - distinguished economists, 
sociologists, members of professional circles and those with responsibility Cor economic policy in the member 
states, and in the Community - and more particularly in the Commission. 
' Not to mention the technical interest and value of the various reports and speeches, we 
should perhaps stress the statement by Mr. Henri Janne, at the time Belgian Minister for National Education 
and Culture: "If it is not decider! tn build a European political Community - even if only by stages - so 
as to make the economic Community itself function, it is the whole Community edifice that is threatened, 
and whose significance, :f!lr'fh:lm being affirrnai, will inexorably be changed with time". It should be pointed 
out that the "political Community" should not or will not have to "make the economic Community tunotion", 
which• has the institutional means to function and expand~ What Mr,Janne meant was certainly that future 
decisions on economic matters would involve such choices, of a political nature, that it would be difficult 
to make them without having first harmonised, if not unified, the aims. 
* United Nations, ·Basic principles and practice of industrial development planni!'!E5 in the Soviet Union, New 
York, 1966, pp 150, 2,50 dollars; Industrial fields: policies, plans and progress achieved, New York 1966, 
comparative analysis of internationai experimental facts and figures, pp 66, 1 dollar, Report of Inter- re-
gional conference on evaluation of industrial products, Prague, Czeohoslov~la• 11-29 October 1965, New 
York, 1967, pp 102, 2 dollars. Industrial Research Bulletin, IndOstrtal Development Centre, volume 1, no 1, 
New York, January 1967, pp 76, 1.50 dollars. 
* OECD: Total trade by countries, April 1967, series A, pp 1}3, 8 FF and sr, DM 6.60, 12s.6d., 2 dollars1 
Commodity trade, analysis by main restons, No 1, series Bl Austria, Denmark, Portugal, Sweden, pp 871 and 
no 4, Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany, Norway, United Kingdom, pp 92, 16 FF and SF, IlM 1}.501 24a, 4 dollars. 
Main economic indicators, April 1967, pp 11},6 FF and SF, IlM 5, 9 s,, 1.50 dollan. 
* International Atomic Energy Agency, Bulletin, vol. 9, no 2, April 1967, pp )61 List of references on 
nuclear energy, vol, 9, no 7, 1 April 1967, pp 68.: 
*CERNa Courrier, no 3, vo1.7 March'l967. NB: "structure de l'Organisatlon", 
*NATO News, April 1967· NB1 NATO air defence- Guide to NAOO~. . 
Lea Cahiers de l'Europe, no 1, February -March 1967, Brussels, pp 24, 1 FF. 10 Bfrs,, 1 SF. 
E, Federaltsme Europ€en,9th year, no 2, 1967, April - official organ of Mouvement Federaliste Europeen. 
\ 
* Europe Sud - Est, March 1967, La Revue d 'Athenes. 
Paris and Athens, pp 48. This issue contains factual information which will make it easier to under-
stand what happened in the Greek elections. 
L'Economie, 16.3.67, no 1041, Paris, pp 64, },50 FF. NB:"The United States and the Kennedy Round" from 
bargaining to agreement" . 
*Horizons et Cojoncture -Hommes et Commerce, 16th year, no 94, December 1966 -January 67, Paris, PP 101, 
5,50 FF. NBa article on insurance techniques. 
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The die is cast - (I) Onty a start. 
15eme annee - N. 
mardi 2 mai 
The die is cast. and the British are preparing to cross the twentieth-century Rubicon : the E~~~ 
Channel. Not to -impose their law. but to come under the law of Europe. 
For those who. like ourselves. have long waited and hoped for this decision by the British peopiS 
and Government. the events of the last few days are neither surprising nor disappointing. Nor should we be su 
prised that the decision should be taken at this point. Readers will recall that we pin '-pointed the "critical 
period" round about the first week in May. some time ago now. Nor is it surprising that Mr. Wilson should have 
agreed to accompany his declaration with a "conditional" reminder. in order to have the "unanimous" support of 
the Cabinet. i.e. that of the members well-known as anti-marketeers as well- Mrs. Barbara Castle. Mr. Jay. Mr. 
Peart and others. or that Great Britain's EFTA partners should have put forward certain requirements. 
All this was predictable, especially remembering the importance ascribed by Mr. Wilson to tactical 
factors. It is through his tactics that he has wanted to point the contrast between himself and the previous 
Conservative negotiators. ever since he had to admit that the strategic objective that they were striving for. 
i.e', entry into the Common Market. was his too, True. there is a danger that a preoccupation with clever tac-
tics may obscure from view the strategic objective. so that means and energy are concentrated on action that 
is not strictly necessary. Nora Beloff is not completely wrong. from this point of view, when she says that Mr. 
Wilson has directed nearly all his political cunning, not towards Europe, but towards his own party, and that 
he is in danger of "selling the Connnon Market to Britain" and not succeeding in "selling Britain to the Coumon 
Market." From our vantage point on this side of the Channel. we can be more generous. viewing the question as 
mainly one of priorities. Mr. Wilson's over-riding need was in fact to get the go-ahead from the country and. 
as a party man, from his own party. Now he has it. although he has had to give a quid pro quo or two to get it. 
he can direct his energies towards Europe. Not that he has ignored Europe in his tactics - but she was perhaps 
a secondary head-ache, · 
What matters now is to have an exact idea of the extent of the undertakings given by the Prime 
Minister, as emerging from his official statements. It is already certain that the undertaking about safeguarding 
the country's and the Commonwealth's vital interests, while not entirely academic, smacks of embroidery, No 
lelf-respecting government would negotiate knowing. in advance. that it would be "sacrificing" its country's 
vital interests, What is more. the Labour Government considers that by entering the Conunon Market Britain will 
be able to safeguard her vital interests. and to do so much better in, than if she remains outside. If challen-
ged by the British, Mr. Wilson can always say that the Government is the best judge of how these interests are 
to be safeguarded, If challenged by the Europeans. he can easily recall : (a) that each member country fought 
tooth and nail for the safeguard of its interests in the negotiations preceding signature of the Treaty ; (b) 
that the defence of "vital" interests is regarded as so important by the Six that it has been agreed not to 
apply the majority rule when these interests are in danger. 
There is a further important question - the political advisability. for Great Britain herself as 
for the Community. of undertaking the operation now, looking ahead to entry on 1 January 1968, or 1970 at latest. 
We shall be trying to find the answer to this question. 
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The die is cast -(II) "A chance for Europe'! 
BULLETIN QUOTIDI 
Now that Britain has made her move, the first question which will occur to a good many people is 
EDITORIAL rtt 
ahe made it at the right time, both frorn her own point of view an<l from that of the Community, especially a 
it is anxiously emphasised that the latter is going through an extremely delicate phase, that its political 
cohesion is threatened and is in danger of being lost for ever. This question is hot an academic one: we 
were asked it a few days ago by a group of young people with whom we were discussing the present state of tliD 
Community and its future. 
There can be no doubt about it: this is a serious question. We shall leave others the responsibility o 
answering it on behalf of Britain and will try to answer it seriously from this side of the Channel. It is 
impossible to make ligl}t of the danger, about which many Europeans are apprehensive, that this move may, Just ,~ 
now, be a blow to a fragile structure which may &hatter as a result of it. We understand and, to some extent, \> 
share the genuine concern of those who have always felt that the economic tmion of the Six had a political 
objective and should perhaps be consolidat~l, if not fully realised, before being put to any dangerous tests. 
Like them, we have always felt that caution was called for (and, at the time, we denounced the oblique attempts 
to destroy this nascent Community patrimony when the Free Trade Area was being negotiated) and that, while not 
clinging to the magic number Six, the Community countries must not accept an enlargement which would result 
in it being weakened or diluted • Quite the opposite: any enlargement must - and, despite what many claim, this 
is not at all impossible - strengthen and, if we may be allowed to mix our metaphors, increase the density. 
We reel, objectively and after analJamg at length all the implicatfons of the situation, that Britain's 
move, in the way in which it has been taken, is not only the right one but comes at the right time. For the 
very reason that it was made when it was, it can help to conaolir!ate the Community. 
Let us explain. Firstly, we feel that anyone who.feels that the Community is going to blow away in the 
gust of wind from the other side of the Channel must have a prettyfPXZ'Jdeact'1heCommunity. If this was going to 
happen, the Community would really have to be, as some believe, in process of disintegration and nothing 
would stop it from falling apart from one moment to the next. Secondly, we consider that it is vital to assess 
the psychological result, which will doubtless be enormous, not of a tentative or negative reaction by the 
Six, separately or together, but of an outright positlve reaction. Irnrnagine the extraordinary revival that 
the European idea in general and the building of the Community in particular would have at all levels if it 
could be announced today - or tomorrow at the latest -~hat the Six would, without exception, reply unanimously 
in favour, and if we knew that the six heads of state or government were going to say that they realised the 
historic significance of Britain's move, and that they wanted negotiations to be opened immediately, to be 
conducted in a spirit of friendliness and pragmatism, with the Treat~ being rigor owdy observed and in the 
spirit of their economic and political objectives. 
We are not thinking of the bureaucrats who are frightened of having to open new files and would really 
like to be able to hide behind someone. We are thinking of the peoples and the economic and social forces of 
our countries. When that day came, we would finally be fully aware of having reached the point of no return. 
Crises would be forgotten. Unity would be rediscovered and would be stronger than ever. There would no longer 
be good or bad Europeans. We should finally begin to have a Europe worthy of its traditions and its civilisa-
tions and ready to play an all-important r8le. 
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~ European books which are sent to us, or whose publication 
is worth noting, will be reviewed under this heading, ~ 
++Nicole LOEB, Le patronat industrial belge et la c.E.E., Editions de l'Institut de Sociologie de l'Univ~ 
site Libre de Bruxelles, pp 164, 19r,5, Bfr, 210. 
After examining the influence of integration on the structures and functions of employers 1 @ 
Associations, the author goes on to outline the development 'of the positions of Belgian employers ln the 1 
four following fields! The geographical framework of European integrattonl The political integration of . 
Europel aims and principles of European integration, Rules of competition for companies. Mrs. Loeb then ~
describes how industrial employers have reacter!to the problem of adapting to the new conditions created b 
the Common Market. Her conclusions are that they still have an essentially national character, that the 
stands they take are governed by pragmatism and that the European framework ia now considered to offer the •s 
most possibilities for the development of free enterprise. l 
++ Council of Europe, Control of freshwater J!Ollutton, pp 21} 1 Ffr. 6. The pamphlet prints the report to the · 
Consultative Assembly, which deals exclusively with the question of control of freshwater pollution in Eu-
rope without touching the problems of the pollution of sea, delta. and coastal waters1 its aim ia to find 
ways of effective cooperation between the member countries of the Council. 
++Europa Union, April 1967, n. 4, 18th year, PP• 12 1 DM 1. 
++Office catholique d 1Information sur lea Prnblemes Europeans, ~ettre de 110CIPE, April 1967 1 No.41 1 Ffr, 2.50. 
++American Cultural Center, Information and nocuments , No 21101 15 March 1967 1 pp.J2,- N.B. 111 The voice of 
America". 
++ Lea Annales du Marche Commun, bimonthly revue for information and harmonisation of Trade and Industry, 1967, 
April, no. 2, pp. 30.- N.B. The article on the need for a European financial market. 
++ HQE, Notes on Current Politlcs, Conservative Research Department, 1/.-
~~ Economic Brief1ng 1 ~~ 1) Transport, 2) War on waste 1 No.Aa Law and order. 
++ The International Centre of Free Trane Unionists in F~ile, Dialogue or Contradiction - Facts and Opinions, 
Office Excelsior, Antwerp, pp }1. 
++Revue de la Societe d 1Etudes et d'Expansion, No 224 1 ,January-February 1967, pp.l64.- N.B. Articles on the 
present outlook for natural gas tn Europe, monetary integration in Western Europe, and on whether cooperation 
between companies is necessary ann what tactics medium-si?.ei fl~ should use. 
++ IfCATIL Directory, Zurich, pp. 42. 
++ CISL, Le Mende du Travail Llbre, No 201 1 March 1967 1 pp.25.- N.n.a "Vera un mouvement syndical europeen" 1 
by H.O. Suiter. 
++ European Trade Union Secretariat, Tbe ICr~U and The European Community, Activities, Information, Comments-
~. No. 9 March-April 1967.-
++ Iniziativa Europea, 9th year, No. 92, 1967, pp.28 1 }00 lire, on the Paris Conference of the European Left. 
++ Institut Economique et Social des Classes Moyennes, Bulletin d'Informatton, Brussels, 1967t No.}l N.B. "Une 
enqu8te de 1 1Ins1tut sur lea frats de transport routier" 1 No. 4a N .s. 1;,Les centres commericiaux lforme coo-
perative". 
++ lOB, This is the Inter-American Development Bank, Washington, pp a}. 
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PP 2/3 Reilctionr, and r.tilndr, following British request for membership of Community.j'"Charlemagne 
Prize" awnrded to Mr. J.uns. -European Old Soldier<; meet in Strasbourg. - AGENOR's idea 
of the "ideill European Commission". - Europa-Union neoutschland's Operation Europe until 
15 May. - Death of Mrr,. Maria Probst. - Bank rate- down in Britain. 
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EEC U .1nda ilnd T.1nZilniil : request by EEC Commission for additions to 
nrgotiiltion mandnte. 
Kennedy Round : penultimate stilge of negotiations. 
Situiltion in Grrrce : oral question by European Parliament to EEC Commission. 
Egunl pay for mrn and womrn : reply to written question llo. 16 (Mr. Vredeling), 
Aid to roducrrr, of ril'l'l seed in German and Prance : reply to written question 
No. G Mr. Vrrdeling 
Im ort'l of otato chi s ."\nd cris s into Germnn reply to written question No, 5 
Mr. VredC>ling . 
Entente in the philrmilceuticals sector : EEC Commission communicates complaints 
receivPd, 
American car r,afeoty 'ltnndards : EEC position. 
Taxes on bPer in the EEC : harmonisation studies. 
Agpption of thr TVA : work under way in Germany, Belgium and Italy. 
France and "full economic powers" : request by French Government. 
lion-tariff ol>stnclrs to trilde : abolition demanded by European Committee for Economic 
and Social rrogrrr,s. 
Prepar.1tions for Plrnnry Sesc;ion of the Europe-an Pilrliament : Dehousse Report on 
Community'" relntion•; with third countries. 
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Aid to cokir.q •o~l for Gommunity steel induc;try : implementation of decision 1/67. 
U5e of home-produced minettes by Arbeod nrlvantage5. 
lligh Authority's 15th Generi\1 'leport Mr. Orle examine-; competitive psoition of coal. 
Resettlement ilid : project'l approved by High Authority. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
Directeur responsable et rEdac-
teur en chef : Emanuele Gazzo 
Mr. Hallstein's decision is straightforward and in accordance with the idea which every European occup 
ing so high an office must have of his mission. His is a reply in which dignity and logic go side by side. It 
puts an end to a process of haggling which was verging on shabbiness and it shows up the seriousness of a mis-
take which should have been noticed before. 
Over these last few months, we have refrained from mentioning the innumerable rumours and trial shots 
which have surrounded the attitudes of Mr. llallstein, of the Governments concerned and of his possible succes-
sors. But in the past two or three weeks we have become convinced that Mr. llallstein had made his decision and 
that he no longer intended to take any part in a game which had already lasted too long, 
What was mainly being haggled over was how long Mr. Hallstein would in fact be the President of a single 
Commission, As we all know, after the June 1965 crisis and the Luxembourg compromise which followed it, the 
French Government expressly demanded that the new single Commission should be headed by a new man and that the 
Presidency should forthwith be held in accordance with a system of twice-yearly rotation, operating on a na-
tional basis. Subsequently, Germany put forward Mr. llallstein as President of the single Commission ; this pro-
posal was supported by all the other countries except France, and as a result, no progress was made with the 
actual process of merging. To break the deadlock, it was thought that the German and French Government could 
come to some sort of bilateral arrangement whereby Mr llallstein would be appointed President, but on the under-
standing that he would hold office only for a certain time. The haggling was over how long this would be for ; 
it was both shabby and pointless, since in the meantime Mr. Hallstein stayed in office and when he was granted 
an extension in January 1966, things went quite smoothly, despite the fact that disagreement persisted. A number 
of possible days of reckoning were imagined, such as the tenth' anniversary of his appointment (January 1968), 
the day free circulation of goods came into effect (1st July 1968), etc, and then people started wondering 
whether the farewell ceremony was to coincide with the Christmas holidays or th~ Easter holidays ••• Mr. Hall-
stein did very well to put a stop to all this ; above all, it was in flat contravention with the spirit and 
the letter of the Treaties and it is amazing that no member of the Governments concerned should have noticed 
this. 
The origin of this mistake is again to be found in the ambiguous compromise which was reached in Luxem-
bourg. In January 1966, it was laid down that the Commissions would merg~within the next six months, provided 
agreement had been reached on the President, the Vice-Presidents and the'members of the single Commission. 
This was taken to mean that when Mr. Hallstein was appointed (and a "tacit" limit of a few months was set to 
his tenure), his successor would be named at the same time. It is easy to see where that would have left Mr. 
Hallstein - a stop-gap President in an impossible position ; in addition, it would have been a very uncomfor-
table position for the new President standing by in the wings. 
Everything is much clearer now. It has been proved once again that bilateral compromises do not solve 
problems, they only complicate them. The Governments must now face up to their responsibilities, The President 
and the members they appoint to a single Commission will be a valuable pointer to their European determination, 
The public, the parties, the national Parliaments, the trades unions - all must make their voices 
heard now or never ; they must see to it that the European Commission is not a chamber of technocrats, nor an 
uncommitted and irresponsible study committee. 
SUMMARY. 
No• 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
pp 2/3 Herging the Executive-; : Mr. llilllstcin says he will not head single Commission .f'or 
six months. - European Pilrlii'lment session opens •. :.. Debate on British membership 
opens in the Commons. 
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over measures a Communit TVA : written 
quc>stion l1o, ')(, to thr Courw!' .wrl !lo. 'J7 to the Commission Mr. Vredeling). 
EEC cl.1usrs in multilater,"'l intrrnati."emi'll "' rermcnts : written question No. 58 
Mr. Vr('rl,..ling • 
Ispr.1 st.:~ff' s ntt,,c:k on f10lgium Euratom Commi so; ion communi<tuc .... 
BEC pharmil~I"Utic:als inctu~try stntement on the problems or patents. 
Prunes, prach"s nnd tomatoes : referrnc:e prices. 
ECC "Agriculture" Council · 5rssion opens with cereills. 
Kennedy Round negotiations to di'lt~. 
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High A-uthority's 1 ')th r.,..nera.l Report presented to European Parliament by Mr. Coppe. 
Algeria : nat.ionali!liltion ur r~.,t.ll. pl'O<hl··t s ;n;:>r,rtirt!J trade. 
liS.:Q: liP ... ni.rector Gc>ner:ll o: production. 
Statr aid to the coal indu~try : ctisagreemrnt ovP.r extending decision 3/65. 
H~gh 0uthority's 15th ~~·nrr~l Qnport : dr~fters of opinions of eight Parliamentary 
\...,omr:'\1 t tp.o r,. 
F'r,..r:ch s ten l producl" r-; ordnr of importancr for 1966. 
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tn~ 111 ,;hef c lmaqele 01110 
Xhe lessons of MP. Hallstein 1s decision -The Commission's ~te 
We feel we must refer once more to Hr. Hallstein's decision to take no part in the haggling over the 
form and duration of his appointment, since this would clearly not have been in keeping vith the dignity of 
his office. 
Mr. Hallstein's gesture is of most value in that it is an example : from now on, it will be more diffi-
cult than ever for a future President of the European Executive to agree to deals and arrangements which might 
perhaps help to solve special problems of the moment and which might boost one political career, but which ia 
no way contribute to clarifying the way in which an office as important as that of Presidency of the single 
European Commission should be seen. But this does not mean that the European Commission should be or become 
anything else than what the Treaties prescribe. The editorial on this in 11Le Monde11 finishes with these words: 
"The overt hope in Paris is that the unified European Co11111ission will give up any idea of playing a decisive 
political r6le." The Commission's only role is that suggested, or rather imposed upon it, by the Treaties. Mr. 
Hallstein's decision has had the exact effect of drawing the public's attention to this r8le and to the duties 
and responsibilities which it implies. This does not mean going beyond the letter and the spirit of the Treaties, 
but there can be no doubt that the very fact of Mr. Hallstein's decision will enable the public to get a better 
picture of the situation and its dangers. It will make the public realise that it must block every attempt to 
create a gulf or build a wall between it and the Commission. 
We spoke of this yesterday, but we think it necessary to come back to it, since the most obvious danger 
is that the Governments can diminish the Commission's r8le without even touching its formal Statute. For in-
stance, all they would have to do is to appoint members who had no links with the public, who were divorced 
from it and to whom public opinion was irrelevant. The fact that one of the complaints made against the Commis-
sion during the 1965 crisis was mainly concerned with "public statements" by members of the Commission is a 
striking indication of this. Once the Commission had been cut off from the public (also by means of a permanent 
limitation on the representativeness of the European Parliament), it would be difficult for the latter to guide 
and control as it must and even more difficult for the Commission to make full use of the right of initiative 
which is the key to the Community system and which is the Commission's exclusive perogative, without it repre-
senting any kind of political inclinations, since its prime consideration is to fUlfil its obligations. On the 
other hand, it would be easy enough for the Governments to prove that they alone held the power and were able to 
decide and that difficulties could only be solved by means of intergovernmental agreements. 
This is where the threat to Europe lies - not in the existence of differing opinions or interests which 
are fairly normal and, to some extent, healthy, but in the tendency to look for solutions in compromise bar-
gains rather than Community methods which, to heave any chance of success, must be permanent and all-embracing, 
based on rules and institutions, not special deals. The strenght of the Institutions and their permanence is 
firmly rooted in the consensus of public opinion. Thus the European public must be watchful and active : Mr. 
Hallstein's gesture should put it on its toes ; this gesture must not be allowed to be that of a man alone, 
but must be the expression of a collective conscience. 
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pp 2/2a British request for entry into Communi ties to be made on Thursday. 
Celebration by EP of anniversary of Schuman declaration and signing o£ 
Treaties of Rome. Mr. Vanden Boeynants and Mr. Harmel in Vienna, 
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postponed. Negotic.tions on non-proliferation Treaty. Mr. Erhard, 
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EDITORIAL 
The lesson of Mr. Hallstein's decision : an absence which will make itself felt. 
It is perhaps helpful to dwell on certain reflections and considerations suggested by President • 
Hallstein's gesture, in refusing to be a "six-monthly" President. Some see this gesture as merely the rem~f 
of a tiresome obstacle, which no one was brave enough to dispose of by an act of determination, and whose 
"self-removal" will soothe certain consciences. This is in our view so much nonsense, because his absence 
(partly as a result of the publ1c 1svigilance) is liable to weigh more heavily than some presences. It will 
weigh positively, as it will make it possible to have constantly in the mind's eye what the Community in ge-
neral (and the Commission in particular) should be and should not be. 
Mr. Hallstein himself made a number nf comments on the matter, in his speech in Hamburg immediately 
after he had made his decision public, which are perhaps apposite. 
The first concerns the actual nature of the Community - namely, its vitality. Vitality means change, 
evolution, progress. There are still quite a lot of people who have not woken up tb tl\e fact that tre Co~Mltlni tY 
is the concrete (and far from perfect) manifestation of a revolutionary act, a new view of international hu-
man relations, a vision which causes suspicion among those who are fond of saying they have their feet planted 
firmly on the g~ound. It is true that the movement towards European integratton is concerned with reality, but 
it is designed to modify and improve it. This is an essential part of life and of history. Those, then, who 
maintad.n that the Europe of the Community and its Institutions are a heritage from the past, or the fruit 
of past situations, are grievously wrong. Again, those who believe (even in the Community Institutions) with 
all their hearts that they are the guardians of an order that has been laid down and must not be changed, are 
traitors to the spirit of Europe, and are liable to liquidate, or at least stultify, the living core of the 
process to which they bear witness 1 and which they defend. Mr. Hallstein 1 s words wure as follows: "Our Euro-
pean work is built into the future. It pre-empts the future. This, too, reflec:ta its political character, 
for politics are everywhere the present seen through the spectacles of the future ••• The Treaty of Rome is no 
pandect, no code of laws which guarantees maintenance of a given state of affairs. No ••• European integration 
is a process, it is movement, wherever we come into contact with it. Everything we do is done with an eye to 
the year 2000 and to the 21st century." 
The second comment we should like to make is about what ~lr. Hallsteln said about the role of the 
Commission, which is tied up with what we have just said. I~ a vital and revolutionary Community, the Com-
mission cannot cling to the paat: "The Community's constitution is not intended to conserve,but to provide 
a driving force. To take the inltiattve is the privilege, the monopoly and indeed t.1e duty of a central organ , 
the Commission. The Commission opens the continuous dialogue with the other institutions, particularly with 
the Counc!l!l or Ministers". 
All these matters are of permanentand long-ter~ importance, of course, but they are also immediately 
relevant. The Commission is currently faued with two major events. The first is the formation of the new sin-
gle Commission: this Commission wfll thus have to be made up of personalities who are fired by this revolutio-
nary determination, this vitality, this rejection of conservatism in the sense of clinging to the past. The 
second is the British move: the Commission wtll here, more than ever, have to play its rightful r6le of a 
driving force, while doing all in its power to prevent a new member from basical~y altering the nature of the 
Community. 
---------------------------------------S~RY------------------------~~----------------t0o- \~5 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
p 2 Discussions tomorrow between Ministers in Brussels on merger of Executives, 
appointment of single Commission, kequests for admission to Community 
from Britain, Ireland and Denmark. Cut in Bank Rate in Belgium. 
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EP plenary session: adoption of 2 resolutions, on relations with third countries 
and in favour o£ British entry; adoption o£ amended Commission proposal on 
state aids £or transport companies (Richc~rts Report); debates on application 
o£ Community law (Dehousse Report) and on legal protection £or individuals 
(Deringer Report) 
EEC Council Agricultural Council meeting yesterday: conclusions 
Freedom o£ establishment £or film distributors: EEC Commission proposal 
Americ;:J.n motor safety standards: study by OECD 
Euratom policy on covering nuclear risk: reply to written question no 12 
(Mr. Merten) 
EEC Community and EFTA publications 
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and HA plan for indemnification 
Composite price: still at 26.50 dollars per ton 
Aids £or sale o£ coking coal and coke-oven coke £or steel industry: 
draft German directive 
Research in field of coal utilisation: HA action 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
Broitish request : Satisfaction. quiet confidence~ aroavitu (fi-·~ 
Commentators and supporters alike are of course in agreement in describingthis as a h s~VI 
toric day. The British request for admission to the Communities is a historic event that ~hould be welcomed id-nv 
appropriate manner - with satisfaction, quiet confidence, and gravity. :fi!D/ 
A country such as the United Kingdom, a world power, a blueprint for democracy, a pace 1 
maker, is asking to take part, on a COI"lpletely equal footing with the rest, in the undertaking started by u , '·--- / 
the Europeans, not easily, but with great faith, courage and determination, fifteen years ago. The British 
and their leaders at the time, and for several years, ~id not really think that it would be a going concern. ~~ 
Today they sing its praises, accept it, and want to become full members. These are all reasons for satisfacti~ 
The British request is perfectly in keeping with the general interests of Europe, and in-
deed with the actual concept of Europe. This is not a gratuitous statement. The idea of a Europe that is eco-
nomically integrated and preparing for gradual political integration, has never been tied to any geographic 
demarcation. The only limit, both implied and express, is the acceptance, in form and in substance, on paper 
and in facts, i.e. in the Institutions,of the rules, Institutions and ideals presiding over the European con-· 
struction. The United Kingdom accepts - and no one is entitled to question her sincerity - all the rules, 
all the Institutions, all the ideals of the Community, adopting them as her own rules, Institutions and ideals. 
The practical transaction entails a number of technical difficulties, or rather problems, some of which are 
difficult. The technicalities could never conceal the reality from us, however, which is far more important. 
The reality, the truth , is that Britain is virtually already part of the Community founded by the Six. She 
is part of it because she has shown her resolution to do so and has accepted what had to be accepted. There 
is no doubt that it will be possible to settled terms and details, and back-payments, to slip into clubland 
parlance. It is for this reason that we can be quietly confident. 
The manifestation of this determination to enter, however, raises serious psychological 
and political problems. This is something we know and must make no bones about. There are of course various 
centres of opposition, proclaming different slogans, prompted by different motives, which are powerful enough 
to cause quite a lot of headaches. Thos who cling to the status quo, confirmed conservatives, slaves to tra-
dition, all increase and nourish such opposition, since they hold that the Community must eschew anything 
that is novel, of great dimension. This is why we should welcome today's developments with all the necessary 
gravity, and take part in the work of preparation in a spirit of resolution - if success is to be ours, and 
if this opportunity for consolidating and widening the Community is not to become a cause of dissension and 
enfeeblement. 
All the more is this true because the preparation for the Rome summit meeting is not 
going entirely smoothly, and because the British application must inevitably be a top-ranking subject, though 
not a pre-condition, in the Rome discussions. 
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• Council of Europe, Ici l'Europe, 4th year, No 2, April-May 1967, pp 32, N.b.l "Lea Ecoles Europeennes". 
• L'Europe en Fo~ation. No. 86, May 1967, Presses d'Europe, pp. 28, Ffr, 2.40, Bfr. 24.- N.b, 1 "L'Espagne 
et le Marche Commun" and "Les liquidites internationales". 
• Nisuw EUropa, Europese Beweging monthly revue, April 1967, 20th year, No, 4, The Hague, NaFl. 0.75, 
SH 
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Spain ; No 2. (Jan-September 1965) 1 Canada, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States ; No. 6 (Jan~September -~ 
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* Imprivaria. La revue graphique, No. 1, 19th year, April 1967, Bru~csls 1 pp 40, 1st DRUPA number. 
• Royal Saudi Arabian Embassy, Brussels, Bulletin d'Information~ No. 3)April 1967, pp. 18. 
* Enaideaa, Doaumentaaion eiderurgica, limited circulation, DocumenL ~~. 30, March-April 1967, Madrid, pp 142. 
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L~!Jl:.:..LA1 
Ttle r<>nrJ€<I_.y )ir.•u;rl In IJVP.r, bllt lt.; :;plr·lt :•rJ:;t live (J!l. (1) 
'rhe last few week:.~ ,f t.lte V•' u.c~ly i· . .o:.d have been a :.~arlen of •.p.> au<l downs an•l har-d-fought harg® 
over proouct after proouct, ar.l th::, ha:1 ''!Callt that attrntlnn ha:; hePII ccrotr·ed far .,or·e on the difficulties 
than on the achievements whlclo l:arl alr•~a·ly b<Jero r·eal!:;<J; ar_lltUch~tereallsai •mce the J•OC'kets of resistanc~ 
had been overcome. l'hu!.l there t~a:.. r.o·oc:lo r·el !ef, an•1 cvrm [HH'It·L.e, ···lien the l !nal oottcome t~as knuwn and it w 1 
realised thatthe cwerall.balance was l'"n!l.lvP.. Tall-. b ol' an aver·age r·nJot, tl"ll ln <lutle3 of rnm·e than .}0/>; thi ' .· 
ts considerable, even allry.-~lnt~ tor· thP. fact that it l:1 nnly au arlt.L•:oet!.: .. ,,.all ( l.P. •m.-~P.l~htf¥1) and that 1 . ...-
covers only lnduutrl al prorlu<:t.n. 
While we walt for .t-hP. <!.q.et·I..J to give us tlwlr 'Jet.allfl'l t'l11,Ur<J.I and n~meu:.Hneut:;, we shall attempt IS 
to develop certain connldm·atlona nnl to draw one or t·t~o general eouclu;.~lnn:.~. 
Firstly, it ohould be r·em•!HobrJr<.!<i tliAt the tar•lfflJ ln wnich the la r·gest roouctlons have been made are 
those of the big lndu..<Jtrlalise-1 countries: the :.Jlx, the Unltfl'l 3tatc:J ar¥1 Great Britain. Between them, they 
account for some Bq(, of world tradf.': t.hlu shoul<l give lHJ•ne lrlea or the ver·y wide uas lu on which the impact 
of the rerluctlons will be felt. Are,t•l 'ng to c:rJ1111n•mlty Br)11rceu, the arithmetic mean of ctmtoms duties before 
the negotiations was ll.'t';~ !'or the C<)""'•'lldt)l, l'(.Pn: for the tJnlte<l :Hates anti 13,11/ for the United Kl.ngdom. 
This helps to show what the size of the tar•! ffs will be ~ter the reductions agreed upon In Geneva (which 
is to be over a perio<l of ~. year•3) • 
Let us go back to 19(·01 when the lriea of thene new-atyle tariff negotiations was born. At the time, 
painful pro~~:re:m was being made In the Dillon tariff negotiations. The Community suggeated linear, across-
the-board reductions of 20/. But, once the Cormmmity had wlt~~lrawn agricultoJral products, EC3C proouscts, 
chemical products 'and "ltst a" proouct:; from itu offer·, tn negotiating each tariff pusltlon, the net result 
was an average reduction of around r~·. At the minlsterlal meeting of OA'M' In N()vember 1961, the Community 
lnv 1 ted the other Onvernmentfl to aequ t re the neeennary powers for acr•nus-the-boar<l negotiations: experience 
within the Community, where tariffs tra•l been .llsrnantle-1 predsely by meana of these regular and simultaneous 
across-the-board reductlors, hart been oufflclently rewar<ilng to suggeut the tdea of applying this method to the 
world as a whole. The Arnei·!can Administration aelzed on thls offer, and on 11 October 19(..2 1 President Kennedy 
got Congress to give him author·! ty to negotiate for t.arll'f re<iuct!on:~ by up to 5<"?~1 this was the now famous 
Trade Eltpansion Act, whlch r·un~· nut on }0 ,T,mc. 
Have the resulta been satisfactory? It Is har<l to an..-;wcr this question. Clearly, when compared with 
the original objectiven, they may seem a little fllmny, e3pec1Et11v Rlnce It took four years or negotiations to 
get them. But It should be horne In mind that eer·taln of the condttions in the context or which the TEA was 
conceived have not been realised. In Oc:tober· 101.;>, lt was eXJ-ecte<l that Tlrltaln would very soon be a member 
of the Common Market: this would have made custofll~l ney,nttatlons a good deal eanier, since there would, in 
practice, have been only two rnaln part!ea: the !Jnlte<l :Jtate:; an•l the enlarged Cnmmunity (with the latter 
weighing much heavier in the balance). r~oreover, ao Pre:ilclent r:ennf!<ly 11aw It, these negotiations, which reco-
gnised the originality arul aucC"esa of the thet't'Y and practice of the Community, were to be the economic 
fmmdations of a partnership of equals between t.hls new Community (I.e. with nritaln) and the United States. 
Political circumstaneen have, up till now, blnd.{)fl 11ny prngn•::;s In thln direction. 
Thus the flrst thing to be uald In th11t tho hennc•ly Fr,unrl will not have the political consequences 
which were hoped for lit the out."let. Aud the economic cons<>quence:J nnrl the repercussions on trade are difficult 
to assess. They could be much greater than we think, but thin rll"'l•end3 on a lot of things. A trend has been 
begun am 1t may lead far. Tloere !s a provet'l> whlch :-:ay:; thAt a fl fty-mlle Journe<y must start with one small 
atep. This step has been tak~o>n 1 and J•Prhapo It !:3 •1ot. Bel umall a[i we think. The trend must now be kept up. 
Tomorrow, Wt! ohall sugf,e:;t other ('nnnlrleratlnns lln•l cnnclusiona. 
3Ul1'lA!l'{ 
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teur en chef : £manuele Gazzo 'W 
~ EDITORIAL General de GauZZe's press oon[erenoe - the fourth way ? 
Instea~ of continuing our comments on the outcome of the Kennedy Round, we feel we should today reflt'-
on General de Gaulle's statements on Britain. It is right to stress that after his statements, fresh light i 
thrown on the "European solidarity" that was so startlingly revealed in the last leg of the Kennedy negotiati 1 
and the~11unanimous" support given to the Commission. ~ .,"'l ~ 
When all is said and done, what is the upshot of General de Gaulle's declarations ? FirJtly, an over-
whelming y favourable assessment of the Community of the Six ("a miracle") and the solidatity of the Sixt and 
therefore the all but material demonstration of the gap between Britain and the Six, which she must brillge be• \S 
fore she can be regarded as European, like the Six. This attitude puts a premium on Europeanism, and demands. 
proof of loyalty to the construction of Europe, both economic and political, and to the existing Treaties and 
their proper application. So much the bet~r, provided that a purely tactical application is not accepted. In · 
clever hands, this may be a valuable card~n the hard diplomatic game that has opened, the first round of which 
will be the Rome meeting') . 
Setting out his three hypotheses on the outcome of "possible" (there was particular emphasis on this 
word) negotiations with Britain (watering-down of the Community into a free trade area, conclusion of an asso-
ciation, indefinite postponement), the French Head of State deliberately neglected the fourth hypothesis - the 
only one that would match Europe's interests, seen quite impartially. 
The fourth hypothesis is that Britain should accept the Treaty and all the ensuing enactments, inclu-
ding,- of course, the agricultural regulations in their entirety ; in other words, that she should provide the 
proof that the necessary "internal and external evolution" has been accomplished, that her entry into the Euro-
pean edifice would not shatter it, would not make a clean sweep, but would maintain and strengthen it. There 
can be no denying that the hearing accorded a Europe including Britain, would be quite different f~om that accor-
ded the Europe of the Six, where developments are liable to lead to a Europe that is in fact torn asunder. If 
this hypothesis were fulfilled - and this cannot be verified unless negotiations are opened immediately - it 
would be as plain as a p'ikestaff that British entry would be in keeping with Europe 1s interests, and 1ndeed with 
those of France. 
The game lies wide open, then, for those ready to be the players. It is now up to Britain, and in parti-
cular the partners of France, to say their word. Or rather to act. It is only a matter of resolve and means. 
lntere is of course a strong temptation to compare the situation now with that on 14 January 1963. Then 
as yes~day, General de Gaulle praised tile cohesion of the Six ; he spoke of "problems of great dimension", 
stressed the basic differences between Britain and the Continent, and the incompatibility of the British system 
with the Community's agricultural policy ; he stressed also the ties with the United States. Even then he waved 
the bogy of the "Atlantic zone", and although admitting that it was possible "that one day Britain may achieve 
her own transformation", suggested concluding an association agree~It might well be concluded that in four~ 
and-a-half years there has not been the slightest change in thinki e fact that the negotiations were nearina 
their end, in 1963, whereas ~day they have not even begun, could also be seen as an evil omen. It might be 
deduced that negotiations wifl not even be started. For the moment we do not intend to be over-categorical. By 
restricting himself to 11general ideas11 , General de Gaulle does not seem to rule out the possibility of new and 
different elements arising from ~e actual turn taken by events. All is not yet lost. We must not, however, 
turn a blind eye to the fact tha~y publicly coming out so flatly against British entry, on the basis of ar-
guments regarded by him as viable, General de Gaulle has made a mockery of the summit meeting due to be held 
in Rome in ten day's time. This was to have been the occasion for a confident exchange of views, designed to 
establish a common viewpoint, bearing in mind the ideas, interests and aims of all the partners. 
In Rome, will the partners of France merely "note" this viewpoint , 
and on which there is apparently no going back ? Whatever the answer, it is 
established without consultations• 
to be feared that the Community 
is on the brink of a serious crisis;:l 
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EDITORIAL 
The Kennedy Round is over, but its spirit rmtst live on (2) 
Let us go back to the. Kennedy Round and attempt to arrive at one or two general considerations on t 
basis of its encouraging outcome and the conditions which made this possible. 
As we have already said, now that the first step has been taken, it is logical to assume that furthe 
progress will be made. The all-important thing is to keep up the trend and to make sure it stays in the righ 
direction. Customs barriers will from now on be down to levels beyond the wildest dreams of those who champio 
ed the difficult cause of free trade dur'ing the last century and, then in the years after the wave of protec- IS 
tionism which followed the Thirties crisis. One need only remember the the average level of the US tariff in 
1931 was 50% : after the Geneva reductions have been made, it will probably be around 10%. 
This indicates the growing prevalence of the idea that customs barriers are no longer the way to ensure 
sheltered industrial growth and economic prosperity. These barriers are no longer regarded as one of the essen-
tial symbols of national sovereignty. Thus their total abolition is no longer a pipedream. 
But the Geneva negotiations have thrown much more ligh't on something which was already known, though its 
importance was not fully appreciated : that there are barriers to trade which, while they are not tariffs, are 
none the less effective and indeed, in certain cases, prohibitive. The American Selling Price is one of these 
barriers ; it is perhaps the best known because it has been the most discussed, but it is not the only one : 
it is not even the most important one. Clearly, the protective effect of these measures (statutory and adminis-
trative regulations, health measures, etc.) is inversely proportional to the proteetive effect of the customs 
tariff, Since the latter is now to be rapidly cut, in the future, attention will have to be concentrated on 
these other barriers, all the more dangerous since they are less well-known, less precisely defined and not al-
ways applied. -
Another important thing to remember is that it is extremely difficult to derestrict agricultural pro-
ducts. Here too, difficultues, were expected and they have been greater than was anticipated. Obviously, in 
most Western countries, the agricultural economy is geared to guarantee a certain income to farmers and to 
provide reasonably priced food for the population. By this dual effort, agricultural production is increased, 
industry gets sufficient labour and wages and industrial costs do not go up too much. This delicate balance 
cannot be altered without a good deal of risk. Other solutions are being sought, but the only real answer seems 
to be to plan agricultural froduction on a world scale. This is likewise the only way to solve the problem of 
food aid. The agreement wh1ch has been achieved on this.last subject is nothing spectacular, but at least it 
exists. One should not overlook the fact that, for the first time, the industrialised countries as a whole on 
both sides of the Atlantic are following the same path, and the results should be far-reaching. Non-commercial 
grain needs - i.e. those which cannot be paid for - are around 20 million tons a year. In 1965, the United 
States put up 16 million tons: This suggests a lack of balance which logically has political repercussions and 
which should be progressively eliminated, primarly in the interests of the poor countries, but also in those 
of the United States and the other industrialised countries. It should be emphasised that in the Community, 
there are count~ies(Italy is one of them) which have a grain deficit, and which will in practice have to pay 
their quota so that grain from areas with surpluses can be provided as food a~d. This is a test of world soli-
darity and also of the Community's good will, and as such it should be stressed. 
Tomorrow, we shall be talking of other, longer-term considerations. 
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The Kennedy Round is ove%'1 but Us spint must Uve on (3) 
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The past is dead and we must now turn to ~e future, arming ourselves with the lessons to be learnt 
from these negotiations, whose method was in itself a considerable advance on earlier ones. We must profit ~ 
from our experience to the greatest possible extent. JU[} 
In theory, progressive cuts in customs tairffs should help to bring about a better international divi-
eion of labour - provide.d there are no artificial dbtorsions - and thus an expansion of trade. 'l'he effects a. 
that lower customs duties will have on p~ices should help to encourage expansion, as should the resulting in.,..,, 
crease in e~umption of products for wh1ch demand b elastic. Such expansion, takinnlaee in. a context of .. 
stable or slightly falling prices, is precisely what is needed to act as an effective stimulus to the economy 
in general without bringing on inflation. Expansion itself will exert added pressure in favour of any succes-
~ive lowering of customs or other barriers. 
It is from this angle which we must start to see things now, while making allowances for certain rea-
lities and requirements which the negotiations have brought to light. It will not in fact be possible to go 
ahead and simply abolish these barriers without allowing for all possible effects which could, it must be ad-
mitted, bring bad as well as good, and maybe even upend the economy in certain regions. This, moreover, is the 
reason why it is so difficult to make any headway in derestricting agricultural trade. The thing in fact to be 
avoided in seeking a better international division of labour is that the rich should be made richer and the 
poor poorer ; we must see to it that economic activity and power are not concentrated in certain areas of the 
world to the detriment of others, where material, intellectual and manpower resources would depreciate or be 
depleted, 
This is the big problem for the less-developed countries 1 the redeployment of economic activities, 
the choice between the rationalisation of agriculture - which, in today 1s world, means industrialisation -
and the traditional definition of industrialisation. Once it is realised that open or concealed customs pro-
tection is not the most appropriate way of achieving economic expansion and social progress. it is impossible 
to deny that certain problems, which it was thought that protectionism would solve, are still there. We must 
attempt to solve then by means of the appropriate instruments of economic policy ; while not entirely rejecting 
customs protection, we must see to it that its use is subject to strict international control. This is where 
GATT comes in ; it can play a vital r8le in organising development in harmony with the regular working of the 
economic laws of the market. 
As with the European Community, the larger international community calls for growing recourse to con-
sultation, cooperation and reciprocal control. This means that economic powers will have to be progressively 
entrusted to international organisations. There is nothing surprising about the fact that, in the Kennedy Round 
negotiations, from a given moment,the Six were able to act together efficiently and swiftly. In fact,' from a 
given moment, the Governments realised that they would have to give~the despised and unloved COmmission the nec•a· 
sary powers and independence so that it could interpre~ and defend fheir common interests. 
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EDITORIAL 
lS~me 
lundi 
The British problem at the European summit meeting (l) - A dilemma that 
must be set aside 
The fbrmal submission of the British request to join the Community has resulted in only two offi 
comments. The first was that of the French Government, voiced by General de Gaulle in his press conference 
16 May. The second was that of the Belgian Government, the spokesman being the Prime Minister, Mr. Vangen 
Boeynants (see the Bulletin for 19 May), The two comments are diametrically opposed. 
The question of the British application, and the way in which it is to be answered, will no doubt 
discussed between the Six, in accordance with Treaty article 237• The Six have to decide after obt&taing the 
opinion of the Commission. The Council has to pronounce unanimously. Clearly, however, they have to be unan~ 
mous on actual entry, i.e. "conditions for membership and adaptations to the Treaty", and not on the openinsl" 
of negotiations; otherwise the sentence: "Any European State may apply to become member of the Community" 
would be devoid of meaning. It has to ta unanimously agreed that the state in question is qualified to become 
a member. 
First and foremost, then, the Six have to hold discussions among themselves: they will do so in the 
appropriate institutional setting, i.e. the Council of Ministers. But they will also do so, no doubt, and first 
of all, at their meeting in Rome on the morning of }0 May, after the celebration of the signing of the Treaties 
of Rome. They will have to adopt at least a clear guideline on the decision to be taken,if not adeoWI.on (which 
l'ies within the province of the Community body) on this occasion. 
According to rumours from Paris, and in particular a report in Le Monde, dated last Saturday, General 
de Gaulle will. ins 1st on the Six reaching agreement in Rome not even to open the negotiations. We are of coiWse 
in no position to tell whether these are tactical probes, or determined tactics. We have to realise that if 
General de Gatllle really thinks, as he said on 16 May, that there are only three possible outcomes if negotia-
tions are opened, he is right in beli€ving that there is no point in negotiating. The question is whether his 
partners take the same view, and whether in the last analysis they will resign themselves to a refusal to nego-
tiate. General de Gaulle is thought (still by Le Monde) to mean to get his partners with their backs to the wall 
with the following alternative: (a) to refuse to negotiate with the British (entailing a strengthening of poll-
tical cooperation between the Six), or (b) to agree to negotiations, but to agree to give up the Treaties of 
Rome for a much looser outline treat;r, on the lines of the Fouchet Plan; if this .-e done the governments would 
take on all their responsibilities again, and the organisations in Brussels would carry on, but at a purely 
technical level, particularly when it comes to agriculture (where the European Agricultural Guidance and 
Guarantee Fund and the coordination committee would act as lynch-pin for the whole system). 
The idea has been, in the offing for · some time (we referred to this "sword of Damooles" on 7 Februa-
ry), It is tied up with the idea that people have been trying to force down our throats for some time, to the 
effect that the Community would be completely different with Britain in, from what it is at the moment. 
If this is really how matters stand, the outlook for Rome is not very encouraging. The problem is whether 
the leaders of the European Governments are going to allow themselves to be caught up on the horns of this 
dilemma. They may utter a determined refusal. Putting aside the vast political implications of the problem 
(to which we shall be referring again at a later stage), they have reason on their side. Whatever we may 
think of BritiSh plans and possibilities, the only real and decent way of testing whether Britain wants and 
is able to enter the Community wl·thout shattering it, is to negotiate. The sooner this is done, the sooner we 
shall know where we stand. In negotiating, the Six will be standing by the Treaties, and making the Community 
machinery work. If unable to ensure that it worked, how could they deceive themselves about setting up any 
machinery whatever that would lead to better political cooperation? 
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EDITORIAL 
The British problem at the European aunrnit meeting(2)-H()b) to presewe one's individuality @ 
To refuse to be taken in by the dilemma that either the door must be shut in the face of the Britis~h 
or that there will have to be a change of nature, means quite simply stating that there is a third way out, 
without having to go through any Caudine Fork :to allow the British in,whilepreserving one's individuality. 
How can people affirm that this way out is impossible, a priori? Mr. Vanden Boeynants gave an excel-. 
lent answer, in our view, to this question - and we should like here to stress the vision and courage of the tS 
BelJian leaders. He said that what was wanted was a Community that was strong, with a sound structural basis, 
and solid Institutions. Only if these basic conditions were fulfilled, he went on, did they want the Community 
extended. He concluded by saying that they had been convinced by Mr. Wilson's statements that the conditions 
were fulfilled for the opening of negotiations. 
None of the Community member countries wants the Community changed or disfigured, and this is why the 
partners of France, in refusing the first option (turning down the British application), will also turn down 
the second (putting up with a far-reaching transformation of the Community). 
The real issue is actually concerned with the nature of the Community, no less - with or without the 
British. The Community is made up, in the view of Europeans, of several countries agreeing to submit to rules, 
to maintain Institutions, to put through immediate and long-term objectives. All these rules, Institutions and 
objectives are in the European Treaties ; a feature is the definition of a new kind of international relations, 
to culminate in a single structure embracing several states. The confines of such a Community are determined by 
geography, and in this case are those of the whole of Europe.Most of all, however, they are determined by poli-
tical resolve, and by the possibility of accepting the rules, Institutions and objectives thus defined. To be 
1erious· : how can it be imagined that a Community of 180 million souls would change its nature completely (their 
statutes remaining unchanged) because it opened the door to 55 million British, Irish and Danish ? Anyone who 
thinks this could be the case clearly has a paltry idea of Europeans, and regards the newcomers as supermen 
who would dominate them ! Come, come ! If there is going to be any watering down, it will be among the new en-
trants into the Community, not the other way round ! In any case, diversity is something to be cherished : the 
additional differences, in language, religion, customs, and political systems, are no greater than those at 
~resent found within the Community. 
Having said this, it would be a mistake to think that the enlarged Community would be just the same 
as the present Community. What matters is whether the changes will be for good or for bad. Once there is agree-
ment on safeguarding the rules and Institutions, clearly the main change will be one of dimension. A change in 
dimension will not mean a drop in quality, given the intellectual, political and economic level of the new-
comers. The change will therefore be salutary. The Community will have dimensions which match those of the 
giants, and a voice in the world concert which is far more powerful, and commands far more of a hearing, than 
at the moment. From the economic point of view this gain in dimension will undeniably have good effects, pro-
viding a boost to competition and technical progress. 
Why all the apprehensions, then ? someone will say. Why do some dread the presence of the British, 
while others urge it ? Why does General de Gaulle say that the Community with the British is unattractive to 
Prance, while others say British entry would strengthen it ? There must be an answer. 
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fhe BPitish robZem at the Eu ean summit meeti oUtiaaZ and institutionat baZanae o 
The reason why some hope for Britain's entry into the Community and others fear it is that 
varying ideas of the political and institutional balance on which the Community should be founded. 
There is no room for hedging if we want, in the first place, to get rid of the misunderstandings, a 
then subsequently to find a common basis for discussion free from any kind of malignant interpretation. There 
can be no doubt that, to some people, British entry, quite apart from all the economic considerations which 
strongly recommend it, is the only way of preventing the Community from becoming an instrument of Gaullist 
cy, perhaps with the tacit consent of Germany. Ouite understandably, this only adds to France's mistrust and J~ 
her hostility towards Great Britain. But for such people, the logical and fatal consequence is that this hosti~ 
lity becomes a flagrant proof of France's desire to keep Britain out only so that she can maintain a political 
and institutional balance in the Community which is heavily in her favour. Clearly, all this is extremely harm-
ful and prevents any objective view of the situation from being reached. 
Anyone who wants to attack France's intentions naturally has much concrete evidence to support him. 
For example, as far as France's place in Europe i~ eoncerned, they can point to what General de Gaulle was 
laying as long ago as 1949 about the building of Europe : that France must necessarily take the lead in what-
ever was to be done and that she must be at the centre of whatever was achieved ; otherwise, the undertaking 
would have no leader and the organisation no centre. This position, or rather this idea, has certainly not 
changed since then, and it is easy to see why General de Gaulle does not want to see the Community extended 
to include a country like Britain, which he assumes, would not be prepared to accept other leaders and other 
centres. Further evidence of this is the fact the General de Gaulle has assigned Britain a r8le in defence -
which means a lot to him- which is outside Europe. Long before his proposals to General Eisenhower for a tri-
partite Atlantic directorate, he was, in 1950, calling for a common defence system, for which he felt it was 
clearly up to France to outline the plan and appoint the head, even though the leadership belonged to the Uni-
ted States in the Pacific and to Britain East of Suez. On the basis of all this·, some have concluded that General 
de Gaulle, feeling that he has achieved, or is on the way to aehieving, this leadership and that his partners 
have recognised his place in the lead and at the centre, regards the presence of Britain as extremely undesi-
rable, and that he is claim1ng that a Common Market with Britain in it is of no interest to France. 
Moreover, the attitude of some of France's partners, the tone of a number of declarations are enough, 
in the eyes of the French leaders, to justify the fear· that the real objective of Britain's champions is to 
efface some of the Community's characteristics, to introduce elements of disruption and disintegration, to 
dispute the r6le whiCh France feels is hers to play and to set in motion political and economic development 
which she considers to be contrary to her own and Europe's interests. 
Is there any way of getting round this mutual mistrust, these often imaginary grievances, of clearina 
away the misunderstandings, of calming the fears of both parties, of forging unity from diversity and of showiaa 
that the one is so much more important than the other ? 
We feel there is, provided a common effort is made, Tomorrow, we shall be drawing our conclusions. 
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EDITORIAL 
The British pl"obZ.em at the Eul"'pean swmrit meeting ( 4) - TheN must be a joint e[[or>t 
It seems apt to conclude our analysi* by pointing out that theway in which the British problem is tac 
led is a decisive test for Europe and for the future of relations between the members of the Community. There 
must be a joint effort. All, without exception, must contribute. The Rome·meetinga provide a suitable opportu~~~ 
nity and setting. If the effort is to work• however, it must be a continuing one - it must not fizzle out in 
diplomatic statements, prompted by a desite to please rather than a political assessment of how matters stand. 
Given t~e right determination, sn effort of this kind could throw further light on the situation. In 
this case, there must be formal and collective realisation of what matters in the Community, what makes up its ~~ 
essence, putting aside circumstances. Ita essence is defined not by the number of countries adhering, but their ~' 
determination to apply at all times th~ rules, to stand by the Institutions, to pursue the aims set out in the 
Treaties governing the Community,By once more affirming their loyalty to these principles, on this commemorative 
occasion, the Six would automatically dispose of a good deal of the mistrust and suspicion they harbour against 
each other. They should also undertake, privately and publicly, to safeguard these essential principles in the 
future - when and if new members join, or when the three Treaties are merged, as they will have to be after 
the Institutions have been merged. 
But they should al&O go one better, admitting openly that no one is thinking of changing the political 
an~ institutional balance that is peculiar to.the Community, for his own or any one else's benefit. Once more 
it is worth recalling and confirming that this balance rests on the equality of the members of the Community 
and the existence of Institutions with a character of their own, responsibilities and powers conferred on them 
freely by the actual governments. This equality and the existence of these Institutions are the best, and uni-
versal, guarantee against any bid for hegemony - in which respect all the members must be above suspicion. 
There must be no forgetting that one of the main aims in setting up the Community is to put an end to riva~i·es 
and bids for hegemony, replacing them by mutual support, equal rights and obligations, mutual trust. When it 
comes to the r81e of France in the construction of Europe, no one will forget that it was indeed France, the 
France of Jean Monnet and Robert Schuman, which headed the venture described as "miraculous" by the very people 
who previously poured scorn on it. 
This admission matters, as it shows that the force of things can bring about a far-reaching change in 
certain political stances. No one is preventing France from continuing to provide this driving force, with the 
agreement of her partners, and thus help consolidate and expand the breadth of the miracle accomplished by the 
Six together. For this, she must reassure her partners and be reassured by them ; she must realise that none 
of them has anything to gain by bringing a Trojan horse into the Community stronghold. Seen in this new ~ight, 
in an atmosphere of mutual trust, the British application can appear as a factor making for solidarity,progress, 
and vitality, instead of discord, stagnation and decline. 
These are the terms, and indeed the only terms, on which headway can be made in other spheres. Other-
wise, it is all too easy to predict that there will be stagnation, more polycentrism within the Community, both 
economically and politically (the success of the Kennedy Round could operate in this direction), and most of 
all, that Europe will have to abandon for a very long time ahead, the hope of commanding a hearing in the rest 
of the world. 
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European books LJhich ~ sent to us, or LJhose publication ~ is b)Orth noting, blitz be revieLJed under this heading, /'R 
*Gerard OLIVIER, Aspects juridiques de l'adaptation du T.rait4 CECA d la crise charbonni~~. Cahiers de Droit ~ 
European, Brussels, 1967, pp 40, (!1 
Mr. Gerard Olivier, head of the Legal Department of the European Executives, has carried out a detailed 
aurvey of a complicated problem 1 readers of our ECSC Bulletin are already familiar with the intricacies and 
developments of this problem, so there is no need to dwell on its technical aspecta. Readers' attention should• 
however, be drawn to its significance from the legal and economic point of view - and indeed from the political 
point of view, While it explains how the ECSC Treaty,an unwieldy construction, bas aucceaafully been adapted ~~ 
to the far-reaching, change in market conditions, by comparison with those existing at the outset, it concludaa ~ 
that it will only be possible for the substantive problems to be reaolved when the European Treatiea are meraed. 
The absence of a common trade policy for coal and steel, the price system covered by article 60, state aida. 
are all problems which must be settled and resolved. 
As the merger of the Treaties is something that must shortly be grappled with, the survey by Mr. Gerard 
Olivier comes at an appropriate moment, and will be of immense value to the future legialator. 
* Institut Occidental de Poznan, La Pologne et lee Affaires Occidentales, 1966, vol. II 0 no 2, pp 474. 
* Jose Manuel Martinez Bande, Communist Intervention in the spanish Civil War, Historic Documents, no 4, Spaniah 
Information Service. Madrid, 1967, pp 174, 50 pesetas. 
*Groupe democrate-chretien du Parlement european, Cahiere Eeurop4ens, no 25, April 1967, pp 113. 
* Council of Eu~pe, Aims and Structures, and Action, Strasbourg, pp 52. 
* OECD, Main economic indices, May 1967, pp 133 ; Total trade by countries, supplement, May 1967 0 aeries A. 
pp 30 ; Consumer price indices, May 1967, pp 12 ; Retroepeative statistics, supplement no 7, May 1967, pp 19. 
* Food and Agriculture Organisation, Sampting methode and censuses, s.s. Zarkovitch, Rome, 1966, 244 pp, 3.50 
dollars, 12.25 FF ; Report on LJOrld agriculturat census in 1960, results by countries, I/a, 240 pp, 3 dollara, 
10.50 FF ; Agricultural Economics and Statistics MOnthly Bulletin, vo1. 16, March 1967, no 23, pp 36. 
* UNO : ECE NeLJB, vo1. 5, no 5, May 1967, Geneva, pp 60. 
*NATO, NATO NeLJs, May 1967, Paris, pp 29 ; Nb : "NATO and the operation of nuclear affairs", and the Spaak-
Beaufre debate on NATO and Europe. 
* CERN 0 Courrier CERN, no 4 0 vo1. 7, April 1967, Geneva. 
* Istituto di Studi Europei A1cide de Gasperi, Botlettino d'Informazioni, year II, no 1, March 1967, pp 45, 
*South-East Europe. La Revue d'Athenes, April 1967, series no 34, no 40, pp 46, Nb : Wine Production in 1966, 
* Initiativa Europea, year IX, no 93, Rome, Lire 300, pp 28. Decennale dei Trattati di Roma. 
* CISL (ICFTU) : Le Mbnd6 du Travait Libre, no 202, April 1967, pp 25, 
* American Cultural Centre. Paris, Information and Documents : no 241, 1 April 1967, pp 31. Nb "La peur et 
le grand dessin", and "Le SHAPE en'Belgique". 
* Capitolium 3, year XLII, March 1967, Rome, pp 16, Lire 1,000. 
•· International Federation of Cotton and Allied Textile Industries, European Cotton Industry Statistics, vol, 
9, no 1, Zurich. pp 40. 
* Lawrence SCHEIMAN, Euratom International Conciliation, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, New York, 
May 1967, no 563, 50 cents, pp 66, 
*United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Atom, no 127, May 1967. London. 
*La Civiltl Cattolica, 6 May 1967, year 118, vol. 2805 0 Rome. Nb: "Coma leggere l'encicUca"Populorwa Proaea-
sio", 
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·A ceZebr>ation LJhich must not be a bu:l'i.aZ ( Cl•, .... -, .... 
To some extent the success of the construction of Europe can be assessed in the light of this af 
noon's celebration in the Capitol, The hall of the Horatii and the Curiatii, long and narrow, is much more ow-
ded today than it was on 25 March 1957. So packed is it that no seat could be foyad for Jean Monnet, although 
there were places for ninety heads of diplomatic missions. Mr. Jean Monnet is ~ready assured of his place i 
the history of the construction of Europe, at all events - which is more than can be said for most of the pA•~~ 
thronging here today, 
When the European Economic Community came into being, after the negotiations conducted by Mr.Spaak ~~ 
at Val Duchesse. after Messina. Venice and Brussels. its birth was the occasion of emotion and wonderment. 
Confusedly, the public realised that what had been accomplished was something good, but it saw it mainly from 
a humanitariam viewpoint, or a commercial viewpoint. All men were to be brothers, there would be no more war, 
no more customs officials, all would be free to do business and travel, to go and work where they pleased ••• 
But those who had shaped and worked for the creation of Europe, although glad, were nervous. They knew that they 
had set an extraordinary machine in motion. They were not sure that it would work as planned. They had taken 
the revolution that they had experimented with in the field of coal and steel much further, had extended it to 
a much wider scale. They were instituting a new form of relations between European nations, and at the end of 
a long path they say the creation of a European country. They realised that this would spark offreactions from 
interested parties, schools of thoughs, traditions - everything that opposes change, and everyone whose patterns 
of thought turn to the past. They knew there would be hostility and scorn. 
At the time. comments were far lest enthusiastic than r1ight be supposed today. It was said in business 
circles in Italy, outright. that it was impossible to share the optimism of the officials. A highly esteemed 
commentator in France paid tribute particularly to the negotiators' restraint and empiricism. A Dutch Socialist 
paper said that the signature was a shot in the dark. There was talk in Germany of European isolationism and 
nascent protectionism ••• The speeches by the six Foreign Ministers were moderate, but all looked forward to 
the future. Mr. Gaetano Martini, not here today because of a serious illness, stated explicitely that the Trea-
ties were but the start of a wider movement towards the political unity of Europe. 
Admittedly, Mr. Saragat has also been talking today of the political future of Europe, on a serious 
note. not making any secret of the concern he feels, as well as hope. The political future, he feels, now seems 
less certain and less close than could be hoped ten years ago. 
There is a moral in all this. The undertaking is formidable, and precisely because it is formidable. 
far from easy. It calls for tenacity and patience ; imagination and caution. Oddly enough, it is felt today that 
there are many more believers in Europe, but that their belief is less ardent, less strong, than at the outset. 
They believe in it because it is natural :it forms a part of the natural order of things. The trend is unavoi-
dable, and in fact desirable : when an idea is universally adopted, it is no longer quite so enticing - but it 
becomes more powerful •. and there can be no going back. We must ensure, however, that it does not come to be a 
matter of mere from, devoid of real meaning, that the substance is not lost in verbiage. We are today celebra-
ting a birth : the celebration must be the occasion for progress, but progress that is real, that does not cover 
a setback, a further loss in the prestige of the Institutions. 
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EDITORIAL 
A speech of a~eat political and mo~az value 
, Let us hope that the European summit which is now meeting in Rome will lead to further developmen 
but whatever its outcome, it is a pleasure to be able to say that its first fruit is a document of great pol -
tical and ~ral value. We are referring to the speech made in the Capitol by President Saragat, passages fr·~~~., 
which we quoted yesterday and which we intend to reproduce in full. 
There is a long introductory section to this speech, which on the face of it is a summary of events~~ 
which are known to all. But it has a double value : in the first place, it enabled President Saragat to descri " 
the European idea as the "guiding principle of our time", and the Community's achievement as "the moat impor-
tant event in the history of our continent" ' in the second place, it enabled him to pay homage to those who 
tend at present to be forgotten or kept in the shade. And it need scarcely be added that Mr. Saragat, with the 
courage which is characteristic of him, did not hesitate either to speak, in terms of strong enthusiasm, of 
aupranatibnality and integration. 
I 
, But it is the second part of Mr. Saragat's speech which is especially important. The following points 
ware outstanding : 
1. The questions which divide the Six are still numerous, but the ties which bind them are ev.en 
atronger. 
2, The membership "in the first place" of Great Britain is the principal problem waiting to be solved, 
and Mr. Saragat expressed the hope that "negotiations could soon be opened". Will the Italian Government allow 
thia to remain a hope ? 
3. The political objective is still a objective common to the Six, but experience has shown that "a 
aradual approach is sometimes the best way of overcoming difficulties which, at first sight, seem insurmountable". 
4. The ideal of Europe and that of one's own country are in no way incompatible, and a continental 
ayatem based on the concept of power is an illusion. 
S, Europe's place in the world is tied to her democratic nature, her unity and her solidarity with 
the great American democracies, the first of which is the United States. 
:Mr. Saragat's words seem to us to be fired by a firmly-grounded realism, which excludes all utopian 
dogmatism, and by a high appreciation of the forms and motives of idealism, which must be the basis of all 
aolid thinking. They point to the outlines of a policy which could be progressively introduced, provided each 
makes his own contribution and renounces the championship of purely unilateral viewpoints. 
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The comments am the impreuaions voiced imme<ltately after ye:.;terday':J summit meeting in Rome are 
from unanimous. Some are showing qualified satisfaction, others a carp ely conceal their disappointment aru yet 
others seem somewhat resigned. Generally speaking, the feeling is th~t the dialogue has been resumed, but tha 
it has not been fully explained what this dialogue· means, what each P.rty regards as essential or what it ma 
lead to. IS For the time being, rather than analysing the ~ocument which was adopte<l yesterday after four hoU1's of hard-fought discussion and the consequences to whtch eac:h point may lea~, we shall limit ourselves 
to the ~oaphere, beginning with a comparison of the situation am the state of mlm, now that attempts are 
being made to renew the dialogue, with those at the time of the first attempt, namely at the ~European 
eummit, which took place in Paris on 10 and 11 ~ebruary 1961 after se~eral montha of preparation. 
At that time, many hopes could be entertained, even if a go~l deal of concern was already making 
itself felt. The Common Market was in the process of ev.olving 1 while tt was already having a considerable im-
pact on the economies of the member countrJes, It had not yet had the chance to face up to and overcome politi-
cal conflicts, as it was to a few years later. The prohlern of Britloh ent1·y lnto the Comrnunf.ty was already in 
the air, but in a fairly theoretical way,antf ln any caae, Bl'ftain wa::1 lllll.kfng no particular• effort, other than 
to look for a cornneroial solution to the problern.'1 raised by the parallel nx1utence or the Community and a Free 
Trade Association - problern3 which the latter wan exr•res:Jly create! td aol~e. France'o position with regard 
to NATO was roughly what it is today, but the pooition wa::1 ut!ll one ,or doctrinal d•1batea. There was some 
mistrust over plans for political union, which wao ~een as an attempt to aupersede, and e~en to stifle, the 
existing Communities ; but lt wan all a matter of suppositJon, anc! the vnnslble merg:ng of the three Executi~es 
was regarded as a sufficient ant !.dote. Moreover, t t was felt that any t>Oli t leal cooperation would be almost 
bound to lead to a decialon on the election of Parliament by d treat auffrage. But thu nearer the meeti.ng got, 
the worse the atmosphere became. It war~ prec:e<lerl by prtvate rle Gaulle-4denauer talks, and, on 10 February, 
Mr. Luna said 1 "we are face<l with a fait aceompll," s1nce a prepared text had alrea<ty been put before the 
delegationa. As it turned out, the text propoued by the f<'r·ench rielcgatl,on was much altered, but the harm had 
been done. Even then, the Netherlan~a were atrongly oppn:>flfl to any fn::;tJtut1onal1sinl! of t.he meet!nga. Dutch 
and Germans Joined in demanrl1ng that the texts should contain expHclt references to the possibility of Bri-
tish membership, the continuer! observance of the all!ances and to "the fU1'thering of ~ooperation with the Uni-
te<! States". At all eventl, and not without reservations anci reticence,, everyone agreed to follow a path which 
it was explicitly stated wan to lead to "laying tho foundations for a union which would progessively develop". 
The bnuic difference between then and now ta it has come tt> be realised t.hat a progressively ~e­
veloping union has become a v 1 tal necesa1 ty, to which for a long time no reference cottlti be made and on which, 
moreover, there has not always aeerned to be agreement over the ways, the means and th•·· political objectives, 
The experience of the last four year::~ is so much to the fore that we hardly dare move and are afraid of findina 
OU1'selves faced with new ambiguities and of havJng to Htart from fresh misunderstandln1~s. This accounts both 
for the differences of assessment and for the fact that some live fn hope, while other:! live in disappointment 
and scepticism. 
------------------------------------SU~RY 
fQLITICAL MY IN EUROPE: 
pp 2/3/4 Rome summit meeting I,scope and structure or Mr. Moro's speech; comparison 
of viewpoints on British application.- Inauguration in Brussels or hea~~arters 
of the Permanent CGTjCGIL Liaison Committee.- Amsterda~ Congress of Union of 
European Community Capitals. 
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overall compromise 
Eurosyndicat: 112,50 as against 113,27 
Support measures for Dutch shipbuilding: wri'tten question 
Common transport policy: position of national delegations 
Hormone-base products for reeding stock: reply to written 
{Mr. Naveau) 
no 84 (Mr. Vredeling) 
question no 42 
Communit ro rammes for im rovin structur s: reply to written 
question no 52 Mr. vredeling 
Member states' instruments 
Mrs, Elsner 
written qustion no 81 
Equal pay in Netherlands: written question no 85 (Mr. Vredeling) 
Rerunds on ex orts or certain dair roducts to third countries: written 
question no 88 Mr. Vredeling 
C.ustoms documents for camping trailers: written question no 83 (Mr. Vredeling) 
European Community and EPTA publications 
ECSC Bulletin no 4051: 
p 5 Last will and testament of HA to future single Executive: preparation 
p 6 
pp 6/7 
p 7 
Household coal problem: statement by Belgian coal industry federation 
Coke oven coke: production and stocks in Community 
Research in hard coal and coke chemistry and physics: res4lts obtained and 
aim of new project 
Stocks of hard coal and hard coal briquettes held by Community consumers: 
development in January 1967 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
Scepticism, grounded or ungrounded, about the possibility of reconciling widely divergent views an . 
legitimate fear of smashing an existing structure whieh is accepted by all in the vain search for something 
which does not exist and which may not be accepted - these were clearly the dominant features of the atmosphere 
in which Tuesday's summit meeting took place. ~~ 
It must not be forgotten that the meeting was preceded, and to some extent dominated, by two equally 
solemn declarations, made at the highest level, in which it is easier to see the conflicting points than it is 
to find the concordant ones. The first was General de Gaulle's press conference, which revealed clear hostility 
to British entry into the Community and which contained no less hostile references to the links with the United 
States and the Atlantic bloc, and to US world policy. The second was President Saragat's address on the eve of 
the summit, the contents of which we~known to General de Gaulle before it was made, and which contained remarks 
which were clearly favourable to British entry and which referred to Atlantic ties and firm friendship with the 
United States ; thus ultimately its political assessment of present conflicts and maintaining a world balance 
for peace was very different from that of General de Gaulle. 
Seen from this point of view, the final communique of the Conference indicates that, on the two main 
points - Britain and political cooperation - the formulae adopted clearly do no represent outright positions and 
are in no way, as some will have it, the position of one or other· party. There can be no doubt about it : it 
is a compromise, and it shows that each had to adapt his position to that of his partners. This is true of 
General de Gaulle as it is of the other leaders. 
Thus, ·'for instance, point 4, the wording of which was accepted by all since it adhered to Community 
procedure, was conceived by some in a far less "committed" version. Clearly, the commitment taken in Rome is of 
value only in so far as the Community procedures are used in the name of progress and not of obstruction. Ob-
viously all agree to discuss what would become of the Community once Britain was admitted. But moat of the 
members of the Community are convinced that the Community would not be thrown into chaos provided the new ap-
plicant accepted the Treaty and its implications. As for the conditions, obviously no Community procedure can 
be applied to conditions and choices which have nothing to do with the contents of the Treaties. Such an inter-
nal examination might strenghten the ties between the Six, but it could also lead them into a state of dange-
rous tension, 
As for point 5, it is significant that any progress in the political conversations was subject to 
the determining of methods and procedures, and that these methods and procedures must take note of the circum-
stances. Right at the end of the debate, this paragraph was revised and reworded, and a reference to an-agr;B-
ment between the states over studying the possibilities of gradually tightening the p9litical links replaced 
a confi~ation by the states of their determination to attempt gradually to tighten ••• 
On the last point, number 6, the Conference almost came to grief over the refusal by some to commit 
themselves there and then to holding a further summit meeting. The undertaking was finally subscribed to, but 
all reference to regular meetings disappeared. ------
Now we have it all in writing. The ice has been broken and the dialogue, whatever its real scope, 
has been resumed. If everyone chips in, and if an attempt is made to talk roughly the same language, it may 
perhaps be possible to prevent the ice from setting in again. Let us hope that good will will triumph. 
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pp 2/3/4 Rome summit meeting (2): discussion on political cooperation between the 
Six.- SHAPE appointment and installation of APCENT.- Appointment at 
bureau of Communities in Bonn. -Statement by King Paisal of Saudi Arabia 
in Brugsels, Appointment of NATO Commander, Atlantic Sector, - British 
document on entry into Common Market and fundamental legal rights, 
Report by Prench Independent Republicans on the revival of Europe, 
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Steel m.'lr~et: forward programme for 1hiro quarter of 1967 
Compostte price: holds steady at ?~.~0 dollJrs per ton 
Intrc1-C:ommuni ty tra<l,. in h<~rd coal: trend in Jrd quarter 
Researrh on oriqin and appraran~, of methane in hard coal <1Ppo~it: results 
and aim of new research 
Belgian steel industry CJordination Sommitter: Mr. Oleffe appointed chairman 
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r-------- EUROPEAN LIBRARY ----------t 
European books which ~ sent to us, or whose publication ~ 
* J. DENIZET, MOnnaie et financement, Essai de theorie dans un cadre de comptabilite economique, with a preface~~ 
by Valery Giscard d'Estaing, Dunod, Paris, 1967. pp 266, 35 FF. \jBUUr 
is wo~th noting, will be reviewed unde~ this heading. 
This volume in the series 11 Statistique et programmes economiques", the general editor Of which is Mr. 
H. Hierche, is intended for those interested in economics, and more particularly the monetary and financial 
problems which are today being discussed at worldwide level. It is also for administrators, financiers, ban- ~~ 
kers, businessmen and heads of concerns in the private and public sectors. The central idea developed by the ~ 
writer is that problems posed by monetary organisation, at national and international level, are not at the 
moment being successfully dominated. This is liable to have serious consequences for the future of the free 
world. Behind this failure, there are not so much political and administrative errors, not so much a profound 
weakness in the society as a body, as faulty theoretical understanding of monetary developments. Mr. Valery 
Giscard d'Estaing also stresses, in his preface, that problems are badly settled because they are badly under-
stood, He emphasises the importance of the analysis made by Mr. Denizet starting from the Keynsian doctrine, 
and the conclusion he reaches : Keynes' interpreters or successors have played down the r81e of monetary fac-
tors, and almostdLiregard money in explaining the economy. In fact money plays a vital part, although this 
should not suggest"that monetary policy can from now on take the place of any other policy, in controlling 
economic growth. Mr. Giscard d'Estaing, like Mr. Denizet, states his conviction that only an international 
system based on a monetary issue in addition to gold presents reasonable chances of success. 
Readers should note that the chapter dealing with international monetary relations sets out, with the 
fullest information, the various types of solution proposed in connection with the reform of the gold exchange 
standard. 
* Achille ALBONETTE, Corrado ANTONINI, Romolo ARENA, Baldassare ARMATO, Arturo BALBONI, Enrico BONOMI, Marcello 
CONTIGLIOZZI, F,Baduel GLORIOSO, Ettor MASSACESI, P. Merli BRANDINI, Alessandro RUBINACCI, A. TORALDO Dl 
FRANCIE, Une politics per l'Europa, Istituto di Studi sul Lavoro, no 118, Rome, pp 60. 
* Institut Belge d'Information et de Documentation, Belgique, Statistiques de base, 1961-1965, Brussels, pp 93, 
20 Bfrs : tables on : land, demography, education, manpower, 1.1bour market, standard of living, prices and 
wages, production of goods and services, private anrl public finances, and national product, 
* Eu~opa Union Deutschland, May 1967, no 5/18, Bonn, 1 DM. 
* E~ocont~ol, no 4, 1967, Brussels, pp 28, 6 FP, 60 Bfrs issue covering the opening of the Eurocontrol Experi 
mental Centre at Bretigny-sur-Orge, France. 
* CISL (ICFTU) Bulletin Economique et Social, Vol. XV, no 3, April 1967, pp 39. Nb : Statement by General Coun-
cil of TUC on the budget and the economic situation. 
*Hommes et Comme~ce, Ho~izons et ConjonctuPe, Revue de synthese et de recherches economiques, no 95, February-
March 1967, pp 111, Paris. Issue on Canada. 
* International Atomic Energy Agency, List of RefePences on Nuclear Enel'(Jy, vol. 9·, no 9, 1967, Vienna, pp 55. 
* Institut Economique et Social des Classes Moyennes de Bruxelles, Bulletin d'Information, 19th year, no 5, 
1967. Nb: "Primaire, secondaire, tertiaire" ••• Ce decoupage de l'economie a-t-il encore un sens ?" 
* Takeshi Watanabe, Asiatic D~velopment Bank, extract from UN Monthly Chronicle, no 2, February 1967, p 8. 
• Polska Agencja Interpreu, .La Pologne Conterrrpo~aine, no 4, April 1967, 1st year, pp 44. Nb : two articles on 
relations with Italy, France and Belgium. 
*Economic Mission of India, Brussels, Ind~:a, Economic Bul.Zetin, vol. IV, no 5, May 1967, pp 12, 
* MarcMs troopicau:c et mAdite~antJena, 23rd year, no 1118, 15 April 1967, Paris. Special iuue on "Le Marche 
de la Haute-Volta", 20 FF, or other countries 22.50 FF. 
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pp 2/3 Appoinlmcnt n£ dnqlr! C0mmi!:~;ir·11 1nrl I'rr:<;idcnt, .\ucn<l 1 for plcn .. 1ry 
segsion of WBU :\s!;rcml>ly 1 fror,, J '3 t.o lG June, l'rogr.1mme for summer course 
,,t Luxembourg 1 ntern .• tionll C· ntrc f0r Europr m :3tudi~s md Rr:,eilrch. - llotari.1n 
qucstionn.1ire on Europe .n C0mmunity !1pirit. - Soci 1list meeting in Brussels, 
White paper on leg •l impllc 1tion!: of Brilb;h entry into Community, 
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ElB: .mnu:ll report to be c••l0pt"<.l by bc•,•rcl of Governors on M:md<.~y 
~i.ol aff,,irs: Council ~e::>::>ion on Monclo~y 
R1tion •lising m .rkct in product'. resulting from milling of bre3.d cro,.es: draft 
regul<.~tion submitted to Conuni::>sion 
Council decio;ionson the unified agricultural markets : extent and significance. 
Euratom : conference on the protection of workers exposed to nuclear radiation risks. 
~ : results of discussion by basic products Commission • 
. Political Committee of Euro ean Parliament : report on yesterday's meeting, 
Euro ean Parliament Social Committee ICPTU-IPCTU or anisations : discussions 
on EEC social policy, 
European Parliament Committee on Agriculture : two-day meeting on technical problems. 
European Parliament publications : reshaping. 
Publications of the European Communities and EPTA 
ECSC BULLETIN NO 4053 
PP 4/5 
PP 5/6 
p 6 
Special Council of Ministers on 5 June : agenda 
Ste~l market : forecasts for third quarter of 1967 for Germany, BLEU and Prance. 
Prench aid to the steel industry Mr. Nederhorst' s question to the Dutch Government. 
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Come back, Mr. Spaak! ~ 
We noted Mr. S~ak' absence from the Capitol ceremony, but since, unlike Mr. Jean Monnet who 
wasn't there because he wasn t invited, Mr. Spaak chose not to attend, we refrained from making any comment 
unttl he himaelf had given some explanation. An~ this is precisely what he has Just done in an article pu- . 
blished in a number of magazines, including Le Monda, ~er the title of "WhY I did not go to Roms". 
We do not intend to summarise this article here, since It deserves to be read in ita entiretya 
we shall merely quote certat~ passages from it and follow with one or two conaiderattona. Firat and foremoat,IS 
Mr. Spaak says that he did not, at the celebration, want to be associated with "certain of those who are vio· 
lating it (The Treaty) in ita text and in ita spirit ••••• The way in whtch Mr. Hallstein has beeh treated and 
Preaident de Gaulle's latest press conference are the basis of mr ~ecision." 
On the first point • the way in whtoh Mr. Hallstein has been treated - Mr. Spaak refers both to 
the fact that he was preventert from speaking in Rome and to the "incre11ble theatricals" which are taking pla-
oe to keep him from the Presidency of the Commission. In a~dition to recalling what Mr. Hallstein has done in 
hie personal capacity ("Hls experience is unique"), he lays special stress on the political significance of the 
gesture which was made in Rome and of the failure to renew hla term of office, and he says where the reaponsi• 
bility lies. It waa,says Mr. Spaak, "the affirmation of a political concept which consists in putting the Com• 
maaion to one aide whenever possible, so as to lessen ita prestige", And he appeals notably to the European 
Parliament, wondering whether it will become "by ita sllence, an accessory it) a poUcy which is anti-European in 
ita spirit and execution". 
On the second point, Mr. Spaak aa;ya that General de Gaulle's press conference did not surprise 
him, it "made him indignant" 1 and thlp because there was "behind all the pretexts, a truth which should have 
been expressed". For Mr. Spaak, this truth is that.General de Gaulle caMot agree to Britain coming into the 
Europe ef the Six, since "if this should happen, his Mea of political Europe • a Europe led by France - woulc! 
Yanish for ever". 
Some will take offence at the tone of Mr. Spaak'e article. others will dtaagree with hie Judge· 
menta. But it woul4 be ~ifficult to contest the reality or the facta which he lays out or the sound foundations 
wh1U1ne «i'~t"&Ument. art, now that._ f8 wains rfBIRhiB n i*raa1881oe, we hiWI thii"Jatl\1D alk Mr'.~ -•w•an .. .,... 
have the right to ask ourselves - how and why all this came about. The first cruel cut in the Commission's 
prestige was at the Luxembourg compromise in Januar;y 1966. For this comprom1ae 1 Mr. Spaak, lUte the others, 
shares the merit or the blame, depending on wHch way you look at it. Mr. Spaak sought the way to •01 other 
compromises 1 notably after the crhea in April 1952 and January 196', His efforts were sometimes appreciate<!, 
sometimes criticised. But, why, on several occaatona, did he attempt to fix things up, if he knew that 
fundamentally things were not being fixed up at all? Because, as a Government leader, he knew that this was 
obJectivelY necessary, and that the only answer was a split - a split which he could only condemn. 
The conclusion ia that the present situation is the fruit of shared reaponaibility, of a 
aeries of permanent facta and somewhat incohet'ent actions. A time has come when, despite all the upa and downa, 
the essential is in danger. For this reason, Mr. S paak 1 s cry from the heart should not be lett \ttlt\eedec!, shoulc.. 
not remain a personal opinion. It should become a political act. Mr. Spaak had no right to quit the European 
stt'uggle (although, admittedlr, he has not done so completely), His duty is to return to it, alongside other 
eminent Europeans , 
We live at a moment of great danger ih the history of the world, ard it is sad to see that, once 
again, Europe is saying nothing• she is silent and can do nothing to extinguish the flames which are flickering 
at her door. 
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EDITORIAL 
Absence of Europe 
15eme annee - N. 
mardi 6 juin 
BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
Yesterday the six Foreign Ministers of the Community were supposed to be meeting here in Brussele. !ff 
They were to settle the question of the office of President of the single Commission, and embark on the artie 
237 procedure& concerning the British application, As they made to leave their capitals, the guns began to b 
out in the Middle East, It was understandable that some of them, especially those furthest from Bruasels, choe 
not to leave their headquarters, and to follow military and diplomatic events as they topk shape. At the same IS 
time lt waa fairly reasonable to think that the six governments would immediately seize the opportunity thus 
preeented for a high-level meeting, a consultation, an exchange of views, which would in no way be theoretical 1 
in view of events, a meeting of this kind would have been at the heart of the moat burning, most dramatic inter-
national realities, It was reasonable even to imagine that the Six could have established at least a coherent 
line of thought, if not a full-scale joint position - apportion out responsibilities, make a etart on a strateay 
for peace - in short present to the world a European position, and speak with a single European voice, jointly 
or severally, in the appropriate quarters. 
Nothing of the kind transpired, The possibility was referred to at one moment, and the Belgian Govern• 
ment hoped that it could be fulfilled, Events took a different course, finally, and the opportunity slipped by, 
In Rome just one week before, however, it was expressly said that it was desirable and even essential 
to hold consultations, to lay down common positions on the major international issues. If such consultations 
are to have some use and serve any purpose for those consulted, they must take place before there is action, 
before a position is publicly taken up. Once the respective positionshave been set ou~announced officially, 
~much harder to coordinate them- let alone unify them. The countries of Europe are having today to face 
the most serious international problem since the Berlin crisis. It is a problem that concerns Europe moat of all, 
from both the political and economic viewpoints. And when we say Europe, special emphasis must be placed on the 
Europe of the Six, given its geographic position, its economic features, its political structures. The Suez 
Canal is now closed ; the fleets of all the great powers or the giant powers are out in the Mediterranean ; a 
group of countries is threatening one country with extinction. The countries at war are all tied to Europe by a 
variety of traditions - old and new, salutary, fearful. What has Europe done to ward off the crisis ? What is 
it doing to halt the conflict 7 Each of the Community member countries has admittedly taken up its position, 
or is preparing to do so, with variations depending on its political and I!Conomic interests, and depen-
ding on its scope for action, Although these position may not actually diverge, thE!Y will at least differ from 
each other. In the most august tribunals, the voice of Europe is not heard, because there is no one who can 
act as Europe's spokesman. 
This wasted opportunity unfortunately is only a reflection'of a situation that has lasted for too long, 
It is the direct result of certain fundamental disagreements that split the Six on the very essence of their 
Community, on how a common policy for Europe is to be planned and put through, on the influence and r81e of the 
Community Institutions, These Institutions - economic in the first instance, and subsequently political should 
have been the driving force behind this common policy. Ve have however ignored them,cut them down to size, we 
have allowed national interests to come first, and we have established it as axiomatic that only the national 
interpretation can define the national interest. There ls thus little point in imagining that Europe can speak 
with a voice of its own ; we must resign ourselves to its being conspicuous throughout the world by its absence. 
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EDITORIAL 
Europe and the Middle East crisis 
Europe's absence as a factor for world peace and equilibrium has been shown up and confirmed by th 
Middle East crisis ; and, as we stressed yesterday, this is not some far-flung corner of the world, more or 
without direct influence on the affairs of Europe : it is on our very doorstep, in a sector in which Europe 
so many political, economic and spiritual interests. 
If the latest reports are confirmed, some may clai~ that Europe's absence has not weighed one way o 
the other in settling the struggle, that all that was needed to achieve the result sought in vain by other 
thods was for the two super-powers to agree. But this is just why the situation is still dangerous and should IS 
be altered. If Europe - and, obviously, by Europe we mean Britain as well, an entity of sufficient size and 
power to assume responsibilities similar to those of the two super-powers - had made a real influence and pre-
sence felt over the last few years (which would have been possible, had events in 1962 and 1963 taken an-
other turn), the present balance would be less precarious and,at the present moment international law would 
be more swifty and effectively applied. Moreover, it seems more than likely - and this is even more important -
that if European unity was what it should be, the conflict in the Middle East would not have had its present 
dramatic developments, and might even have been settled long since. There is a reason for this : a unified 
Europe, with the resulting economic and commercial weight, whose presence on the world scene was not dependent 
on a spirit of domination but on a desire for social promotion and progress, wholly devoid of colonialist or 
imperialist ambitions, would be able to understand and to make herself understood, and heard, better than any-
one else, in the whole mass of countries on her southern and eastern borders. Better than anyone else, she 
would be able to assess the needs, to differentiate between right and wrong and to give the economic, technical 
and human assistance necessary to solve certain problems, the existence of which creates explosive situations. 
But, in any case,this isnott.rashashappened. Let us at least hope that those responsible will have 
learnt the lesson. And there are other lessons to be learnt from the present crisis. One of them is that, if 
it is true that the Security Council was only able to deliberate after the two great powers had agreed, then it 
must also be true that these two powers, or at least one of them, who well knows how to handle the veto, rea-
lised that, in the general interest, it was necessary to ensure the correct operation of the institutional 
framework in which it was acting. This proves that repeated attempts to have the conflict settled by a super-
power directorate, raised to the position of supreme arbiter of world affairs, have pretty well failed. We must 
welcome this from the point of view of international morality and efficiency. As long as there are bodies and 
institutions, in which the smaller countries can make their voices heard, we must strive to keep them going. 
No good can come of replacing the action or a collective body by the dictatorship of a certain number of great 
powers, and such a procedure·cannot be accepted by the medium-sized and smaller countries, for which it does 
not provide an adequate guarantee, Quite the reverse : it can only serve the interests of the great powers and 
be the starting point for further conflict. 
Despite an enormous difference in substance, aim and method, a certain analogy can be drawn between 
the working of the UN and that of our own Community. In both cases, the main thing is to preserve the prestige 
and the authority of the institution which interprets the common interest, to strive diligently for rules which 
are accepted by all and to reject so-called power politics. 
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Oifficulties of a purely material nature are acting against the imminent meeting of the Community 
Council, which is to be formed of the Foreign Ministers and which is to examine in full the British applicat-
ion for membership of the Community and the reply to be made to it (apart from the simple courtesy of an 
acknowledgement which has already beeh sent), This is regrettable, since the rlecision taken in Rome to 
illlplement thl!l procedures ·of Article 2'7 of the Treaty of Rome within the Council must not be allowed to remain 
unfulfilled, and anything which contributes towards delaying its implementation is ample justification for 
inferences, suspicions, and so on. 
It has, in fact, been clear for some time that quest1o?'of tactics are to play a leading r6le in thia 
affair, and that among these questions, that of time is right in the forefront, Everyone will have noticed that 
there has been emphasis from one side"
1
often with a rather startling amount of insistence, on the need to act 
calmly, to take all the necessary time, to think things out at length. This compulsive slowness seems also to 
be setting in iroertain corners of European bureaucracy, which are already trembling before the shaking up they 
are going to get when the administrative structures are reorganised. 
It is difficult to see what are the advantages of this trend, and it is all too easy to see dangersa 
we feel the time hascome to react against it. The Belgian ·Presidency of the Council is very much aware of these 
dangers, and since the Rome meeting has been trying to get its part-ners to devo~e the prop.e.t! attention to 
this matter, which is certainly the most important now facing the Community. The administrative reorganisation 
of the Commission departments must not be used as a pretext for ~~ down political discussions on political 
problems. The Presidency has proposed that a further two ministerial •eatings should be held before the end of 
the •onth, thus enabling a clearer idea to be had of the path to be followed. On lat July, the Presidency of 
the Council (whd.ch will by then be the unified Council) will be handed over to Germany, and it will be intere-
sting to see whether the problem of British membership w:t,ll still dominate discussions. The chances are that 
it will, since only yesterday Chancellor Kiesinger once again confirmed German support for the British applica-
tion to the Bundestag, and explained that this support was all the more effective for being discreet. 
To obviate delays and protracted discussions, centred on legal a~peots or false premises, two thins! 
will have to be done. The f!.!:!!_ is officially to ask the .Pommission for its opinion, as laid down by the 
Treaty, The Commission's opinion must not be a· philosophical treatise, nor even a treatise on the philosophy 
of membership. It must be confined to the specific problems surrounding membership. Such an opinion can only 
be given as these probleins come to light. This means that -a secorsl thing must be done immediately a the British 
must be invited to explain their point of view, and their ;problems, to the Community, There have been bilateral 
talks, probes and preliminary consultations from which the British Government has drawn certain conclusiOns. 
Further bilateral talks may take place, but this is irrelevant. The main thing is that any assessment of the 
changes which the Community might undergo cannot be the outcome of abstractive philosophising, nor the unila-
teral work of one or other partner, whatever his authoritY, or wisdom. It must be the fruit of an extensive 
and seribus debate, with the parti'cipation of all the interested parties and with the assistance of th! 
Commission. 
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s new European/American rev ew is to make its first appearance in June, but a pilot number was I:J( 
recently distributed and was very warmly received. 
In11erplay will be published qua:rrterly, and will be international in its editorial staff, iW content, JD 
readership and influence. It is planned to publish up to the minute artirles and reports on political, economi~ 
military and cultural questions of con~ern to both Europe and America. 
At present there is no really i~ternational publication of this sort, designed for the new society ~ 
brought into being by the second industrial,or technological, revolution, and which inevitably is an interns- l(l· 
tiona! society. Most of the nations ta~ing part in this movement are in Eastern and Western Europe and North I~) 
America. 
Interplay, which has a unique i~ternational consultative editorial committee, aims to fill this gap, 
feeling that the winds of change shoul1 encourage the launching 6f an international enterprise of this nature 
in the field of Journalism and political debate. 
The publisher of Interplay is mr. Gerard Smith, formerly Director of the Policy Planning Staff from 
1957 to 1961. The Editor-in- Chief is Mr. Anthony Hartley, from the Economist's editorial starr. The managing 
editor, Mr. James Chace, formerly held 1, the same post on the East Europe Magazine. 
In addition to numer~us artic}es, Interplay will publish regular columns from the main European 
capitals and Washington, 
++Association for the Study of the Pr~blems of Europe, Les Problemes de l'Europe, No ,5, 1967, lOth year, 
Paris-Rome, pp 242, 15 Ffr, : A word-f9r word report on the Round Table in Hamburg from 28 to '0 October 1966 
on "The position of Germany in the Europe of to1ay". 
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quested. 
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Crisis in the Middle East and Europe's energy policy 
The absence or Europe as a political force during the ·acute stage of the Middle East crisis does not 
suggest that there will be room for an active presence with the opening of a less explosive and dramatic 
stage - although it is one that will have just as much effect on the future of Europe and the West in generaL 
Apart from the possible consequences of a lasting settlement of the territorial question ,which it is hoped 
SH 
will be achieved but which will be no mean task, there are still two pOints on which the economies of the AD 
European countries are still particularly vulnerable 1 the system of transit through the Suez canal, and oil 
supplies , The first is connected with the second, but has a significance of its own and a ·more general 
character 1 clearly, the whole of Europe , and in particular M~iterranean Europe, wou~ suffer seriously if 
tree tranait through the Canal were Jeopardised at regular intervals • IS 
At the moment the United States are drawing up an emergency plan to guarantee their own oil supplies 
and to facilitate those of other countries , and the QECD(covering all the West European countries but also 
the United States 1 Cana~a an~ Japan)is to do the same • This indicates the scope of the problem ,and the 
scale on which solutions must be sought , In the last few days facts and figures have been publishe4 designed 
to produce a more cheerful frame at mind • When the facts are assesAed in the hard light of day 1 however 1 
they do not warrant an excessively cheerful view, particularly when it comes to the present. situation of the 
Cbmmunity of the Six • In 1958, the Community was importing 27% of its energy supplies 1 the percentage is 
now 5~ , and will no doubt rise • The European Community's energy imports account for 16% of all its imporbL 
Without an adequate supply of energy, or cheap enough energy, Europe would have to stop importing some of the 
raw materials for her processing industry • finally, a considerkble propo~tion of the finished products she 
exports could neither be produced nor export~ • 
The extraordinary expansion of energy imports 'has. been salutary for the European economy 1 without 1t, 
European industry would have been doom~ to stagnate 1 especially as there ' hBJI also been a reduction in the 
price of import~ energy. Unfortunately,, the Community has neither an 1nd•pendent policy for the Middle 
East 1 nor even a policy of its own on energy • All that has been done to date, or nearly all, has been 
designed mainly to protect European coal from import~ oil , or at least to ensure its orderly wit~rawal , 
In fact the policy has been a negative one, following the vicissitudes of poli~1os- so much so that following 
the 1955 Suez crisis there was even a bid to step up investments in the coal iridustry and to re-open abandonaf 
mines • The trend now seems more reasonable , in favour of diversifying sources of supply 1 the present cris~ 
should throw valuable light on whether this diversification is Just a snare, and in what direction it can 
be developed • At all events 1 diveDtfication 1 and research, one of its instruments 1 cannot be planned trom 
a stan~point of autarky or protectionism - because obviously it is only effective if carried out over a wide 
enough area , Obviously too diversification must have a general significance and application - i.e. 
divers1ficaticn regarding 'eources , but also when it comes to the nature of energy • As soon as nuclear 
energy begins to represent a substantial proportion of the energy produced in Europe, the contractual strength 
or the Community and the West in · general will make for a •balance that is less dicey and also more 
beneficial to suppliers • 
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Mr • .\rmeng1ud 
Pr0t<'etion of publir h•· 11th: reply to written qur>~tion no 32 (Mr. Vredeli~ 
ESC: Counril mceti ng on t r 1 nc port: 20 Jun" 
Fruit juirc 1t1d 1lli r>cl produr. ts: fin 11i s •tion of Community d r:~£t 
GreC''"'O: OECD economic r•·port 
~or Intern •tion.1l Settlements: .mnu 11 meeting 
&:SC Bulletin no 4Cl)'-': 
pp 4/5 Community <'n•'rqy import·;: p tttern .m<l proportion in v.>luc o£ totc1l 
impnrts from third countri"s 
p 5 Low-c:<'st h<'u'ling for r<'11 rnir.r>r~ in Fr ·n.-~: nr:ow I!A r.rc<lit 
CC"mrnunity h trd cr. tl prot!u.-tir•n: :;itu ttion in H-1y 1~67 
l'o~ition <'f ,;m :11 It :li •u .. t•-"'1 r0111p mir·~.: rt·ply to written question no 71 (Hr. l'•!•:im) 
Min•·r"' •u·l Hnt ·lW<'l'k"r·;' :ut"r-l1tacn: cctnmuuiqu:· 
&-11·· pri··r": ~!Cdlfl<' .tic· ... lll , n:1 ll'J 
WEEKLY FX:!!OES: n0 10·1 
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EDITORIAL 
EuPope and the Mtente ~ 
The detente has manifestly eased relations between the West and what we shall continue to call the ~ 
Soviet bloc countries ; it must be stepped up, encourage~ in every possible way, and anything which gets in ~ 
the way of it must be rejected. No one will dispute this;agreement is a good deal less general when it comes 
to the best ways of encouraging the detente, and above all of getting the expected results from it, namely 
the solution of the major international problems by which the world, or ar any rate Europe, is split. One thing o 
which there should be m•Shadow of doubt is that the best way of helping the detente is to see it for what it is: D 
not an end in itself but a means of assessing all the possibilities, without emotion or illusions, and of never 
losing sight of the vital interests of the countries of the West, singly and as a whole. 
If we adopt this attitude, we will note, as did Mr, Brosio, the Secretary General of NATO, in his ~~ 
opening speech to the Organisation's Council this morning in Luxembourg, that the detente has cleared the air, 
but has not so far made it possible to solve any of the major problems which are causing concern to Europe and 
the West, nor has it given any indications as to what these solutions might be. This is all the more striking 
in a case like the Middle East, where a flare-up is avoided mainly, if not exclusively, because the two super-
powers apply the principle of peaceful co-existence. There are even those who feel that the explanation is to 
be found primarily in the overall superiority of one of these two super-powers. 
There is at least one lesson to be learnt from this : that we must be very careful in making any prac-
tical, concrete evaluation of the results of this much- vaunted detente. If we do this, we shall be spared un-
pleasant surprises, It is freely felt in Western Europe that the psychological factor ls a key one, and that 
it succeeds ultimately in weakening the bonds within the Soviet bloc. After all, it is said, it is no longer 
a bloc, and we may even succeed in breaking it up all together. Why not ? But it must always be remembered -
and it seems that Mr. Harmel was particularly struck by this on his visit to Prague - that the facts do not 
really back up this point of view : and in any case, there would be a price to pay : the loosening or destruc-
tion of the existing bonds within the Western world. In fact, in respect of the latter, there is no real ques-
tion of a bloc, nor, for the time being, of a Western group facing an Eastern bloc : if either of them is sho-
wing signs of weakening just now, it is certainly not the latter. And all this at a time when the Soviet bloc 
visibly wants to extend its influence in the Third Word. 
This is why the lesson of events is that the detente should be furthered by multiple initiatives in 
the field of human contact and cultural exchange, and that it should be accompanied by progressive expansion 
in mutual trade, But in this sector, which is the jumping off point for political detente (but not real peace, 
since the development of trade has never prevented war.s ), Europe in general- and the Community in particular-
must realise that it can only play an effective and valuable r8le if it is united and acts as one, The Commu-
nity should begin by demanding to be recognised for what it is : a single unit from the po1nt of view of cus-
toms, economics and trade, Just, in fact, as it has been recognised by the rest of the world. 
It was as a single unit that it negotiated, to excellent effect, in the Kennedy Round. It is as a unit 
that it could negotiate directly with the Eastern bloc countries, or with the economic organisation which 
they comprise, for an improvement in trade, genuine economic cooperation, conceived in an organic and balanced 
way and in the interests of all. 
In this way, the detente would become something more than a word : it would take on a concrete form 
and would make it possible to envisage solving the problems which, in like manner, occupy the Governments and 
above all the peoples on either side of what was formerly the iron curtdin. 
----------------------------------------SU~RY--------------------------------------~--\~ :)"'~  1erre'"t- t-Jo, l~\~ 
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The Monnet Committee may well fall back on the use of a method it used as long ago as ita first meetina, 
in January 1956, when it persuaded the national parliaments to adopt a declaration on the negotiationa, then in 
hand, of the Treaties of Rome. This time the Committee can be expected to ask the political parties belongina 
to it to submit the resolutions adopted to their respective parliaments, for approval. These resolutions concern 
British entry, relations between Europe and the United States, and cooperation between the Community, on the one 
band, and the Soviet Union and countries of the Eastern bloc, on the other. We would remind readers that the 
Committee has already supported British entry into the Community in ita present form, with the same rights and 
the same obligations as the six countries already members. Clearly, the Committee was turning down the assump-
tion of any "transformation " whatever of the Community, following British entry. This ia a key point, on 
which the public should be enlightened, and on which politicians should come clean, The Community does not need 
to go into the whys and wherefores of remaining what it is :all it needs to do is to lay ~own conditions' that 
are clear, reasonable, and in keeping with the letter and the spirit of the Treaties on which it is founded. 
The rest will be a natural consequence. 
It is with this in mind that the Action Committee will no doubt pronounce tomorrow, and that the poli-
ticians belonging to it will commit their future political action. 
------------------------------------------------------SU~RY--------------------------------------------------
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
pp 2/3 Meeting tomorrow in Brussels o£ Action Committee for United States o£ EuroP' 
President de Gaulle and Chancellor Iiesinger to meet in Bonn on 12 and 13 
July. Europa-Union Deutschland calls £or Mr. Hallstein to take part in 
European Movement. WEU Assembly adopts Edelman proposal on British ent~ 
Luxembourg m~eting o£ NATO Council o£ Ministers. 
COMMON MARXET/EURATOM fulletin no 2702 
'p 4 EEC/Greece Association Council: no agreement on tobacco duty reductions 
OECD Special Oil Committee: no agreement on declaration o£ state o£ shortage 
Eurosyndicat: up to 112.52 (compared with 108.97) 
p 5 Unit o£ account in agriculture: two EP Committees against EEC Commission 
proposal 
pp 5/6 Implementation o£ common agricultural policy: regulations adopted yesterday 
by EEC Council 
p 6 Margarine packaging: reply to written question no 45 (Mr. Vredeling) 
p 7 Advertising pharmaceutical specialities; draft submitted to Council 
p 8 CommunitY tari££ guotas and social gustions: Commission reply to written 
question no 4, and Council reply to written question no 25 (Mr. Vredeling) 
Operation o£ EEC-A~SM Association: comments by members o£ EP 
Use o£ nuclear radiation in industry: Euratom Commission move 
ECSC Bulletin· no 4061: 
pp 4/5 Investment plans and steel production capacities throughout ~rld: HA survey 
p 4 Composite price: 26,83 dollars per ton 
p 5 German cOal industry~.' rationalisation programme 
p 6 Decl·arations o£ invoice prices on deli very o£ steel products: decision· 
ECSC financial and budgetary guestions: adoption o£ Mr. Artzinger 1 s 
parliamentary report 
PARLIAMENTARY ACTIVITY IN THE EUROPE OF THE SIX: no 160 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION no 710 
EUROPE/bocuments no 429: Guidelines and operations of financial aid by Community 
to Associated Afric<~.n c::>untries and Mad,1gascar 
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on~ Britain' a application and Germany's rale Yesterday, Parliamentarians from the seven WEU member countries adopted a resolution calling 
Six Governments of the Community to support Britain's application" since Bdtain now accepts the arrangem;tn 
or the Treaty of Rome "1 the resolution was unoppos~ , although there were some French abstentions , It n 
hardly be stressed that the Parliamentarians were *kt.ns more than an empty gesture and that theJ are count 
on the G~vernments taking-note or the wish they so clearly expressed • 
Today, the Monnet Comrllittee demanded the swift conclusion of the negotiations for British entry in 
EEC " u it 1a toda7 , aM· with the iame' rights and obligations aa the six countries which are alraadr 
members " • Aa we emphasised yesterday, the Monnet Committee' s voice ia that of the parties and the unions , 
and thus to a large extent of the Governments • Withaut having extremely serious reaao"' for doing ao,it wouk\s 
be hard for the Governments to ignore this recommendation in their actions • .I 
Next Monday, General de Gaulle ia to have talks with Mr.Harold Wilson • It seems more than likely that 
MnWilaon is hoping to c6nvince the General not only or the sincerity of Britain's move and of her very real 
poeaibility of taking on the commitments and obligations resulting from the :Treaties and their implications, 
but also of her desire to contribute to the creation or a Europe which would be truly European - European to 
the extent that it was strong • It ia also possible that General de Gaulle will try to convince Mr.Wileon 
that he would be well advised not to be too insistent ,. and that other solutions are poeaible , such as an 
interim agreement or progressive participation • 
The following week , the six Foreign Ministers are to meet in the EBC Council to attempt to activate 
the machinery ot Article 2}7 of the Treaty • Thoee who regard the entry of Britain , together with the two 
or three o~er countries which fully share , aa she does , the aims and the spirit of the Community and 
accept its rules and institutions , as something of positive value for the Cr~munitY obviously hope that the 
institutional machinery will work properly , ani that it will be used to go forward , not remain stationary 
or·so backwards , to find and not block a solution • Once again , the call will be upon the spirit as well as 
the letter or the Treaty , since between them they make the Community an open organisation , entry into 
which is however subJect to stringent rules • . 
Final~y , a fortnight later , General de Gaulle is to go to Bonn , accompanied by his •bight-hand men , 
tor talks with Chancellor Kiesinger • The problem of ~ritain's application will certainly be discussed , 
Chancellor Kieainger has often voio~ the German position • Mr Brandt and his party have likewise taken stands 
perhaps more vigorously and forthrightly • But all in all, although this position is clearly different from 
that of General de Gaulle , it is Just as clear that the German Governement thi~ it is godng to be able to 
get ita viewpoint accepted by ita French partners , by means of a method different from that which has so 
far been used , namely in an overall context , and notably in the context of l,a reactivation of the Elyde 
Treaty • This standpoint does in fact provide Germanv with a number of possibilities , not of arbitration , 
but at the very least of making certain solutions easier • The problem is to what extent the Germans will be 
able to avoid the twin pitfalls of a Community as it now is , withdut Britain:aa a··JIInber ·; aM a C011111unit;r 
with Britain and other countries in it 1 but which would bear no ressemblance to the present Community ,which 
would in fact in fact no longer be a Community but a simple commercial organisation , Germany's economic 
interests might well lead her to view the second alternative sympathetically • But what of her political 
inter•ts ? This aha must dec·ide for herself , and must find a way of avoiding the two pitfalls • We must 
trust her to do this on the basis of the :dynamism and initiative aha has shown in the past • 
SUMMARY' 
POLITICAL DAY' IN EUROPE: 
pp 2/3/4 London turns down-possibility ot being "provisionallY associated" vith 
Community. Action Committee tor United States ot Europe- resolutions. 
Statement by EP Political Committee. - Final Communiqu~ trom NATO 
Council. Adoption o£ two dratt recommendations by WEU Assembly. 
Statement by Mr. Couve de Murville to French National Assembly. 
COM!I)N MARIET/EURATOM Bulletin no 2 70 3: 
p 5 CommmunitY programmes £or improving agricultural structurest drafts 
\ 
adopted by EEC Commission 
Member states! economic policies: preparation of draft Council recommendati9n 
pp 5/6 Iennedy Rounq: final negoti.ltions in Geneva 
\~: Commission pro·•osals tor improYing operation 
p 7 
p 8 
p 9 
pp 9./10 
p 10 
EIB: participation in financing of the Belgian section ot the Brussels -
Paris motorway 
Processed fruit and vegetables: EEC Commission proposal 
§conomic aspects of freedom of establishment and liberty to provide services 
in EEC: conference at Pont-~-Mousson 
G~ransport by road: proposal concerning access to transport as job 
\ 
and regulation of capacity 
Problems o£ transport in EEC framework: report £rom French Economic and Social 
Council 
EIB: loan to Turkey 
~lcet in g"rapes and vine: adoption of proposed final arrangements 
EEC clauses in multil.-:1teral internationa a reementsl -reply to written 
question no 58 Mr. Vredeling 
Netherlands aids tor rodu tion of 
no·43 Mr. Vredeling 
question 
Coordination of member st1tes 1 .1ction concernin aids to research: reply 
to written question no 47 Mr, Oele 
Manufacture of butter r:oroc\1 reply to written question no 33 (Mr. Bergmann) 
Europe1n Com~;nl~n~TA publications 
ECSC Bulletin no 4062: 
p 5 
pp 5/6 
pp 6/7 
Concentr,tion<> in 'lte~l inrlwltry <>e-:tor ::md pooled buying of rolled products: 
two HA authorisations 
PrcviC'us decllr.ltions of sch~dulerl price modific1tions for household coal: 
longer period 
HA lo•ns md mnr,ntees: position r-oncerning 1966 
World ste~l production c1p'cities: .mnu.\1 incre1se 
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European books which are sent to 1111 , or whose publ1oat1on 
1a worth noting , will be reviewed under thie heading • · 
+ Atlantic Institute , Capt tal Markete 1p Atlantio loonomio Relationship , b7 Dr, SmHJY 1 . .10111 , .Boulocne• 
sur..Seine , 90 paaea, 2 dollars • -~· 
This book contains the slat of the diaoaelliona held in Cannee at the dODferenoe on oapital ~kete,held b7 . 
tbe Atlantio Institute frOID 19 to 22 JanuarJ , reported on by EUROPE • In the ohair at tM oonferenoe waa 
Mr, Wilfrid 8&U118artner , former Governor of the Banqll! de ll'ranoe , and aiiiQnl thole taking part were s01111 
of the beat known fisures in international finanoe , The conference centred on oonaiderat.ions of a ,surveJ IS 
drawn up b;r Dr. Std.a,er E.Rolfe , oonoerning tM recauiremente of an international capital market • Moet of 
the paoeeent work ooneiata of' thie eurver , plue the text of the recommendations adopted by the oonferenoe • 
The survq 18 divided into three parts, whioh in faot oorreepond to three cllfferent etase• in the oonferenoe• 
aeparatecl 1118NU to make handling easier • The three parte represent three aapecta of the aa .. :•problem,in 
faot , and .none of the parte oan reall7 be cUvoroecl frOID the others or resarcled quite indepelldentl.l .The 
first aapeat is tbat oonowning " the sovernementa' pol1oiea in oonneotion with the 'oapital market ".'1'h1s 
1a perhape the IIIOatimportant aepeot , ainoe aooorclins to the oompiler , catital • marketa oan operate aa tbeJ 
ahould onl;r in the ooil8t. of suitable monetary and financlal pol1oiea • It often happena that tM Oover~nte 
have not. fllllde proper 4l.owance for the 1mpaot of their action on oapi tal markets • The seoord aape•t ia 
00110erllecl witb" national oapital lllllrketa" and here t.he aurveJ attempt• to analyae , in all ita divera.itr, 
the Joint PJ'OII'"' in market development , botb."in the long &nil in the ehort term , mainl,f thrOUSh iiiiPI'OYirll 
the existing inatitutione and eetting up new inat1tut1ona • 
In the third part, oonoernins intUDitional l1nka and oapi tal 4owa , the internatlonal aapeot ia developed. 
ill partioUl.ar • Consideration ia siven to the methol.ta whereby heedw&J ia made poasible , 
+ Revue 4• t! SooUt.S d 'Et\dee tt d 'Expanaiop , no 225 , Maroh • Apaoil 1967 , L1•• • A~ the teaturea ot 
Buropean tereat , mention ehould be made of "Coneillerations aur 1a pol1t1que r'sionale , bJ' Dr, H. 
Bielfeldt 1 "MtSta~phoae de l 'Surope~, b7 Mr Pierre l(l1~in , and a 8\II'Ve;r on the luropean Rilhte of Man 
Convention!' , b)' Mr. A, Robertson , 
+ Inter-AIIIII'ioan Development Bank, Proceedings (Seventh meetins of the Board of OovernOH l ,Mexioo, April 1966. 
+ Idem , Multinatiopal Investlll!nt Pr0£!118 an4 Latin Aa!erio&n Intgration , New York ,September 1966 , PP 111. 
+ Istituto Affari Internazionail.i , I.o Siettatore Intern¥1onale d no ' (English edition ) ,Mq-June 1967 • 
Nbl "New international policy-makers , by Massimo B(JlaMi 1 Non-proliferation in Ital.J ",br Luisa Cala-
mo , "The non-PI!Oliferation treaty " , by Franoesoo Calogero and "The teohnol~ioal sap 1 proposals and 
dooumenta ", by Achille Albonetti • 
+ Istituto Af:Cari Internazionali , Res;ional PC?liOY of t.lp DC , no 4 in the series 1Pmoblema of the CommunitJ 
Europe , Rome 19671 155 roneoed. p&«es • 
+ NA'l'Q News , June 1967, Paris , This is a spdlal number devoted to Lu&.elllbO\II'S , on the oooaaion of the 
Council session held there • 
+ OEro , AnalYsis bJ areas pf trade in oonnodities , 1966 , aeries B ' 1 Ireland , Ital7, Switael,and , 
Yusoslavia , 
+ American Cultural Center , Information and Documents , no 24' , May 1967 • Contains in particular a 
m-ro programme , 'by Ambassador . Harland (.;Cleveland. • No 244 , 15 May 1967 1 special number ot the Exhibition 
at Le Bourset • 
+ Economic Collllllission for Europe (United Nations ) , .:.:N~ew~a;.o.:.f=....::.::==...=..~·· BurveJ on investment and. prollluotion 
in Eastern Burope and Soviet Union , Geneva , PP 2' 
+: Europa..Union , Bonn , June 1967 • 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
p 2 Mr. •.Hlson'<; visit to Paris and Mr. Morq's visit to London.- Norway's application 
for membership of the EEC. - Extraordi~ary Genera Assembly of the UN. - Final 
me~ting of the WEU Assembly • 
... 
coMMon MARKET 1 EURATOM BULLETIN No ?704 
pp 3/4 Euratom: Euratom Commission's tenth annual report. 
p 4 Euratom Council : meeting on 27 June. 
pp 5/6 Pre arations for lenar session of the ruro ean Par iament : Reports on living 
plants and f.lower-growing products; Orromisation o rice market. 
p 6 Economic situation in thE' ESC : Milrch and April. r 
p 7 ·Shipping of oil : reply to written question No 50 ( r. Van der Goes van Naters). 
EAGGF exprmditure : reply to written qu~stion J!o 49 (Mr. Vredeling). 
p 8 Kennecly Round : l<~st minute difficul tiel. , 
Mol Nuclear Centre : Alpha r<~y contnmination. ll 
ECSC BULLETIN NO 4063 
pp 3/4 Mi!'s Lulling's Report to the Europ"iln PaJliament on 5th High Authority Report. 
p 4 United Kingdom steel output. 
p 5 High Authority ilid to finilncing of indu<;tri<~l investments. 
Single Executive : High Authority prep.-ucs for transfer of power. 
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EllROPE/DOCUNSl·ITS !!0 4:'0: Community oil pollC:'.'- <1rc:l·T•t"ior. by'' qrn11p of c:ommunity enterprises. 
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EDITORIAL SH 
The De Gaulle-Wilson talks in Paris (1~ J!lf 
The events in the Middle East together with their political and economic consequences will doubtlesa . . 
tend to detract from the urgency of finding a solution to the problems raised by Britairi 1appicat1on for mem er-
ship of the Community. These are problems which must be exarained by the Six, among themselves and through con~ EK 
sultation with the British. the procedure is now being used, and it is to be wondered what outcome can be 
expected of the De Gaulle-Wilson talks which are being held today at the Grand T!"ianon in Versailles, 
However, the recent events in the Middle East have shown - and are still showing~hat developments in tw 
the international situation are precisely what make the consolidation of European unity all the more urgent. 
It is a little disconcerting to note that the Europe of the Six, so soon after j;he brl.lliant success it won . 
in the field of trade policy by completing the Kennedy Round, faded into non-existence when raced with a serio~~~ 
political criais in an area where its political and economic interests are directly concerned. Moreover, withou~ 
denying the advantages of the d4tente, it is clear that with the clouds gathering on the horizon, illusiona are 
being shattered and the need for unity and cohesion is being felt more urgently than ever before. 
We can only make guesses about today's talks, but there can be no doubt that that problem of British entry 
into the Community will also be considered in the context of the1 present situation. There is a poesibility 
that General de Gaulle will see recent events as a proof of what he has long beeh saying, namely that Britain 
haa interests, and thus attitudes, which are not necessarily always those of continental Europe. It is also 
pessible that Mr. Wilson will provirie him with information which will alter this viewpoint. For this to 
happen, it will have to be made to clear that if, on· questions like the Middle East, common or at leaat 
coordinated positions are to be found, the only possible answer is an infrastructure, an organisation, an :l:nad-
tutional whole which will precisely promote and impose this coordination and unification. Interests diffe~, 
this is only normal ann there is no point in being shocked by it. It was with the precise aim of getting over 
them that the Six aet up Community machinery- a process of continuous dialogue - which revealed the common 
interest (which ia a synthesis and not a Juxtaposition of individual interesta) and thus common positions. 
Why should it not be possible to do the same thing with Great Britain ? The lesson in all this is that it is 
of the greatest interest to the Community to have Britain Join it and, as a result, to have her no longer 
engage in an independent quest for the protection of her interests, but to be forced to reconcile them with 
the interests of her partners. This is one of the strongest arguments in favour of British membership and it 
should confirm something which is often forgotten! that those members of the Community who want to see Britain· 
a member do so because they feel this to be in the interests of the Community as a whole, and not Just of one 
or other country or group of countries. It is no doubt possible to argue the other way, but the experience of 
the last four years has shown that Britain's absence is being felt much more strongly by the Community than 
her presence would be. Moreover, this is why the suggestions which have been made recently for some kind ot 
transition formula with a time limit to it - whether or not this time limit was fixed in advance - have so 
far been rejected. We shall be coming back to this, but it is obvious that this is an easY way out, and does not 
stand up to serlous scrutiny. An association which would turn into membership in a fa1rl.7 short time means 
solving all the formidable problems which remain to be solved. An association with no limit to it would proba~ 
bly enable Britain to solve certain of her problems at the Community's expense, without doing anything towards 
solving the Community's own problems. In other words, the Community would have everything to lose and nothing 
to gain. 
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EDITORIAL 
The de Gaulle-Wilson talks in Paris - (II) ~ 
The only conclusion that it seems safe to draw at the moment from the talks between President de El 
Gaulle and Mr. Wilson, is that the British application will follow the procedure laid down by Treaty article 
237, in accordance with the agreements reached at the Rome summit meeting, 
We would recall the terms in which Mr. Couve de Murville recently referred to this procedure 1 11Th~e 
Treaty of Rome procedures, to wit article 237, must come into play 1 the Council decides unanimously on the 
answer to be given, after obtaining the opinion of the Commission, This is what we shall do, A preliminary di 
cussion will be held in Brussels when the Council meets on 26 June. It will be continued subsequerttly, and we · 
shall have to ask for the opinion of the Commission (the new Commission, of course) as soon as it is in beina ·IS 
in ita definitive form, after 1 July." The French Foreign Minister added that the dhcuuion would be "compli-
cated and protracted, and that the decision to be adopted by the Six is of major importance," There can be no 
doubt about the importance of the decision. Moreover, there is no need to engage in long-winded discussion• 
about there being really no need to ask the new Commission for its opinion. The new Commission is only the 
natural follow-on from the old Commission, from which it inherits all problems, all casebook& 1 in all reason 
it could only preu ahead with any tasks begun by the Co11111,ission at present in office, But it is now a matter 
of weeks or days, and polemics are a waste of time. It will be up to the Commission, however, to decide what 
kind of opinion it is to present. Is it to be overall (positive or negative), are grounds to be presented broad-
ly, or are detailed opinions to be presented on the various issues ? 
The nub of the question still concerns the transformation which it is claimed the Community would un-
dergo as a result of British entry, however, Mr. Couve de Murvllle put it as follows 1 "The relatively homoge-
neoua system with which we are familiar would be completely transformed ;it would no doubt become more like a 
free trade area. It would indisputably present its own advantage. But we must realise that it would ~~- some~~ng 
quite different." Clearly, then, discuasions between the Six on this issue can be indefinitely protracted - not 
because of the complicated nature of the matters to be considered, but merely because opinions are firmly en-
trenched, ideas laid out in advance, and it is hard to see how these could be modified because they are descri-
bed in once-and-for all terms, no doubts are entertained, so that all discussion becomes pointless. The degree 
of "formidability" entailed is not what matters most, as the starting point is the assumption that the C011111U-
nity would become "something completely different from what it is today." This being the case, the seriou~ess 
of the present deadlock needs no emphasis, as it is hard to see what can be done to prevent the veto from clamp-
ing down again at a given moment, without the need for any rational and objective justification - simply be-
'cause some partners consider that the Community "would be transformed" without needing to produce the proof. 
In fact, the individuality of the Community lies in its faculty to evolve, and so to be transformed. Is not 
the fact, for instance, that it can develop towards more sophisticated forms of political cooperation an indi-
cation of a transformation ? This is the context in which we see emerging the action of 11dissuaeion11 which 
should above all have a decisive outcome among those who regard themselves as "good Europeans" and stand by 
their belief that salvation lies in the Treaty, and that giving up integration for looser forms would spell 
the end of Europe. It is no doubt for their benefit that the free trade area· flag is being waved, the "undoub-
ted" result of British entry, with its own advantages. To dot the i 's and cross the t's : if you want' Britain 
in, resign yourselves to the transformation of the Common Market into a free trade area. But this is a two-
edged deterrent, and one to which we shall be referring further. 
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EDITORIAL 
The de Gaulle-Wilson talks in Paris (III) 
What Mr •. cou,~e de Murville seems to be suggesting, then, is that, when you get down to it, a "free trill' 
area" would have ~its own advantages". In reaching this conclusion, he ia starting with a truiama that B~~h 
entr¥ would turn jthe Conmunity into something very like a free trade area, Since thia ia a truism, he ha~ 
need to Justify ~· Anyone wanting to argue with him could only do ao indirectly, essentially on the basi 
Britain accepts e rules, institutions and aims of the Community and that abe does not want to turn it i 
a tree trade area W.uld such a statement, and of course ita concrete application, be enou,gh tor Mr. Couve.de 
Murville? Would h be prepared to discuss what was not a truism, but an arguable hypothesis? This ia really lQ 
what Mr. Pleven wE asking him recently in the National Assembly when he saidt "our problem ia whether l .. 
Britain's entry i to the Common Market would harm this double reinforcement of the Community, The Head of 
State and the Gov rnment seem to think it would. But for ua, it is not enou,gh that they should think aot 
e must rove i , and prove it not only in the process of a negotiation restricted to the Six, during which 
the Frehch Govern ent would be trying to persuade the Commission and its five partners or the risks which the 
Community would if it let Britain in, but prove it in genuine, frank and detailed negotiations between the 
Six and Britain, o which the Commission would lend its help. 
Moreover, th s is what Mr. Wilson is understood to have asked fol" during hia talks at the Orand Trianont 
that Britain shou~d attend the next, or at any rate an imminent~meeting of the Council of the Six, ao aa to be 
able to allay r3ining fears. 
So now let go 'back to what, yesterday, we called a two-edged deterrent, namely the free trade area 
fill which Mr. Cou e de Murville has been waving.There are two possibilities here. The first provides a choicea 
if we really want ~ritain, the Community will have to be transfol"med into a free trade area. The second ia 
that, since the C~unity must remain as it is, it can only establish free-trade-area-type relations with 
Britain. I. 
If we accept the first possibility, relations between the Six would cleal"ly have to be enttrely rethou,ght. 
If what has already been achieved - customs union- is not to be destroyed, it might be possible to take ad-
vantage of the merging of the Treaties to conclude a Treaty which dropped certain, mainly institutional, features 
of the present Treaties and was purged of all supranational elemental it would merely indicate ctertain ult1Mte 
objective3 arrl provide machinery for intergovernmental co-ordination, which would enable these objectives to 
be achieved in so far as it was possible. Obviously, such a suggestion would immediately trigger off the 
"European reflexes" not only of orthodox Federalists and Europeans, but also of anyone who was a more or less 
ardent believer in the Community developing as a Community, As Mr. Hallstein said today in Strasbourg, "tbill. 
is not a risk which must be run in the name of an enlarged Community, but the very heart and principle of thi& 
Community". Thus, if faced with choice between detroying the principle of the Com.unity ·and not letting Britain 
in, one would be inclined to turn down British entry. 
But what must also be borne in mind is a feeling which is becoming more and more widely held and whioh ia 
openly admitted by the more disillusioneri of orthodox Europeans. It is based more or less on the following 
line or thoughta whatever happens, the Community is certainly not going to be a real Community for a long time 
yet, since the supranational aims have been put aside and the Institutions ·have had their winp clipped. We 
might as well accept this situation, it is argued, this so-called reality, but let us at least take advantage 
of it to achieve at least one of the ob.lectives, that of enlarging the Community. Experience has shown that 
the time will come for setting out once more along the road to genuine integration, which it will then~e 
possible to do under the best of conditions, with a Europe whose size measures up to ita world r8le. 
This is why, as in April 1962, when any prospect of political development was abandoned, the telll*tion 
to take certain proposals at face value is great - too great, in fact. 
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EDITORIAL 
Th! De Gaulte - Wilson talks in Paris (IV) 
Yesterday we referred to the first of the two assumptions that can be made in connecti6n with 
claim that the Community would be changed into a kind of free trade area if Britain were to join. 
The second of these assumptions, or interpretations, is that relations of the free trade area ki 
would be established between a Europe that remained a Community, on the one hand, and Britain, on the other, 
This formula would be tantamount to an association, of which there has been a good deal of talk in some quar-
ters - perhaps as a guinea-pig only, but which some have turned down flatly, includins the British. ~ 
We alluded to this assumption on Monday. Some enlightened Europeans, including Lord Gladwyn, do 
in fact think that it should not be turned down out of hand. It might be a possibility, they feel, accompanied 
by certain specific conditions, and if expreuly limited in time, and designed to lead "automatically" and re-
latively quickly to full membership. Put another way, it could be accepted aa an alternative solution, as beins 
better than nothing, in the hope of better times to come. When people talk about a "transitional" form of auo-
ciation, they of course do not really know what this formula would actually entail. Normally, the aim of an 
association formula is to ensure that the economy is protected in the associated country, but that the protec-
tion is gradually diminished so that ita economy can adapt to the new conditions of competition which are a 
feature of an integrated market. Britain, however, wants just the opposite : she wants to be inside a major 
integrated market ao as to enjoy the advantage of competition, and so that her partners can enjoy them too.In 
the case of British membership, quite a different category of problems has to be resolved. As Mr. Jean Monnet 
has said, these problems cannot change their spots. Either they are disposed of, in which case it is hard to 
see the point of a "transitional association" or they cannot be disposed of, in which case association would 
serve no useful purpose. 
To conclude and sum up : on the face of it the talks at the Grand Trianon have yielded nothing. 
The situation is such that some Europeans, with the meeting of the Council at which the problem of Britain's 
application is to be discussed looming ahead, are tempted, with heavy hearts, to accept what is now happening, 
which they consider themselves powerless to prevent - namely the degradation of the Community into forms of 
inter-governmental cooperation, so as to ensure British entry. Again, others are prepared to see Britain kept 
waiting on the doorstep for a matter of years, rather than run the risk of having her turned away, 
All this stems from the fact that people accept, with their eyes more or less open, the dilemma 
of a choice between the Community without Britain, or chaos with Britain. They accept it - or rather, some 
people accept it - because they do not have the political strength to reject it, and to show that there is 
another way out, and one which is to the Community's good. 
But this is not all. There are other lurking apprehensions. One is that bargains and bilateral 
agreements are not frowned on, in the anxiety to resolve the deadlock, on the other side of the Channel. These 
bilateral agreements (which accord not at all with the idea of integration, as was pointed out at the Western 
European Union Assembly) have been emphasised with a good deal of satisfaction - perhaps too much satisfaction. 
Ears were pricked up in one quarter when it was learned that there had been much talk at the Grand Trianon 
about "technological cooperation", more particularly in the nuclear field. A false alarm 'l Perhaps -but a 
warning is not amiss. 
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+ Richard MAYNE , The role of Jean Monnet , reprinted from "Government and Opposition 
comparative politics " Vol 2, no J 1 April-July 1967, pp 2J • 
Richard Marne' s study is set in a historical context , and the author makes the important observat1 
that Monnet 's work has always been directed towards collective action , It is thus difficult tfor t~ 
historian who has not lived through the various phases and vicissitudes and wh6 has not been able to -
observe the impact or Jean Monnet's day-to-day work at first hand, to understand the exact· r8le tha · 
great European has played in the developments of contemporary history , Mr Mayne was fortunate enough 
work with Jean Monnet for several years, to know his closest colleagues and to have access to a large IS 
number of documents • This study is far from being a full·and exhaustive biography ,but it helps us to l 
understand Monnet the man and his creative r~le • 
+ Joannis S, PESMAZOOW 1 ObJectH'a · et. implications de 1 'Accord d 1 Ath~nes 1 in the Bank of Gl•eece'a aeries 
"Essais et conferences " , Athens 1966, pp JO, . , 
By the same author , 1 Wirtschaftsbeziehunsen Griechenlands mit dem Auallind averdeiche un4 Probleme ,::·· ·., · 
extraDt from Deutsch-SIHosteuropaische Wirtschaftsprobleme , SIHost-Europa-Jahrbuch 1 Volume 7 ,Munich 1916, ,. ~ pp 24 • . . 
TWo articles by the Deputy Governor of the Bank of Greece 1 a well-known expert on relations with the 
Common Market ,which concern the implications for Greece of the Association Treaty ,and the shaping of 
Greece's external economy • . 
+ L'A1de au developpement consideree du pOint de vue des pays fournissa,nt l 1aide11 1 Reports presented to 
the Eighth Vlaams Wetenchappelijk Economisch Congres ,- Two volumes of reportaare now available in Fr4lch' 
the tl\ird 1 which deals with the actual discussio~;lllt the Congress 1 will be resdy in September .The three 
volumes , which cost 850 BF in Dutch , and 11 000 Bfr in French , can be obtained from the Seminarie voor 
Toegepaste Economie , Universiteitsstraat 16 , Ghent , 
+ Urs SCHWARZ ,Modern legislation and the press , the example of the Federal German Republic , International 
Preas Institute , ZUrich (also available in the original German and in French), 1967, SF 10. 
The authOr is a former fOreign policy editor of the Neue ZUrcher Zeitung • He summarises the psychological 
atmosphere in Germany and lists the problems which are at the very basis of the freedom of the press and 
tht solutions to be found in the German legislation • 
+ I problem! della sicurezza sociale I two-monthly review or the Italian National Health Insurance 
Institute 1 22nd year , no 1 , January-February 1967 , 
+ Lettre de 1 1 0CIPE, published by the Office Catholique d 1Information sur lea Probl~mes Europeens , 
Strasbourg, New Series , no 1 , June 1967 (Contains a commentary by Jean Weydert on the Encyclical 
"Populorum Prpgressio "). 
+ ~Euro~ , monthly review of the European Movement(~etherlands) , No 5 ,May 1967. 
+ La Civi ~ Cattolica 1 Rome 1 17 June 1967 1 118th year ,Volume 28o8 • Includes a report on the celebrating 
of the igning of the Treaties of Rome and of the various audiences granted by the Pope on this occasion • 
+ Le Monde du travail libre , No 20J , May 1967 , published by the International Confederation ot Free Trades 
Unions • 
+CERN Courrier 1 No 5, Vol 7 1 May 1967 , Geneva • 
+ IAEA Bulletin , Vol 9 1 No J 1 June 1967, Vienna .Includes an article on the supply of nuclear fuel and a 
report on a conference on "Where to build nuclear power stations " • 
+ AT<Jot , Monthly Information Bulletin of the United Kin@Pom Atomic Energy Authority ,No 128,June 1967 • 
+ Notiziario del Comitate Nazionale Energia Nucleare , Rome 1 no 6 , June 1967,Includ6s a report of the 
third Poratom Congress in'London on the self-fertilising fast reactor programme , 
+ Enersia , l'eta' del petrolia 1 Rome 1 Nos 1-2-J 1 February -May 1967 , 
+ Commissariat A 1 1Energie Atomique 1 Paris 1 Foreisn Press Review from 15 ·April to 15 May 1967 ,No 7, 
15 May 1967 • 
+ OECD 1Ma1n economic 1001cators 1 June 1967 • 
Commodity trade 1 January-september 1965 .oECD, EEC 1 EFTA , 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
The European Parliament has just voted a resolution in which, among other things, it hopes that "the 
Community of Europe as such will be able to be present at the negotiations to be conducted to put an end to the 
(Middle East) conflict," Mr. Pleven was quite right in saying that the absence of a European position was some-
thing of a paradox, since the USSR and the United States, both of whom could quite well do without Middle Ea•te 
oil and passage through the Suez canal, had been the first to make their voices heard. Moreover, we argued this ~~ 
a few days previously, and we felt certain that, in so doing, we were voicing the feelings of a large number of ~ 
Europeanaof all countries. 
But the words of another member of Parliament during the discussion on the BUrger Report in Strasbourg 
are also symptomatic. Mr. Habib-Deloncle said that only France could make Europe's voice heard in the UN Securi-
ty Council and that abe had responsibilities which could not be transferred to a Community body, even if Europe 
were to make the'desired progress towards political union. On the face of it, this statement is not without its 
logic. Although another Western European country - Britain - is a permanent member of the Security Council, it 
might perhaps be conceivable for the Community to agree to instruct France to act as her spokesman, so as to 
give its voice more weight and to make its presence felt in that assembly. But for this to become conceivable, 
there would have first to be talks between the Six,and France would have to receive some kind of mandate with 
a view to expounding and defending a given policy. What is not conceivable, howeve~ is that this should be d~ 
more or less automatically, or that anything whatsoever should be dane to give the impression that one country -
in this case France - is the interpreter of the feelings, position and indeed the policy of the Community as a 
whole. It is true that General de Gaulle said, and regretted, in Rome that Europe was a somewhat fragile edi-
fice, since it still could not demonstrate an adequate united personality on a wider political scale, but it is 
a fact that, when each of the Six came to take a stand on the Middle East crisis, they did so without the sligh-
test consultation. The Belgians, who had tried to get the Foreign Ministers due to meet in Brussels to hold 
consultations, said bitterly that it was easy to diagnose consultation when there was no need for it, and to 
avoid it studiously when it was indispensable. 
The truth of the matter is that nothing has changed, and that doubtless for a fair while yet there 
is virtually no possibility of there being even attempts to harmonise the respective policies, let alone har-
monisation or unification. Mr. Kiesinger may have been right when he said that Europe would have to fall to 
an even lower level from the political point of view before the vital need for unity was felt. It is for this 
reason that the wishes expressed at the Rome summit, or by the European Parliament, or by any one of the nume-
rous bodies which have voiced them, are going to remain mere words, unrelated to reality. How could this be 
otherwise when the Community member states base their foreign policy on the thesis - openly stated by some, 
such as France, and discreetly ignored by others - that it must be in keeping with national interest, and that 
it must be decided and applied in total independence ? We are certainly not saying that this thesis should be 
rejected : but it is wholly incompatible with the idea of union or even of political cooperation at European 
level. The idea of drafting a policy which is a European policy and is thus based on Europe as an economic, 
geographical and political whole is inseparable from that of receiving and noting a partner's point of view. 
Just to mention this condition shows how far we are from fulfilling it. We might as well resign ourselves al-
most indefinitely to Europe's absence from the settlement of any solution to world problema, even if these 
problems directly concern it, There will be many Glassboros liefcre 'htnt'Ja a Padua or a Nancy or a Heidelberg. 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
B~tain'a application : the value of a compromise ~ 
Compromise and expediency are not always the best ways of carrying out a policy, particularly when the 
policy in question is based on the ideas of respecting commitments, sticking to principles and making a balance~ 
and considered assessm~nt of the adYantages entailed. But some feel that compromise and expediency are the only · 
answers when it comes to getting over obstacles which prevent the goal from being reached and when principles a 
not to be sacrificed. Thus the real yardstick is the end result. 
This is why we are refraining from making any possibly premature judgement- which in the present cir~· 
cumatances might be somewhat severe - on the compromise which was the outcome of the four hours of talks between 
the Foreign Ministers at yesterday's Council meeting, Some regard it as a minor masterpiece of political wisdom 
and tactful manoeuvre. In fact, it would enable Article 237 to be set in motion (although God knows it is easy 
enough to block it) almost without its would-be saboteurs noticing. It would also make it possible for the Bri-
tish to make their point, which is already known to most, while at the same time enabling the original vetoer of 
this right - on the grounds that it was inopportune - to pretend not to hear. It would mean the champions of 
"~mentum" could keep u~ this momentum and it would enable those whose only impatience is on paper to move slowly 
forward and even to bel1eve they were not m6ving at all. 
In this respect, and with no implied criticism, it should be noted that, in these circumstances, the 
European Institutions, with the wind against them, are revealing an attitude and a judgement whose careful con-
sideration is certainly worthy of approval, but which sometimes endows their movements with a slowness which is 
reminiscent of sclerosis, Solemnity is the order of the day, and a certain slowness is thus fitting. Robes and 
togas are not made for running in. 
Thus the public is going to judge the substance and the outcome, If the evisaged procedures result in 
a genuine and detailed negotiation, and if this negotiation makes it plain that Britain and her travelling com-
paniops entirely accept the Treaties and are thus ready to be integrated into the Community without disintegra-
ting it, then the public will welcome the outcome. We are far too strongly convinced of the will to succeed of 
the Governments which accepted the compromise to think that they will fall victim to the manoeuvres which they 
were forced back on. If the outcome is a success - and let us hope it will be - this will, whatever happens, be 
thanks mainly to Belgium and the Netherlands, who have managed to found their arguments on extremely clear tenets, 
based on immaculate logic. They were right to recall that now is not the time to say whether or not Britain is 
to be admitted. What must be done now is to fulfill the morai, legal and political commitments taken on several 
occasions by the Six, more or less solemnly and in various ways. These commitments create an obligation which 
none can escape, either by sophistry or by trying to get others to ignore it with them. This obligation in fact 
tips the balance in favour of a State which meets the three requirements of (a) being part of Europe, (b) sharing 
the same ideals, and (c) showing, by her application for membership, that she accepts the rules and aims of the 
Treaties. 
It is on the basis of this particularly solid political and moral position that the end which is sought 
is to be attained, It is by relying on the force of law and the power of reason that a line of action can be 
conducted which will thus be bound to succeed, 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN , 
EDITORIAL 
Mzo. Hattstei.n i.s teavi.ng1 but 1uJ !Ji.tt Nmain an e~ampte to att Europeans EK 
oura is not the righ~ to sing Mr •. Hallstein'a praises and to call his many virtues to mind, nor doi¥. 
tutend to do ao he~e. His work ia there for hia contemporaries to judge and above all, in our opinion,to ae 
.. an example to his aueceasors and to all those who continue to champion the European cause, in whatever c 
text alllby whatever means. 
But now that Mr. Hallatein is preparing to relinquish the office which he has so worthily held for ~~ 
almost ten years, one or two reflections. are surely not out of place. ~ 
It should first be remembered that, in the eyes of moat of ita inaugurators, the task of building 
Europe is not destined aolely to erect a given politico-legal structure. It is something more 1 it is destined 
to cbanae the face of the world and, at the outset, of our own noble continent. It is to build peace out of 
war, friendship out of enmity, to replace incomprehension with understanding and cooperation, poverty with 
well-being. And Mr. Hallstein - Profeaaor Hallatein, a University professor turned Secretary of State, a man 
of ~old, unyieldina academic countenance, an expert in international law, who had crowned his academic studies 
with an analysis of certain aspects of the Treaty of Versailles - has understood, and fully accepted, this new 
concept of Europe. It has been his words, far more than those of certain leading politicians, which have moat 
often described the Community, and the building of Europe in general, as a revolutionary task. Mr. Hallsteiu 
was- and is- no habitufi of the public platform, no·crowd orator, but he it was Who first, and beat, under-
atood. It is in this sanae that he can be regarded as one of the pioneers : he came to Europe aa a aan of action 
aad, of course, on the &asia of his extenaive legal training. A skilful diplomat, he has been able to defe~d 
tbe national interest when this vas what the negotiation demanded. But he could see beyond this interest and 
he has contributed admirably to giving the Treaties their air of innovation. 
With this in mind, and knowin& Mr. Hallatein'a character and intellectual discipline, it was easy to 
imaaine the style he would have brought to th~ Presidency of the European Economic Comadaaion. It was easy to 
i.asine his more than formal faithfulness to the Treatv, his dogged resistance to the many forces tendina to-
wards ita diaintesration. his worthy devotion to ita continuity. For - and this is a characteristic he shares 
with ao many of his compatriots - to Mr. Hallstein, tG build Europe did not mean to engage in polities dr to 
achieve certain aucceaaP&Unlike many others, he never looked upon it as a means to an end, but·aa a great 
aotal objective and thu• an essential part of the conscience of man and citizen. It is for this reason that he 
·tleeervea to be described by his contemporaries as a "citizen of Europe" in the widest meaning of the words. 
tn conclusion, we shall limit ouraelvea to expressing the hope that Mr. Hallatein will 1ona r81Min 
on the European scene. He has himself alluded to this, but we must emphasise the point. At the present moment, 
some of Europe's .oat valuable men are divorced from the direct exercise of power. whether in the Governments 
or in the European Institutions. Their experience, their awareness of the problema, their firm determination 
to work for Europe and their unequalled authority must be put to use in a struggle which promises to be tons 
and difficult. Doubtleaa, Europe needs viae men, but above all wise men who know how to act and how to pro.ote 
~· 
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~-----------------~ EDITORIAL 
British apptication - keeping the press~ up EK 
The discussion in the Council provided good grounds for pessimism, but since then there have been mor~ 
encouraging developments. There have been for instance Mr. Moro's statements at the end of the recent Britiah- ~ 
Italian talks, the statement by Italian Republican and Socialist leaders, and Mr. Harmel'• hard-hitting comment 
to the effect that any action to oppose Britain entry would trigger off a serious criaia in. the Community, 
The Council discuaaions did little more than endorse the French view that there should be no neaotiationa, and t(\ 
not even any dialoaue, until proof had been provided that British entry would not overthrow the Community. The '~ 
partners of Prance agreed to discuss this point together. Are they going to agree to become involved in a debate 
Which, although reasonable on the face of it, ia liable to lead to a deadlock and endless meditating ? Parti-
cularly as the debate will take place without the candidate whose eligibility is under review being aiven a 
hearing ? 
We have already commented : who is in a position to provide proof that British entry will not over-
throw the Community ? To agree to provide such proof, such evidence, is a wager that may have very aarious con• 
· aequencea. Thia is the weapon being counted on by those who want to impede,· British entry (for reasona that 
have no bearing on the problems it raises), and who are trying to make the whole thing abortive, before neao-
tiations. They will pull it off too, unless they find themselves faced with a clear determination, atraight 
thinking and growing pressure from the public. The public is liable to be ' ooritaintuat«l by the mere repetition 
of words lacking any palpable foundation, A Belgian newspaper comments this morninz, for instance, that the · 
preaenca of Britain would of course be a good thing, but provided that she accepts the Treaty, the whole Treaty. 
There ia no proof - indeed the reverse is the case - that Britain has thia determination, it zoea on. Who ia 
aoing to provide the proof that the reverse is the caae - and when ? This is aomething we should very much 
like to know. Why, if there ia no evidence of Britain'• determination, does no one do the moat natural thing, 
t:he most atraightforward thing in the world - ask her to come before the Six with this evidencet. The refusal 
to allow the British to do so is in dtself a confession, Those with doubts should urge a confroatation. They 
are not doing so, and they claim to provide themselves proof of the wishes of a third party. This strikes ua 
as ridiculous. 
But it does tell to some extent with the public, the story being that (a) Britain does not accept 
the Treaty, and (b) that her entry into the Community would mean disruption and chaos, Once the public had 
swallowed this line, it becomes easy (as we noted here on 22 June) to set the following alternative : - if 
you want to keep the Community, you must say no to Britain ; if you want Britain in, the result will be chaos. 
This is an alternative to be vigorously rejected, as fallacious, not to say downright false. We h~e 
already made the comment, but feel impelled to repeat it. It is false because firstly the Community in its 
present ,_fOI'III plays no part in world affairs - as instanced every day ! - and is doomed itfl it beco11111a a purely 
commercial organisation. Secondly, because we must believe in the solemn pledges given by statesmen of the 
calibre of Mr. Wilson and Mr. Brown. They have said that Britain accepts the Treaty, and indeed the whole 
Treaty- and as a result Britain's entry will not mean chaos, but rather a rebirth, 
If Britain states her case solemnly, specifically and clearly at the meeting of the Western European 
Union Council, the Council's "device" wi 11 have served a purpose. 
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European books which are sent to us, or whose 
publication is worth noting, will be reviewed 
under this heading. 
+++ LAWRENCE SCHEINMAN 1 Euratom& Nuclear integration in Europe, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, l:t( 
H•York, May 1967 1 pp. 68, 50 cents. 
Professor Scheinman, of the political science department of the University of California at Los Anse;i!ea1 _. 
a member of the New York bar, is the author of a study on nuclear energy in France under the Fourth Republic, "~ 
which waa published by Princeton in 1965· The at\.kiy whioh has Just appeared, under the auapioes of the Carnea 
Endowment in the International Conciliation aeries, is the fruit of research oarried out by the author in . _ ~~~ 
Bruaaele b;v virtue of a grant from the Social Soienoe Research Council while Prof'eeaor Soheinman waa a Re- '\ 
aearoh Aaaooiate at the Harvard Centre of International A~r• in 1966·1967· · 
It ia thus a ver.v up•to-th.-mlnute analysla 1 baaed on the moat reoent development. in Euratom policr, 
whioh have untortunatelr been ver;v diaappointing. Professor ~etnman 1 s queat waa to discover the centrituaal 
forcea obtaining since the outset, aa a reault of wh1oh Euratnm has not beeb able to carr, out the task 
1t might have done. He alao wondera·~ h the light of thia experience, the theor.v or intesration haa been con· 
firmed or invalidated. After anal;vsing the various faotore, the author atatea that vertical integration haa 
proved incapable of eatablishing a framework enabling a balance between profit and loaa which was realiaable 
in a wider context, aa tor example in that of the Eoonomio Community. 
In hia conclusions, Profeaaor Soheinman refers to the reoent moves brought about b;v the exiatence of 
an ever-widening teohno1o81oal gap. These moves, and Britain's affirmations of her desire to put her technolo• 
aioal potential at the Community's disposal, suggest to the author the idea that, whan the Executive• are mer· 
ied, Buratom could retain some institutional identity of a new-style scientific Community, which would be the 
context tor a fresh empirical effort towards economic and political intesration. 
+++ o ea e i a a fa , Vol. 1. No 1. June/July 1967 (10 issues per ;year, aubaoriptJon• 
7 dollars p.a. lkin Corporation, 200 w. 57th Street, New York. · 
This is a new type of review, "the first multinational review of European and American probl8111811 , The 
idea behind ita p.illication is that international affairs should be dealt with by writers from different 
countriu, speaking to an intrrnational audience. Articles worth noting, apart from the editorial "Reason tor 
being" 1 include& "The d!!cade of anxiety" by Fran~;ois Duch&ne, "America 1 a time of trouble" 1 by David S. Broder, 
"The hard-nosed illusion" by Richard Mayne, "Moscow, Washington and the twf. Europes" by Donald Steel and 
"The Economics of partnership" by Kindelberger. 
+++ BEUJIUM, Statiatigues de. baae, 1961·19651 published by the Foreign Ministry, Service d 11nformat1on et dee 
Relatione culturelles, Brussels, pp 9J. 
An extremely useful and handy guide, containing statistical summaries on the country, population, 
education and main economic data. 
+++ ICPTU, Bulletin ~conomigue et social, published by the Internatiorui. Confederation of Free Tradu Unions, 
Brussels, No 4,·May-June 1967. 
+++ Conservative Research Department, Notes on current political Agriculture, No 12, 26 June 1967. 
+++ INDIA, Bulletin eoonomigue, June 1967. 
+++Selection Gabonaise, produced by Gabon Embassy in Brussels, Aprll 1967· 
+++ L1Economie1 Paris, No lo47, 22 June 1967. Particularly worth reading is the article by Etienne de Rutz, 
"P.etrole - Nous sormnes vulnerables". 
+++ Par -deJA, monthly information, Brussels, No 49 JulytAugust. 
+++ European Nuclear Research OrganisAtion, Annual Report for 1966, Geneva 
+++Bulletin de bibliographie hellenigue, No 37, Athens, 1966. 
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EDITORIAL 
Welcome, Mr. Brown: 
Mr. George Brown will tomorrow make' his eagerly-awaited statement on the British 
F"7 L~\ 
application to the Weetem European Union Council, in the presence of Mr. Rey (a~v1tt to assume the office ® 
ot President of the single Commission). He will apparently make the speech that he should (had reason been · · 
the arbiter) have delivered to the Council of the Community. Significantly, Lord Chalfont will also be presen ) 
(it is he who will lead the negotiations as soon as they are opened), 
Calm and impartal commentators are stressing that the failure to invite the British to set out their ~~ 
ppaition before the Council was a mistake • Nor is it certain that such a decision (being purely procedural \) 
am not implying the opening of the negotiations) needed to be unanimous. At all events, behim it lies an all 
too apparent wish to gain (or rather waste) time, so as not to engender a certain unrest, which certainly does 
not help create a climate in favour of the attitude of those who think Britain must be turned down. Such people 
mar Just have some reasonable argument& on their side, but they do not seem to realise that by so doing ther 
are merely boosting the fervour of those who say that normal Community life cannot go on without Britain beco-
ming a member. This being so, they become more and more inclined - wrongly, in our view - to give up the idea 
of calling on Britain to give all the undet.takings that she should. 
When Mr. Harmel and other Ministers called for the earliest possible start on negotiations (unsucceaa-
tullJ ) 1 they in no way intended to call for the unconditional entry of Britain. Rather they were, and still 
are, it is our c<mviot'ion , aking for negotiations thlt would be conducted in a spirit of friendship, but 
neaotiations that wciUld be strict and uncompromising. They are right in thinking that any unjustified obstacle 
to the actual opening of nes:otiations is in itself a further reason for attempting to get Britain in. We shall 
not go so far as the Economist, and say that the decisions adopted last week by the Council represent a triumph 
tor the supporters of British membershiPJ from the psychological viewpoint, however, there can be ne doubt 
that the stubborn· application of delaying tactics is finally to their advantage. 
This will hold good particularly if the British manage to pead their case clearly and simply. Their 
position should be perfectly like that selected as a starting-point by Mr. Harmel and his friends - the moral, 
political and legal obligation on the Six to negotiate. For every obligation, there is a corresponding right. 
Here it is the right of the British, one of the European peoples which the Six have approached on a number of 
occasions, to have their request considered, and not turned down without being debated with them. 
A good deal is clearly going to depend on what the Commission does. A lot of people are going to judge 
the COIIimission on the verdict it passes between now and the end of September. We shall be coming back to th!t 
matter, or· course, but already it is possible to say that the Oommission's atti;ude, if it is to be positive, 
forward-looking, and in keeping with the Community spirit and texts, should be such as to allow a start to be 
made on the negotiating process. We are not suggesting that there are no problems. But it is no use merely 
saying that there are problems. Everyone needs to know that the problems can be solved 1 am that the solutions 
will preserve the Community's integrity and essence. 
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cooperation 1 a forthright statement 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
FF 
EK As we write, Mr. George. Brown is setting out the case for Bl'itish entry before the Foreign Ministers 
of the Six Community countries, although in the Western European Union Council framework. This is therefoJOe a~ 
suitable moment to refer to the statement adopted by the Belgian Government (at the Rome summit meeting and as 
described by Mr. Harmel to Senator Moreau tie Molen, reporteci on in yesterday's Bulletin)on one specially impo ' 
tant point - that of "European cooperation" in the political field (nobody haa talked about "political union." 
for some time now), and the links that should be established between this cooperation and the extension of the IS 
Communi ties. 
In April 1962, the failure to implement the solemn declaration made in Bonn in July 1961 was mainly due 
to an ~bility to reconcile two thingal the introduction of effective polittcal cooperation, embodied in a 
union treaty, and the extension of the Community through British entry, Some empirical formulae were drawn up, 
which should have allowed Britain to follott t,,, 11ork ln preparation for pol1tlcal uniona when it was realised 
that once the political union treaty was signed, the difficulties (already sizeable) in reaching agreement on 
membership would be magnified, it wao clear that there was no alternative but to postpone any discussion about 
political union. 
Some people are now having second thoughts, and even Mr. Spaak said one day that the notorious Fouchat 
Plan should perhaps have bean accepted. When we look carefully at the situation, it strikes us that it18not~ 
pointless to have second thoughts, but that the decision not to go further in the negotiationo was a good deci-
sion, and that if a similar situation were to arise now, it could only lead ·.to a oimilar reaction. The Belgian 
position as set out by Mr. Harmel seems to confirm this. What then is the essence of this position? It strikes 
us as baing the following! for the Delgian Government, political cooperation could be sought "on the present 
basis", i.e. between the Six. In seeking it, however, certain criteria must be met and answers must be given 
to certAin questions in advance - some of which mean that the Belgian Government must take up a stand also 
in advance, and which leave no room for doubt. One cf these is the following: "Questions entrusted by the 
Treaty of Rome to the Community Inotitutiono are to be excluded from political consultations", The_/)ther is 
expressed as follows a "Will this cooperation, the fruit of the six governments 1 initiative, be offered to other 
states? We added in this connection (in Rome) that without prejudging the accession to the Treaty of Rome of 
the countries which have just applied for membershtp, we thought it essential to consult them on these matters, 
so as not to involve them subsequently in a system of political deliberations for which no provision was made 
in the Treaty of Rome, and to which they would have to subscribetbereafter". 
We find thi~ attitude sound and reasonable. One of the recurring questions when the British application 
is referr8d to is whether the British are ready to str.ing along with cooperation, and perhaps political union 
at some time in the future. There is only one way of getting a straight answer1 they must be allowed to take 
a hand immediately in trying to decide on the proceciure for political consultations, and on certain criteria or 
basic principles which should lie behind the cooperation it is hoped to achieve. 
The Belg18'1 statement is timely, and should irrluce Belgium's' partners to state th'*' case too - and in the 
same way, that is to oay publicly, leaving no room for misunderstf!Q¢f.Q.s 1. or in other words Officially, 
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A Commun:l:ty making its influence felt in the world EK The problems ra~ed by Britain's application for Community membership were discussed at le~ last 
week-end during extremely friendly talks organised by the London Federal Trust and the University of Sussex, in__@. 
conjunction with the Rome Institute of International Affairs. Among the topics discussed were the tactics to be 
emplo~ed·at the present stage and the possibility of realising a European foreign policy in an enlarged Europe. 
Our own suggestion was that present tactics should be in the nature of what could be described as "political 
aggressiveness". What this means is that there is no point, from either. the short or the long term antle, in 
resigning ourselves to delaying tactics. The problems exist and the longer they are left, the more complicated 
they will get. We have long held this view, and this is why we were long disappointed by Mr. Wilson's over-
skilful manoeuwil:\8 .As things now stand, the only way of obtaining a "consensus of opinion" and of keeping up 
the "momentum"18 by· means~ en extremely incisive approach, clear and simple ideas, and by keeping up the pressu-
re of public opinion. But for this to be possible, the basic poli~l concept must itself be founded on princi-
ples of determination, innovation and clarity. And Britain's movement towards Europe must be clearly seen to be 
a movement of the people, of its leading political and intellectual influences, towards an entirely new concept 
of international relations, i.e. towards a Community, with a view to creating a Europe which can contribute 
something new , original and courageous to the world as a whole • 
This is the light in ·which the public will ,judge yesterday's speech by Mr.Qeorge Brown to the WEU Council, 
and the follow-ups to this speech oh both siden of the Channel • 
In the first plAce, we must welcome the very idea of an unhesitating reply to the appeal mlde by certain 
countries that the speech introducing the application should be made in the WEU framework, without waiting for 
the germral stamp of approval so that it could be marie in the Council of the Six. The main thing is not to wa•te 
time ,not to get led up blind alleys , and to use words which give rise to no doubts • From this point of view, 
Mr.Brown's speech was just what was needed • 
IS 
Although we intend to go into the matter in greater detail at a later date , the overall impression is 
equally positive , since Mr.Brown painted for his future partners a pic~ure of Europe which they cannot but applaud, 
unless they ar.e going to go back on all they have said and done in past years .The idea that the Community would 
become someth~ quite different once Britain was in now takeson'Aaits significAnce , but in quite a different 
way from that in which it was originally intended • In fact ,as Mr fo'anfani said , the Community tnust chanse.Only 
it must change along the lines laid aown by the principles on which it was built , When Nr.Brown says that by 
developing in the spirit of the Treaties , Europe must emerge as a Community with its own point of view and its 
own influence on world affairs, in politics and defence as well as in the economic and commercial spheres , he is 
expressing.a view whjch belongs very much to Europe, and to the Community , When he speaks of the Community as a 
dynamic organisation which has already evolved anrl which must evolve further , he is using terma to which any 
Community statesman could subscribe 1 There can be no doubt that this approoch is a Community approach .Today's 
announcement that the joint swing-wi~ aircraft project has fallen through only goes to show the ba4ic weakness 
of all bilateral cooperation .Only by speaking in European terms will it be possible to solve the formidable 
problems which Europe muat face • 
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EDITORIAL 
The hard core EK 
Yesterday saw the last meeting of the High Authority and the Commissions. Today, the Commdssion of t~e 
European Communities met for the first time, and for the first time in its history, the institutional system 
which was set up as a result of Robert Schuman':. histor:l.c init:lative on 9 May 1950 has undergone an altet'la 
tion which, in its nature, is exclusively to do with organisat:lon1 but which is in fact of maJor a)'lllbo11c 
importance, since it represents progress towards concentration of the Community powers. IS 
~ is the underlying theme of the building of Europe, and unity has been and is being progressively 
realised - starting from a limited group of countries, a specific sector of economic life, Subsequently, the 
movement has developed and broadened. other oectoro ar·e coming .ln for unirication, other countries are beins 
drawn into the proceas, and the need for build.lng unity within unity has appeared. This is how this technical 
operation has beeh achieved, enabling a single body, the Commission, to deal directly with another single body, 
the Council, on all prnblemB connected with the economic and social life of the aix countries. As a r•ult ot 
thie, it ie ob~ue that the outcome of thio operation can only be political, and it is equally obytaue that this 
uniaoation can only·be a first step, a first stage in the others which are to followa unification ot the rulel 
ot the diaouaeiona, i.e. unification of' the Treaties, and extension of the Jurisdiction to wider tielda, i.e. 
political unification. 
For thie to be poeeible, the Comm1es1on must be aware • and there can be no doubt that it ie • ot the 
heavr r•ponsibilitiea incumbent on it. Ae Mr. Halletein aaid on 8 April 1965, when th~ 'merser tr.aty was 
lilftt4, the 1.1.nsle Cornmission muet "inherit the hnsination, the eneru and the drnamiam" ot the thrtt lxecuti• 
v•, But above all, from tatay onwards its obllption b to maintain continuity ot tho\.llht and aotion in tht 
work ot buildins Europe. From now on, everrthins dependa on it. 
In the reflections which it hae Juet malll·publlo at thie crucial moment, the ICSC Hisn Authority putt 
thta idea particularly well. It recalls that the ECSC was the first concrete move towards European unification 
and that above all it has shown the validity, the fertility, and the adaptability of' the CommunitY metbod• 
This was the source of its validity. "nut another source is the hard core which will remain when the High 
Authorit;y, the EEC and Euratom Commiesion have merged into a single Commission for all three Communities. Thie 
core must li~ewise be retained when the day comes for the Communities themselves to merge :under a single 
Treaty, which will reflect the experience acquired in applying the Treaties or Rome and Paris. It must also 
be preserved when the Community is enlarged geographically to incltrle other European countries". 
'llhe task of' the single Executive is more exciting that those of any of' the three Executives from which 
it takes over, but it is also more difficult. This is why the new Commission should, in its ac~ion, be aware 
that it is the core of a future European Government, and why it should be tireless, courageous and determinect 
in seeking the support of public opinion, the backing of the dynamic forces in the member countries and the 
peoples,to whom the revolution~~ creation of a new Europe has brought great hopas ar advancement and peace, 
which must not be disapJX)irtai. 
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p 4 Bel9ian coal industry : 1966 annual report. 
Special ~teel : Conference in Besan~on, 
Rriti~h Steel industry Rritish Steel Corporation. 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 726 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION Itlt>EX for June. 
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r-------- EUROPEAN L1bRAR1 --------. 
taur an cllef 1 Ellllnuele Ga11o 
Dl.rectaUI" re1ponubla It r~ac• ~~ 
Europ•an books !Jhioh aro.r sent to us, ozo rJhose pubU.cation ~· 
is IJOZ'th noting, !Jitt bt~ NU'lt~wd undszo this hfladiJtg. 
• 1Ut'ope81l eoa.mities, HouvJLLES UNIVERSITAIRES !UlOPE!NNES, European ColNIIunities Information Office, July 96~t:r 
M, 18, PP• 40. ~1\ 
The 18th edition of "Nouvelles Universitairea lurop&ennes" merka the end of the 1966/67 ac~c p 
year. AI in previoua yeara, the European Communitiet Information Office has aivan in thil publicatioa an ec-
~urete and up-to-date aynopeis on education and research on European problema in Europe. Deapite ita ~eat 
appearance, thit publication in fact beara witneaa in a concrete manner to the intereat arouted by luropeen 
proble .. throuJhout Burepe; at the level of both hiaher and secondary education. Moreover, cour1e1, •.-inart· 
lftd ~onfattDce• have been oraani•ed on these problema, and atudents theMtelve• have, on their own initiative, 11S f~ B~ean atudy circle•, with a view to broadeniftl the 1eope of their knowledae on theta problem~. t 
Tht activity of .theae atudy circles, which are very varied, ha1 been imprea1ive 1 more than 100 conference• 
Oftanilad la 1966/67, vi1it1 to the headquarter• of European institution•, toaether with report• and tht1e1. 
tn fact, these activitiat have developed to such '" extent that 1oma co-ordinatioa now appear• nacea1ary. 
tn acldition to theae a1pacta of European activitie•, there i• a liat of exa•ination 1ubject• on Buropeaa pro~ 
bt ... at tbt Colla,. of'Europe at Bruaea, the European eom.unitia• Univar1ity 1tudy centre in Pari•, a li1t 
of tbe luropeaa cour1ee offered by Italian univeraities, the activitiea of the lurope•Univer1itl Attociat!oe,. 
,lftd fiaally, a full timetable of the proartmm~• of the European Study Centre• end In1titute1 for 1967/68 
(e~r oeureet, coaferenc••• aeminart, meetint•• reaular proar .... ,, vacation lanaua11 cour1e1). All thi1 
indict .. • that the ltudy of European problema ha• now·become an lntearal part of Un!ver1ity life 1 thi1 it 
particularly laportant eince it i1 preci1e1y tht youth and 1tu6ent1 of today who will build the luropr of 
tOMOrtGW. 
* OICD 1 8hiJDina.....lt66, a 1urvey prepared by the lhippiq CoalittM 1 ~!!rver, lf. 28, June 1967 J ~l!!!!!dUY 
traclt I. lfmny, Netherland•• Norway, U.K., Jattuary-Decelllter 196ra COiiijioclitY Tradt M, 5, JtpiiiflhiW, 
0:8.1., lanuary-Decelber 1966, Pari1. 
* Rivitta di Politica a di Bconomia 1 IniaiaEiva Epropea, M. 94, 1967, ao.a. 
* Couucil of !uropa 1 lei l'Burope, N. 3, June-July 1967, Btraaboura. 
* L'B!r;f!IO• lfoa 77/78 - 1967, N.b. an article by Mr. Robert Harauli••• meaber of 
reforM 1ll European nuclear reaearch ; &russell. 
the Burat0111 eo.t .. ioa, oa 
* Istituto di Studi Europei Alcide de Gaspari 1 Bollettino d1lnfor.azione, H. 21 April-June 1967, Rome, 
*Revue de Synth~ae,et de Recherches Economiques, N, 96 I Actualitfs Econu::zuea, 1967, Second quarter a thi1 
editioa publishe~ Mr. Walter Hallstein1s speech to the Overseas Day in urs on 8 May 1967, 
*Commissariat A l'Eneraie Atomique : Notes d'lnfo~tion, H. '• June 1967 l Revue de lj P~eaat !£~i•t• 
N. 5, 6 April - 6 May, N, 6, 6 May- lat JUne I K!OGe de la Pr•••e ltraef!re, N. 8, l liy- i1 une 967, 
* Polska Agenia Interpress, La Polosne Contemporaine, Bulletin N. s. May 1967 1 Particularly worth notiua is 
an article~ Poland's trade wlth Western Europe. 
* Institut Economique et Social des Claaaes Moyennes, Bulletin d'Infot!§tion, N. 6, 1967. 
-------------------------------------------------SU~R1------------------------------------------------
POLITICAL nAY IN EUROPE 
-:r Jtt~ lq ~ ?- No, ~~ 
p 2 Virst meeting of the single ComMission. - European ParliaMent Political Committee 
pronounces on merger. - Sweden to apply for membership 7 
COMMON MARrET / EURATOM BULLETirl No 2719 : 
pp 3/4 Council of Ministers meeting on Monday ~nd TUesday. 
p 4 Non- rolifer~tion treat st~nd by European Parliament Extern~l Relationa'Committee, 
~"""r""-iG~re,.....;;c.;:.e : Assochtlon ComMittees applies f'or pemission to visit Greece. 
p 5 Asr eu tural Council : Tuesday's aeeting. 
World wheat h~rvest : optimistic £~recasts. 
R.'ldioisotopeo; and the textile .iiftdustry : conference in Baden-Baden. 
p 6 nutch measures in favour of shi buildin Commission's reply to written question 
No 84 Mr. Vredeling • 
Measures with ef'fect e uiv,,lent restrictions : ComMission's reply 
to written queo;tion No t>4 Mr. Deringer • 
Germany : budgetary re-organis~tion; 
p 7 Com atibilit of certain taxes with the Treat Commission's reply to written 
question Tlo Ci3 Mr. Deringer • 
\#orlcings or the E. T>. F. : Commission• s i\dditional reply to written question No Ul·., 
(Mr. Pedini ). ' 
p 8 ~ : Project for water system at nakar. \ 
UNCTAD : work of Commission on Mitnufactured P,.duc:ts and Group on preferences. \ 
~ Territory of Afar~ and Issas : new name tor the Vrench Somali coast. , 
p 9 Im ort char es on oods carried b travellers : written question No 103 to the 
single Commission Mr. Dichgi\ns , · 
Publici\tions or the Europei\n Communities and EFTA. 
ECSC BULLETIN NO 4078 
pp 3/4 Energy schedules of' Rritain ~nd the Community : survey Ci\rried out by special 
group of Association Council. 
p 4 Japanese ~teel industry imports or Polish coking c~al. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN Ff 
I 
Directaur' rltpllfttabla at rid~:; I f6d) 
taur aa cflef 1 l!aanuala Caa~ 
The single Communitieq Commission - (I) A confluence r~ther than a merger 
r? 
The Commission of the Eu'ropean Communities has started work, under the guidance of Mr. Rey. 
- and this is somewhat exceptional - four Vice-Presidents : Mr. Rarre, who has in practice taken 
trom Mr. Harjolin, Mr. Hellwig, who was a member oF the ECSC lligh Authority, Mr. Levi-Sandri, who 
iginally a Vice-President or the EP.C Commission, as was Mr. Hansholt, who has been appointed in a 
capacity", 
The Commission is raced with immense tasks. Let uq, for the time being, leave aside its political 
and administrative tasks, .and restrict ourselves to those which stem from the very fact of its creation. 
It must endow itself with its own organic structure and reorganise the d~part•ents of the three Communities 
in a process of unification which will often only be possible in the context or a sort of diaspora, Its 
tasks are 11ore difFicult than those racing Hr. lhll'ltl!in in 1958 : he was starting from scratch on the bas-
is of what the ECSC had taught everyone. And all this quite apart from the fact that, not to put too fine 
a point on it, the psychological climate now is not what it was in 1958. 
These objective difFicultieq, which are in addition to these implicit in the very nature of the or-
ganisation - multinationalism, relatively large num~r or member~, faits accomplis, relatively brier time 
limit on the prospectq for action, becau~e or the evolution and merging of the Tre~ties- should be taken 
into account in any judgement or this Commi~sion•~ actions. At only a few days' remove from its coming 
into office, it is ~t prer,ent poq~ible to qay th~t there is a general aura or confidence an~ optimism. 
There c~n he no doubt that Mr. ltey' s own personailty har, much to do with thi!l. Firmness and flexibility, 
optimism ~nd realism are qu~litil!~ for which the new President is rennwned. His m~nner or conducting the 
assembly h~s been warmly received. Ev~ryone p~tently has his own qtyle or action, and in all organisat-
ions it sometimes helps in prer,erving the vit~lity if th~re i~ a change in personality and style, without 
this in ~ny way me~ning a denial or the essrntial ch~racteristics or a rejection of the hard core idea. 
The first thing to hr o;,d<l l·1 1 h 1t, at structural ~nd org<tnis~tional level, what has been achieved 
is less a merger or three different bodieq into one th~n a confluence of two bodies into a third. This 
vas predictable, but now it h1!! been c:onfirmecl. Tn itgelr, it sh01,1ld help to make the operation easier, 
provided that a sen~e or proportion is kept, that attempts are m~de to maintain in certain or the elements 
which are to converge into this one great confluence their own aspects and substances, which are the key 
to their existence and survival. Taboos are not called, but then neither are steam-rollers. 
Moreover, the Commis!lion has already taken a first decir,ion which dt!!lerves to be stressed. It has 
decided to take the oath or allegiance before the Court or Justice or the Communities. It will be remeM-
bered th~t the EEC Commission was nevrr prepared to do this, and that the ceremony was observed only by 
the Euratom Commission and the IIi gh Authority. This time, the decision was adopted as a result or Mr. 
Rey's vote. The President thus showed that he did not rc~l obliged to Force the new Commission to accept 
a tradition which was that of itq predece'!sor, and he rallied to the maJ;rrty which he could have blocked. 
It should be remembered that the oath or allegiance is primarily connected with Article 10, 2 of the merger 
Treaty (incorporated From earlier Treaties) which stipulates that : "The members ot the Commission are tul-
ly independent in the exercise of their functions in the general interest or the Communities. In tulrill-
ing its duties, they shall neither sollicit nor accept instructions From any Government or tram any other 
body." 
The tact that this commitment is to be m.ade solemnly and publicly is an important one, It is not a 
mere formality : it means that the peoples are to be called as witnesses to this commitment, since it is 
to them that it is sacred. 
-------------------------------------------------------3UHMAR~._--------------------------------------------------
POLITICAL DAY Itt EUROPE 
pp 2/3 Negotiationq on EEC/Sweden agreement. - Hr. Jay's White Paper not to be published. -
n:tnk rate down in 3wltzerland. - Statement by •tr. w,,lter Ulbricht on entry ot Scandinavian 
countries into EEC. - RLEU calls for common nenelux foreign policy, - Britain's applic-
ation : Council or Hini!lters discussion. 
COMMON MARtET / EURATOM nt!I.I.ETIN llo ':>7':'0 : 
p 4 Council or Minister-; : two points added to agenda. 
pp 4/5 Tran~oc:-c;m tlarint' P1int A'lsociation : cooperation agreement authorised by EEC. 
p 5 f'i'lherics product<; : protest by Italian importer~. 
p 6 
p 7 
p 8 
ECSC BULLETIN 
p 4 
pp 4/5 
p 5 
t!t"w nutch port : der.tin!'cl ror container vc~sels. 
Economic Pnquiry among conr,umt"rs : preliminary studies complete. 
l1urope,1n timber indll'ltry : ex'lmine'l enlargement of the EF.C. 
Car m"nur:tctur!'rs : concern over safety regulations. 
Pipeline : Antwerp-Rotterd1m or Antwerp-Zeebrugge ? 
U~ rruit :md vf' et.1ble ex ort~ and conditions ror ,, ricultural workers in USA: written 
question to the Commission !'o 101 Mr. Vredeling • 
Luxembour .1id to a ricultural r,tructures : Commi'lsion's "dditional reply to written 
question tlo 17 66 t1iss Lulling • 
Income policy : Commi sr,ion' <: rerly to writ ten question No 73 (Mr. Vredeling). 
F're" circulation or carav.1ns : Commission'~ reply to written question No 83 (Hr. Vredeling) • 
Publications or Europe,,n Communitieq and EF'TA. 
rro 4079 
Rolled ~roducts : export prices. 
nour,eho d coal conr,umption : survey of developmPnts in needs. 
Common f'Xternal tariff : outcome of Kennedy Round. 
nri t ish Stec 1 Corpor1t ion : price policy. 
Euro pf' 1n coal m.1rket : Iller t i ng of m:ojECE. 
WEEKLY ECHOES llo 187 
ECDr!C1MIC I!ITERPE:!'!:TRATH"':l !1o 7:"8 
EUROPE/DocuMents :•o 414 : KC'nn~cly Tlouncl - rf'<:nlts anc! rconomic:- 'lignificar.c:-E'. 
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EDITORIAL 
The sinsle Communities-CII) Effichncy' and fourteen-
member structure 
Directeur relpontable et rEel~ ID 
teur et1 cilef 1 Emenuele Ga~, 
Clearly there is a great deal of interdependence between the mission stipulated for the Commission by 
the Tre•ties, the Commission's own idea of this mission, and its self-imposed structure. Moreover there are 
in general terms, two aspects of this structurea at member level, with the problem of allotting the various 
tasks 1 and 8ft department level 1 with the problem of organisation. 
The slightest reflection~icates that the solution of this body of problems is an abaolite priority, 
even f.f certain side-effects are to be dropped, the problems of which will easily be able to be solved once 
the overall format has been detennined. The first reason for this priority is that it is unthinkable that 
~ 
the Commission, and tts President in particular, should not have a full and exact idea of ita mission, and the 
way in which it is going to carry it out. Secondly, the political and adminiatrative problems with which the 
Commission is going to have to deal are vast and of great importance, and they call for perfect efficienoy. 
fbirdly, there are considerations of a human nature which cannot be neglected. In tact, over the past few 
weeks - and for several weeks to come - thousands of people at all levels will, for completely legitimate 
:reasons, be tu:rr'ling their minds for much of the time to problems which concern them personally. The'f will 
frequently be devoting the greater part of their ener17 to these problems, so as to solve them in ways Which 
bea~ reflect each one's personal aspirations. It is thus necessary to act, and to act quiclly 1 so as to prevent· 
the rot from setting in here and there,· and thus to avoid the need for rapid aursery. This is why w.-·· regard 
the decision to settle the problem of reorganisation 1 at the very least in ita main outlines, tietore the 
and of July as an excellent decision. 
Far be it from 1.11tol.iithere all the problems arising in this context, which have, moreover, been 
examined with all th~ necessary attention by highly-qualified offidals. We shall merely mention one or two 
aspects, primarily those which are of interest to out.aide observers, whoa.• main interest is in the efficient 
operation of community machinery. 
One of these problems stems •'rom the relatively high number 'of Commission members. Everyone will 
remember Mr. Hallstein's hostility towards increasing the number of members. Obviously his experience had 
shown him the danger of such an operation, but it was also a matter of personal temperament. Mr. Hallstein 
liked to lead and conduct the assembly, to have the reina in his })and,and that would have become much more 
difficult with 14 members. All the-same, some two yea~s ago we suggested a number or thoughts, including the 
possibility of setting up, within too large a Commission, a sort of hard core which, without dividing the 
Commission up into senior and junior members would make swift action possible principally in certain sectors 
of the Commission's activity. In fact, it seemed possible to imagine that, by means of judiciously dividing up 
the tasks and breaking up the members into working groups, the President would have the possibility or gathering 
his Vice-Presidents round him - all the more so now that there are four - and thus or having an overall 
viewpoint on certain major problems. Think how much time this would gain in general discussions alo~e. Obvioua-
l;v an executive body is an executive body, but perhaps no gpod purpose would be served it the President, for 
practical reasons or reasons of temperament, was forced to take over himself a whole string of problema and 
powers, or, at the other extreme, if these were inserted in the structure at a much lower level. Moreover, 
in the same context there is the problem of the importance and r8le of the Secretary General, whose job 
automatically becomes different, especially if certain tasks of liaison and coordination must be entrusted 
to him. 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
pp 2/3 Council o£ Ministers, deb~te on British application, - Debate in 
Norwegian P~rliament on entry into EEC, Rome meeting o£ second 
European Sp~ce Conference, 
COMMON MARKET/EURATOM Bulletin no 2721: 
p 4 EBC-Sp~in: Council authorises opening o£ negotiations 
p 5 EuNtom: compromise on PEC project 
pp 5/6 EEC-M.1qreb: Council hopes tor resumption o£ negotiations 
p 6 Kennedy Round: Community work in hand 
p 7 
p 8 
Oil: Council notes Marjolin memorandum 
E;;;opcan Investment B:mk: che::~per money r~tes 
,\qricultur.ll Council: wgreement in principle concerning rice 
Right of cst;'lblishment in 1griculture: three new directives 
Tariff quot.1s: :;ystcm for tr:msi tional period 
ICFTU: meeting of Executi.ve Coll'mi ttec 
~.lid to Middle-East: two formulae under consideration 
French imports o£ olive oil £rom Magreb: Commission representations to French 
Government 
Belgian imports o£ second-hand lorries: opeping o£ article 169 proceedings 
ECSC lhlletin no 40801 
p 4 
pp 4/5 
p 5 
Steel production: pick-up in Ju~e 
Schedule prices: Walzstahlkontor West£alen 
Belgfan coalmines: direct aids £or 1967 
Belgian unions: statement on redevelopment 
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EDITORIAL 
The single Communities' Commission - (III) Difficulties 
of division 
Yesterday, w,e discussed the problems raised in general terms by the working of a fourteen- member Commis-
sion, particularly since it is to revert to a nine-member structure tn three years' time. The dividing up of 
the tasks between the various members must, whatever happens 1 not compromise the collegiate nature of the 
discussions, and it is probable that this process could have been made easier by concentrating particularly 
important sectors, or, as was suggested some time ago, by setting up specialist departements similar to the ,. S 
Secretariats which exist within a large Ministry in certain Governments. But we can do nor more than make t 
auppositione. At all events, the process of construction and sub-divisbn must be based on two things a the 
pre-determined factors - the number of members, their nationa:uty, attributions and professional background -, 
and factors which will be determined as a result, as we were saying yesterday, of the Commission's idea of its 
own mission. Before these factors can be determined, certain more or less specific questions must be answered. 
For instanQe, we must know what r8le the Commission intends to play in determining a European industrial 
policy, what sort of connection it proposes to establish between this policy and a scientific and'teqhnical· 
research policy, and the way in which research covered by the Euratom Treaty - which is not , let us not fors-t, 
going to disappear - is to be incorporated. We must know whether a raw materials policy is envisaged• a 
suggestion which has been advanced, with the primary possibility of incll.ding the steel industry, whtch 
remains subject to special, and very complex rules·. We shall need to lalow whether the Commission 1nt.nds to 
devote special attention to certain aspects of competition policy (those connected with the adoption of fiscal 
and legal measures designed to create a European environment for companies and economic init1~t1ves). We may 
~lso wonder whether other aspects of competition policy • ·notably oontrolY are to be organised in a apecial 
way. 
The list is obvio~~ly not exhaustive: it merely gives one o~ two examples designed to show the complex!• 
ty of the 'PI"<>hlems tmd to make the public realise how delicate this phase or the Commission's activity is. 
Obviously each or these questions cannot be treated separately. It is an overall problem and there is a goOd 
deal of over-lapping. The worst :::olution would be to adapt the taskR and make the sub-divisions or reorganisa-
tions solely along the lines of personal requirements. But it milst be recognised thAt, to some extent, this 
methoi cannot be entirely rejected, One of the major obstacles lies in the idea that certain of; the tasks 
are more important - or from the political point of view more remunerative - than others. To divide the tasks 
up in this way into first and second classes is very dangerous since it creates appetites and frustrations. 
It makes things more complicated. It need come as no surprise that there are several app!cants for some of 
these tasks: for external relations alone, it is claimed that there are at least six candidates. More~er~ 
object1ve]3' solid arguments lie behind these ambitions: national balance, personal background, sentOrity, etc. 
All this is at the highest level. In those levels immediately below - in the general Directorates -
the difficulties stem from the confluence of high-ranking officials from three different organisations. 
SUMMARY-------------------------------------------
POLITICA.L DAY IN EUROPE : 
p 2 Agenda for European Parliament meeting on 19 July. - Lord Chalfont in Brussels. -
Franco-German meeting in Bonn. - Communist differences over Middle East. 
COMMON MARKET / EURfiTOM BULLETIN No 2722 : 
p 3 Agricultural Council : yesterday's meeting, 
p 4 
p 5 
p 6 
p 7 
p 8 
ECSC BULLETIN 
pp 3/4/5 
p 3 
p 5 
European Trading Company : publicati'on of Sanders plan. 
Euro~yndicat : 109.96. 
Euratom : extension of agreement on working of Dragon reactor. 
Tobacco : Commission's proposals forwarded to Council. 
Tomatoes from the South or France proposal for regulation forwarded to Council by 
Commission. 
EEC Denmark Mr. Gunderlach head o£ Danisn mission; Mr. Dahlgaard to meet Mr. Rey. 
EEC Israel : Community decisions for maintainin.g the status quo. 
EEC 1\1\SM : imports of oil products. 
Kennedy Round : statement by Mr. Roth. 
State aid to the textile sector : Commission's reply to written question No 75 
(Mr. Vredeling). 
Committee for free movement of workers : appointment. 
Agreement on wheat : Council debate on Community attitude. 
EAGGF : Council debate on including compensations in budget. 
orr-5upply : meeting of ad hoc OECD group. 
Publications of European Communities and EFTA. 
No 4081 : 
Current steel problems : exclusive interview with Mr. Ferry, President of the Chambre 
Syndicale de la Sid6rurgie Franraise. 
Composite price : 26.50 dollars/ton. 
1\SSIDER : comments on production and import figures. 
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Directeur reaponsable et .r6dac• 
teur en cnef 1 Emanuele Gazzo 
EniTORIAL 
t~r. Rey speaks - need for courage allied 
with patience 
This morning Mr. Rey addressed the Journalists. What he had to say can be regarded as a more moderate, 
more explanatory account of the "solemn undertaking" that he made th ·s afternoon, 'wi.th his colleagues, before 
the Communities' Court of Justice. 
ff 
It was highly significant for us, then, and for him as well. The press without a doubt received him with .~ 
respect . and sympathy - two sentiments naturally inspired by his character, particularly in those who know ~l 
his loyalty to the European ideals, and who have witneased his lengthy struggles. 
Mr. Rey listed as follows the three virtues of the pollttcian : loyalty, courage, intelligence. Admitted-
ly, these are important virtues that are his, and which match an ideal view that only rarely match~ reality. 
To his credit, however, we must also state that he has another ~doggedness. If, moreover , we may introduce 
a personal note, we would say that it is his doggedness which enables him to be "obstinately optimistic". It may 
well be true that this quality is now the most valuable, for waging the war of European unification. The single 
Executive will need it. In politics, however, it is sometimes necessary to bring full emphasis on one or 
other of the three basic virtues. Wtth things as they are at the moment, and regardless of the degree of opti-
mism that is felt or proclaimed,it will frequently be the case that the most important ·virtue will qe ~ 
~· If the Commission r.ealiy plans to provide a shot in the arm, as Mr. Hey said it did, it needs to have a 
great deal of coUrage, and to make use (in full knowledge of the facts, but without hesitation) of the right 
of initiative which is its duty, and represents the secular arm, so to speak, of its moral capacity as a 
booster.Without .exercising its right of initiative-loyally,admittedly,and no doubt intelligently;but most .of all 
coura~eously-far from providing a shot in the arm it will rapidly deteriorate into a bodv of administrators, who do no more than carry out ••• 
The Commission needs this_courage if it is to defend not so much its own prerogatives, as those of the 
Community as a whole. Mr. Rey said as much, in fact, without beating about the bush. This defence is insepara-
ble - whether we are concerned with the 11 external front" or the interior of the Community itself. The safe-
guard of the Institutions forms a whole. 
1
There could be no agreeing, therefore, to ruling against, or opposing 
the entry of a European country into the Oommunity, on the excuse of doubts about its loyal acceptance of the 
Institutional rules, and at the same time turning a blind eye to the dodges practised by one or other member 
state. 
Rightly Mr. Rey stressed the ~,1portance of cooperation between the Commission and the Governments, or 
between the Commission and the Council aG a Community Institution. It is wtthinkable that the Community•can 
survive an open conflict within its institutional system. But lt is also in the nature of things that there 
should be a "permanent oris is" s 1 tuation between the federal power and national powers. Through the action 
of brave men, anti men who are aware of their r6le, emerges a balance which i.:J something more, and better,· than 
a compromise - and which in fact characterises the gradual development towards a federal construction - the 
explictt aim of the European Treaties. 
Rightly too did he stress the eminent qualificatioro of the members of the Commission as 11 poll ticians" • 
They are leaders who have served their state, in the widest sense of the word, and who have served their 
country well. It is for this reas~n that they wlll succeed in servlng Europe well, and being worthy of her. 
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* Louis MANUAL!, La,__F-ra_n_c_e_f_a ... ce_a_l_'_im_p_l_a_n_t_a_t_i o-n-~-t-r-an_s_e_r_e-,-So_c_i_€_t_€_d_1 E_d_i_t_i-on-s~Economiques at Financil;es, l}'a 
rue de Rome, Paris, pp 130, Ffr. 26. 
.... 
Although we shall be referring to this work in greater detail - nDtably in our Interpenetration Bul- ~~ 
letin- it is worth nothing here its interest in the context of the debate on foreign investments in Europe, f.) 
Comparing the latest statistics published by the US Department of Commerce with those supplied by the French 
Government, the author analyses developments in the direct establishment of foreign capital, and outlines 
the r81e of financial platforms such as London, Geneva, Brussels and Luxembourg, His analysis covers the paat 
five years, which have been precisely those during which the penetration of foreign capital into France -
and other countries - has really got into top gear. Turning to industrial sectors, the author has conducted 
three surveys into specific industrial sectors, which particularly illustrate the attention which should be 
paid to this aspect of the problem. The numerous implications for world competition and the consequence• at 
European level of the foreign investment question provide food for thought and above all should reault in 
action, This ia why the European Commission is at present considering this problem among the subjects which 
should be treated as priorities in the context of the industrial policy which is to be one of its major con-
cerna. 
For his part, Ht. Hanuali attempts to define a national attitude which takes into account the progres-
aive de-reatriction of world trade, now that this is going to become even more extensive as a result of the 
Kennedy Round, The scope and variety of the sources of recent information which have been used and illuatra• 
ted by numerous tables and graphs, together with·certain of the documentary appendicea (extracta from a let-
ter from Hr. Strauss to Chancellor Erhard, etc.) go to make up a book which will be read with great intereat 
by all those who are concerned about this problem atlnational and international level. 
• Europe Sud-Itt, July-August 1967, Athens and Paria. N.b, An essay by Professor Carlo Arnaudi of the Aarono-
mlca faculty ln Milan entitled "De la science de 1a nature a la science poli tique", 
* Camera di Commercia ltaliana nella Repubblica Araentina 1 Bollatino Hensile, N. 3, March 1967, Buenoa Air••· 
* OICD Economic Outlook, N. 1, July 1967. Thia is a new publication, prepared by the OECD Departm.nt of Bcono• 
mlc and Statlttlcal Affair•, which givea more details than ware previously posaibla on 1hort and medium-tara 
trends in the member countries' economiea. Paris. 22/6d, 
• GATT 1 Porum du Commerce International, June 1967, 
* L1Europa en formation, monthly review of European and international queationa edited by Pr••••• d11uropa, 
Parl1. N,6, an article on European monetary integration by Robert Hoaaa. 
* Patronat Prancaia, N, 275, July 1967, Paris. This edition reporta on the General Heatins on 13 June 1967, 
*United Nationa PAO, Monthly Bulletin, Agricultural Economy and Statistics, April 1967, Rome, N,b, an article 
on the EEC 1 a rice policy. 
* Pad6raliame europ6en, June 1967 1 Official magazine of the European Federalist Movement, Paril. 
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EDITORIAL 
How Britain.must devetop 
If the Bonn Government was hoping to get one or two rather less pessimistic indications on France's 
attitude to the British appl1cation, these hopes must have been disappointed after General de Gaulle's state 
ment. It should be borne in mind that this statement constituted a synthesis of the Bonn talks and that, sin 
it was followed by no official German comment, it is seen also as being Germany's interpretation of the talk~ 1., The actual text of the passage on Britain was as follows : "We also spoke of Great Britain. If Britain one day l•) 
becomes what we ourselves are - and let us hope she does -, if she becomes genuinely European in her way of · 
living, of acquiring her food supplies, in her monetary system, in the way in which she handles capital move-
ments, in her relations with the Commonwealth, in her relations with the United States - and all this is essen-
tial - in short, if Britain becomes genuinely European, there is no reason why she should not be part of our 
Community. But if she enters before these developments have taken place, then nothing will remain of this Com-
munity which we have so striven to achieve among six. We cannot at the same time do what we have done among 
ourselves and admit countries with different conceptions. Perhaps Britain will continue to develop : let us 
hope so. But this is what must happen before everything is destroyed and to prevent everything from being des-
troyed," 
Obviously, it is possible to look at this in quite a different way. The first thing to be said is that 
agreement must be total on at least two points : (a) that Britain must become genuinely European ; (b) that we 
cannot and must not destroy all tlat has been built by the Six. In addition, the result of membership must not 
only be to destroy nothing, but must be to consolidate what has been built. There can be no arguin$ with the 
fact that if a foreign body was to be introduced into the Community, something completely different which the 
Community would not be able to absorb, to digest, then the Community would be doomed. The second point, however, 
is that, in the light of present events, there can also be no arguing with the fact that Britain is coming more 
closely into line with European and, more precisely, with Community viewpoints. It is impossible to scorn the 
will manifested by the British Government and the British people, and it is impossible to deny· the existence 
of an impressive development in Britain's position by comparison with those of 1952 and 1957, A third point 
is that there is a blatant contradiction between maintaining a national personality, that individuality which 
belongs to a country and a people, which General de Gaulle regards as a priority condition, and this require-
ment, which Britain alone will have to meet, of being transto~d from top to bottom. It is certainly reasona-
ble to ask that Britain should come closer t~ the Six, as each of the Six must come closer to her partners, 
but if she were to lose her entire personality and all her qualities, she would be a loss to the Community, 
not an asset : there would be no real enriching of the Community. An additional point : if Britain is really 
to change her way of living, this is going to take generations. We might just as well say we were going to 
drop the whole subject for twenty years. 
Our final point, for the time being at least, is this : If this development, which no one will deny 
has at least been begun, is to be encouraged and speeded up, then the best way of doing this is to make Bri-
tain part of the Community's life. Is she stays outside, she is likely to get farther away, not nearer. By 
exaggerating the threats of transformation and destruction which would result from British entry, we are doing 
ourselves a disservice and we are indicating that we hold Britain's vitality and personality in much higher 
esteem than we do the vitality, dynamism and cohesion of the Community. In our view, this is hardly fair. 
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FF 
The B~tish : a ~oe apart ? ~~ 
Yesterday we voiced some comments suggested by what General de Gaulle has said about the Britis t 
application. There are others worth noting. For instance, General de Gaulle refers to certain features whicn 
could be described as permanent, such as the British way of life, Britain's place in the world, and at the s 
time to certain aspects which have more to do with present organisation, such as the monetary system or the ~ 
practice of capital movements.The latter can of coursebenegotiated or have compromises found for the~while 
the former are the result of the actual character of the British people and nation, and it is hard to'imagine 11.\ them being changed or adjusted in a relatively short time. ~ 
The conclusion therefore has to be drawn that since the British are a.race apart from Europe,thera 
is no use in hoping that they will join Eu~ope at an early date. But we are here in the field of personal i~ 
pression& or suppositions. There can be no saying whether this is true or that is false, ignoring the facta, 
The facts prove that the British are making a superhuman effort to draw closer to Europe. Are they to be ruled 
against because various intentions are ascribed to them ? 
Come what may, remaining in the field of personal impressions, it should be recalled that Genera1 
de Gaulle's impressions have not always been so pessimistic when it. comes to relations between Britain and 
France. On a number of occasions in the past he has made distinctly flattering comments about the British,their 
way of life, and their position in the world, and has found more similarities than differences (true, this was 
by comparison with France and not Europe, but for General de Gaulle this should not make a great deal of dif-
ference). As long ago as 1941, in London, de Gaulle dismissed as an oversimplification Thierry's slogan, desi-
gned to say the last word on Franco-British relations 1 "England is an island", adding 1 "For centuries,France 
and England have been the centres, the champions, of man's freedom. Freedom will perish if these centres are 
not joined, if these champions do not unite". The world was of course at war. But in September 1945, with the 
war over, the head of the French Government said in a declaration mainly concerned with the construction of 
Europe that "France and England share certain features which make it desirable, and in fact necessary, for both 
to concert their action." They were two powers in Western Europe, he went on, two "imperial" powers (covering 
thus relations with the Commonwealth and other world powers), which "are democratic in that their civilisation 
and their institutions are based on the respect of the human conscience." He also felt that "France and Britain 
also have cultural traditions which are partly shared, partly complementary", concluding : "These shared fea-
tures and the common interests that they entail should long ago have been reflected far more clearly at politi-
cal level." 
If this held good twenty years ago, and for relations between France and Britain why not today. 
for relations with Europe as a whole ? General de Gaulle expressed himself quite differedtly in JanuarJ 1963, 
and on a number of occasions subsequently, it is true. In our view, however, this confirms that Britain, 'resting 
outside, will draw further away from the Community, not the reverse. tf she is to complete the evolution on 
which she has made a start (universally acknowledged to be the case), the best thing is to bring her into the 
Community. This may be a test, and even a risk, for the Six, But risks are to be taken, when worthwhile.One 
thing is certain : crystallised within its present frontiers, and torn apart as it is on certain po~itical is-
sues (that of British entry, in the first place), the Community will certainly be a great commercial power, 
but politically will remain at zero. It is worth taking a chance, then, and trying another line. 
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EDITORIAL 
Bl"i. tain and demooraoy in EUZ'Ope 
To continue our line of thought on Britain : We all realise that the Community's destiny is ti~~ 
in one way or another, irrespective of individual choices, with the solution of the British probl.-. Not fo~ 
the first tilDe, General de Gaulle's comments have been given varying interpretations. 
The first of these is that there is no longer the ~allest doubt ; the veto is confirmed alt~~ 
in a different form- in the pre-negotiation stage, The Head of the French State is in other words going~ 
try to convince his own partners that the situation is not ripe, and that it is necessary to wait. The key 
passage in his statements is thus the following : "If she (Britain) comes in before this evolution has occur1LCP 
red, then.,, there will be nothing left of this CoiiiiiiUnity." How long must we wait before it is pouible to t .. 
whether Britain has become European ? Who is to say, and how ? For the moment there is no reply to these ques-
tions. On this assumption, it seems clear than France considers it easier to adopt these tactics (delaying 
without any basic commitment), than to apply the veto during the negotiations (as in 1963). It is even reason-
able .. to wonder whether these more flexible tactics are not more likely to recommend themselves to aome of the 
partners - and Germany seems to be veering in this direction. Clearly, then, those who in principle advocate 
British entry are doing their utmost to ensure that the negotiations do open. In theory, their position is 
strong, but they have a long way to go before they can claim victory. 
According to a second interpretation, the key paasage in the Bonn declaration is the following 
"It (the Community) will be changed from top to bottom. Everything can in fact be changed, but in this case 
the proposal must be made". This means that Gen~ral de Gaulle could pres~nt his partners, should they insist 
on the opening of negotiations, with the choice of in effect giving up the Community, so as to create something 
else. When he says "Everything can in fact be changed", he is flinging down a gauntlet that he knows will not 
be taken up. We have already expounded this argument already, although it ia founded on assumptions about in-
tentions, It must be recalled, however, that it has been accorded credence by what a leading figure in the rA-
gime like Mr. de la Malene had to say one day in the European Parliament, and by what certain French journalists 
with their ear to the ground have written. There waa Mr. Maurice Delarue, for instance, who produced an article 
entitled : "De Gaulle relying on British entry for transfoming the Common Market". 
But there is a third version. It ia thought by some that General de Gaulle has not yet decided, 
and that the aim of his tactics for the moment is to wait and see, If the preambles and the prolegomena are 
drawn out, the British will be conditionned, and forced to swallow more and more. It can also be hoped thal 
they will lose patience, and look for other solution• - giving up the undertaking themaelves. Complications 
in internal politics, international politics, and monetary ups and downs will all help. 
But let us try to bring the dispute back within its proper limits. Regardlesa of differences of 
opinion, disquiet (often legitimate) and problems posed, it occurs to us that General de Gaulle was never so 
right as when he talked of Britains 1 adherence to democratic ideals in her civilisation and her institutions. 
If the Community is to become what it wants to be - a symbol of peace and civilisation - these are the valu~s 
it must strive for. It finds them in British democracy : there can be nor neglecting them. There is specu-
lation already (in an editorial in Voce Repubblicana, for instance) about the existence of a "precise politi-
cal line according to which there are better grounds for vetos against Britain than for the democratic prin-
ciples opposing Spain." This feeling must not be allowed to become a conviction. 
There is perhaps only one possibly way of overcoming this contradiction, and trying to find a 
solution to the actual problems arising : headlong flight forwards. Tomorrow we shall be considering what form 
this could take. 
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"Head lone; flight fOrwards " to extend and consolidate the COmmunity 
What fOI'm could a "revival" take, based on the idea of a headlong flight forwards, 
ble to look forward hopefully to British entry into the Community? 
LT 
Allowing for the differences of view that still exist on this issue, we must stl!-rt out by accau.~o.Lu..­
the assumption that an extension of the Community might encourage a tendency for links to become weaker, a 
tlibre particularly might make it more doubtful whether its individuality (from the tariff point ct'view) ooukl ~· 
be sustained. The actual fact that the Community would take on dimension€ determining the economies of ooun 
tries excluded, might make it more vulnerable, because it would have greater responsibilities. The only 
Justification for accepting this assumption is a spirit of compromise. There is no evidence that enlargement 
soes hand-fn-hand with enfeeblement. we have an instance in the vast economic and commercial might of the 
United Sta-, whose cohesion and individuality - still in the economic and commercial field. -do not depend 
on the level of tariff protection. At the other extreme we have countries like Sweden, for example, with a 
very low customs tariff, but retaining all their 1ndi vidual! ty and cohesion in the field. or economic and 
commercial policy. Admittedly, Europe's weakness by comparison lies in the fact that she is neither the Uni-
ted States nor Sweden - that it is to say, she has not (by a long chalk) achieved the degree of cohesion 
which is the hallmark or a full-scale federation or states or a state. She does not have this central politi-
cal power which alone could confer individuality on the ensemble which it represents at the moment. 
But while the political link remains an obJective to be attained in the ratrly distant future, it 
ie within our power to increase the factors making for cohesion, given the will. This shows us the path that 
has to be taken if we are to reconcile the two requirements with which Europe must complya adequate dimension, 
sufficient coheaion. When she is enlarged, in raot, there must at the same time be H.eadway in those aotiona 
which can further the reinforcement. of the degree of cohesion, of density ( in contrast with the dreaded 
dilution). 
Where next? Clearly, we can take as an example what has been achieved in common agricultural 
policy. This policy already acts as a binding agent, providing the European construction with remarkable 
solidity (according to some, it is made "irrever ld.ble" ) • If it were insisted that the same angle should. be , 
adopted in other field~f rt is probable that th~s irreversibility would be trul1, and rapid!y,l achieved. 
Let ua take, first, the common industrial policy, with all its implications for the establiShment. of a 
European OOIIIP&nY and tax approximation. Or again the development of a Community technological and research 
polic;y. Let us take possible headway towards a common economic policy, towards a monetary polio;y gradually 
leading to the creation of common reserves. The list does not exhaust all the possibilities, but it does 
show that in the area mentioned Britain could as of now guarantee a valuable contribution. So it ooukl be 
ooncluded that the two objectives (enlar!lenent. and reinforcement) are not contradictory - they are in faot 
in harmony. 
Were someone to· make a move in this direction, and •re it to be followed, not only would it be 
possible to break the .eadlook that threatens 1.o engulf us in two or threee months' timeJ a new climate 
of trust and hopefulness would. be created, without which there can be no progress, no success. Or every-
one's responsibilities would be established, and we should know who really wants to see the emergence of a 
Europe that is coherent, strong and independent. 
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EDITORIAL 
A first achievement : the tasks Q'l'e a'LZoted EK 
The European Commission and its President can chalk up one major achievement. As Mr. Rey announ-
ced, it was _possible last Thursday to determine and allot the tasks within the Co11111ission, something which 
was of the utmost importance. As we stressed in last Thursday~bulletin,the Commission has met the deadline Jjl( 
it set itself, despite the numerous and tricky problems it had to solve. This is a major achievement and, in 
our opinion, it is symptomatic : the Commission cannot afford to waste time and the fact that it did not tar-
ry longer than necessary on the (legitimate and inevitable) discussions on this matter is proof that it is 
aware of this and that it intends to act. We can thus be optimistic about the solution of the second big pro~ ~ 
blem : the administrative organisation, i.e, first and foremost the determination and detailing of the general 
Directorates. 
There is something else which we feel deserves to be noted:.' as our readers will have observed, the 
Commission's decisions largely coincide with the plan which was put bef6re it, the main elements 1of which we pre 
viously indicated, The main point in this is that, even if lengthy discussions were necessary, i11 finally ral-
lied to the outcome of an objective analysis, which made allowances for certain prerequisites and was adapted 
to the inevitable compromises, To say that everyone is completely satisfied and that the solution is ideal.would 
be to go a bit far. But, as we ourselves pointed out,them weJetm many factors to be taken into considera-tion for 
the ideal solution and the possible solution to be one and the same. 
A preliminary analysis of the detailing of the tasks - we shall have to come back to it after the 
next stage of administrative organisation when the details are better known - reveals one or two interesting 
aspects, The first is the splitting up of what was formerly known as the external relations division. The Com-
mission of the three Communities will now have an "external relations" sector, which has been entrusted to Mr. 
Edoardo Martino (who has been Under-Secretary for Foreign ,Affait:s), and an "external trade" sector, headed by 
Mr. Deniau (who was, it will be remembered, Director of Relations with third countries in the EEC C011111i1$ion), 
Before we can say whether or not the split was a good idea,we shall have to know what these sectors are going to 
contain, but in any case, it is worth noting the creation of two working groups, one for external relations 
and development, and the other for problems raised by application for membership, the latter being chaited by 
one of the Vice-Presidents, Mr. Hellwig. Again, a similar division has been made for the problems of competi-
tion, part of which will be under the control of Mr. von der Groeben (who will responsible for regional policy, 
which has been raised to the level of a General Directorate), and part under that of Mr. Sassen. In addition, 
three sectors have been created which can be regarded as new departures : industrial affairs (obviously in-
cluding the steel sector), which has been entrusted to Mr. Colonna di Paliano, general (and nuclear) research, 
for which Mr. Hellwig is responsible, and energy, entrusted to Mr, Haferkamp ; all these are a part of the 
restructuration and integration of the genuinely economic activities of the three Communities. These are doubt-
less sectors which will have a special dynamism. The fact that social problems remain the responsibility of 
Mr~. 'Lfvi-Sandri and that a working group has been set up to deal with them makes it at last possible to hope 
tbat this sector will get the total support which has sometimes been lacking in the past. The heritage of the 
ECSC should act as a stimulus. 
It would be wrong to end without paying special tribute to Mr. Albert Coppfi, who will be respon-
sible for the information service as well as for budgetary and financial problems. The reasons why this task 
is one of the most important and most delicate in the Commission, particularly at the present moment, need 
hardly b~ stressed. 
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EDITORIAL . 
MY country tis of thee ••• @' 
"Patria mea totua est mundus", are Seneca's words, quoted once by Hr. Gaetano Martino in one of 
his rare speeches to the European Parliament which were always followed with such close attent1on for their / 
wealth of intelligence, character and high-mindedness. Hr. Gaetano Martino, whose death has just been announ- \IS 
ced, was more than just a signatory of the Rome Treaties and a President of the European Parliament. As Italian 
Foreign Minister, he represented his country with dignity, rectitude and courage, while making a decisive con-
tribution to the creation of the Communities. This austere and courteous Sicilian, with his ironic appearance 
and his lively mind, was a living denial of the idea that a fervent European cannot be a patriot and dedicated 
lover of his country. But his patriotism was in the purest tradition of Western Christianity 1 it was the re-
sult of a choice, of an act of will. "Europe does not exist by natural law. "he said in his speech of investu-
re as President on 27 March 1962, "any more than a nation exists by natural law : one becomes a European in 
the same way that one became a Frenchman or a German or an Italian, bt becoming part of the common conscience." 
For him, "federalism is in fact the only suitable answer to our needsn that it corresponds with historical 
reality and the spiritual needs of Europe.,. In building Europe, we must avoid destroying the concept of the 
nation, •• The smallest country must be able to survive within the greater whole. European citizens must be al-
lowed a double allegiance : allegiance to cherished and noble traditions and allegiance to the deepest sources 
of a coDIIIOn civilisation. We cannot achieve this without federalism." 
He recognised the danger of returning to an archaic idea of nationalism and he denounced it in 
ringing, dramatic tones which recalled the eternal images of the classical world in which he grew up 1 "The 
gods of the city have thrown themselves on to the stage of European history to block the path of the universal 
gods". 
It is amazing that this cultured man, this professor of human physiology, this traditional liberal, 
should have understood and adopted the revolutionary spirit of innovation in the building of Europe, to which 
he frequently referred to as being not only an economic and political problem, but also, and perhaps most of 
all, a spiritual problem. He likewise pointed the way to the future. He can certainly not be said to have been 
resigned to seeing the Community destroyed and bastardised, yet he did not fear its enlargement 1 "We want to 
unite the Europe of the Six politically, "he said on 16 May 1960, "but we regard this unification as a star-
ting point for vaster and fuller unions." He would quote the example of the founding of the United States of 
America adding, not without emotion, that "this was the first time that Europe had succeeded in uniting, albeit 
in a land far away and far different from her own." 
Thus we bow to the memory of a great Italian as well as a great European. As a Sicilian, he be-
longed, like so many of this compatriots, and like so many other Italians from other regions, - De Gaspari• 
Sforza - to this line of thought in which the Greco-Roman heritage finds ita natural deacandant, its aenuina 
extenaion in the European mind, without allowing itaalf to tempted or diverted by obacura mytha and illusory 
ambition&. 
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J!j EDITORIAL L8 MarcM Cormrun et Ze cOI'I'fi!Unisme - (I) 
pepuia longtempa qn attend una critique s~rieuse, du point de vue du marxiame-l~iniame, .des prin-
cipea dont · a1 inapire le March€ commun europ~en, de ses m~canismes et de leur fonctionnement. Il faut regret- EK 
ter que ju.qu'l prlsent il n'y ait eu que des tentative& partielles etA 11origine desquelles on ~ouve plut8t · 
de1 .atif1 de conjoncture politique que le besoin d'une analyse approfondie et objective du phAnomlne et de ~ 
1es implicationa. C'est ainai qu'en mars 1957, a la veille de la signature des trait~s de Rome le gouvernement 
101riltiqua dlclarait, en conclusion d 1une longue note qu'"il ne fait pas de doute que la cdation du Marchi 
coamun _.nera ala soumis1ion de la France et des autres p•y• de l'Europe occidentale A l'hlgfimonie des mono-
poli•tea allemands". En septembre 1962, lorsque lea nlgociations entre la CEE et la Grande-Bretagne parai•- J~ 
1aieot pouvoir aboutir, l'Institut d'Economie mondiale de l'URSS publiait ses thAses (qui constituent jusqu'l 1 ~ 
prl1ent l'effort le plus slrieux en la matiare) dont la conclusion essentielle ~tait la conptatation- et la 
con4aatation - de la posaibilit~ de voir se former en Europe occidentale un "centre de puissance implrialiste" 
qui aurait EgalE,ou presque,les Etats-Unis par sea ressources humaines et matlrielles, ce qui ltait considlrl 
comme ua facteur nouveau de dlslquilibre et de menace pour la paix du monde. Enfin, en mars 1963, quelques.••-
.. ine• aprl1 la 1ignature du trait€ de l'Elysle, lea six partie communistes des pays de la Communautl rlpAtaient 
lea accuution1 traditionnelles contra le HareM commun y ajoutant toutefois une condemnation de "1 1 axe Bonn-
Parh"· 
Or, le Marchi commun, dans toutes sea implications directes et indirectes, a mis en mouvement un 
Jread ooabre de forces, convergentes ou divergentes, a entratnl - et c'ltait logique,ltant donnE son caractlre 
innovateur - des modifications profondes dans les structures, les habitudes, les conceptions ; il a suscitl 
des forces et des lignes de dlveloppement qu1 il conviendrait d11tudier et de mieux coonattre. Une analyse doc-
trinaire ••rieu1e aurait ltl sans doute utile, maia nous l'attendons toujoura. La dernilre dEception 
ea 'date oou1 "ient de la lecture d'une sorte d'ltude publile sous le titre "Apds 10 ana de March& Ccnamuo" 
(une cinquantaina de pages ronlotyples) dans le Bulletin (avril 1967) du Centre d11tudes de Politique Economi-
que du eo.itA Central du Parti Communiste italien, Non seulement il n'y a rien de nouveau par rapport l la cri-
tique commuoi1to-aaulliate qui consid~re le Marchi commun comme le fruit de la guerre froide et comma la mani-
festation Aconomique de l'atlantisme, done historiquement dlpasal grace A la dltente (l noter qu'entretempa 
les gaulliatel ant laissl tomber cette critique en la transflrant A un hentuel march€ c011bUD "&targi", done 
dlnatutG), mail rarement on va au dell de revendication& - a notre avis parfaitement l&gitimes mais qui oe re-
llnt point de la critique du ayatlme -tellea que cella de la prlaen~e communiste dans le Parlement EuropAen, 
ou celle des ayndicats d'extrime gauche dana les organismes consultatifs communautairea. Or, cea revendication• 
sont en natte contradiction avec l'objectif final dlclarl de "faire sauter les charnUres du Marchi c011111111n" 
pour Atendre la cooplration et 1 "'interdlpendance" a tout le continent europl!en. Pour un marxiate-llniniate, 
qui arri"e l prononcer l'lloge de l'OCDE et meme de l'UEP, et qui constate que l'accroissement de la coopEra-
tion et del Achanges eat devenu une exigence irrEversible, il doit etre mllancolique de constater que cette 
irrlveraibilitA, si elle existe, a Atl atteinte prlcialment parce que les mlcanismea mis en marche par lea 
traitll de coopAration d'abord et par lea traitls d'int~gration en suite, toua combattus depuia l 1origine par 
les COimUDiltel, ont fonctionnE. En proclamant la nlcessitA d'ltendre et d'llargir ce processus, lea marxilte•-
llninhtes ne font que reconna!tre le s.ucces de ces mlcanismes. Est-ce qu'ils enviaagent d'en faire uri inltru-
ment pour le progrla et la liberation des travailleurs en general et de la classe ouvriare en particulier ? 
Pas du tout. Le but dEclarl est de "faire Aquilibre au poilis de 11 implrialiame lconomique am&ricain", C 1 e~t-l­
dire que le probllme est pose en termes d'l!quilibre de pouvoir economique et politique, ce·qui nous rapproche 
beaucoup plu1 de positions nationalistes et capitalistea, que des conceptions aocialistes. 
SUI1MARY 
POLITICAL nAY IN EUROPE : 
p 2 New !leads of' Third Countries ~issions i'lt the Communi ties , - Visit to Brussels o£ Mr 
Raoul Prebisch.- Trip to. Drusc;elciof' Irish Prime Minister.Mr.Lynch.-Spain will 
adapt her railway !>ystem to that of other European countries ,- Agreemebt between 
France,Germany ;md the U.IC. on the ·construction of' the European airbus .-General 
de Gaulle cancels his trip to Can<:~da , 
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Agricultural Council: re:.ults of last se<>o;ion. 
Fic;c;1l harmonisation : th"! Lux~rnburg' s holding company • 
EEC Council : debate on irnpribvement "Of EAGGF • 
Euratom : creation of' European Lia~on of'f'icefor nuclear t~acers users • 
Consultative Committee for free circulation of manpower: appointment o£ new member, 
Fiscal harmoni:.ation in th~ oil :.ector state of work 
Nuclear Center in ArKenn~s : report on activity • 
Cocoa and high-grilrle wheat : decision of' Council • 
Commission for Trade and Devebpment of GATT : problems posed by concession o£ 
tariff' cuts to developing countries • 
EEC Publications • 
For technical reasons , we are unable to publish the English edition of 
the ECSC and of the Economic Interpenetration , These publications will 
therefore be sent in the original French edition • 
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~ EDITORIAL Communism and the Common Market (II) 
, that Communism is powerless to judge the Common Market in its essence is proved by the fact. ~ 
that Marxist-Leninist criticism can do no more than t~ke over one or other of the theses which are bein~ 
de~ated in the so-called capitalist world. In 1952, they were denouncing and condemning the creation in ~~ 
lhtrope of a bloc which wanted to equal, or almost equal, the United States. In l9b'l, they want a bloc ·:\ 
able' to balanc~ American political and economic imperialism. This would seem to indicate that they are (S• 
caught between the fear of' a Europe which is "too powerful" (in thh context, see Pierre Uri's penetrat- 1/ 
ing analysis in a .recent "libre opinion" in Le Mende) and the hope of a Europe which can be used against C IL' 
America. In all this, no mention of the structural reforms which are desirable if Europe is to become a ~ 
more advanced democracy, no analysis of the Institutions.and methods, and the way in which these work to-
wards preventing the indispensable concentrations of economic power from being made at the expense of dem-
ocracy and the working classes. 
To refer again to the survey made by the Central Committee of the Italian Communist Party, it 
should be stressed th~t what is most striking is precisely that, apart from certain criticisms which have 
no.thing to do with ideology, analysis of the ba!lic reasons for certain real or pretended failures is lack-
ing, as is any sugg~tion of fresh solutions. The only idea which seems to come across really clearly is 
that trade with all countries, including the Communis~ countries, should be developed without discriminat-
ion. This is a claim which lacks even the merit of' being original, since it is one which is naturally 
made by all countries remaining outside the Common Market, no matter by what ideology they are governed. 
thus this can hardly be called a criticism of doctrinal principle. On the other hand, there are critical 
bbservations on the way in which the Community works which are soundly based and which correspond to those 
becasionally advanced by the Community's own partisans. But what is lacking is the courage to draw the 
necessary conclusions. Thus the survey in question speaks of' the "humiliation"of' the EEC Commission after 
the Luxembourg compromise, and it stresses that the Council of Ministers has "increasingly emphasised its 
C:haracteristics of being an intergovernmental conference of' a traditional type". .On this basis, the ob-
vious angle would seem to be that this is contrary to the objectives proposed and that these tendencies 
should therefore be fought against, or else to feel that this was bound to happen and that any more ad-
~anced form of integration should be abandoned. The authors of' the ICP's surevy think they have a third 
answer : that the Community institutions are to be condemned but that "real integration of the structures" 
~st be realised, within which the Communist and capitalist systems could co-exist, be economically in-
tegrated, and thus fight together against American capitalism. 
A Marxist criticising the Common Market as the crystallisation of certain forms or of a certain 
level of' capitalism would be understandable and even logical. That he should fight aggressive action on 
the outside and transforming action on the inside is likewise logical. But that everything is essential-
ly reduced to appealing to European capitalis~to unite with international Communism against American cap-
italism indicates a crisis simultaneously among the doctrinarians and the tacticians. The probabl~ ex-
planation lies in the apparent malaise, not to say disorganisation, before the events in Europe which hav~ 
developed, notably within the Community, in a direction very different from that anticipated by Marxist 
theory. The only courageous and realistic decision to be taken - and it is a decision which implies no 
doctrinal retreat- is to ~ecognise the reality of the Common Market, particularly its external tariff' 
and its trade policy, and to deal with this reality. But we are still waiting. 
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Convention on mutu,<l rccogni ti on o£ comp;::mi es 
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towards an agreement between 
the Six • 
Su ,,f market : inllustriz<l <J.ml economic problems • 
Su ar UNCT,\D : Suge1r Consul t:1tive Committee meeting in New York on 7 August , 
Consult-,tive Un1ons ! Committee of thcOEX::D: t3ldng a st<J.nd on the economic situation, 
Fiscal harmoni'-.1tion : Luxembourg holding companies and fiscal harmonisation.. .• 
'i'echnic.\1 rcguL1tions : Written Question no 115 (Mr Bergmann ) to Commission • 
Fixation in udv:,ncc of ;:1griculturul levies Written Question· no 115 (Mr Illerhaus), 
Public:1tions o£ the European Communi t:i:!s e1nd of EFTA, 
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Household co'-11 : problem of' quantity • 
Groupement des H·mts Fourne 1ux et Acieries Belges Annual report £or 1966 
Construction of a ste<?l mill in eCharl.~£.£i. C,H,C, E. S,' s agreement • 
OEGD: annual survey on electrical industry • 
~an ~:11 good prospects 1 according to Mr Nee£ • 
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European books ~hioh are sent to us~ or ~hose publication 
is · ~orth noting~ ~ t t be revie~d under this heading. 
* Associazione Italiana per il Consiglio dei Comuni d'Europa ~ Comuni d1Europa, No 5, May 1967, Rome.-
edition reports on the States General of the European Local Authorities, which met in Berlin fr 
8 to 11 June 1967. ~~ 
* Eu 67, 12, March-April 1967, Turin.- N.b. an article by Mr. Orio Giarini on the arguments for a European ~) 
space programme.-
* ICFTU : Bulletin Economique et Social, No 5, July-August 1967, Brussels. 
*United Nations ECE : ECE News, July-August 1967, Geneva.- N,b. Articles on methods of forecasting imports 
and exports and on the-simplification of export documents.-
* European Organi.sation for Nuclear Research : Courrier, June 1967, Geneva.-
* OECD : Financial means at the disposal of the less-developed countries, 1961-19651 pp 269, Paris, 1967, Ffr 12.- The statistical data, together with the essential features of the aid efforts made by 
the countries in the OECD Development Aid Committee group, are presented in greater detail than 
was possible in the Report by the Committee's Chairman. The report notably contains a more.detai-
led break-down of the flow of aid and discusses the problem of statistical assessment. 
* OECD 1 Geo ra hical division of financial resources at the dis osal of the less-develo ed countries (Pa -
menta 19 5, pp 67, Par1s, 196 , Ffr 8.- This document is a collect1on of the 1nformation ava1lable 
on f nanc al resources paid in 1965. 
* OECD Main economic indicators, July 1967, pp 130, Paris, Ffr 6.-
* OECD Industrial production, second quarter, 1967, pp 36, Paris.- This is a supplement to the '~in econo-
mic indicators". 
* Officina Central de Informacion : La verdad sobre nuestro petroleo, by Jos€ Antonio ~yobre, pp 36, Caracas, 
Venezuela.-
• Polska Agencia Interpress : La Pologne contemporaire, No 6, June 1967, Warsaw.-
* Conservative Research Department : Briefing Notes, July 1967, London.-
* Chambre de Commerce et d'Industrie du Dahomey : Note Hebdomadaire, 1st July 1967 
* Centre d'Information de la Culture et de la Technique Fran~aise : Lisez et choisissez, June 1967, Paris.-
N.b. an article by Professor Georges Portmann on the birth of the Association International& des 
Parlementaires de Langue Fran~aise.-
* United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority : ~. July 1967, London.-
* Bitumous Coal Research Inc : Coal Research, No 27, Summer 1967, Monroeville, Pa, USA.-
* Banco de Espana : Boletin Estadistico, June 1967.-
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
pp 2/3 Swedish request to participate in enlargement of the Community. - Visit to ::/ 
Luxembourg by Irish Prime Minister. Mr. Lynch. - Latest decisions by Commission 
on procedure to be used for studying enlargement of the Community. - Written 
· · question on study visits for Americans in Europe. - EEC Council asked about 
advancement of Community offi~ials. ~ 
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p 4 Ne otiations with the East African counfries Community work postponed till autumn 
EEC Turke Association Council : next me~ting in October 
pp 5/6 
p 6 
p 7 
Mr. Rey's autumn visit to EEC Governments. 
Algerian workers : examination of social security system. 
European Development Fund : thirteen new financing decisions. 
Regional policy : written question to the Commission No 119 (Mr. Illerhaus). 
Publications of the European Communities and EFTA. 
Community activities : final meetings before the recess. 
Freedom of establishment : Council directive on non-wage-earning forestry activities. 
Common agricultural prices : stand by European Cooperatives. 
Sea fisheries : me.,ting of European Parliament Committee. 
European solidarity: 5.5 million lira donated to Italian village 
ECSC BULLETIN No 4092 
pp 4/5 Threats to Europe's energy supply : survey by coal producers' Study Committee. 
p 5 Saar coal companies production expected to drop in 1967. 
Investment projects Commission's opinion. 
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2/2 a Outlines of administrative structure of European Communities'Commission , 
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ECSC Bulletin no 4093: 
p 3 
pp 3/4 
p 4 
Mod fication of c rtain im ort char s in German : negative stand ofi ~art 
of Six on Comm ssion's propesal , 
Industrialisation of Southern· Italys European Commission authorises. Italian 
support rail rates • 
Harmonisation of vcterina.!.)'_l_~.9.i.s.l;ill.2.'1-: proposal 'Of Commission to Council. 
Milk seetor: Written QUestions no 122 and 123 (Mr Dulin) to Commission , 
A ricul tural d:ld orta• !·1. ; .• .., t'rom Ma b countries: Written Question no 120 
Mr Battaglia , 
Goods importedbt to~rists in France : Written Question no 121 (Mr Dulin). 
tennedY Round : accelerated implementation of customs reductions of concern 
to developing countries. · 
Norway's economic policy: OICD advocates caution 
European Community and EFTA publications 
Itl'llian and German steel industries: modifications in schedule prices · 
Steel markets in third countf!es: investment plana and steel production 
capacity in LAtin America and Atrica 
Death of Mr. A. rrupp 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION no 742 
Notice to readers: There is comparatively little to report on in August 
in connection with the activitiy of the European Institutions, 
because ot the summer holiday period. As usual, therefore, and 
in prder to enable our statt to take their holidays, the Bulletins 
will be shorter than usual during this period and will not be 
published at all Prom 5 to 20 August. 
Unless there are developments ot special and unexpected 
importance, the editorial comment will not be published again 
until 1 September 1967. 
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p 2 Membership ot European Communities' Court ot Justice renewed in part. Mr. 
Seuttert gives up seats in Bundestag and EP tollowing appointment as Federal 
Judge. - JLord Chalfont to tour European capitals in September. - Economic 
association between English-speaking countries and Commonwealth ~dvoc~ted by 
Sir Robert Menzies. Group of Itr~li1n memhE"rs c::llls on Government to t11ke 
c:lc~r st~rd ~g~inst Gnullist policy 
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* F.A.O. - United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation. Trade Year Book Vol 20, 1966. Rome, 461 
6$. 4if1 
'This year book contains information relative to external trade which was available to the F,A,O, 1 
on 1st January 1967, and which refers to years previous to 1966, Tables 1 to 118 refer to trade i 
agricultural products for 1960-65 and tables 119 to 123 to agricultural machinery and equipment 
trade for 1960-65. The value of agricultural trade for each country from 1962 to 1965 is published • 
in a final table. I& 
* F.A.O, -Monthly Bulletin, Economy and agricultural statistics, May 1967, Rome. 
• I.A,E,A. - International Atomic Energy Agency : Publications on Nuclear Science, 1967, Vienna, 116 p. The 
.complete catalogue of I.A.E.A. publications. 
* I.A.E.A. -List of References on Nuclear Energy, Vol 9, No 114, Vienna, 1967. 
* CERN : Courrier, July 1967, Geneva. 
• C.E.A. -Commissariat A l'Energie Atomique : Annual Report for 1966, Paris, 223 p. 
* C.E.A. - Bilan et Perspectives, June 1967, Paris, 63 p. 
* C.E.A. - Revue de la Presse fran~aise, nos 7 and 8, Paris. 
*.C.E.A. -Revue de la Presse fransaise, nos 9 and 10, Paris. 
* C.N.E.N.- Comitate Nazionale Energia Nucleare : Notiziario, July 1967, Rome, 
*ACHILLE ALBONETTI- Trattato sulla non-proliferazione nucleare e disarmo nell' ambito della Nazioni Unite ; 
Estratto da 11La ComunitA Internazionale11 , Casa Editrice Dott. Antonio Milani, Padova, 1967, 31 P• 
* GORAN OHLIN - Demographic regulation and economic development, O.E.C.D. Development Centre, Paris, 154 P• 
16 FF, 13.20 DM, Paris. 
* O.E.C.D. - O.E.C.D. Observer, August 1967, Paris. Attention is drawn to an article on international techni-
cal cooperat1on. · 
* O.E.C.D.- Main economic indicators, August 1967,,Paris. 
* O,E.C.D. -Overall trade by countries, July 1967 and Supplement for August 1967, Paris. 
* O.E.C.D. - Commoditr trade analysis by main regions, January•September 1965, (Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, 
Yugoslavia Paris. 
* O.E.C.D. -idem, January-December 1966, (Belgium-Luxembourg, Portugal, Turkey, United States, Finland), 
Paris. 
* O.E.C.D. - idem, January-March 1967, (France, Iceland, Italy, Norway), Paris. 
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!Lrd co :1 stN·k-;: expected to drop by .<lmost 1 million tons in l::Jst quarter 
Composite: pric,:: rise of t1·/o-thirds o£ rlclL1r 
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EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
E~opean books ~hiah are sent to ueJ or ~hose pubtiaation 
is ~rth notingJ ~iZZ be revie~ed under this heading. 
In view of the growing importance in university life of tuition and research on European problems~s 
the European Community Institute, whose President is Mr. Max Kohnstamm, Vice-President of the Uni1 
ted States of Europe Action Committee, decided it was necessary to publish "University Studies on 
European Integration" in two volumes this yearl-... Volume 1, "Tuition" contains an explanatory list 
of the courses and seminars on European problems available in the Faculties and Institutes of 11· 
countries and a practical guide (scholarships, in-service training in the Communities, recognition 
of degrees). Volume 2 "Research" will be published at the end of the year. 
"'The Christian-Democrat group in the European Parliament : "A Dogged European", Tribute to the memory of 
KoQrad Adenauer, European Digest No 26, July 1967, Luxembourg. 
* Centre International de Formation EuropAenne : RApertoire des pAriodigues consacrles aux questions europ4en-
~· Presses d'Europe, 6 rue de TrAvise, Paris. 
*Economic and Social Institute for the Middle Classes : Information Bulletin, July-August 1967, Brussels. 
"'Europeae Beweging in Nederland : Nieuw Europa, July and August 1967, The Hague. 
"'EU 67, May-August 1967, devoted to the theme : twenty years of organised federalism, Lyons, Antwerp, Turin. 
"'European Federalist Movement :European Federalism, July-August 1967, Paris. 
*European Community Information Service : European Community, July-August 1967, London. 
* International Monetary Fund and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development : Finance and Develop-
~. June 1967, (published quarterly in English, French and Spanish). Washington. 
* L'Economie. 20 July 1967. Paris, This includes an article on the City of London and Europe : cooperation or 
domination ? 
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Eu~opean books which are eent to us, o~ whose pubtiaation 
ie worth noting~ witt be ~eviewed unde~ this heading. 
*Association for the Study of European Problems : Les Problames de 1 1 Europe, (quarterly revue), No 36, Par 
and Rome, 1967. ~ 
This edition includes a succinct summary of the discussions held at the 19th Round Table, organis:r'l 
by the Association on 26 and 27 May in Turin on "Scientific and Technological Research". Attention 
is drawn to the articles by Professor Giuseppe Petrelli, Chairman of IRI, on Europe end the new in-
dustrialisation, by Professor Antoine T. Knoppers on the role of science and technology in Atlantic 
economic relations, by Mr, Paul Leroy-Beaulieu on France's attitude to Great Britain and by Mrs Co-
lette Nlme on the movement of capital within the Common Market. Finally, an considerable section· of 
this edition is devoted to material on various aspects of development. 
* Agenor, published under the auspices of the Alumni Association of the College of EuTope, Bruges, No 3 1967 
(4 issues a year : 200 Bfrs), P.B. 54, Brussels 4. This edition includes a dossier on "The New Uni-
versities". 
* Iniziativa Europea, Monthly Political and Economic Review, Nos 95 and 96, Rome 1967. Issue No 95 is mainly 
dP..Voted to the meeting in Rome of 28 and 29 April between Labour members of Parliament and Italian 
representatives of the Left-wing. Discussions centred on Europe. 
*La Civilitl Cattolica : Nos 2810- 2811 - 2812, Rome 1967. 
* Communi d'Europa : Monthly house magazine of the Italian Association for the European Council of communes, 
June 1967, Rome. 
* Capitolium, Rome review, nos 5 - 6, Rome. 
*Italy Presents : published by the Italian Institute for Foreign Trade, No 2, 1967, 'Rome. 
*Italian Chamber of Commerce in the Republic of Argentina : Bo1letino Mensile, April 1967. 
* Analyses et Documents, nos 138 - 139, Paris. A large part of this double issue is devoted to the Middle East. 
* Information and Documents, published by the American Cultural Centre, nos 246 and 247, Paris. 
*Presence de Bruxelles, no 80, June 1967.- Worth noting are articles on NATO in Brussels and Europe in Brussels. 
* Fortuna Italiana, Monthly magasine on current affairs and economic, political and social criticism. June 
1967. Rome 
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IDI'l'ORIAL 
Contrasting prospects, as European activity gets under 
way again 
BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
Directeur responsable et redac-
teur en chef : Emanuele Gazzo 
There has been scarcely 'any let-up m international political activity this summer, and August in fact 
witnessed some events of major importance, Notwithstanding, however, European business is being resumed with 
more of a whimper than a bang, The ditch between the Europe<~n reality- economic, pol! tical and insti tutiona 
and the major problems, the problems of present-day society, seems to be getting wider all ther time. lf 
trend were to persist, the result would be a situattm in which the construction of Europe appeared as a vast 
complex mechanism that produced nothing but gftdgets with a limited range of usefulness. The mechanism would 
operate without having anY real effect on the world surrounding it. ln fact we all know that the construction 
of Europe makes sense insofar as it con~titutes a new f;~shl.on of secinr; relations between peoples. lt has 
been acknowledged that it is in this respect revoluU onury, and 1 t is this which has enabled it to achieve 
results that, at a given moment, had a renl influence on the rest of the world and on how matters were conduc-
ted. Notli.r:g could be more deplorable than to allow the Community to become sw.:Jllowed up in day-to-day business tS 
cut off from world-wide political reality in which it h1.1s a keY part to pl:oy. . 
To take the Middle gttst crisis. 'l'o our re~;ret, we saw in the way this developed striking proof of the 
absence of Europe; it W<cs the more regrettable becnuse the conflict was one Jn which Europe was committed, 
phil osphicall.y and hi stor l cal.ly. There are now signs of a sol uti on ernerr;ing: tension seems less severe, and 
the countries of Europe ntcmd to gain from theJ reduced threilt to their suppU.es of oil. 'l'he ptcture is disap-
pointing, however, when ~1e look at what. Buropc has done to promote this solution, together, or as individual 
nations. Some acted off their own bat, but not in accordance with the others. Some, like Germany, were 
penRlised- but the Community that she belongs to did not sUr. Acl111Ltcdl.y, n theory hns been developed that 
it 1 s salutary for each to have J ts own poll cy, and to ctct 1 n <~Ccordnnce w t th this poHcy. But, in our viet·tl1fs 
will bring disarray and :impotence: those who h'!long to a comnJunil.:' l.h:1t Js a real communlt.y must stand by Lts 
first rule: sol:idarit,v. llo lntellectunl ,)igp;ery-poker:,' cnn convince us that t.he old say1rl[!; thnt unity 1s 
strength is wrong, 'rhe f;,ct is thn~ ide'lS 1 initint!ves (of v:trylng merit) aml suggestions '!manated from 
Belgrade, Bucnrest, W<~shing-ton, Mctcow - anywhere but f'rom \.he so-cnlled European cnpttals. 
A further mid-sum1net' development w.-,s Lhe spe·~ch by the l•'rench hc<•d of state. 'l'h1s was mn1 nly concerned 
with putting internal Frenclt opposit.ton in Jl.r; !·l·,ce, so t.hnt it doe:-• not, reit]ly rer,ard us; Jt did, however, 
refer to the "upheaval that t.he ,ldmJ~jsion of' J!ri t.ain und four Ot' 1 ivc other ::;t,:,t.es would :'pell for the Communi-
ty of the Six". Of coun;e, thls does fJOt, really throw nny fresh .light on the Dritlsh problem; it merely confirms 
the existence of docgetl "nd "a priori" oppos i L lon, di:;cout·nr,tnc t.o t.ho~;e wllo (;ee the opening of l.he di ·tl.ogue 
not as the fj_nal select ton of one sol. uti on, but rather as of'feT'l ng ::not.her chance for Cornmunj t.y Europe to be 
kept in the mainstream of hi story, and to be r~i ven iln i nf'J.urmce on world <tf'fcd rs that. at. the nmmt nhe O.oes not 
hove. 
These are so many clouds orJ the horizon '-S the Com,nunl ty r;c ts under wny once more. We should not lose 
heart, however, as there are sojne rays of hope fiHerin~; throq:;h, to which we shall be referring further. 
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Contrasting prosgeots, as Europern activity 
Sets urxler way again (2) .-
Whether we are optimistic or pessimistic about the fUtune of the constrQction 
certains there is no point in optimism or pessimism on the mere basis of how matters appear in Brussels at 
the moment, or the plans and wishes (good or bad)ot1he maf!ltetJ.mtnds behind this construction, In fact, everY-
thing forms a part of the whole and experience has shown that the 'gradual creation of Europe is exposed IS 
to ups and down, to the vicissitudes of worid-scale politics - because it is a political fact. Yesterday we .. 
noted that there were clouds on the horizpn, even if they do not emanate directly from the sky above Brussels, 
But the clouds are not unbroken. Here arxl there a pa1 oh C>f blue is to be seen, Justifying a certain confi-
dence. 
For instance, Genet•il d•3 Gaulle himself instanced the "international monetary question" as one of the 
matters on which Io'rance l•ai ·:1 different attitude from that of her partners, arousing opposition from those 
who advocate toeing the Af.lf.nilc line (British entry into the Community comes under the same head), In fact 
a solution has been fo1ru1 for the international monetary question, and headway is being made'sO that. it is now 
possible to look less nnxJ •)USlJ' towards the future. 'l'he no.lutiOtt ~lllh It uomprorni Ge, Of course; h1lt 1 t Wa$ made 
.posUble·.beBalse.Franoe went a long way- fJtanding down, for the time being at least, on certain hard and fast 
positiore ,although these had beE'n publicly approved by the Head of State. The London compromise was admitte-
dlY reached because indirectly it wM recognised that the Six had a minority bloak-'llote in the International 
Monetary Fund. This is tantamount to saying that when there has to be a decision on setting up the machinery 
currentlY being worked out, the Six could impede such a decision by all voting together. It is reasonable 
to wonder what is the reRl worth of this prize, nnd whether in the last analysis it is not a prize thnt would 
recoil, At all events, for some time the monetary question is not liable to spark off any serlous trouble, and 
it has been proved that given political resolve, divergences about principle> can be ironed out. Why should this 
not applY in respect of British entry? 'l'his lu why the monetary ag1•eement is a hopeful straw in the w.lnd. 
Hope; may also be gleaned fror.J the stand nrlopted by Chancellor Kiesinger during his Washington talks. 
The Chancellor is not givi!)6 up hls attempt.s to effect a break..:itrough to the East; even if .his untiring. 
efforts yield precious 11 ttle for Lhl'l tr1om•~11t, his policy is thereby exterxled in a wny that was impossible 
before. It is signiflcant, in this context, thdt he admitted frankly that the German standpoint on British 
entry wfts poles .. apart from that of France • Not that this helps a great deal 1 but at least some l:t ght is shed 
on the sfltuationj_, . .And with the construction of Europe ns it is today, there is an urgent need for further 
light • Let no one imaglne that he can set· out politicfll aims without really believing in them, or relying on 
hU · partners to prevent them from beine; ruHI Thd. There cmust be no beating about the bush about whether 
Britain is : to be· allowed in , whether the Comrmlssion is to be the driving force of the Communi. ty ,w)lether the 
Treaty is to be appl:led , with all that this means - and so on • People must come clean too about wtJether the 
means are available for applying the poltcy that is outlined • lf they are, they must be used, Only then will 
anxiet)r' over the future of the Community perhaps give way to hope • 
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Europe, Poland, and the prospects for a 
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Something seems to be stirring on the European political chess-board, 
BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
Directeur responsable at rEdac-
teur en chef : Emanuele Ga 
Firstly, there is General de Gaulle's visit to Poland, starting today, which clearly comes into this 
context, There will perhaps not be any' immediate and far-reaching results, but· one salutary effect that 
the General might well achieve (as is hoped by his followers and in other quarters) would be to lessen the 
profound. S)istrust that the P..olish leaders harbour towards Federal Germany. We have just been reading, in the 
latest n~·a bulletin put out by La Pologne Contempol'aine, a new attack on the "West German revisionists", IS 
with their potential threat to peace in Europe, nnd reOE•lling that "the oamp of the Socialist states is not 
only the guarantee of the Poland's legitimate interests, but a real strength standirll); in the way of any bid 
to violate seCUl'i ty in Europt::". 1 t ts perhaps worth recallint here t.hnt one of the oims of those who strove 
for the creation of the C•)mrn.tnities, and who continue to advocate eoonomio and pol.ittoal :tntegrntlon for 
Europe, was in faot to make n lasting oont.r:tbu'\.1 on to easinc; tens I on t1nd to peaoe, and E.Lbove ull· to g1 ve a 
palpnble and tnotH,uU~'l fo1•m (not just 1 n words, or dapend1.ng on 1mrsona1 concepts and therefore irr!p«!manent) 
to the guarantee thut Weot Germany, 1.nt.egruted cmce and for 1111 tn a ooherent whole, would never ngain be 
aQle to indulge in warHko games in the East or the West. 1 t 1.1lao has to Le stated that no one oherishes any 
more illusions in the great Western demoor1•oics nbout Germ1~ny 1 s w1 ah t.o indulge 1.n ouoh games; the problem is 
however there for some countries, nnd the fact hno to be feoec.l, Any rnoveo in th1.s direction (t·,hor.n we'l"e t.he 
statements made by Mr. Krac; in Sof1E.1 1 for inst.nnoe, reported on ycsterduy), WlC1 espco!~lly those of General. 
de Gaulle, backed by 1111 his pernon11l prest:tee 1 nre ·t~horf'!fore to tho good. 
But. the problem is not oonf tnr~l to l'ol.r•nd and the German l.ssue. Heferenoe has he•m rnnde 
in the last few days, 1n a. nurnbur of quarters (os 'r'eportccl J.n tho Dutletlns), to tho quesMonFJ of pol1:ttoal 
cooperation in Europe, and espccl nlly t.o th~ d 1 r·n cuH'Lea of cmwunl n,z B second aurnmf. t meet:! ng between the 
Six. (In Rome "1 t wtta aol.d that 1suoh n rnec t·,j nr, wou.td 11 pr•obobl.y" t~·kc plnoe he fore t.hc EJ'ld of tho yel;r.) 
Chancellor Kies:l nger hllll opparently even gone no far :11!! to say t".xplic.i Uy that 'l f t,he meettnr; doeo not take 
place, it will be the f'aul t of one-country - not. nam<.'l.l by him, but :! n fact the Netherlnnds. 1 r we arc to 
interpret t.his reasonnbly ard pa.rLt<tlly, Jt·. st.rH:es us t.lwt. t11e Net.herland:J <:re not be:! ng accused of standing 
in the way of suc)1 a rneeting; rather it is be1ng pointed out th<d, Jt Ls up to the Nethcrhnds Government to 
make the arrangements, ''nd in such a ~1ay that, the rnectfrl['. wtll not. be a fnilure. To r:;ay the very leust, this 
would suggest that it would be inadvisable to rush :natters. All the rartners or the Netherlands will certain-
ly be in 11greement on thls point. Not rusl1lng rn<•tt,ers means, amone; other trdngs, waiting to see how the 
British application to join the Communities develops. Although tt is not strictly neccssury to tie pPogress 
towards political cooperation directly to progr'E.'SS l.owards Bri tt:;h entry, there can be no doubt that 1 f 
profound disaGreement were shown to exist on 1·.he Dri tish issue, on actual principles - or in other words 
on the nature and aims of the Community - 1 t woulc.l be very hard to .1gree that 1 t was nonetheless posstble 
to progress towards closer t>oli tical cooper.ttion. 
At all event10, the European Commission can play a vit<:tl pllrt in bringinr; the member states' attitudes 
more into line, as was stated by l'lr. Hey at t,be ministerial meeting on 11 July. 'l'he members of t.he Commission 
have before them today a preHrninary out11ne of the report that the Commission is to submit: let us hope this 
will set things moving in the right dlrectton. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
British entru : anotheP milestone 
The European Commission members have since yesterday evening been considering. individually or in~ 
the Group headed by Mr. Hellwig. the report drawn up by the Commission departments on the various problema 
poaed by the extension of the Community and by the entry of a number of countries - first and foremost. Br 
tain. Over the next three weeks the Commission will be considering the matter. and it is already certain !Jl'~ 
that Mr. Rey will atand by his promise to present the Commiasion oeinion, formulated in accordance with the ~ 
terms of EEC Treaty•article 237 (and the corresponding articles in the other two Treatiea), to the aix Govern-
ments, and more precisely to the Council of Ministers. ~~ 
. Another milestone has thus been reached along the path which is to lead the Community to take impor- • 
tant decisions about its future. Rightly has it been said that these decisions must not be taken lightly. 
This is indeed true - the issue is not the conclusion of a trade treaty, the solution of minor problems. Ra-
ther the Community is going to commit itself to a line of conduct that may take it a very long way -and there 
is to be no turning back, But it is also true that reflection and discussion must not result in failure to 
act, in perpetuating a situation which can only damage the future of the Community. At the outset, of course. 
the Six do not see this complex problem in exactly the same way. It is hardly surprising. Nor is it surpri-
sina. however, that in a Community such as that which the Six wish to construct among themselves, there abould 
be· an attempt, and in fact a universal attempt to reconcile points of view, to reach solutions wbich make allo-
wance for the cares, interests and rightful objectives of each partner. 
It is in this light that the part to be played by the Commission takes on its full importance, Mr. 
Rey is fully alive to this point, and this was what he had in mind when he told the six Ministers that the 
Commission already had some ideas on the matter. The new Commission had already considered the problems in 
a preliminary way, and had come to a first conclusion - that an extension of the European Communities indis-
putably matched the political thought of the fathers of the Treaties, and coincided with the mainsrream. dri-
ving Europe towards unity. It is our hope that this conviction is at the heart of the conclusion that the 
Commission draws from the more detailed consideration that it is now giving to the report. 
But this was not all that Mr. Rey said. The Commission was profoundly disturbed• he added,to see the 
member states tackling these issues with disparate attitudes. It was important not to slip back into a situ-
ation like that of January 1963, the aftermath of which had profoundly affected Community life, whatever 
people might say. The Commission would therefore feel considerable apprehension were 1967 to conclude with a 
profound disagreement between the member states on so important, not to say fundamental, a problem. It was 
for this reason that the Commission planned to do its utmost to ensure that its opinion helped bring the points 
of view of the member states more into line. 
This is indeed what the Commission is supposed to do. And the member states would be showing wisdom, 
courage, and faith in Europe -,words and slogans apart- if they were to entrust the Commission, which after 
all emanates from themselves within the task of conducting the negotiatons, in the interests of Europe as a 
whole. 
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Euvopean books which are sent to us, or whose publication @ 
is worth noting. wiZZ be reviewed under this heading. L 
/ 
* BINO OLIVI, L1Italia e il mercato europeo, extract from La politica estera della Repubblica Italiana, acts ~ 
of the Congress organised by the Istituto Affari Internazionali, Rome, Edizioni di Comunitil, 1967. rllJ 
The European theme was prominent at a congress held last January in Rome by the Istituto Affari In- ('~ 
ternazionali dealing with the various aspects of Italian foreign policy - largely because of the report sub- · 
mitted by Mr. Olivi, EEC Commission spokesman (and now spokesman for the single Commission following the !~ 
merger). The report is now available in print, as an extract from the official acts ; it consists of some ~~ 
fifty pages, and represents an especially interesting analysis of the attitudes of the successive Italian 
Governments since 1948 towards the various forms of European political cooperation, in the political, eco-
nomic and military spheres. As the author emphasises, the report is a summary one, but it does afford some 
idea of the political stands adopted by Italy, and finally of the "permanence" of the European objective 
in Italian politics during the three periods extending (a) from 1948 to the collapse of the European Defen 
Community in 1954 (including the formation of the ECSC) ; (b) from 1955 to 1958, the year in which the 
European Treaties came into force, and (c) from 1958 up to the present. 
Without summarising the contents of these chapters, we would draw attention to the special interest 
of the pages analysing the Italian position in the negotiations for the creation of a major free-trade area, 
which broke down in December 1958 ; in the negotiations for political union, which also broke down in April 
1962 ; in those over British entry, resulting in another failure, in January 1963, and finally the 1965 
crisis, concluded by the Luxembourg compromise of January 1966. The record is one which is becoming a part 
of history, consisting of a series of vicissitudes whose sequels we are now witnessing. 
Mr. Olivi does not confine himself to an objective account of the facts : he gives his own assess-
ments, and at least indicates the factors that should be taken into consideration in passing judgment. Some 
of the reflections suggested by his examination of Italian policy towards Europe have a considerably broader 
and general scope, in our view. He shows, for instance, that frequently there has been a cleavage between 
the policy that is proclaimed with much waving of flags, and the policy that is actually applied from day 
to day. He also points to the tendency to assess the outcome of a certain policy in "accountancy terms". 
Most of all, however, he suggeststhe need to believe in a certain policy, and to leave no stone unturned 
in endeavouring to implement .it. 
I 
* This is Europe, Council of Eu'rope, August-September 1967, Strasbourg 
*Notes d'Information, Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, nos 7 and 8, Paris. 
*International Atomic Energy Agency, Bulletin, August 1967, Vienna. 
* Idem, List of Bibliographi~on Nuclear Energy, Vienna, 1967. 
* Idem, List of References on Nuclear Energy, vol. 9 ,. no 15, Vienna, 1967. 
*La Civilta Cattolica, no 2, September 1967, Rome. 
* O.C.D.E. : Commodity Trade : Imports : detailed analysis by products, January-December 1966. Paris. 
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EDITORIAL 
Seventh EFTA Report : some re[Zeations 
EFTA has brought out its seventh Annual Report today. The Common Market Bulletin reports o 
this publication, but some general thoughts occur to us when we look back on the years that have elapsed sin 
EFTA started to function - and successfully. 
There was a good deal of bitterness and accusing fingers were pointed, on either side, when ~~~ 
the efforts to find a solutio·1 to what certain European countries described as "discrimination" against them 
culminated in breakdown in 1058, The Six had the distinct impression that an attempt was being made to stifle 
at birth an undertaking which they knew was of immense political significance ; they realised, however, that IS 
what mattered was that it should be given a thoroughly solid economic basis if it was to succeed, Hence the 
desperate defence (no doubt warranted at the time) of the Common External Tariff, which was the only palpable 
and visible common element, the only factor that could bind the six economies together, but which had to be 
given time to "set" before anyone tried to tamper with it. The others felt that the political target was un-
attainable, and that therefore it was unfair to discriminate against them economically, on the trumped-up 
grounds of integration which they regarded as a pipe dream invented by the Brussels "technocrats" - for whom 
a good many have retained an open hatred. A lot of water has flowed under the mill since then, giving every-
one a chance to reflect and draw conclusions. One of these conclusions is certainly that the political objec-
tive has proved more difficult to realise than was hoped, but also that if it is to be realised complete inte-
gration is still, and more than ever, the right path. It is reasonable to go so far as to say that if there 
were doubts on this, they have been dispelled. 
Today, admittedly, it is fair to say, as the Report does, that "the fact that the process 
of tariff - and quota - dismantling has been so greatly speeded up, and with only a minimum of difficulty, 
has served to demonstrate the workability of the free trade area concept,"'The concept is workable and valid 
when certain objectives are set, in a given context, The fact is that most usually it is an "instrument", 
an intermediary means, a starting point for something else, What is more, it is not workable (as was seen in 
1958) between economies whose struc.tures differ too much, and whose dimension ratio can create serious imba-
lances. 
Despite good results and hopeful outlooks, the fact is that the majority of the EFTA coun-
tries at any rate want to join the European Community, In other words, they want to go much further in inte-
grating their economies with those of their neighbours, and to this end are ready to shoulder considerable 
burdens and take on political commitments, What urges them on is not the zeal and fire of the founding fathers, 
but cool impartial logic, indicated by facts and figures, and by world-wide economic and political prospects. 
It is clear, moreover, that tariff dismantlement was not possible in the EEC framework -
where there are four big economic units, in fact, two geared to protectionism, and two to customs liberalism-
if proper attention were not paid first and foremost to the agricultural sector, and then to the various 
o~her factors influencing economic activity. This was not the case with EFTA, where there were clear and indis-
putable benefits to be gained from tariff dismantlement between one major industrial country applying medium 
protection,and a groupcrmedium-sized or small countries applying low tariffs and with highly specialised eco-
nomies, 
Our concluding verdict is that the Seven showed political judgment in setting up EFTA, Since 
it was clearly impossible to make something else of the Common Market, they opted for action, setting up some-
thing that has moved in the same direction, making it possible not to widen the gap. 
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EDITORIAL 
Europe and pubtic opinion 
Intriguingly, European political leaders feel themselves compelled, as soon as they get up in 
defence of their action or to explain their programmes, to talk about the construction of Europe, to expound 
their points of view, and try to persuade the public (i.e. the electorate) that they'are in favour of this 
construction- even if there are degrees of support, and sometimes ulterior motives. 
Last week we referred to what Mr. Pompidou said when questioned on the matter by reporters from 
L'Express (see Bulletin for 4 September). The President of the Council actually seemed to share the view of IS 
one of these reporters ("that is where headway must be made") who maintained that it was essential that there 
should be a "power" able to give orders to groups or sets of different countries. In other words, although 
the word was not actually said, there must be a "supranational" power. 
Mr. Waldeck-Rochet immediately felt impelled to talk about Europe too. A great many of the habi-
tual reservations still apply, but the terms used by the French Communist leader ate very different from those 
we have been accustomed to hearing. In particular, he stated that the positions were "negotiable" within the 
Left, Recognition on the Community side of the fact of Europe is still, however, conditional on a basic poli-
tical objection, which is as follows : the political unification of a part of the Continent of Europe (the 
Europe of the Six) would make final Europe's division into two. According to the Gaullists it is the extension 
of the Europe of the Six to other countries, and in the first place Britain, which would bring about this re-
sult. Mr. Waldeck-Rochet then goes on to call for a "democratisation" of the European Institutions, with the 
trade unions being represented and having real powers, and with the national parliaments exercising real con-
trol. It might be commented in this connection that the call for "real powers" for trade union representati-
ves implies that the Institutions themselves have real powers. Similarly, parliamentary control means nothing 
unless it is exercised over an Institution which has real powers. But all this is inherent in the contradic-
tions which are peculiar to the Communist attitude on the matter, and there is no need to labour the point. 
And now Mr. Mitterrand is dealing with the same problem (also being interviewed by L1 Express). 
He does so in hard-hitting terms, in the context of the threat that Europe may be swallowed up in the American 
orbit. He accuses General de Gaulle of having impeded the construction of Europe, and of thus furthering Ame-
rican penetration. He maintains ~hat rapprochement with the East and the organisation of peaceful coexistence 
will only be possible and lasting if there is a European personality, instead of a handful of medium-sized 
and small nations. 
It is possible to make differing assessments of all these comments, but it is interesting (and 
the comment holds good for France as well as for the other countries) to note that the subject of European 
unity comes up again and again. Public opinion is alive to the topic, in other words, in France as well as 
elsewhere, and it is becoming harder all the time to fool the pubJic. One day the public might even call for 
a reckoning. And its reaction might well be measured in impressi~e blocks of votes being withheld ••• 
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EDITORIAL 
DeveZopment of the AtZantia AZZiance towards partnership:where is Utopia? 
The Assembly of the NATO Treaty Association, which concludes its session in Luxembourg today, 
discussed at length the possible development of the Atlantic Alliance. This development is envisaged in tw 
directions: first of all, as regards the contents of the Alliance, where politics must take over froa~ili­
tary factors, in order to "organise the detente" which the very existence of the Alliance brought about. And 
secondly, with regard to the internal structure of the Alliance, which should develop towards a form of 
"partnership" in which Europe would play a part in keeping with her potential and her responsibilities. 
These same problems are at present being studied at a fairly advanced stage within NATO',Mr. 
Marmel, who was one of the instigators of these studies, discussed them today with Mr. Eugene RostoW, who 
AD 
is working on the report which the NATO Council is to discuss at its December session. Discussions and studies~~ 
ort these problems are in fact taking place nearly all over Europe and America ; certain ideas which could J 
determine a concrete development in the policies of Western countries are thus gradually being brought to 
light. 
Faced with the way in which the situation has developed in the last few years, certain people 
have taken the view that what had been built hitherto should be destroyed and that there should be a return 
to systems and mechanisms of equilibrium more in keeping with tradition. Others, on the other hand, think 
that the new ideas on organisation of international political relations ought to be retained and that exis-
ting instruments ought to be adapted to new realities. Among these realities, there is the existence, admit-
tedly still incomplete, of a united Europe, a prosperous Europe, which wants to control her own destiny and 
have her own say in the great international problems. Doubtless the aims of these two schoolsof thought are 
identical : to give greater stability to peace, bearing in mind new factors, such as the population explosion 
in the third world, technological progress and above all nuclear weapons. But while there is a common objec-
tive, the methods suggested differ profoundly and the aim of the discussions is precisely to find out which 
seems the most practical and the least utopian. 
General Stehlin, speaking in Luxembourg, rightly recalled that the problem of creating a part-
nership arises esentially in terms of dminmgnota military structure but a political consensus. Before deci-
ding how to achieve a given objective, the Allies must define it in political terms, Fear explained and justi-
fied a policy directed against the Soviet threat and if this policy has lost some of its raison d'etre, that 
part of its basis which owed nothing to circumstances, remains firm. Today it can constitute the foundations 
of a policy which will assure a necessary defence as long as peace rests not so much on sympathy of hearts 
and minds as on the balance of forces of massive destruction and which will at the same time extend beyond 
of defence requirements and give the Atlantic block a force capable of expressing the intellectual and moral 
coherence of the Atlantic world. 
Both to preserve and to renew - this is therefore what is possible, what is even necessary. To 
morrow we shall be analysising an article which appeared in the second number of "Interplay", in which Max 
Kohnstamn makes an exceptionally useful contribution to the understanding of these problems. 
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New concept o[ international society 'not wishtuZ thinking 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
It is not especially significant that the members of the Atlantic Association came out in favo 
of maintaining the Alliance and changing the nature of the relations between the United States and Europe, w 
in the Alliance, at their meeting in Luxembourg. What is important is to realise why these conclusions were 
reached. As we pointed out yesterday, people who would like to bring down existing systems have exactly the 
same aim as the people who would like to consolidate and adopt them : they all want to "consolidate peace 
throughout the world." But which is the best path ? Is it right to call the first realists, and the second 
wishful thinkers ? 
trr 
· On this point we would refer to the fascinating article by Max Kohnstamm (Vice-Chairman of the J\IJ 
Action Committee for the United States of Europe), "Utopia in a nuclear age 11 , in the September issue of "Inter-
play", brought out two months ago in New York, under the direction of Anthony Hartley. We shall do no more 
here than draw attention to a few vital points. The first comment is that so far international relations have IS 
obeyed the law of the jungle (here we are of course summarising), because of the absence of international law l 
and institutions to apply it (and to impose penalties), as is done within organised societies (states). This 
situation is fraught with danger for humanity because of the existence of the nuclear weapon. Would-be des~ 
troyers of nuclear weapons clearly imagine that it is the weapons that create an aggressive state of mind, 
not the other way around : there is no staying the course of technical progress, and a war between nuclear 
powers would become a nuclear war, even tf the weapons had been destroyed in the interval. The real problem 
is different : are we to encourage the establishment of a so-called new balance, by returning to a system 
based on the national states as the sole lasting reality (a historic contradiction, as the state-nation is 
only one form assumed by the organisation of society), as advocates of the so-called "Realpolitik" maintain 
Or are we try gradually to put an end to international anarchy, beginning by reducing tension and introdu-
cing the rudiments of organisation through rules applied by institutions ? This is of course the thesis of 
the "Utopians", who have already applied this method to the construction· of Europe and would like to extend 
it to an Atlantic partnership. There surely cannot be any doubts about the answer, Yet those who support the 
latter view are accused of being fuddy-duddies bo~by instigators of nationalist doctrines and by certain al-
legedly Leftist groups. 
It is in this context that the construction of Europe takes on all its historical and revolu-
tionary significance : it is the pre-condition for a subsequent development towards a partnership preparing 
an effective consolidation of the easing of tension between East and West. The Community structure does not 
tolerate hegemony within. By analogy, application of the partnership rules out hegemony. If we look at the 
two possibilities : the Utopia of partnership, and the realism of the "Divide and rule" school of thought, 
which better answers the needs of humanity ? Is it thinkable (and thus realistic) that a concrete solution 
can be found for the present division other than within the structures affording East and West a permanent 
guarantee of their rights and interests? The recent talks in Warsaw show where Utopia lies. The idea of blocs 
gradually envolving to become two communities which will cooperate is far less Utopian than that of an easing 
of tension merely from the creation of an "atmosphere". This would be to fall prey once more to the fatal 
illusions of Locarno and the Briand-Kellog Pact. Instead, it is the existence of a minimum of organisation 
which makes it possible to see a German policy of opening out towards the East as an "aggiornamento" rather 
than the preparation of a new tRapallo. 
There is an article by Mr. Kurt Birrenbach, published by "Europa-Archiv" which reaches much the 
same conclusions : "Multilateral contacts are more important in the long run that bilateral contacts. The bal-
kanisation of East Europe'cannot be in the interests of Europe." 
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*INTERPLAY of European/American Affairs, August- September 1967, New York, Welkin Corporation, 200 W. 
Street, New York. AD 
·The second issue of this new review, published by Gerard Smith and directed by Anthony Hartley (tbe 
European editorial adviser is Franr;ois Duchene) contains articles on "Utopia in a Nuclear Age", by Max 1Kohn-
~ ,'Vice. Chairman of the Action Committee for the United States of Europe ; "The Balance of Power11 , by 
Max Beloff, Professor at the University of Oxford ; "The Other State Department", an analysis of the exta- ~~ 
ord1narily important action by the United States Mission to the United Nations, by Arnold Reichman, on the \t 
staff of the Christian Science Monitor ; "De Gaulle's Secret Diplomacy", by Marc Ullman, reporter with l 1Ex-
press ; and "Home Thoughts from Abroad" by Alessandro Silj, back in Europe after one year at Harvard Univer-
sity. Readers' attention is drawn especially to the "Trans-Atlantic dialogue" occupying several pages in the 
review between George Ball on the one hand and Fransois Duchene on the other ; this analyses relations be- ' 
tween Europe and America frankly and pungently. 
The Review also contains biogr~notes and bibliographies and reports from correspondents in nume-
rous capitals - Michel Tatu in Vienna, Blair Fraser in Ottawa, Ronald Steel in Athens and Emanuele Gazzo in 
Brussels. ~ 
• OECD - Studies on the Cafital Market, General Report, pp 271, 24 FF, 20 DM. Statistical Appendix, pp 212, 
18 FF, 15 DM ; OECD Comm1ttee on Invisible Transactions, Paris, 1967. 
The General Report and its statistical appendix, the first volume in a series of studies on the capi-
tal market, contains a summary of the surveys carried out over a period of two years by the OECD Committee 
on Invisible Transactions. Its subject is the quest for appropriate improvments in the operation of national 
financial markets, and the way in which they overlap. The study reflects to a considerable extent the atti-
tudes of the member governments ; it deals with financing demand, the main economic sectors, sources of sa-
vings and methods of expanding and improving their composition, machinery for distributing savings through 
financial channels and international relations between national markets. 
* Universite Libre de Bruxelles : Institut d'Etudes Europeennes, pp 96, Brussels, 1967. This handbook on the 
Institute of European Studies provides full practical information concerning registration for courses, equi-
valence requests, scholarship possibilities, the conditions to be fulfilled when seeking approval for re-
sear~It includes descriptions of the subject matter covered by the various courses at the Institute, 
which consists of three sections (economics, law, politics). 
*Revue de la Societe d'Etudes et d'Expansion, no 226, May-June 1967, Liege, This issue contains information 
reports on European integration, delivered on 10 March 1967 at the Maison Europ6enne, Liege, by Mr. F. De-
housse, Mr. J. Rey and Mr. H. Moreau de Melen. There is also an article on the supranational method by Mr. 
J. Linthorst Homan, former member of the ECSC High Authority. 
*This Europe, no 79 - 1967, Brussels, This edition reports on Expo 67, in Montreal, and relations between 
Canada and Europe. 
* Institute para la Integracion de America Latina : Boletin de la Integracion, no 19, June 1967, Buenos Aires, 
* Camera di Commercio Italiana nella Repubblica Argentina : Bollettino Mensile, June 1967. 
* Conseil National du Patronat Fran~ais, Patronat Fransais, no 267, August-September 1967, Paris. 
• Polish Agency Interpress : La Pologne Contemporaine, no 7-8, July- August 1967, Warsaw. For a summary of 
an articLe on the Polish steel industry, see the ECSC Bulletin for 13 September 1967. 
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EDITORIAL 
Prog~ess towards bilate~al F~anao-B~tish talks 
A few months ago we put forward the idea that faced with an attitude that was not so much unyield g 
as downright unfathomable on the part of the French Government to British entry, and doubtful about the effec@ 
tiveness of the support expressed in words by the Five, the British Government might at some time succumb to 
the temptation to settle the problem directly with France (more precisely the Elys4e), deciding to pay the 
necessary price in political, military, technological and economic terms. The British have in fact repeatedly 
been advised to do so, in various quarters ; usually this advice has been discreet and roundabout, emanating AD 
from some of the Five, who thus showed that they were not really convinced of the possibility of joining battle 
"within the Community", much less of winning. 
The British press supporting entry into the Community in the past rejected a possibility of this kind,~~j· 
8aying that it was to be avoided at all C•Jsts. But the months are slipping past, and it is hard to discern any · 
hopeful sign - with the result that the to!mptation becomes keener, the idea less improbable. Today 1 s Financial 
Times publishes an editorial in which the idea is described as being the only alternative with a real chance 
of success. The editorialist is clearly basing his case on the anxiety rife in British political and economic 
circles, where it is felt that the present state is one of deadlock, and the German attitude gravely disappoin-
ting. Mr. Kiesinger is being more and more earnestly begged to bring pressure to bear on the General, but it 
is hard to think that these tactics, in isolation, are enough to succeed, lienee the necessity for Britian to 
make a real effort to have bilateral talks with France. 
On the face of it, it may look like a valid approach. Without resorting to the Machiavellian argument 
that the end justifies th? means, the British can argue that once the principal obstacle has been pinpointed, 
there must be an attempt to get round it. This task falls in the first place to the party that is trying to 
free its way. Those without enough strength or resolve to help would do well not to voice their criticisms. 
There are quite a number of holes to be picked in this argument. Firstly, although a lot of Europeans 
are hoping that Britain will join the Community, in the belief that this will be in the interests of the Com-
munity itself (for political and economic reasons that we shall not trouble to reiterate here), others, and 
they are not all to be found in France, oppose her entry as conflicting with the Community's true interests, 
If British entry were to be made possible only through direct agreement between Britain 3nd one of the Six, 
clearly the situation would be completely different, and there might well be a change of heart among those 
advocating entry. 
All this is happening at a time when we await the verdict of the European Commission on the enlarge-
ment of the Community, and when the Bundestag is about to decide to hold a European political debate, during 
which the four Monnet resolutions (of 15 June 1967) should be voted on ; the first of these concerns British 
entry, but it is Chancellor Kiesinger who must give the green light on this. It is also happening at a time 
when the German Chancellor is bringing up again the idea of a European summit - with Britain entry as its theme. 
At the moment the situation is extremely fluid. It strikes as important that there should be at least 
one point on which no argument is possible : the opening, as quickly as possible, of negotiations -within the 
Treaty framework, in compliance with Community procedure, and through the Institutions of the Community. 
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A necessary but discriminatory ~ 
BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
Directeur ruponubla et rlldac-
teur en chef 1 Emanuele Gazzo 
The signing of a non-proliferation treaty by_ the greatest possfble number of nuclear and non-nuclear 
powers is without a doubt eminently desirable', The factors in favour of such as a signature are both psycholo-@~ 
gical and political. In the first place the signing of such a t·reaty would be a great etep on the way to a 
detente, and would bring hope to the innumerable forces throughout the world asking for peace, It would be 
the beginning of a process which could have further developments, Moreover, in view of the precarious equili-
brium on which the world rests, a non-proliferation treaty would be a guarantee of consolidation ; there would AD 
be the certainty that this equilibrium would not be destroyed without knowing in advance bow to replace it. 
Finally, it is a step, although a hesitant one, towards the setting up of an international legal order with 
laws, institutions and sanctions, which would gradually take over from the state of anarchy which is the grea- JCI 
test threat to peace in the world. li) . 
Failure to conclude such a treaty would probably open the door to a mad nuclear arms race, not only 
in industrialised countries which do not have the bomb yet, but also in under-developed countries where, to 
pay for its cost, there would be no other alternative but to increase the hardship of the population or to 
hand over what remains of their independence to suppliers and abettors. In these circumstances there can sure-
ly be no doubt about the choice to be made, 
However~advocating the signature of a non-proliferation treaty does not mean that a given text has 
to be signed, id this instance the one at present before the Geneva Conference. Proof that the interested 
countries take this view lies in the long drawn out discussions, It is therefore necessary to establish a 
text which takes into account the interests of all parties and which is as far as possible non-discriminatory. 
With regard to Europe, and more particularly the Conununity, it, is essential that no clauses prevent-
ing a politically united Europe from assuming its own responsibilities in defence should be included in the 
treaty. Otherwise, the idea of partnership disappears and the Atlantic system comes adrift. It is also essen-
tial that the Euratom system of control is neither annu?lednor swamped, But it is even more important that 
the control should not be discriminatory in itself. Great Britain and the United States have said that they 
are prepared to submit to control : it is easy for them to back out by arguing that the USSR refuses to sub-
mit. The Soviet Union has as much to gain as the other nuclear powers from non-proliferation and to ask for 
her to accept control is not asking for the moon. · _ 
As we have already stated this treaty is by its ~ery nature discriminatory. A number of countries 
accept for an unlimited period to be equal to other countries, This element of discrimination is ine-
vitable and perhaps this is the price to be paid. But it must not be made worse by the addition of others. 
Most of all, we do not want to be )lold that the nuclear powers have also made "unilateral sacrifices"~Accor­
ding to Mr. Forster these powers did in fact make a great unilateral sacrifice when they agreed to abandon 
tests in the atmosphere and when they agreed not to keep nuclear rockets in space (which belongs to all man-
kind) and they are about to make another by agreeing not to sell bombs to non-nuclear powers. Arguments of 
this kind serve no purpose, and should not be used. It would be as if a glutton said that having to take a 
dyspepsia tablet was a greater sacrifice for him than the sacrifice made by someone suffering from hunger, 
For the good of humanity, it is perhaps necessary to accept such discrimination, but not for long. 
There is no reason to accept affronts to our dignity. 
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8DJ'l'OR1AL 
Opinion moving strongly in favour of opening of 
negotiations with the United Kingdom 
A good example is beillB given by the Bundestag, which has decided toqJen a debate on European poli 
cy very soon, on the basis of the four draft resolutions that the political parties and trade unions of the 
Community countries deCided to submit to the na t.ional parliaments (as adopted on 15 June by the Monnet Commi tt • 
The date for the debate has not yet been decided on, but will be as soon as the parliamentary session opens. It 
is to be expected, then, that the German members of parliament will pronounce on the texts in questi.on round AD 
about the end of October or beginning of November. 
The four resolutions are of course closely bound up together, representing a coherent and care-
fully worked out design for European policy over the next few months • 'l'he first decision that has to be ta- IS 
ldm concerns British entry, and the others follow on from this. The flrst resolution calls for the opening 
and speedy conclusion of negotiations, on the provis!onR to be agreed with a view to British entry into 
the Community in its present form, with the same rights ard obli1.;ations as the six countries already members. 
There is no need to comment, as the wording is crystal clear, The German members of parliament Will no doubt 
be able, because of this clarity, to pronounce in favour by a very large major! ty - perhapz unanimously. F'our 
maJor requirements are laid down, in fact: (a) an i mmed.la te opening of negotiations; (b) speedy progress in 
the negotiations; (c) no change in the present nature of the Community; (d) acceptance on the part of all 
would-be members of all the obligations already accepted by the Six. The question is eminently clear, and 
should dispel the highly understandnble concern of all who want no truck with escapades, and who are rightly 
anxiOus that the essential features of the Community shall be preserved. 
It strikes us as extremely significant thaL the European Commission, by definition the guardian 
of the Treat.les and watchdog for loyal compliance wi tb the spirit of the Community 1 should also come out in 
favour of the opening of negotiations - in other words that it should be for t,he enlargement of the Con.-
muni ty • provided that certain condl tions are fulfi.lled. Some days ago now we reported that the European 
Commission was leaning in this direction: this has been confirmed today by Mr. Rey himself, addressi.ng the 
European Parliament. He has done so ln terms that leave no roorn for doubt, but which must not be m·ongly in-
terpreted. Mr. Rey and the Commist>ion intend to stress that Lhey feel British entry would be all to the good, 
and that the Community should be thus enlarged as qutckJy as possible, without pre-Judging the outcome of the 
negotiations, and on the basls of the information at their dis.posal. Thi.s at any rate is how lt strikes us. 
What conclusion is to be drawn? 'l'hat when the r:overnrnents discuss the Commisston RepOrt, in the Communites' 
Council meeting on 23 and 24 October, they wJ ll not be able to indulge in mammoth discussions, evading 
the necessary choices. lt goP.s wiLhout saying that not all factor's will have to be thoroughly dealt with 
ln the single sesslon at the end of October: !.!Jere is no point in rushing things; it is essential, however, 
to bear in mind the posi.Lion or the Cornrnlsnion, on the one hand, nnd that of the pubJio, on the other, as 
expressed mainly through the nAtlonn] par·Urlln•!nLs. 'l'heetnrnple l>et by the BunrleS~, which will pronounce at 
the precise moment when the case comes before the f'llnis ters, should be followed by the parl:l.timents of the 
other member countries, enabling each r;overnment to benefit from the whole weic;ht of massive public 
support. 
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EDITORIAL 
The independence of the Commission and its task of conciZiation and pePsuasion. 
Yesterday we stressed the importance of the action of the President of the European Commission, Mr 
Rey, in putting the European Parliament in the picture on the general direction the Commission is to give to 
lts Report on the expansion of the Community and more particularly the question of British membership. The 
Commission has studied, pondered and made its choice, Its President's first.act before the Parliam~nt is to 
LT' 
inform the members of this choice, No one could doubt that courage was one of the outstanding qualities of A"· 
the new President of the single Commission - and of the entire Commission.- The speech he made yesterday con- ~ 
firmed this brilliantly, All Europeans should be grateful to him. 
The Commission's attitude confirmed the fact that, though it holds its powers by consent of the ~~ 
Governments, the basis of its existence is more broad and more permanent. The peoples of Europe committed them- ~ 
selves to the European Treaties of their own free will. They wished to put an end to a certain system and re-
place it by another, founded on differently organised international relations, at least between their six coun-
tries, It is therefore with the support of public opinion and the parliamentary organisations which express 
it - that the Commission can build something solid. 
There were other aspects of his speech which deserve brief comment. The aspect we shall deal with 
today concerns the relations between the Commission and the Governments, Mr. Rey said that while giving up 
none of its responsibilities, powers or authority the Commission intended to work in close cooperation not 
only with the Council, but with the Governments of the Member States ; the success of this procedure was-81-
ready beyond doubt, 
The objection on principle, if not on grounds of doctrine. which such a statement gives rise to, 
is self-evident, The Council is a Community Institution and the key to the functioning of the Community method 
consists precisely of setting up a permanent dialosue between the Commission and the Council. For this to 
work efficiently, each of the two institutions must retain its own prerogatives : any alteration in the balan-
ce would have unfortunate consequenceswhich might go so far as to change the nature of the Community. The Com-
mission must clearly in this interplay use all its powers of persuasion to try to reconcile the points of view 
and win acceptance for the most appropriate solutions for the common interest, which it is supposed to repre-
sent and interpret, The question now is whether this effort must be strictly confined to the institutional 
framework and wellknown institutional methods, based on the right of initiative in the form of formal propo-
sels, or whether it is sometimes useful to follow a more roundabout way and to act with more flexibility. In 
our opinion, it is obviously difficult to be categorical about this. Mr. Rey, replying to those who put him 
on his guard, confirmed that the Commission would maintain complete independence in its political judgement 
and in the preparation of its proposals. No one has the right to doubt the sincerity of this statement, How-
ever, the Commission would be well advised to be extremely cautious. Its desire to come to concrete conclu-
sions is legitimate enough. 
A certain tendency towards what is called "healthy pragmatism" always enters into anv difficult ac-
tion. We are not against this. But we are i.n favour of pragtMtism wh:ich lllllkaa,.hr. pDgBreS:§znCIIt'Whi:bb l"es!!J!!l•~t"'pro­
gress (because certain problems are settled) but in fact means a retreat. 
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+ L 1EUROPA a,I,n,l, 15-22 September 1967 48 pages, weekly, 200 Lire a nUmber, Ahnual subscription 10,000 
Lir~, Roma 1 4'( Via Emilia, 
A hew publication, whose theme is Europe (in the widest, and doubtless worthiest meaning of the word), and 
which is directed towards an enll f) I Lened public · needing to be better informed aoo guided, deserves to »e 
received sympathetically, above all at the present time when the European idea is going t.hrough a difficult It;! 
period, The editor of this publicatl.on is Mr. Angelo Magliano, one of the intellectuals who have played an i~.J 
important part in the revlval of' Italian JournaUsrn, ln his editorial he repeaLa the same question that 
Dean Husk anxiously anked: 11 Who speaks on behalf of' l'!urope?11 ; t~r. Mar;Unno writes 11 only if we arc united, 
will we become true allies, have real authorl Ly and rcsponslb!lJUes 11 • 'rhls i'lrst number publishes an 
interview with the Mlnister Emilio Catt..an1 on t..he problem of lntel'nat.lonal liquidities, articles uy t·1r, 1\tti-
lio Cattani on "the significance of optirnimn", by Otovannl 1\p;nelll on current trr.de policy, by A. Albonett..l 
on "proliferation nru snfety11 , by Leo VuJ1anl on lsruel nnd Jo;urope •fld nevernl others. 1\ leLLcr from £3russels 
from Jo;rnanuele Guzzo and news of Corrununit.y uctivities cornplcL•! l.h•) nwnl><!t'. 
European !.I bt''ll'Y 
+·L 1Europe en formation, European Press, No '!0, SepLernber l'J(/{ 1 Paris.- We would draw at..tcntion t.o :ln article 
on the European Purliament, 
+ Europenn Opinion,- No 8-9 August.-8ept.ernher (>'(, Horne. 
+ The Europenn • - No 80 -1<)(1{ Brusee ls. 
+European Community, guropenn Community lnl'or•rnnt.ion Service, London Ol'f'lce.- SC'e 'rl particular: Dr1ve to 
develop Europe 1s onpital nrnrket by Mr. Claudio llrw;r1\. 
+ ECE News, United Nntions/geonomic Cornmir;sion for l•;ur•ope, No 9 SepLer:•ber 1'J(i(, Gellevll. 
+ Europe Union, September l')C'(, Bonn, 
+ OECD: The pulp nnd Paper lrdustr•y l')(•(J-lo'( (in Lhc nrernber counLrlee or li~CV 11nd in l'lnlnnd), J•;_,ris iO ~', 
8,30 DM- 'l'his study ts divided Jnl.o four sections: pnpcr and f•hJ>erlto!!rd; l'ibrow; maLerl•tls; dissolving 
pulpl fibre building board, 
OECD: Main EcOnomic lndlonLors, SepLember 19(/(, l'nr•Js. 
+ OECD: Commodity Trade, on~lysis by main J'Cfj1ons, Jnrrunry-Dcceml>er 1-'JU), Pnris. 
lnternationul Monetnry J;>und: Annual Heport f'or ]'If>(, Washington, 
+ NA'rO N~'WS, September 19(/( 1 NA'ro lnforrnntion Servlce, P<~rln. 
+ Atomic ~~nergy Cornmissartat.: Noten d 1lnforrnnt.ion, No 9, 1st SepLeurber l'_J(J'{, Paris, 
+ id,-: Revue de ln Prense I~ranonise no 10 1':11'18, 
+ id,-: Revue de la Prcsse gtrang,ere ,no 12 Paris, 
+ L'Eoonomie, no 1051 1 '(September 196'1 1 Pnris. 
+ Alrnnnncco Repubbl1c1mo 19(,'(, Voce Press, ':>3':l p, Rome 
+ La C i v 11 ta Cat toli oa , 16 September 19U7 , Rome. 
+ Central Commission for Rhine Shipping: Annual Heport. for l'){J?, Strasbourg. 
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tT 
Aftermath to Mr. Ray's speech : new federal impetus 
We have already applauded Mr. Rey's statements to the European Parliament (confirmed when he addres-~ 
sed the parliamentarians meeting in joint session on Friday last). His statements have caused quite a stir-
an indication that this was no speech from a technocrat, but rather a political address directed first and 
foremost at the public, which needs to be enlightened in some other way than by mere slogans. 
We think it is appropriate to dwell on two points made by Mr. Rey. The first presents major interest, 
ho doubt : Mr. Rey said too much not to arouse our curiosity, and too little to slake it. Referrlng to the 
second aspect of the new "political impetus" that the Community must be given (the first aspect being the rein- f..n~ 
forcement of common policies and institutions), namely headway in the field of political union, so as tore- ~ 
duce the gap between the strengh of the Community in itself and the glaring political differences between the 
Governments, Mr. Rey said that he wondered whether the Community could not itself present to the Ministers, ~~ 
1
'other than in public debates, some suggestions enabling headway to be made". He instanced the Middle East y 
~risis. It would certainly have been desirable for the Six to consult each other and adopt more uniform poli-
eies on this issue, but it is impossible to be other than sceptical about the Commission's present chances of 
~laying any part whatever in similar cases. Having said this 1 the idea of a start on trying to agree on certain 
topics, pragmatically and througfi discreet moves by the Commission, is attractive and we hope to be told more 
tbbUt it soon, 
The second point is that referred to by Mr. Rey in connection with the dispute between the Jeffer-
sonians and the Federalists, which gave rise to a retort from Mr. de Lipkowski. We ate reproducing the passa-
ges in question in the Bulletin, although we feel that the reference was not particularly relevant in connec-
tion with the present situation in the construction of Europe. The basic difference is that when the dispute 
Arose, the American Constitution, child of the Philadelphia Convention of 1787, was already in existence ; it 
bad already created a federal power with the essential attributes of power - including defence and budget. 
·the dispute, in fact resolved by the triumphant election of Jefferson, and followed so~e years later by the 
disappearance of the Federalist Party, was just an episode in a conflict that is more or lass inevitable and 
permanent in a state with a federal structure. We might even go so far as to say that it is all to the good, 
ensuring a balanced utilisation of the pre-eminence of the central power, by comparison with the power of the 
~tatea, Jefferson was against expessive centralism, on the grounds that America was too big a country for all 
its affairs to be discussed by o~e central government. Most of all he was opposed to the powers conferred on 
the Supreme Court. He did manage', however, to apply the Constitution without diminilhin!trather th.e contrary) 
the prerogatives of the Federal Government, and in this connection the solidity and power of the Executive 
authority. So it is that one of ~he unchanging factors in the political history of the United States is the 
aefence of the rights of the individual - sometimes in the form of the defence of local institutions, closer 
~o individuals - not in opposition to the federal Constitution, but so that this Constitution can be more 
correctly applied. This endeavour, assuming highly different forms and not to be whollly identified with con-
cepts of one or other party, is one of the life forces of the American democracy. Let u• hope that Europe wilt 
he in the same situation one day, when there is an effective federal power. It is too aoort as yet to take up 
cudg~l• for one or other side. First of ali we must create the Constitution ••••• 
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or the moment 
This time addressing the joint meeting of the European Parliament-Consultative Assembly, Mr. Rey 
LT 
some further comments on Friday which merit attention, for two reasons. Outlining his ideas on what a Comm~Nt'r~ 
is, Mr. Rey emphasised the institutional element, without which a Community cannot be kept alive and in 
operation : "I have made the comparison between our Community machinery and the Benelux machinery - or rather 
the lack of it ••• comparing the Benelux and our Community machinery, it is clear that the Benelux has missed 
out on something vital- none other than the institutional factor. It was possible to set up the customs union AD 
immediately in the Benelux, as it was decided on by the treaty ; it has never been possible to construct common 
policies in the Benelux, because the necessary institutional machinery simply was not there." 
The first reason why we think it advisable to draw attention to these comments is the following. No It\ 
matter which side we attack the problem from, we invariably come back to the same point : if it is to be pos- ~ 
sible to make headway in organising relations between different countries, it is essential to have machinery 
that is suited to effecting the changeover to this new style of relations. Such machinery must be in the form 
of Institutions, having their own powers in a given field. Without rules 'and Institutions to apply these rules, 
there can be no ordered organisation of relations between individuals : this same concept is de rigueur in 
present-day society, which has shrunk and is faced with the threat of conflicts that can annihilate it. Mr.Rey 
is of course right. Relations between different countries can be correct and in fact excellent (as is the case 
with the three Benelux countries) ; but if they are not based on common Institutions, they are exposed to the 
hazards of the political situation, and of the economic situation ; they follow an aimless course, a course 
without a future ; they are at the mercy of the intuition of a renowned head of state which may well prove to 
be right - but also of erroneous assessments on the part of fallacious helmsmen. \o.'e are not saying anything 
new when we point out that advance is impossible without Institutjons, or without a nucleus of federal pow~r, 
but it is something worth emphasising,and repeating. Some people say that Europe needs to have a personality 
of her own, that she needs to have "common policies". But without Institutions, without common "authorities", 
there can be no common policies. 
The second reason why Mr. Rey's remarks merit emphasis is tied up with th·~ special case of the Benelux, 
to which he was referring. 
In fact it may be that there will be significant developments in the Benelux framework before very 
long, which would make it possible to dispose of the handicap of not having machin~ry or Institutions. The 
Benelux Economic and Social Consultative Council has just stated in a letter to Mr. Luns that a greater degree 
of integration is not only possible, but necessary. In November the Foreign Ministers of the three countries 
are to meet to prepare the ground for a Benelux summit, no doubt to be held in December. At this meeting judg-
ment could certainly be passed on certain ideas in the Bommer proposal, discussed in the Benelux Interparlia-
mentary Council in March 1967, and further expanded at the commemorative meeting on 10 March. One of the 
speeches which caused a stir at the time was that of Mr. Van Elslande - one of the most daring and astute ad-
vocates of integration and supranationality, and what is more possessing invaluable personal experience as 
Belgium's Minister of European Affairs. 
Tomorrow we shall be discussing further the most interesting aspects of this possible development, 
which the Community member states must look at carefully and sympathetically- for a variety of reasons. 
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EDITORIAL 
SupranationaZisation of Benelux ? 
People who are often described as visionaries, or Utopians, have invariably said that in order to 
effect the changes needed for the construction of a society that.is modern, plurinational, and based on inter-
dependence and mutual aid and cooperation, it is essential to have appropriate institutions. For saying this 
they have been accused, and are still being accused, of clinging to outmoded concepts, and trying to spark 
off doctrinal disputes, 
But they have never advocated the creation of institutions for the love of art, so as to be able to 
admire the subtle way in which their balance operates. Institutions -with sanctions at their disposal if pos-
sible- are a means of acting within an economic and political context, that reflects daily realities. It is 
striking to note how daily realities serve to show where the innovators and realists lie. Yesterday we quoted 
the words of Mr. Rey, who recalled the time when, as Belgium's Minister for Economic Affairs, he strove vainly 
together with his colleagues to make progress with the problems of the Benelux, concluding that this was due 
to the absence of appropriate machinery. The same comment has been made by Mr. Rey's successors, and today 
the leaders of the three Benelux countries find that the creation of machinery (i.e. institutions) is the only 
way of breaking the deadlock. There is no agreement yet on a given procedure, but ideas are well enough advanced 
for it to be possible to talk about them- especially as the Belgian Minister for European Affairs, Mr. Van 
Elslande, has made an important contribution which should give them a push forwards. 
Without pre-judging the decisions that will be adopted, on the basis of proposals framed by an ad hoc 
group of officials, it is thus possible to formulate certain forecasts which are pretty well in line with rea-
lity. 
(I) Firstly, the action envisaged proposes to realise everything that has not been realised in the 
Benelux Economic Union Treaty. Accordingly it will probably be suggestedthat machinery should be set up simi-
lar to that existing in the Community, i.e. a Commission with its own powers, to be the driving force behind 
the Union, with a strictly economic sphere of responsibility, and acting alongside a Council which would take 
decisions on the basis of proposals from the Commission - the latter body enjoying the right of initiative. 
Decisions, as in the case of the Community, would be self-executing in the territory of the three member coun-
tries. 
(2) At the same time, plans might be made to strengthen Parliamentary control, or in other words put-
ting the Union on a democratic basis. This is a self-evident necessity : when powers are given to a new body, 
outside the national governments, it is important to make sure that Parliamentary control does not disappear. 
As a result, the Benelux Interparliamentary Consultative Council (whose debates are often outstanding) could 
well be invested with certain prerogatives. It might have the right to hear an opening report, each year, on 
the policy that the Union proposes to follow. It could - and this is an idea that strikes us as very attrac-
tive - be convened in extraordinary session whenever a new problem arises. It could even, if necessary, refer 
the Council to the national parliaments ; in the end this would permit a reciprocal control which would en-
hance the feeling of responsibility and ward off sterile parliamentarianism. 
But there are still a number of highly important aspects - namely the political extensions necessita-
ted by economic union, when effected in all sectors. We shall be referring to this tomorrow, and drawing some 
conclusions. 
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EDITORIAL 
Aenelux and political integr.ation: the for~e of example 
LT 
To revert· to the line of argument we were expounding.yesterday and the day before: when Mr.Van 
Elslande addressed the Benelux Interparliamentary Council on 10 March of this year, he s<Ud .I' '' My f.fl 
tundamental idea, and indeed m)l starting point, is my deep conviction that the day of the little nationali~3J 
State has gone for ever in Western Europe. I include among these states Germany, Prance and Italy just 
as much as the Netherlands, Luxembourg and Belgium. "He was, admittedly, spPaking "strictly personally";j~ 
it is not ,admittedly,a·uriversally-held basic idea. The fact remains that an increasing number of rcasona" 
persona are to be founrl arguing jn these term::;, both inside and outside the B"!nelux, and this will have a ;,.-
undehiable influence on ruture discussions. It is aa~inst this background that the three Bentlux countries 
have noted that no 'real headway towards politi--:al inte:J!'ation has been made or can be made between the Six, 
They have also noted that within the Community of the Six the•~ three ::Jtoln<l by almost identical ideas on 
Jntearation and institutional str·engthening ( to such an extent tholt Hr ,Luns has declared:" I think I can 
say that the three governments have in pr~ctice now reached the point where they have identical concepts 
on the major problems of Europ~an ~cvclopment and integration "). 
The conclusion that c..tn he drawn is that the Benelux countries , resolved to confer institutional 
machinery 6n,the economic aspect of intcnrution, rould well commit themselves w:i:th all the neces<;ary caution 
to the path of political integration, and make a start alona that learling to a standardisation of fc5rehm 
policy '(which is the lccy). cultural an<i lf'1al approximation, All the more su because a bro.vl-ranaing 
rlebatf' in the Benelux Interparliamentary Council has inrlicate<l consir1erahle agreement in this direction, 
culminatinq in the unanimous acluptiun of the BonnF~r resolution which uraes,among other milltters, "that 
cooperation over external policy should be meticulously organised " , 
\ve finrl ourselves face to face, therefore, with a •;hi fting si tu;.~tion, tfr Van Elsl;;mrle, like other 
political leaders, wants to act circum::>per:tly ,but the emphaslS i•; :'till on ill~tion, The partners of th(' 
Benelux cou~tries in the ~ommunity of the 3ix ~ould vel] be confronted shortly with a new political reality, 
introducin!) a new .-n<1 extremely interestin~ clr~ment into the present situation- especially if it is seen 
against the bac~'Trouncl of the extension of' the Community. 
Other con•;ick·rations apart, i.t sr-cm~. to u::; that l:wu sets of cor.clusions can be drawn from all this, 
Firstly, daily contact with reality <:onfirms the validi ty,and to somc.extent the inevitability, of adopting 
the method which we shall refer to a::; 3 Community method but which is indeed the supranational method -at 
economic level first, and subsequently at political level. It also confirms that progress in the inter-meshing 
of the economics at a certain point calls for a" pol1ti<:al leap ahead", but that certain conditions must be 
met and that it must be the result of an act of will , 
Seconc1ly, since there is an agreement on the po1th to be followed, we must have the guts to start 
out alnnq that path and show the ti.!:..tuc• of example • Hr. Van Elslandf'' s words strike us as particularly apt I 
"In all these fields we could not~ly show clearly that our determination to achieve political integration 
is not to be taY:en liahtly, but we coul<1 pz·ovidc Europe first, o~nd later the whole world, with a practical 
example of the objcrtivcs t~at can be achieved politically, and how to go about it" • 
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+ Aussenpolitik, Zeitschrift fUr internationals Fragen, 9/1967, Verlag Rombach, Freiburg, 
LT 
In an article on economic integration and the defence of Western Europe, Mr. C,A, Ehrhardt con- AD 
sider~s the increasingly close relations in the field of economy and defence - to be further strengthened by 
the establishment of the NATO organs in Brussels, where the European Commission already has its headquan&JB. 
Looking at the attempts to flnd a new formula for the objectives of NATO, to conclude a non-proliferation 
treaty, and to extend the Elll'Opean Commisaon through the admission of new ~embers, Mr. Ehrhardt instances I(' 
the way in which closer links have been established in the last few years between the development of economio ~· 
affairs and defence. lie recalls for instance that the British White Paper, brought out on 4 July, expressed 
the view that the 8ctlvity of the European Community could well extend to defence problems. According to 
Mr. Ehrhardt, experience in the economic fil!ld ··and in particular that in the Kennedy Round and1nthe Interna-
tional Monetary Fund-should one day induce the states of Europe to cooper11t.e over defence, particularly 
weapons. 
+ L'Europa, political, economic and cultural weekly, no 2, 22-29 September 1967, Rome. Particularly noteworthy: 
11 No to France as driving force", by Achille Albonetti. 
+ USA/Europe, a 35-page booklet covering the European tour by the American Vice-President, Mr. Hubert Humphrey, 
from 27 March to 10 April. 
+ OECD: Tour~st industry in the OECD countries, 1967, pp 141, FF 12, DM 10, Paris. This report by the Tourism 
Committee looks at the development of tourism in the OECD countries ln 1966 and tha early months of 1967. 
+ OECD:Non Ferrous ~1etals Industry 1966, pp '76, FF'8, DM 6,60, Paris, This annual statistical report contains 
four series of tables on production and consumption, trade, the first stage in the processing of main non-
ferrous metals, and final utilisation of aluminium. 
+OECD: Commodity trade: analysed by main areas, Series B-2: Denmark, Germany, Spain, United States, January-
March 1967; pp 83, Paris. 
+Asian Development Bank: The Doors are open, pp 58, Makati, Rizal, Philippines. This booklet contains extracts 
from speeches by Mr. Takishi Watanae, President of the Bank. 
+ idem, Basic Facts, pp 24, Booklet outlining the history and struelbtre of the Bank. 
+ idem, Operational Jnformation, pp 20. Booklet giving general information on the Bank. 
+CERN: Courrier, August 1967, Geneva, 
+ Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare: Notiziario, nos 8-9, August-September 1967. This issue is devoted to 
the CNEN laboratories at Frasoati. 
+Fortuna Italinna, news and information -economics, politics, and social affairs, July-August 1967, Rome. 
+ Venezutla Ministry of Mining and Hydrocarbons: News Bulletin, no 3, July 1967, pp 19, Caracas, This issue 
contains the speech by the Venezuelan Minister for Mining and Hydrocarbons, in the parliamentary debates on 
the Government's oil policy, 
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Following the dis cuss ions of the McNamara Committee (also known as the Nuclear Planning Group) 
LT 
in Ankara, about which very little information has seeped through apart from what is stated in the final com~ 
munique, and in the light of certain reports from a variety of sources, it is confirmed that the Amerlcan de~ AD 
oision to establish a limited anti-ballistic missile system (known as the ABM) has caused alarm in NATO cir-
cles and particularly in the Europe NATO members. This alarm stems less from a verdict on the actual substan-
ce of the decision than from other considerations, Some of these are concerned with the conditions in which ("' 
the decision was taken, and some with l ts consequences. Our intention here is merely to high-light some of \';: 
the most obvious implications in the European context, 
LoC:Idng first. at the concl.i tiona l n which the dec1 sion was takent Mr. McNamara stated on his arrival 
in Ankara last Thursday that the idea of setting up an anti-missile system had been discussed in the NATO 
Nuclear Planning Group as :Jongesoas April, Bnd that it had been d 1 Bill ssed 1 n 1.he NATO Permanent Council in the 
last three weeks, He went on to say that the United States ha.d then informed the NATO members individually of 
their decision, Tlis conflicts with declarations (including some thnt are of'flcial) by allies compalning that 
they were "informed but not consulted", It is hard to see qu1te what f'.1r, McNamara means when he says that the 
possibility of the ADM system was discussed some months ago. There have admittedly been dtscussions, including 
some in the press, with a number of hypotheses betng put forward, nut this ls scarcely the same thing ns "con· 
sult.ing" the allies, There ts therefore speculation in some quarters about the real purpose oerved by the 
NRJ, Some people always did think it was a purely formnl substltute for t..he Multilateral nuclear force, sacri-
ficed to t..he policy of co-existence, the ill temper of British Labour and I•'rench hostlli ty - and thEJ now feel 
they have been proved right, The conclusion to he drawn is that there is an imbalance within the AlliFtnca 
that has not been disposed of by the crentlon of the NPO. 
'l'he imbAlance merely accentuates the previOus 1 mbH lance, And thi a hri ngs us t..o the "connequences11 
of the American deciaion. Mr. McNamara says that the ABM has nothing to do with NATO, which is supposed to act 
as a dP.fence against a supposed t.hreat from !.he USSH, 11galnst which no ABM system type of defence is imaginable, 
This rai.acs several problems. Firstly, what changes are now likelY to occur l n the balance ext sting between 
the two super-p<>Wers, whiOh is wholly to the advantage of the Unitt.>d States? Is lt true, ns alleged by smme, 
that the value of 11 local"nuclear weapons (131'1 tfsh 11nd. Frehch) Is immediately and considerably diminished? 
Against this altered context, can we ngaln think (assome commentators are thinking) of a "guropean" solution -
supposing thn t. llritnin and Franoe are prepared to sncrifice a patrimony that has been so d Lmlnished, on the 
altar of Europe? Or has the time for this passal, irretrievably? It looks as though Atlantic bi-polarism, or 
in other words partnershtp exterrled to the nuclear defence of the West, is becoming more problematic - just 
when "local" nuclear weapons are considerably diminished in value. This means quite a change in the outlook 
for a non-proU feration treaty be:hg adoptal, lf the super-powers take refuge behind Am1,8 which deprive the 
smaller powers of nny scope for action, the temJiiltion to construct a weapon of no slgn{ficance, not even 
as a detonator, clearly becomes considerably less. ln this case what ts the point of sighing a treaty and 
agreeing to controls (wl\ich may be more or less confidential) in the industrial field? 
With t.hiB in mind, the American decision could well be a means of guarding against a faUure in 
the negotiations for the conclusion of the !HT; the Soviets, on the other hand, Bppear to be very attached to 
suoh a conclusion,,,,,, 
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Will parnllelj sm spArk off nn :10celern ti on movement? E 
Is one of the bugbears of Community tactics emerglng ngain? It is well known that some people th 
with the best intentions and in perfect good. faith, that. parallelism or synchronisation are procedures or AD 
formulae likely to push things along when they are getting bog~~ed down. Nonetheless these procedures are 
much talked of when 11 crisis i8 1n the wind, /\nd the experience of the past few years has often shown that 
where results have been obtained, they have been obtnlned precisely bec<~use these procedures had not been 
respected and agreement was fl nally reached on certain points whereas others had always remained forgotten. IS 
This proves that neither parallelism nor syn.ohronisatton provMes nny protection against immobility. 
This does not mean that we are to ar;cribe intentions, l~ach case must be judged by 1ts contents and 
in its proper context, Such is the case for the idea of poralleltsm which Hr. Schiller put forward yester-
day oefore the Council of Ministers. Parallelism r;houlcl be the spur cr•pable of setting in motion without 
waste the troika of a) overall urgent tnsks fa c.\ n[~ the Cornmun ll..y 1 h) ncgot illt.i ons for expansl orq c) merger 
of the Treaties. 
Parallellsm must be Judged from a point or l'eference; according to whether it is an arrival point 
or a departure point the result will he dlfferent. When an ob.ject1ve clo:;;e nt hand is taken as a reference 
and other objecl..lves are required to altgn themsr!lves w1 l.h the flrst one, the obvious result is accelera-
tion. This acceleration will also come about Jf porallellnm is imposed from the start. since to begin is 
also to move f'orwnt"d. But if the object:Lve chonen ns a reference ls not. in the near future, p:1rallel actions 
undertaken will naturally be delEiyed. Any s;11lor wlll tell you thnt. n convoy sails at the speed of the 
slowest boat. ln th1.s case, this could mean that we have to resi.gn ournelves a prior! to n delay of three 
years (by which time the merger of the Communi t.ter. must take effect) before concluding the actions la.td down 
in the programme, including negottations with Uc British, li', on the other hn.nd, we are told that. the actions 
must he undertaken Gimult.aneousll. and must then move f'orwnrd at their own pace, according to the ob,jec1,ive 
difficulties to be overcome, we would be entirP.ly in '11~reement, 'l'hU; seems to be the right way to see things. 
But the German suggestion, whether or not. it f'ourd i.ts inr;ph•,d,ion Jn the :tbove reflections, seems 
to contain other elements. J t starts from U1e 3nppoG1 t, Lon that the 111erc;er of the UU'ee Treaties 1 s n simple 
and easy operation, which could be concluded well before the three yenrs are up. On this basis 1 tn realisation 
would act as a.n accelerator to other actions. In partioulnr it. would nmoothe the way for negot1atlons with 
those applying for membership. All this is not however very clear at firGt ::.ight. Unless of course the 
eliminntion of n oertain number of problems {for example, 1.he J<:upal;om Pesearch programme, the Euratom rlght 
of control, the ~~CSC rules on prices and investments, and so on) is thought to entail the dirappearance of 
a certain number of obstacles. But is not the eli mtnat.ion of these problems in 1 tself a problem and a difficult 
obstacle? 
We will see what results this produces. Dut new opportunitien to grope in ambiguities, to cultivate 
misunderstandings, these weeds which grow so easily in the Community f'leld and which A.re so damag1 ng to the 
flowering of the crop, must be avoided. 
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Mr, Schtller 1 a su,scest ton nnd varl ous 1 nterpretattons 
When referring yesterday to the parallelism, or synchronisation, to be observed :l.n carrying out EK 
the three main tasks to be accomplished "in the next three months" - according to Mr. Karl Schiller 1 s opening 
statement to the Council -we indicated the disquiet caused in a good many circles by Mr, Schiller's comments. AD 
A careful analysts of' the written text of Nr. Schiller's speech, as well as his personal statements 
in his press• conference, enables us to come back to this thorny Issue, Let us say straight away that after 
analysing the text of hio speech, we firrl nothing ln Jt to dispel disquiet ( arxi this is confirmed by the 
way in which the Council debates progressed, and by varJous comments that. have come to our notice). JS 
It should be n•)ted flrDt that Mr, Schiller at no point mentioned "parallelism" or "synchronisation" 
Having reported on the flrllt mn,Jor set of tnnks, i.e. work t.owards the internal consolidation of the Community, 
he said that this work "muot in no way be delayed by nddltlonnl t.nsks whl ch we must. take on." He then went on 
to outline this second group of' tasksl the opening of negotlntlons with a r~umher of countries (he referred 
to an "opening", not a "cone luoion'') reiterating t..hat th Ls work rnut~t in no cane he de luyed by other tasks that 
had to be taken on, or r;1ve way before such 'Luskn. Outltnlng the thlrd nm.lor• t.nsk, l,e, the merger of the 
Communities, he said that this "would make 1t. posnlble to place the negotiations on the entry of' Drit!Un 
aoo the othell states on f1 clearer nnd more stra ight.-forward found;ltl on". A 1 tt.t.le later he added 1 "ThE result 
would then be tha L Br 1 tnin and other st.a teo would become member:J of a mePged Community," 
Mr. Schiller nntd 1n 'his press conference thnt. t.hia words hAd been badly interpreted, and that he 
had no intention of suggest.lnc that prlorlt.y nhoul<l be glven to the merger of' t..he CommunltJes, over negotia-
tions. One pol nt must not del"Y . another pol nt, he went on, n.nd t.her·e had t.o be "Lnteraoti.on 1 n acceleration," 
Our first. comment. would be that when talking about. what hnrl to be done in the next few months, it 
would be hard for ~1r, Schiller lobe thinking in terms other than :1 "beglnnlng"- the opening of negotiations, 
amd the opening of d 1 sm1ss I om; on the merger (and l~r, Hey prom1 sed a report. on this by the end of t..he year). 
Having made thi.s poJnt., J.t. r;trl.kes us t.hnt. there Js no douht about. the lnterpr•et.atlon of Mr. SchUler's words-
wh16h are recorded, l t r;houltl be remembered, ln a wrl tlen document., When someone snys that the merger provides 
a olear arrl sl:.rfliehtf'ot_!'l_urd bnstn for the ner;ot lnl.tons on entry, and thrd. entr·y must be into a merged Community 
he is 1!\dlcattng cxpre;;s]y nnd c:,enrly an order of priori tl co- since a rnct•r;er t.hat ls already effected is such 
as to promote the conclusion of Lhe negot.!nt.lonn, accot'cilrw; to r'lr, Schiller (Lhe concept of tnteraot..lon, •• acting 
as an accelerator). 
Why not. put. forward An argument (.Just as plausible)- not to SflY ll precorrlition - t.o the effect that 
the speedy oonolus:lon of negotintlonn on entry would make the merger· of the Communit.tes easier, 
and quicker? '!'he Comm1 ssl on wns not. cAught unnwar•es, and hnd n lready expressed its point of view in its 
opinion on the enl<1I'f~emcnt, and t.hls otrtknr. un as worthy or rnenl.ion and emphns:La, Firstly, the day-to-day 
act! vi ty of the Communi Ly ls not to be sl01~ed down, nnd wblle 1 t Is true that ll-e paralle·l advance l.n entry 
negotiations and ,1.,;.·-irJ-day l>~l:,l'"!u.; 1 ·r·c ;,.,.,~ .. ; :;()•nr~ snags, "this mllltat.es tn favour of negotiations conducted 
as quicJny as possible." Secondl.Y, the CommJ.nnlon ndm1ts th:d. nec,otl nt.ions on the merger could cotncide partial-
ly nt least with memberahip negotiations, but ":tlt.hough there mny be ndvontnges in effecting both operatJons 
at the same time, t.he Commission cons:l<i.ers thnt neither nt' the two should delay the other." 
So there is n solutton. J n the cnne of' the merger, t.he deadline is 1 July 1970. It would be as well 
if the Six lald down nnot.her ~;eudl1.ne for \.he conclusion of member·shlp negotiations - say, 30 June 1968. 
This would ensure acceleration •••• 
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EDITORJAL 
The Commission's opinion, and how it is bein5 
interpreted 
A good manY partiAl and inevitably fragmentary analyses of the preliminary opinion expressed by ~I( ' 
Commission on the extension of the Community appeared in the press as soon as the document had been handed ~ 
the si~ governments. They have in several cases resulted in attempts to interpret or extrapolate the opinion 
unilaterally ,yielding to the natural tendency to find in the report what it is hcped to find , rather than A" 
w.hat it actually contains. The Co111rnission decision to publish the report in full, taken at the request of ...; 
the Ministers themselves at the last Council meeting, is therefore very timely. The question of enlarging the , 
Community and the opinion f'.Xpressed on the matter 'by the Commission is in fact too vast for it to be IS 1 
seriously presumed that it could be dealt with in secret Qonclave. It belongs neither to the European techno-
crats, nor to national bureaucrats, but to the European public: anything thnt can be done to permit extensive 
and accurate information, and thus f&.I'-ranging and fruitful dr•J.,ate, 1.s all 'o the gocd. 
In this way it will be possible to say whether it J s true, as some 'lllege, that the contents of 
the document lack balance, in that while the overall verdict is cautious but Generally optimistic, on some 
points it is extremely harsh, leaving few lllusions about. the chance of a favourable outcome. In this context 
it is easy to dream up comments and totscr:lbe intentions, but no useful purpose is served. 
1 t will be clear to anyone reading the introlluctlon, the first chapter on the general problems 
of enlargement, and the conclusion (see yesterday's and last Frl.day's Dullet1ns) thatthe Commission's overall 
and prcliml.naru assessment J.s ao follows: 
(a) At first sight, and in fact on analysing the characteristics of the applicants nnd the context ln which 
enlargement would be effected, it seems that a Community ext.ended to take in the four applicant countries (and 
only these four) would be stronger than the pr·esent Community. 
(b) 11' it io to be renll;,r r;tronger, i.e. to have rnore cohesion and dynamism, t.he four applicants must accept 
all the rules and oblip;a !,ions alrf!ady accept•xi by the Six and those that are adopted in future; W The applicants nmintain that they are ready to accept all the rules and obligations; 
(d) An anJllysin of the technical problems to be overcome highll.r,hts certain substnntl.al difficulties, mainly 
in respect of the applicants; 
{e) This analysis also 1ndlcates that there is a EJ_enernl attitude cmabllng several of these difficulties to 
be overcome: arra~ement.f> rnust be made for suitably timed reciprocal adnptationG (in the interests of all con-
cerned), It also indi cat.et> poss:l.ble r;olutionn fa- some problems, or rnePelY st.ates that solutions must be sought. 
This then b t.he general and specific ansesGment.. It strikes us that the conclusion drawn by the 
Commission, set out in the fl.nal section of the opinion, is reasonable, straightforward and lucid. lt is as 
follows:"If the uncertainties that versiot today on certain fundamental points are to be disposed of, the 
Commicsion feels t.hnt negotlat:l.ons r;hbuld be opened in the rrost apQropriate manner with the states which have 
applied for membership. This would meet the need for more detailed consideration of the problen s indicated 
in the present document, and would malce it pocsible to see whether solutions can be found that match up to 
the condi tl.ons which rnunt ensure the cohesion and dynamism essential 1.n an enlarged Community." 
The reader's conclusion will be simpler still.: the spadework done by the Commission has made it 
quite unnecessary to indulge in lengthy palavering on general or philosophical problems: all that has to be 
done is to decide on practical details for the negotiations. 
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European hooks whj ch are sent to us 1 or whose publication 
is worth noting, will be revtewed under this heading 
+ European Community monthly J>Ublished by the Paris Office of the European Communi ties, No 111, October 1967 1 
Director Frant;ois Fontaine, Editor Antoine Chatenet. Subscription 100 Bfrs (students '(0 Bfrs). 
1 t has already been reported that this commendable publication had adopted a new presentation : 
style of the magazine type, which Js to be welcomed. This first issue of the autumn•mark:fil· •.1 further improveme~D 
revealing aspirations which look ns though they will be fulfilled. Reports on gt~opean courses in universiti 
indicate the substantial hcnclwa:; made recently by the Community in the minds and j mcgrinatl ons of the younger 
generation. An indication of t.hl s headway is gl ven 1 n the artf ole ent.J tled 11 Et~ope makes a strong entry into 
the Univerotty" which makes sir.;niflo(lnt reading. 'l'wo articles by ,Jacquen Ni~mc nnd Michel !Jrancourt take Jf j' 
stock of the s1tuat.t0n nu l.h•~ l July 1968 dr!adllne draw:; neAr. Both articles nrc of immense value, even to ", 
those who are alr~ndy spt!clall stG; they provide 1 ucld 1 nformati on for those lens well versed f n l!:uropean 
affoirs. 
+ L'EUROPA, WeekLy J!Uhlicatlon, Home, via !!:milia 4'(, Dlrnctor t•ngclo Mag;ll '· '• no 3, 2') September 1')(,'(. 
This IGsue contal.nu articleG by Mr. Zur,;Jrl. on dlf'l'lcult1er; In conllt!CI.!on wlt.h flrltlsh memberr;hip, 
by Mr. Carlo Husso on Eut'OJ'e from the AtlAntic \.o t.h~ Urals, and by Mr. Drugnnns on de r:aulle us a useful 
alibl. 
+ Chrlst.ol'her Layton : Tnvc~tlr"r~nt.l attraverso l 1fl\,Jantlco, 1nt1l.uto Aff'nrt InlernazionaJJ {Home); publishers: 
11 MuHno (Bolocna), PI' J '{1, 1 1 'JOU lire. 
+ Ist.Huto Affari lntcrnaz1ona11: L0 Spr!l.ta1.ore Jntcrnuzlonale (Eneli:Jh edition) July-October F)(,7, nos 11-5• 
Home. 'l'his Includes ar\.lclc:; on the El•.G 1u co•n"rerclal poUcy and r··~glorllll 1·oJJcy. 
+ lr;t1tuLo Affari lnternu:.:lonal1: La J·oJJL!ca Gomr>er·clalr! rlr;1 1 :c G:.:", /\ct.:; oi' t.he IAl' Hound Table, Horne, 29 
Aprill~167, pp 1~,11, 1,000 lll'e, 'l'hTr:;-r.;~J-o-rt:--;J~;-c-oonrne_r_ol-ul policy ln the I~EC Is Lhe 7th volume in the series 
on the 1.oroblcm11 ol' CorP!llllnl ty Europe. · 
+ lnt.ernutlonal Conf'r>r•a1.1on or f•'rce •rr•ade Unions: !1onde du 'l'rnvall L1bre, no ;•07, Septembep l~!C7, Brussels, 
An urLlcle clll.lLlc~l "Lr~s syncltcaLt; rn.-'taux ur;lsscnL au nlvcau eomr~un"ulalre" oots. out the attitude 
of the European metal:' '.r·n<le unlons' Cornrn!tl.ce to l.ho: Dutch !:J'Ollf! l'hlJlp:>. 
+ l'aul Rornus: Lu Wull•)n1 e dan:; ]a Gr>nHrnmaul.t' giU'rlp/crrne, lm;tll.ul. d 'Etudea C:urop•]crmes 1 !o'rce Unlvcrst ty of 
Brussels.- Pre~;oes Unfvet•u!LaiJ•N; de 1'-ruxellc:,, j>Jl ilu, :J) Ufru, '1'111:; survey, pubUnherlin the series "Thi~ses 
e t •rruvaux J.o:conoml quo:." 1 n pnrt1 cul ar GtresscG Lire con t.rl bu 1.1 on by t.l •e r:uropean Com1nun! t.Les to the econorni c 
development of Wn11oniH, 
+Port. nf 1\ntwerp: Jllnt.cr·lancl, No 5'1 of Lhis quarterly revlew ls mainlY tlevoted t.o the opening of the Zandvliet 
lock, 1\ntwerp, 13',-ilf'r·<-,.--
+ OA'l'r: lnt.ernutlonil1 'l'r·rJdr! l•'or•l'l, AuguBt 1')1~'{, Geneva. 
+ OECD: ~J.j.~~. analYsis by ma,lor r·-~r.lonn, Juwnuary- ~1arch JO(>'{, no ),Greece, Ireland, Sweden, Jugo-
;;1av1u, pp H}, Fl•' lh, 1m I).~,CJ, l'ar1n, 
t Bt1/F.conomlc Commlr.r.lon fnr Lat.ln AmerJ.ca: 'l'h!:' process nf lncluc~I.J:_I:d •lcvelop11ent in L"tln America, 1966 
New YOJ•k, pp ?(2 1 11 cl ol11•rn. ' 
+ Nordic Council: I•'lvc ll0rd lc Gounlrl "" CoopP.rlll.l', Thl s lavl r-.hly lllust.rnt.ed book describes the orig1.n lind 
the ncttvtty of thP. l·lm·dlc c•'lllnrruntty. lt 1:, pnld!sbed nnclr>r t.hc auspices of the Press Services of the 
Foreten Aff'nir:J l"lnlr.'.crt('r: o1' th~ Five Nr•rdlc countr·Ie:;, 
+Europe ~s~-' ~npLember• 19117, 1\t..henn and l'arls, 
t United 1\ln[,rdOnl Atomic Eneqry Aut.horlty: A1.orn 1 no 131. 1 ::>cpi.eml,P.r l')U{, Lnndon. 
+American lnform:1L!on Service: JnJ'ornatlo~l Documcnls no 211'1, 1 3eptember 106'(, Paris. 
+ Enshlesa: Documcntnclon GJ.cl,rurf51ea, no Y>, Seplember J 0 (;(, fl,<tdrld. 
+Informations GGT-GGIL1 1\n1]etin of the CG'f-CGJI,St.and.ln<~ GommJl.ee, Brusnels, Z'l rue de l'Industrle, no 1. 
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!•;D l 'l'OR L 1\L 
False alarums and hazard.R in pol i U Cf: 
The European Commission opinion on a.pplicat1 ons for membershIp has caused quite a rumpus. 
Firstly, which is ha·rdly surprising, this is due to the exceptiona 1 importance of the 1 ssue at stake; the 
future of Europe, In part however at least, t t is due to tre pari. played by the press, the speed with whi.ch 
several journalists who are all.vr· +.o the enormous interest of the opinion for the F;.uropean public at large, 
and in some cases anxiOus i.o discern the sign I flcance and explanation of certain stands adopted, over and 
beyond the written texts, h13\'C publicised the conclusions and certain a£peots, 
Ofcourse, it ls quite possible for this~) show same unpleasant aspects, Whoever strives to find 
the truth, arrl attem;,Lt: to reconstruct the proct:£B whereby the Commission reached certain conclusions, is 
liable t.o error, exuggeratlon, mls-reprcsental.lon, This is somethi1tg to ~deplored, But there is n considPrable 
differeno.e bet1111e·u· deplorjng it, and raising a hullnJH,loo I'S l"rKln lo llappF:: among the Comrntssion, We are all 
the bE'tter plac<;'<l l'ur· sa.ying so because while doing what we ldt it our d•.to.' to rio (to give Lhe t'111lent. 
and quickest publicity possible to the Commissjon report) we were curef'ul not. to induJge in extrapolations 
or n quest for indi.vidua} motive::; -which did not nt.dke us as Ute most tnLereDting HspeoL or the case for the 
moment. rrhls doeS not mean that t.hooe who dirl try to du so are necesl>llr'il.V to be comlern:H'd, in the name of 
some doctrlnt> or other dCcording to which no asr;essnK"nLs or ,ludp.eme11tr. wust be IJ<J<;sed on th'! chllract.er of the 
memhers of Lhe Cornmlssio11, their JndJvi.du.al v1ews, the r81e they fd'I'ect, 
lt is postdbJe to deplore fau!L,y ar;se::;sment on the pari. of' ont~ ,journ<~ltst. (and evel'Y newspaper-
lS 
man knows that. he ls pernonal.l.v respo.ns1ble fer hir.; mlr;l.,•kes) wlthont necu;:;HI'Ily having to comlPI'rln lhe principle. 
Whnt we ought. \,o he deplor1ng ln these cr1nis-rldden tlrnea Is eonformity and f'harlsaism, not. coure~ge, not 
t ni Ua t.i ve. There are scm·! legends which we rr;u::;t be brnvc enoup:h t.o sha U.er. '!'he Jo.:nro!Jean Com111l ::.r;l on c J;tl rns 
to be a politicnl orgnn -and J'\. Js, l!:rgo, thf~ mernberH of the GommLsslon, Jn onrrytng out. their of'flce, ar-e 
poJit.lc1ans. lf the;v cln!tn t.h.is ponltion, they ca1mot try to tnkc J•efugP f'rorn public curiosity unrl criticlsm, 
however lmplt:tcab1e nrul mercil.er;s. 'l'r1e.v mu<.t expect t.o i.Jc pr·nlr;f'll, lJlamE!d, even C'tl•lmnlntecl. lncleP.<.l there Is 
nothing wrong in 11•ember1· or UtP Comml:;rdon lwvlnt;, ancl belnfj 'tnd•"•r:;Locxl l.o h1we, dil'ferent Ideas. defending 
d1fferent stand<; In l.hl') eor,~ In f'C'lnt, or Jn beln1~ r.J1ccl hy dil'f'er·eu\, motive:.;. J~vett whr~n t.hclr dcl1berntlom> 
arc unanimons, l\, In not. L~il!'prislr~ t.hal. s0n~! of' l.h<"m :.;!lotll•l have been convlnGe•l by t.lte al'tj'lments of'" colleague 
that colJ'Ipromlnes :;llo>tld bnv·~ been evolved, l.hnt. eert.aln t.endcr•clcJ 1-;houJJ have come out en t.op, (!llr respeGt t'or 
the members of the Cornrnlrwlon, RG n hcdy 'ltld 11s lndlv!dtw]r_;, ls t.oo great for us to tmnr;J•>e Uwt they llr-;ten 
to the dictater; of anythlnf:. but. l.hetJ• conscience ar~J their IJ!'Or'o,Jnrl convlcti<'n o[' \~hat. !n rle;ht for Enrope. 
Ilttt thts j s not to r.,uy Lhat the publ' c: "rust not r.pccu] ate , nnd lh:1t. t.lte pcerm must not r;trl ve to find 
the answers. We are nnctml.om(!(! to seelng all klndr; ofd!J'J'ercnce!> o1• dlsp'lte:'l between tJt,, leaderu of our 
countries shouted t'rom Lhe houneLops -- be H. th'~ Whl t.e Jl,Jtlfie, the g 1 ysr\e, Whl tehall, or Lhe Kreml t 11, J I w! 11 
not be a matter for reeret. (f'nr from t t.) when people are .wctllrLomcd t.o thlnklng that the JoyeHse Entr.~e is 
neither a study nfficc, or a rep:lstruUon bttn'!nu, but r;omewhere where the quer;t. f'or t.rut.h is the ollt.come of 
a fruitful and loynl confrontation bel.VIC('n r;tronr; polltical onrl tnLcllectualJ"'ersonallttes. 
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EDT'l'vRJAL 
Cornmiss1on and opinl on and what nse is to be made of it 
No one imagined that the publication of the Commission opinion on the enlargement of the Communit , 
"nrl in partl cu] ar Dri tish entry, was going to spirit obJect tons and host tli ty neatly otit of the way. However 
'.!.ere is at least one point on which there can no longer be aey possible misunderstanding 1 that the most 
''" lural, reasonable and impartial solution, once the opinion has been read attentively, seems to be that 
· wgoti ations must be opened wi t.h the applicants. The solution 1 s set out clearly in the conclusions, but energeJ'{1 
! rom eaoh. chapter, from eanh lJaragraph - including the harshest, and those raising the stickiest problems. 1" 
This is the same '1!; saying that the six governments are now faced with a clear choice: to decide 
fhat despite the Com~t0sion con0lusions, and having weighed the whole issue carefully, enlargement of the 
Community w1 11 damage the Community, and that ncgotiatl or.s must therefore not be opened- or to accept the 
r;ommission find 1 rw.:; and open the negotiations with all posc,ible spcc....-J.. 
The Co.,,ci1 could well pronounce on the firc;t. or r;ccond alternHi-,ive, then, at l.ts next meeting (as 
.30me t~inister:; hf•vc already hoped it wlll). Any other soluiiun would have tn be tnte.!.@'eted as a refusal to 
0ecide. After everythl ng that has happened in the years slnce !.he problem hcu_; been under d l scusslotl, tt would 
be impossible to ,jllSLify this in the eye:; of the pubHc. lt sho•1lll also be :1oted that it would be useless, 
13. 
apd decettfu] 1 1.n Lry to use the Commission clocu'llent as an cxmwe l'or opening endlP.SS d i sc•lsaions between the 
Six. The text 1 s j n no way a proposal or draft on which the Counci 1 has to pronounce, or t.hat the Pcr1'1anent 
TiepresentaUve:; can begin to db;sect, chapter by chapter. lt 113 the res11lt of o detailed sludy by the Co•nmissi'on, 
ardeven if Jt, dor::!t> reHerate ]12 times the exprer;:;1on 11 diff:lc'l1t problem 11 (as pointed oul. hy U<t~)plecel), it 
also says repeatedly ( we have not checked row many tlmes) that the only way or overcoming such <inCl. such a 
difficult prohler~ is no\. to d1scu:w it betMcen thr~ :Jix, bnt. to nee;ntl<tte wlt.h the candidates. 
1\dmittedly, someone is no doHht maklnr. rearly to make use of t.he Comnfusion opinton 'J!J 1111 instru-
ment. of war a;;alm>t the open1ng of any necot.iations. B11t. IL will \,e :1p l.o l.l·(! Governments, oss•wtinr; that. t.helr 
act.tons comp..:!J \'lith thetr ~rords, to 1wo1rl :'uch obv5ou:; snarei>, ''ttcl not. to allow <lc1ay1nr; tactics Lobe adovted, 
on any pretext Hhatever. Tiley could not claim that tiH~Y have been \ .. ,ken l·Y s•H·prtse. Lord ChaJ font yc~.terday 
uttered hard NOP<\s about the "technique of exrwer.t; lng :;ymp<l \by for \.he L'ri t.l sJ., but :·.eying Lhat whateupr proposal 
happens t.o be ·nade by ~.hem is In fact the wror·r; v·opo:..d l!' Some very r''!Cen L 1 ns t.anctt or t.h1 s Lenhn lque can be 
mentioned. On :Junday tbc EDU group :-wid Uw\ l·el'ore any tlP[.fll·iaLion:;, i \. wa<; np l.c J,\·itain to pr<l'·Jide through 
action the J•rnof that she wat; determined ;ad ,,J, 1 c l.c' Pvr•rCO"lC t.hc olm t ac lcs standing in the way ,,r her• 
application. ·,·e;;Lcrday Hr. ue Gratlly said thai. Ll\e 'le[_';oLif.lt.ioiJ,_; "''J'jt not ber_:;l11 • .mti l the 3Jx had clearly 
defined l,hc "arbur; com;equences that Brlt.l:~h enl.ry int.o t.hc )<;gC would ent.ai.l. And ycstc .. day ag<ttn ;"r. r-Hchel 
Dehrc· salcl LhnL t.hr: w\<;e r,olul.ion would be to have a pt·ovt:donal d(.;reernc1,t. of tbe trade t.real.y or ,Jsr;oclat.ion 
f·Y!Je, and to review t.lw t•roblem In the next few years ••• 
't'hc time for· decisions has come •••• 
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Olicies towards 
A number of intriguing ideas have been developed by Mr. de Oreilly, rapporteur for the Politic 
Committee of the Western European Union Assembly, in a report which will come up for public discussion at t 
Assembly's December session, We should like to analyse certain aspects, without waiting to see what conclusi·~ 
emerge from the debate. ~1[) 
Firstly, Mr. de Oreilly takes the view that the Assembly should follow the example of the WEU 
Council, which devotes a "very considerable proportion of its political discussions to the WEU countries' t<~ 
~esponsibil1t1es o~tside Europe", while the Assembly deals mainly with "internal European questionB11 or at mo~ 
Europe's relations with the United Staten or the Soviet Union. Some additional points need to be ~e here, 
in our view, The first is in fact made by Mr. de Ore.illy, who in so doing destroys one of the fourdations 
ot his argument. Everyone knows that the WEU Council does not have any full-scale political "debates" - parti-
cularly when it comes to extra-European topics. Information is exchanged, views are sometines ~changed, on 
South East Asia, the Congo, Indonesia, the situat:fon :In Nigeria. 'l'he Council takes formal note, and no more. 
Mr. de Orailly knowa this, and nays on page 16 of his Report that he ia the flrot to regret it. It should 
also be stated that the Gounc1l invariably devotes onewhole day of d:fncusatono to nothing but '':l.nternal rela-
tions", i.e. mainly relatlomJ between Drttaln nnd the Six. With matters as they stand at the mcment, it 
strikes us as hard to d:tsmlss th1n no u minor issue. And it can scarcely be denied that relnt1ons with the 
United States and the Sovf et Union reprenent the h:trd core of the WEU count:toies 1 "external respontibili ties" 
as thia · is whercthe quest! on of "3pec1al relations" between the United Kinoiom and the United States arises, 
as does 1l1&t cfthe caof ng of tenn1.on with the whole of East Europe. 
When he refers to "the pol1 tical responsibilities of the WEU countries outside Europe", it looks 
then as though Mr. de Grailly 1s referring mainly to relations with Africa, Asia, and Lat:J;n America. Hcwever, 
it 1s hard to ima.ginP. what theoe relattons can be outside a wider context, in' which the place occupied by 
relations wi~h the lJnf Led States and the Soviet Unlon remains predominant. When Mr. de GrdllY tries to 
outline the typco of sttuat.lonr." which he hlentiJles 11mong the WJo::U members, mainly in connection wHh 
decolonisation, he cannot in fact avoid looking r(.t the more gcrll!ral components. He thus finds that_the 
foreign policy of 1;omc ::;tateo Ju clomtnated by the safety syndrome, which :tn his view means that the e~pansion 
Of their economic T'P.lutfons outoldc Europe ls not atJch as to tnaptre, of its own accord, a quest for a 
POlicy that ran the risk of hreak1r~, or weakening, their solidarity w:fth the United States." Looking at some 
factors in British poltcy, he conc:.udcH thnt one ~onstant feature is "close asnociatton wJth the United States, 
so as to defend Ilr1 t.t sh f ntere::;ts outside EuropQ.'' , 
It 1:; here, then, tho.t the real topic of the debate appears, and that the argument of Mr. de Grailly 
takes on substance! the partners of France have no clear and coherent concept of a policy to counter the French 
concept, "because their dependence on American mtght does not give them the chance; rather it takes the place 
or principles, frequently: This is very d1scouraging, according to r1r. de Grailly, because it indicates 
how hard 1t is to seck nny harnon1sa1;1on of European countries 1 policies outside Europe. Tomorrow we shall 
be looking further nt his o )nolusions and suggestions. 
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Far-reachi 
LT 
FF 
As we remarked yesterday, according to the ideas developed by Mr. de Grailly in his draft report 
for the Western European Union Assembly, the main diffErence between France 1 s political conoeption on the one AD 
hand, and that of her WEU partners on the other, would lie entirely in that France has a particular conception 
of international society, whereas the others have none because "their dependence on American might does not 
give them the chana~ Polemics on this point would be only too easy. First of all, looking at things as they IS 
are, and not as one imagines them to be, it is reasonable to ask what makes this dependence • assuming that 
it exists - more marked in some countries than 1 n ethers. Secondly 1 it 1a curious to note that, according to 
Mr. de GraillY's arguments, when certain countries have a given view of international society (need for inter-
national institutions, interdependence, partnership, etc.,) this view does not correspond to a real political 
coooeption, that it is, in other words, non-existent, whereas when France expounds her conception, this 
deserves to be considered coherent. and solid. Without wishing to make a categorical J\dgment on fundamentals, 
namelY on which conception is the more acceptable, it must be recognised that such a simplification undoubted-
ly does not help the dialogu~. Mr de GraillY acknowledges this himself when he says that the views of the 
French Government on the problems on international politics are not shared by the Governments of the other 
WIU member countries. In his opinion, the French find themselves isolated in Europe, not through refusi"f 
to listen to their partners, not through systematic anti-Americanism, even less through national egoism, but 
because of a situation from which it appears difficult to extricate oneself within the next few years.'' 
There would seem to be a kind of destiny which it is useless to fight. This is one of the features of present-
day French policy, which consists mainly in recommending certain positions and waiting for the partners to 
rally rourd. them. But this does not help the dialogue either. No one is ready to talk when told a priori that 
the only solution lies in adherence to the ideas of the partner. Mr. de Graillt explains that "these are the 
reasons whY France cannot at present abandon her national prerogatives to European organisations •••• It arises 
from a situation, whereby not only does France receive no support from her European partners but she comes up 
against militant hostility from some of her associate~' If he were on the other side of the fence, Mr. de 
Orailly might perhaps say the same thing on behalf of France's European partners. Non-acceptance of others' 
ideas should never lead to considering them. non-existent or refusing to discuss them. Mr. de GraillY himself 
thinks that in order to affirm a proper European policy it is necessary to "strengthen, even institutionalise 
the links" between the countries belonging to a certain network of solidarity. In Mr. de Grailly's view it 
would be wrong to say that France refuses to do this. According to the Europeans it :Ia wrong to say that 
they want to give up affirming a proper European policy. On thecontrary, it is precisely for this reason 
that they want to strengthen the institutions. Open and impartial discussions should one day allow the common 
points to be recognised 1 and acknowledged to outweigh the differences. That day seems still far away. 
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European books which are sent to us, or whose publication [ 
is worth noting, will be reviewed under this heading. 
+ W.G. JENSEN, Energy in Europe 1954-1980, G.T. Foulis & Co Ltd., l-5 Portpool Lane,London • E.C.l., 1967, 
20} pages, 45 shillings. 
Europe is today on the road to a multi ... energy economy and it is to be expected that the energy 
field in the Common Market countries will be dominated for the next fifteen years by oil, whereas in Great 
Britain and Eastern Europe, coal and oil will share the leadership of theenergy market. 
This is the main conclusion reached by Mr. Jensen; he studies successivelY the development of 
energy economics from the post-war years (1954-57) to the beginning of the coal crisis, the appearance of 
energy economy based on two kinds ofenergy, the over-production phase in coal from 1957 and the different 
attempts made in Europe to remedy the situation (attempts at coordinating Community energy policies, Robinson 
Report, 1966 OECD Energy Committee Report, appareance and development of nuclear energy and natural gas); 
he finally ends with the forecasts n;ade by the different organisations on the trend in energy supply and 
demand from now until 1980. 
LT. 
ff 
The author thinks that whereas, in the Common Market countries 1 the development of energy policy 
will be guided, in the next few years, by t'te volontary acceptance of increasing dependence on imported energy 1 
national coal will doubtl'~~s remain the main source of energy in the United Kingdom, although other sources 
(natural gas, nuclear energy and oil) will also continue to IIBke increasing headway. 
Mr. Jensen (who was already published a book on the Common Market) represented the National 
Coal Board in the British Mission to the High Authority in Luxembourg from 1960 to 1963. Since 1963 he has 
been head of the international relations branch of the National Coal Board. 
+ STEPHEN D. K~~TESZ: The Quest for Peace thro h Di lomac , 182 pages, No 5-16}, 2.45 dollars, Prentice-
Hall Inc (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, u.s •• 1967. 
+Achille Albonetti: Divario Tecnologioo Rtcerca Scientific& e Produttivita in Europa e negli Stati Uniti, 
128 pages, edited by Giuffre, Milan, 196'7. 
+ O.L. BIHET 1 The impact of Scientific Research on a Traditional Industry 1 Steel- Centre National de Recher-
ches Metallurgiqum A.s. B.L. (Belgium), 23 pages. 
+COLlEGE OF EUROPE: 13ruges week 1966- Leaders for the Europe4:t:t:onorrow, edited by Mr. L~o Moulin, 367 pages 
De Tempel, Burges, 1967-r 
+ COLLEGE OF ~1rnOPE: Elections in the Countrfes of the Euro ean Communities and in the United Ki om, 1957-59; 
Political Studies Centre, 3'( pages , De Tempel, Bruges 1967. In the appendix to this book there are 
electoral maps of the ·EEC countries, 1957-59). 
+ OECD: Aid to Development Drive and Policies , 1967 Survey, report by William L. Thorp, Chairman of the 
Devaopment Aid Committee, Paris, 2}5 pages 14 F. 11.6 DM. 
+ OECD1 OECD Observer, No }0, October 1967, Paris. 
+ OECD: Commodity Tradel exports1 detailed analYsis by products, January-December 1966, Paris, 675 pages 
(2 volumes; imports-exports: 30 F, 25 DM). 
+ OECD1 Commodity Trade: detailed analysis by S.I.T.C. items. Supplement, Jan-Dec 1966, Paris, 175 pages. 
10 F, B.} DM. 
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EDITORIAL 
NATO, year nought. 
Following the removal of SP.APE to Mons, NATO :boday moved to Brussels. It is an important date £or 
manv reasons since, as Mr. Brosio sAid this morning at the inauguration, the Atlantic Alliance "is emerging 
from a period of reorganisation" and is preparing to continue its life "wl th new vigour". The dat.e is also 
important because, looking back to the time when the "crisis" arose, it testifies to a rapidityhtald~deal.­
~8d! ~them which is in itself convincing proof of comforting vitality and. a guarantee thattnis 
f.:reah vigour rests on solid ground, This is not the moment for regrets or recriminations, Faced with certain 
situations, brought about by differences of opinion, it is best to follow th~ .-ample of the NATO countries 
and keep the necessary composure and obJectivity and try to take advantage of this testing state of affairs, 
bearing in mind the fundamental fact that up until now no Member State has left the Alliance or announced 
its determination to do so. Thus Mr. Brosio was able to say today, confidently l:Alt also cautiously, that he 
was convinced that "the Alliance will continue on the broad basis, which now ensures its effectiveness~ 
Trying to take advantage means first of all perceiving clearlY what is alive and what is out of date 
(or liable to be so) in the Alliance and where it must head to keep up with the times. It ia evident that 
if the worse came to the worst, and the Alliance no longer seemed to answer the ends for which it was 
created, or its ends seemed to have been finally accomplished, one ought to have the courage to dissolve it. 
But it so happens that the crisis which the Alliance has had to overcome and the 11 agonising reappraisals" 
which it has entailed have led to the opposite conclusion. Not only are the reasons which lead to the 
creation of NATO still valid, but as valid today as yesterday are the reasons for maintahing and strengthen-
ing (in harmonY with technical changes which have taken place since) the military aspects of the Alliance. 
For it appears that the argument that the potential menace of the block controDed by the Soviet Union has 
disappeared or is disappearinc;,am1tat'lrerefore the militat"y aspect of NATO no longer has any significance, 
is incorrect since: a) thin situation has arisen precisely because of the existence of NATO and ~ disap-
pearance as a militat"y alliance would immediately create a situation which would necessitate the hasty 
rebuilding of what had been dismantled. In fact, as Mr. 3paak once said, and this was quoted by Mr. Brosto, 
"if NATO suffers from something, itis its success"; b) ob,jectively the forces of the Warsaw Paot are 1.n fact 
increasing! c) nothing suggests t.hat one day relations bclweer' t.h~ Sov1d Union '1nd Ch1.na might not alter 
protourd.ly, which would demand {no matter,in the evont,in which direction this alteration took place) that 
the Western countries should have at their~al~irreplacable instrument which the Alliance constitutes, 
Some say that peaceful •·coexts11!.nae is the result of a change in the nature of Soviet Communism, which 
should exclude anY hypothesit based on the possibility of aggression. But all the an4lyses show that it is 
precisely the Western defence organisltion which has prevented the contest from crossing the threshold of 
ideological and economic defiance, at least in that part of the world covered by the Atlantic Pact. 
Tomorrow we shall return to other subJects, · providing food for thought in the light of current 
events. 
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EDITORIAL 
NATO, year nought (2) 
lS~me annee - N. 
mardi 17 octobre 
It is allee;ed by some that NATO, and in particular its military structure, has become pointless 
because the cold war has bee1• won. Clearly, the effort to win the "unfought" part of a war, namelY psycholo-~ 
gical pressure and all that lhis entails, by creating a climate of co-exist .. nce, would be completely wasted ·IS 
should it happen, as it well might, that a "hot" war broke out and was lost simplY because the instrument 1 • 
which would have permitted victory had been thrown away. The value for peace of the Alliance is thus under-
estimated, 
Dut there is talk too of a possibility which is vory attractive on the surface, The issue here 
1a an agreement. whereby the two opposing bloos, NATO in the West, and the Warsaw Pact in the East, would be 
gradually demobilaed, But what a lot of people do not realise is that the Soviet Union and its allies are 
establishing a complete network of bilateral military assistance pacts, linking each of the members of the 
Warsaw Pact wtth all the others. An infrastructure is thus being set up whioh would enublo tho Soviets at 
a given moment to make a unilateral gesture& the straightforward suppression of the warsaw Pact, The intra-
structure remaining in place would certainly be no less effective than the Pact itself, and no less integrated •• 
Could the Atlantic Alliance states contemplate a slmilar solution? 'l'hi s is just what the Europeana have never 
wanted. Given the disproportion ot forces, a series of pacts between the United States and the European states 
individually would be an undisguised protectorate, If there is imbalance within NATO .in its present form, this 
solution would entan a well-ensconced hegemony, The United States thelll3elves want nothing of the kind. Is 
it not therefore more reasonable, ln order to strengthen collective secudty, to try to re-balance the Alliance, 
by strengthening the F:ul'opean pillar, and developing the economic, technological and social components? 
This was the general backgrouoo agai nat which Mr. llarrnel last year made his proposal on "new tasks." 
The four working pnrtles (Spaak, Watson and SchUtz, Foy-Kohler, Patijn ) have completed their preparatory work, 
end l.lc q·•!c1nl worldn;,; p··rty cht.1rod by Mr, Ut•onio is examining what they have done ready to draw conolusions • 
for submission to ttw !JATO CounoH in December. Unfortunately,the omens for this new deadline are not particu-
larlY favourable, Mr, Harmel's intention wns to mo.ke sure that certain reservations aroused by tte integrated 
character of the Orga.nisaUon could be dJ spelled, by giving the Alliance new tasks and providing the Organisa-
tion with a better balance; while ~anoe kept her distance from ttc military organisation, she would have 
been able to agree to contribute po:3itlvelY in this new direction, the aim of which on the face, of it was to 
reach over and above the cold war stnee, and to transform the detente into real peace. Rut it looks as though 
the directions net out tn the working parties' studies, founded still on a strengthening or links between the 
&111es, are regarded in Paris as oppoGed to the major principles of French policy, and as evidence of the pro-
Atlantic faction's determination not to accept what is assumed to have been achieved& the end of the two bloos. 
So it 1 a that the entablishment in Brussels of NATO, while welcomed as a nign of v1 ~11 ty and proof 
of a determination to achieve the end.s of the Alliance that nre pecuJAr to the genius of the member nations, 
to echo the actual words of Mr, Broslo, does not allow us to gloss over the fact that the future is 
shrouded in uncertainty nnd dluqui«.. 
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EDITORIAL 
British membership& in search of a formula 
On the eve of the Luxembourg meeting of the Council of Ministers who are to make the first 
thorough stuiy of the Commission Report on the applications fbr membership of the Community from Great Bri tai 
and three other countries, there has been no alteration in attitudes to the substance of the problem, altho 
further details have been made available. Bilateral talks, diplomatic moves, official and unofficial statemen~o 
have introduced no new element of importance to the now well-known dossier, and if long .. starxling moves seem tfl 
have been clarified, they in no way alter the fundamental facts of the problem. The most that can be said is 
that tm main preoccupation in this context seems to be to avoid a maJor crisis, whaterver its origin might b~ 
or to seek, in case of danger, to lessen the impact and fall on one's feet. £;) 
It is therefore likely that the nain obJect of the Luxembourg meeting will be to prepare the way ' 
for the implementation, at a meeting a week or two later perhaps, of a procedural formula which will allow the 
dialogue between the Six to be maintained and which would rot exlcuie a dialogue between seven. This foriiUl& 
could be in 1l1e Ebape of an invi tat1on to the European Commission to assume the role of a spokesman aoo to 
lead what one might call an information mission, a sou!Xiing of opinion, a pre-negotiation,etc. It is at this 
moment that the phrase 11 in the most appropriate ways" contained in the conclusions of the Commission opinion 
would take on its real significance.It is, moreover, well known that the possibility of the Commission inter-
vening in a preliminary way j,n the negotiations is nothing new aoo that this was discussed at length by the 
Commission itself when it was drawing up the final version of the conclusions. In a preliminary version the 
Conunission, having said that the only way to 11 remove the uncertainties" wns to open negotiations, expressed 
its readbess to take on the role of spokesman for the governments in matters concerning common policies which 
were already in force. It onn be assumed that the arguments for and against prior intervention on the part 
of the Commission, which had already b~en voiced within the Commission itself, will be heard again in the 
ministerial debate: the Germans are understood to intend suggestjng that the Commission be responsible for 
sounding out the British and verifying whether certain solutions can be retained. This explains why it was 
the German members who asked, during the Commission debates, that the word "negotiations" should not appear 
in the conclusions. Some, however, think that this solution involves serious risks for the Commission and that 
1 t does not enable firm commitments to be obtained from Great Britain. WhY should she thus commit herself, 
and with what guarantees that this would lead to acceptable solutions? On the other hand the formula could be 
acceptable aoo not comparable to a veto by postponement, as l.ord Chalfont said, were it to fall within a 
certain perspective, namely were thE! Councll to give u positive overall assessment on the possibility of ope-
ning negotiations between seven. In this case, the Commission could accept a precise and strictly technical 
mission (which would, therefore, not entail a political denial): for example, the preparation of precise 
solutions on one or two rMjor problen~; these solutions, having previously been negotiated between the Six, 
would then fit the requirement which Mr. Couve de Murville has always insisted on, namely not to engage in 
negotiations between seven with disorder in the Community ranks and give the impression that the Six need 
above all to negotiate between themselves. But, we must insist on the fact that if this formula is to be 
viable aoo acceptable it should only be the beginning of a process, preferably hinged on a relatively pr·eoiae 
and short length of time, wh:l.oh would Justify its nature: a demand for a thorough examination aoo an entirely 
natural concern- not delaying ~actics. Mr. Klesinger is entirely correct when he says that one must not give 
the impression that one wantt1 to open negotiations, knowing full well beforehaoo that they must lead to member-
ship. I~ this were the case, there would be no negotiations. But it is also necessary not to go to the other 
extreme and fall back on the demand for negotiations betweeh six, as if the outcome were already taken for 
granted, that is to say to aff:lrm its impossibility. There must be a middle way between these two extremes 
end the Commission has indicated what it is. No matter what one says about it, the Commission Report enables 
negotiations to be opened very quickly without preJudging its outcome. The Commissbn will, moreover, have an 
extremely important part to play in the Council next week: it will have to give, in the person of its President, 
the authentic interpretation of the conclusions which it reached. It is in the light of this interpretation 
that the goverments will have to assume their responsibilities. 
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EDITORIAL 
Atlanticism and detractors .-
BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
One must beware not of opinion polls, but the use of which th~ can be put, both. because of fiooi 
confirmation in them of ideas which are dear to us and because of building up arourd them an erratic policy. 
The results of the opinion poll done in France by the IFOP (for the Nouvel~vateur) are so impressive, at 
least in comparison with what we had been led to believe for years, that their very clear significance cannot 
be hidden .• This poll is concerned with the Atlantic Alliance ard its connected problems. The key question IS 
(but the answers that were given must be interpreted on the basis of tre preceding questions) was whether in 
the event of a referendum . on witbirawal from the Alliance or remaining in it, what choice the voter would 
make.l2% were in favour of witbirawal, 54~ for remaining in the Alliance, and there were 34% don't knows. 
Even an opponent of the Alliance like Professor Duverger can not dispute the clarity of this 
verdict. However, by ingenious reasoning, which is based on false premises, he finally concludes that for 
the French this choice is a make-shift since th~ cannot apply the solution (which solution?) which they 
prefer. Professor Duverger finds moreover that it is curious to note than when asked if France needs allies 
to ensure her defence, aoo if so, which,only 27% of those questioned name the United States, i.e. exactly half 
the number saying they would vote for the Pact to be maintained. "What then does the Pact mean for the other 
half, who think that the American Alliance is useless for defehding our country, but who nevertheless wish to 
keep it?" the reasoning to follow is very different. The answers of tre French people questbned are in fact 
much clearer than Mr. Duverger would suggest. 5~ of the people questioned said that France needed allies. 
Obviously, when asked which, each answers according to his preference: the United States are well in the lead, 
followed by Great Britain (15%). If one had to choose one al].y , the choice would go to the United States. But 
the French people questioned are well aware that it .ts better to belong to a system, to an overall block 
already possessing its own organisation, rather than to a bilateral alliance which would necessarily be 
veey unbalanced. It is therefore clear that for the majority of the French people, dismantling the Alliance is 
a bad· thing and that a system of bilatera.l alliances is much less preferable. Certainly Professor Duverger is 
rlght in thinking that people are more inclined towards the status guo for the simple reason that no one has 
suggested anything else. Is it not natural thet.the man in the street, and not only the Frenchman, should 
prefer an alliance which has ensured peace rather than uncertainty, that is to say to nothing at all or to 
the overthrowing of alliances? Why should he drop the substance 4 f1or the shadow whioh does not even have the 
attraction of a mirage? Does not the fact that there is nothing to suggest to him mean that there is nothing 
better, at least for the moment? 
These reflections should encourage ~ose who think that the Alliance, in which there is still so much 
confidence (even if itia not a question of faith, confidence is enough), should be renewed,- improved, strengthe-
ned. If those who believe practice, it is possible that·the aggiornamento heralds a new proselytism. 
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+ ACHILLE AIBONETl'I, Divario tecnolosico, ricerca scientifica e produttivitb. in Europa e nesli Stat! Uniti, 
Giuffre, Milano, 1967, 128 psges. 
Mr, Albonetti has long defended, in his numerous contributions to the debate on the "technologJ gap", the AD 
idea that there is too often confusion betweeh this notion, which ought to be studied carefUlly to see whether 
it in fact ezists,in what fields, and for what reasons, and the very ~ifferent ideas of a gap in economic 
development or in praiucti vi ty. This confusion often leads to solutions being found in remedies which are ·· .l{\ 
not remedies and in action where it is necessary being neglected, ~ 
The interest of this book, which moreover provides considerable information on the whole subject, depends 
very largeLY·on this starting point, Mr. Albonetti begins by reminding readers that the problem is not new 
and that the work of Mr. Rostas, which was published in 1943, had already given rise to debates on the reasons 
for the productivity gap between the United States and other countries including Grett Britain in particular, 
it was in the awareness of this problem that originated tm very important action undertaken within the frame-
work of the OECD; the Ministerial Conference on science policy and the setting up of a OECD Science Policy 
Committee are in fact an extension of this, Mr. Albonetti then recalls and analYses the various initiatives 
taken at different levels; the French memorandum of March 1965 to the Community, the Italian document of 
September 1966 (within the framework of NATO), the Memorandum in March 1967 from the Community interexeoutive 
working group; he devotes a whole chapter to giving and analysing statistical data on research expenditure, 
productivity, economic progress, the "balance ofc:teohnclogloai payments" and the brain drain. This chapter 
contains several particularly pertinent remarks, which underline the weakness of . certain theses and arguments. 
He points out in particular that the balance of \eOhD.OJ.lDg1oa:l•·"Paymenta deficit could even be considered as 
the intelligent use of limited scientific and technical resources (the case of Japan provides interesting 
food for thought in this controversy), 
In his conclusions, having pointed out that the basic problem wb!Ob conditions research development was that 
of education, Mr. Albonetti thinks that a EUropean Community research policy ought.to come about by studying 
a limited number of moves and concrete proposals, rather than by creating a Community institution endowed with 
considerable Community funds. The author lists the sectors in which concrete cooperation could be effected. 
~se area aviation, large computers and nuclear energy, He gives detailed information whose interest and 
topicality will be obvious to his readers. 
+ HANS VON DER OROEBEN 1 Europa, Plan und Wirklichkeit, Reden-Berichte- Aufsltze zur europlisohen Poll tik, 
Nomos Verlag, Baden-Baden, 2.34 pages, 29,80 DM-. 
+ IMF and WORlD BANKt Finance and Development: the Fund and Bank review, Septeni>er 1967, Washington.- We 
should point out in particular two articles on the fiscal advantages on investments in developing countries 
and reserve currencies, 
+ Iniziativa Europeal Monthly publication of the Istituto di Stud! sull'Europa e sui Paesi in via di sviluppo, 
No 97, Rome. 
+ Europa Union a Uberparteiliche Zei tung fur die Vereinigtem Staaten Von Europa, October 1967, Bonn,l'DM. 
+ European Community 1 European Community Information Service, OctoiiJer 1967, London, 
+ L 1Europe en formation 1 October 1967, Presses d'Europe, Paris, 
+ UNO/EGE: ECE News, October 1967, Geneva. 
+ OECDt Trade by products 1 anal.ysed by main regions, Jan-March 1967.- Belgium/Lux:embourg, Finland, Japan, 
Netherlands, Switzerland; Paris, 
+ OECD: Main economic indicators t October 1967, Paris, 133 pages, 6 FF, SDM. 
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EDITORIAL 
Gentlemen, place your stakes! 
The phase that opens with this afternoon's ministerial debates, together with those that will follow 
over the next few weeks, marks the start of one of the most significant and most challenging stages in the 
Community's existence. Without trying to say that the outcome could threaten the very existence of the 
Community as it is at the moment, it is reasonable to say unhesitatlnglJ that it will make a very real 
imprint on the future of the Community. It would be a mistake to forget that behind the deterioration of the 
Community spirit, the consequences of which are still with us, lies the failure of two sets of negotiations 
conducted at the san~ time -those for political union (April 1962) and those for the enlargement of the 
Community (January 1963). 
@ 
Preparatory work for the present phase has been carried out with all due respect for form,although not 
without setbacks. Initially, we have the British request, the mandate to the Commission (given in June, and 
renewed on 10 July), andthe opinion drawnupqvthe Commission. Whatever the intentions and motives, apparent 
or concealed, of the various parties in question, this was the procedure that had to be followed. This was 
admitted by the British themselves when they said that they had finally realised which door they had to 
knock atz that of article 237. The fact that this article is open to conflicting interpretations makes not 
a jot of difference. Is the article concerned solely with "proceedfngs"? Or is it concerned with the substance? 
In other*ords, do we need a straightforward maJority, or unanimity? Yet again, can it be divided into two 
stages, /which is fairly likely, one concerning procedure,and the other concerning the substance? However this 
m&Jbe, the request was submitted in accordance with this article. It has not been sent back to those who made 
it- or in other words, it has not been declared "inadmissible" I it can therefore be assumed that it complies 
with the general criteria governing the admission of new members. Nt that this means that admission is a fait 
accompli - fnr from it! But the procedure is that much further on. And in order to give it a further push 
forward ,the Commission was asked for its opinion, which it has given. The opinion is preliminary, since as 
the Commission states it will only be possible to give a specific and full opinion in the course of the 
negotiations. This means another step forward. Despite the criticisms and reservations aroused by this opin1~ 
on either side, it is still our belief that it is all to the good. Was there any point in expressing an opi-
nion that made light of the problems, or concealed them1 Such an expedient would have been pointless and un-
realistic. The Conunission would have been discredited, and anyone would have been able to say 1 "The opinion 
is worthless! here is a list of the problems at issue, which we feel should be considered first." As it is, 
they have been considered first, and the conclusion is that there is nothing more to say until the dialogue 
with the British is opened. It is possible not to accept this interpretation, but it is one that exists and 
is of considerable value in the coptest now being played out. 
It is pointed out, however, tha\ this in no way alters the French position, which is the same as five 
months ago (General de Gaulle's press conference) and as three months ago (Mr. Couve de Murville's address 
to the Council). Could anyone imagine that it would have changed? Admittedly, this was something to he hoped 
for, and this is why the parthers of France are now agreeing to a dialogue, a "clarification between ourselves" 
on general issues (the Community will no longer be itself, etc.). They are hoping to persuade their partner, 
not to bring Britain in, but of the fact there is no serious risk in negotiating with her. The outcome of 
this move will help to shed light on the real intentions of all parties. What is mainlY at issue is determining 
the prcbable da ~-~ of the showdown, But most important of all is the preparation for the showdown - preparation 
t.oday, ready for action tomorrow. 
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FF 
Bidding being pushed up AD 
At one potnt yesterday evening, it tooked as though the dl• ••• all"but oaet , end the 
break-off point waa reached. This was not the case, and so much the better. We are not among those who yearn 
for crises. Every~ must be done, at least, to avert a cr1sisJ if a crisis does occur, however, it is neces- IS 
aary to know how to derive all possible benefits from it - namely, an end to un untenable situation, and a 
situation that is worse than cah be imagined. The crisis must also occur at a carefully selected ~o~ent r.nd in 
OElrP.fll11;r nel'!ot.~ circumstances. It was clear that no one was ready either yesterday evening or today to face 
a serious crisis. S1gniftcant1Y, Mr. Couve de Murville was induced to exclude, with a certain gravity, the 
possibility of a coalition between the Five against France. The fear of isolation is self-evident, and the 
Germane are well aware that they are for the moment tie target for pressing requests to make . isolation impos-
alble. 
It is against this prPcise background that the new factor has to be considered. This factor arose 
late yesterday evening- and conaiata of the "revival" of the idea of a European summit Meeting at an earlY date. 
Mr. Brandt put forward the idea (as he had announced it publiclY quite some time ago now), and Mr. Fanfsni 
immediatelY caught on to it, and turned 1t into a precise proposal. AdmittedlY 1 the BelgiAns must have turned 
on all their familiar reservations on the "preparation" that there must be for such a meeting, and on what can 
IID1 what cannot be discussed. The Dutch must have insisted onee more on the excnusion of any "Community" theme, 
but when all is said done, no one Jibbed, and although the formal decision has to be adopted on 20 November, 
there is already a favourable preJudice. This favourable preJudice proves that no one is harbouring any black 
design to isolate France. Rather, the Five (there is no alternative to referring to them in this way, since on 
each point their view is more or leas poles apart from the French view, on points. of substance and procP.dure), 
are eager for a dialogue. They did not refuse (and for this they were criticised) to hold discussions between 
the SiX before opening negotiations with the applicants. They will strive, as they did in Rome, to find some 
common ground, but it would be unthinkable for this to lead to the straightforward acceptance by five states 
of the arguments they had reJected up until this time. 
It is for this reason that we are beginning to see the stakes being pushed up. The strong card on one 
aide is the summit meeting, and on the other side there is the principle of not accepting any deadline. Out of 
the blue, someone says that before negotiations are even begun Britain will have to overthrow the internatio-
nal monetary system, making the pQ'.lnd tnto a purely natioral currency (what, we ask ourselves, il to take i1J 
place as a reserve ourrency- the dollAr, perhaps?). It can be indeed anticipated that at some point it will be 
said that before negotl~ttons nrP. op~n~, the British balance of paymenta must be positive for, say, three years. 
Very iti&htiy, Mr. Harmel pointed out how ridC.oulous it is to ask a country to effect certain action, to give 
preciaelundertak1ngs, before negotiating, while the other side (the· Six in the present case) do not even 
undertake to open negotiations. Fighting to the death in defence of a weak argument mtatat aelbacorors are 
committed. · 
At all events, the outcome of yesterday's and today's meetings confirms what we said yesterday. It 
would be a ser1ou11 matter to allow ourselves to be unexpectedlY overtaken by events. Those holding highest 
office must bear this in mtnd. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
The years come and go and alAs resemble each other. On 14 January 196) General de Gaulle announced 
at a press conference that the entry of Britain and other countries would make profound changes 1n the Commu-
nity, which would no longer resemble the one the Six had bull t. und which would lose ita cohesion. Accord tng 
AD 
to the GenerAl the whole question hinged on Brttaln'a answer to the following statement (we reproduce it here, IS 
since it is interest!ng)a "can Britain at present place herself with tht Continent and like the Continent within 
a tariff which is really commons give up all Corl'monweaHh 1•references1 atop considering her agriculture privi-
legedf nnl connld11r dend nnd burled the under'.nkinga she had p;tven to the countries whtoh mnke up the free trede 
area?' He ndded tho~t there would be no drs~~~~ were the "leng'.hy, extremely lengthy" negotiations in Brussels to 
oome to noth1r1L nrrl that there was nothing to prevent An 11ssoo1at1on which would .reg\el'd trade 1-ombeirs reaohed. 
'l'he first rP.IIctlons at the time dl ffered. Some thought the veto hnd been spoken arrl that the question 
asked of Brltnln was a pure forrnelity. Whatever tiP nnswer, lt would in no WAY have altered a decision which had 
already been taken. Others thought the Oeneral ought 1Dbe taken It till woro ard that negot1at.1orus should continue in 
ordr!r to show thot the question could be answered in the afrtrrnatlvel this would tulve put the General in an 
embnrrastng pooltion. 
What hlli•pencd afterwards ts oo'l'tmon knowledge. Negotiations were broken off 1 Drttaln and r'ronce's par-
t.ners hnd to accept tbe fott accof11PI1. ll\.4 oont>used way without AnY real coordination they tried to put up 
some resistnnoe, or to cling to make-shift proced11re, tnd then things followed their course again, more or less 
normally. Itln Interesting to note that Mr. Couve de Murville said yesterdny that everyone now recognised that 
France Wltl! rlv.ht in 1')(•3 to put an end to negotinttons that were getting nowhero. The Five have been warneda 
if they agree now to postpone the negotfatlons,flrbgood reeaon thnt, as Mr. Kieainger uid, unanimity was 
necessary nnrl "could not be brol.lil,ht about by bul}3ing teo tics", one dBy it w1 l 1 be snld that they recognised 
thnt objective oond1t1ons for the opening of negottatlonn hod not been fulfilled. ln other words their policy 
wt.ll be Jalv,oo on facto ond not on statements of intent. 
lt ts clear thnt o situation entirelY similar to that ot 1(~3 is agnln arising. It is still the general 
question of "cohesion" th11t 1s raised (which cannot be answer~ in lldVIIOce). It h 11ooompanied by specific que-
At.l:ms, which can be vnried, renewed ant multiplied as nt!cesaarya yerst.erdAy It wan the Common Customs Tariff, 
TOday 1t 1:> the role of sterling, tomorrow it will be something ~lse. 
ln a few we~kfl we wtll know whether t.hia second veto was vetoed on the 16 May or whether it will be 
heard in mld-Novemh"'r or w~.et.hPr the cristn rtat.e will be put orr until nf'.Xt Jnnuary. The difference between 
today and 1%3 is thllt. at the tiMe thll brenk-off oame in the mtddle of negottatlona between 3even, and that it 
oould therefore be ,Ius u ft ed by th" t l 1 hu11our or one or tlvt pArt.les, and by a unfelioi toua cht>ioe of methods 
of negotiAtionn. Tnc:lny the brenk-off would come within the Community and would highltght profound differences 
on its nuture an:! obJectiVE'S. 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
An enlarged Community ls not a multilated ~ 
Com~unlty ~ 
Yesterday Lord Chalfont said that Britain wanted to negotiate with all Six and Join the Common Market~ 
with France, and not against France. lie added that she did not want to end up by separflting France from the 
other five, any more than she wanted to break up the Common ~larket. It was her wish to strengthen it. A" 
These statements are extremelY clear, and they come at an appropriate juncture. There is nothing new LJ 
in them for us -we have known for a long time that this is the British position, and that it is not going 
to change. Just lntely, however, following publication of the Commission opinton and of course in the light 
of France's overt hostility to the immediate openir~ of negotiations, there was talk in some quarters of an ~~) 
li. alleged British move to split the Six and isolate France. Unfortunately, the truth of the matter is that 
the Six nre divided, that the attitude of France in the matter is different from that of her partners, and that 
the Five, while not shifting from their position, are trying not to isolate France. This is in faot t~expla­
nation of what has occur~ed aince the British application was submitted. The refusal to isolate France has 
led to certain methods being accepted ,and to 1111 agreement thnt the "preliminary" discussions are to be detailed 
and protracted, nnd are to be concerned with the substance of the matter - in some oases at least. It has 
thus been possible to establish a fresh date for a meeting, and the Five have now stopped calling for dead-
lines to be laid down. The Six have thus put on a show of thinking that no pre:OOndition for the opening of 
negotiations has been posed~lthOUgh in the Luxemboure conference lobbies the spokesman for the French dele-
gation was at pains to spell out the terms and scope of~~. Couve de Murville's comments about the need for 
the pound to cease to be a reserve currency, before there could be negotiations. 
Clearly, however, if an effort is being made on one side, it will only serve a purpose if the other 
party is ready to make an effort in the same direction. In' other words, the Five can avoid isolating France, 
on co~ion that France does not want to isolate herself of her own volition. The Five are not addicted to 
crises. It is not their wish to paralyse or destroy th! construction of Europe. They want to manage to open 
the negotiations, convinced as they are that negotiations will make it possible to dispel apprehensions and 
misunderstandings. Why, then, should they try to isolat~ France, since without the help of France, as of any 
other country belonging to the Community, negotiations cannot begin? 
And how could Britain seriously contemplate isolating France, when she wants to enter the Community -
not a semblance of a customs union made up of a few European countries? When trying to find the author of 
an offence, the automatic question isl Cui prodest? - in whose interests is it? It is clear that the isolation 
of France would not be in the interests of the advocates of British entry, or of Britain herself. The argu-
ment simply holds no water. 
But giving up the idea of a deadline cannot last for long. It is in fact France who has set the example, 
1 n the "technique" of CormlUni ty negotiations, and Nr. Couve de ~:urville has already had the opportunity d 
rraising this system, which consists of setting a deadline for the adoption of a decision - particularly when 
the decision is important and controversial. Setting a deadline is doubly important because it is hard to 
imagine that Community life can continue and advAnce satisfactorily if the "preliminary" examination between 
the Six were to be protracted, and if it were to become clear to all that a state ot deadlock had been reached. 
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+HANS VON DERQROEBENI Europaa Plan und Wirklichke1tl Reden~eriohte- AufsUtze zur europUischen Politik. 
Nolnos Verlag, Baden-Baden, 1967 1 234 pages, 29.8 DM. 
The thirteen speeches, reports and articles by Mr. Hans von der Groeben contained in this work 
reveal not so much the Commisaion member responsible for the EEC\!Ecornnkl policy, as a man who has taken 
part in the achievement of the European Communities from the very beginning. These articles have given Mr. 
von der Groe.bm the opportunity ot considering the developments of recent years from a higher standpoint. IS 
A first series of articles is concerned with sooiologioal changes, particularly those regarding the 
attitude of the man in the street to the national State. In the introduction the author states that the de-
velopment of the EEC han contributed to the abOlition of political mYths in three ways 1 1) regarding the aims 
of politics, there is no more talk of the common good and of the nation, but of more modest 'and concrete 
teaks such as r~ing the standard of living or creating a single market1 2) the greater importance of economic 
potential as a baais for political notion has been recognised! 3) the development of the EEC shews that rela-
tions between men do not neoeoonrily depend on the survival of the fittest and on reasons of State, but can 
be organised on A permnn<:>nt. basis by common insti tut1 ons. In A speech at Goslar in October 1966, Mr. von der 
Groeben examines in particular the factors which helped the national state towards fulfillment in the last 
century Mid those whl oh hnstened its gradual disintegration, so that today the national States can no longer 
speak in the name of the peoples. It is not only the economic and political situation which has changed, but 
also our conception of the state, which today is no more than ~ referee responsible for tm well-being of 
all. 
A second series of articlea examtnesthe various stages in the Common Market and ends with a study, 
written in March 1967, on the next ten years. In particular the author lists al1 that has to be done to comple-
te the internal development of the EEC and to uchteve a real economic union. At a time when the entry of Great 
BritA.tn in the European Communities 1s bdng discussed, it is interesting to note what an ·eminent member of the 
Comm1ss1on thinks 11hout EEC relations with third countries. The author writesa"Membershlp of the EEC should 
be open to all Burop~an countries which find themselves in a similar economic situation, whose structure does 
hot raise insurmountable problems nnd which ore prepared to accept the rules of the EEC Treaty and to cooperate 
act1 vely in brl ngl ng the economic unl on into effect'! But the idea of the open door oan only be accepted for 
those oo\Jntries which wloh to enter the oame house& Mr. von dcr Groeben is strongly against a new version 
of the OBCU. Ho also urges immediate consultations on world problems, such as the German problem, East~est 
rclntl ons, development policy, although he thtnks that solutions to these problems will only be found in the 
aeoond hulf of the next deCI•de. 
+ ANDREA CHITI-BATELIJ.I Si deve rinnovare 11 Patte A'tlnntico? Considerations on the fringe of the debates in 
the Western European Union Assembly. Comuni d 1Europa, Rome. 71 pages. 
+ New European Unlversitlea 1 European Communities Information Service, No 19 1 October 1967, Paris. 
+ ~outh-East Europe! October 1967, Paris ord Athens. 
+ !Jotl z!t,ri_ol Comt tato NaZionale Energia Nuolenre, No 13, October 1967 1 Rome. 
-+Notes d 1Informationa Atomic Energy Comntlssar1Rt 1 No 10, 1 October 1967 1 Paris. 
+ OECD1 'l'otal Trade by countries, Odober 1')67, Paris, 133 pages, 8 !<"'t'., 6.60 DM. 
+ ~~ Commodity Tradea analysis by areas, France, Norway, Sweden, United States, January-June 1967, Paris, 
"87 pages, 16 FF 1 13.5 IJ!4 ( 6 booklets). 
+ UNO/ECEI Economic Commission for Europe News1 Octover 1967, Geneva. 
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The British weekend has been enlivened with a controversy that will probably turn out to be a 
mere storm in a teacup - but in the present context it at least provides considerable food for thought. What 
exactly happened? At the end of the EFTA Council meeting in Lausanne, Lord Chalfont, whose straightforward 
manner of expressing himself (he used to be a Journalis.t, after al;J.) is much valued by all his colleagues, 
talked confidentia]Jrwi th a group of British pressmen, and referring desultorily to the British application 
LT 
FF 
to enter the Community, and its recent ups and downs, apparently voiced his views in connection with certain ~~ 
hypotheses or eventualities. The upshot was that certain British newspapers reported on Saturday morning that II) 
if there were a fresh French veto, Britain would be obliged to effect an "asonising reappraisal" of the whole 
of her policy; the manner in which this was reported varied con3iderably, of course, from paper to paper, but 
the fields involved included, according to some, withdrawing British Rhine Army troops, backing out of the quadri-
partite agreement on Berlin, recognition of the Oder-Neisoi! frontier, and withdrawal of support· for the Bonn 
Government in its reunification policy, and finallY pruning the British contribution to tba defence of Western 
Europe. 
Some newspapers went further, reporting that President Johnson supported this "plan", although the 
members of the British Cabinet were divided (~~. Wilson in favour, ~~. Brown against). Others, including the 
Financial Times, stated that Paris had been informed. 
First thing on Saturday morning, the Foreign Office was iss~ing flat denials. Later, other papers 
revealed how the report had arisen. Yesterday's Sunday Times in particular analysed how the information had ori-
ginated, and by what means it had spread. Yesterday evening a further denial was issued by the Federal Govern-
ment's spokesman in Bonn. 
We were not present at Lord Chalfont's briefing, so that we cannot say whether and to what extent 
he actually expressed himself in the terms he is alleged t.o have used, and whether they have been accurately 
reported. What is clear, however, is that some parts of the reports published were only the result of extra-
polations, or imagination. 
All this mutters relatively little, however. Similarly it does not matter much in our view (some 
people think differently) whether Lord Chalfont's words reflect a general attitude agreed on by the British 
government. The incident rather suggests to us the following comments: 
( 1) Needless tu say, any responsible government engug1n,; tn negotiations looks at all hypotheses arxl all possi-
bllHies (including the possibility of failure), and frames policies to enable 1t to faoe up to any eventual! ty. 
Otherwise it would be guilty of grave negligence. 
(2) Needless to say also, in th~ long run there is no possible alternative for Britain to entry into the Euro-
pean Community. This is the line adopted by the British Government and people, and it provides cause for sati-
sfaction. (3) In the short term, a veto for which Britain was not responsible would face her Government with serious 
problems, notably in the field of economic policy. Solutions must, therefore, be considered. Anyone who throws 
up his handsin horror at such a possibility would do better to try to make sure there is no veto. 
In conclusion, it must be admitted that a tough battle lies ahead for Britain. But not only for 
Britain. Thm provides strikins confirmation of the conclusion we reached last Tuesday. Without losing our nerve, 
we wJSt all think hard and long about what her policy would be "if •• " Shouting from the housetops that there 
is no possible alternative does not help one scrap. But of course the alternative must 'be serious, realistic, 
and indeed, "credible" • 
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EDI'fORIAL 
The "chalfont affair" 
The "Chalfont affair"corttirlues 1D'nfka the headlines. We shall not be reporting on it further,now ;:t 
the facta arxl generl•l utJI.11 n·~·; h;,v,, hcen broadly established, and with Mr. George Brown due to answer a qu i!tion 
today from Mr. Ho!ath asking "who was behind Lord Chalfont" (assuming there was someone behind him). 
It i~, however, worth commenting in turn on certain remarks which the affair has provoked. 
Firsi..Ly, no one now seems still to dispute the fact that the British Government has a duty to think 
ahead to a new Cflfini tion of its policy on Europe 1 should it be unable to negotiate with the Six. This is a 
significant poin1; which has been largely overlooked. The Six would be in a far better position to tick Lord 
Chalfont erd the British Government off, if they could say that they had done all they shouLd to find a solution 
to the real prob:Lem facing them. If for instance they could any that British entry into the Community could 
not be countemanoed because Britain had not successfully shown that she had put her house in order. If, however, 
as appears more ftrxl more likely, Britain were refused even a chance of showing that this was the case, in nego-
tiations which nrlght be tough but which would also be loyal, the Community could scarcely criticise her for 
looking elsewherft for a solution to her problems. It is a bit much to protest if someone thinks of going arxi 
knocking on oth~r· doors (among other assumptions), in the teeth of a flat refusal to open the first door at 
which he knocks, oreven to look at his creden1ials. 
Secondly, there is the question of etiquette. Lord Chalfont frequently comes in for criticism here. 
He is reported to have been appallingly outspoken. Even Le Monde makes this criticism, in. an editorial 
headed "L'art et la manlcre:' The fact of the matter is that we have been used for some time to seeing consi-
derably worse mnrners. Whenever anyone is shocked at this, we are told that basically etiquette is not so very 
important , wh11t matters iri the substance. 
To tlan then to the substance - namely the score of the so-called alternative policy referred to by 
Lord Chalfont. It is Mr. Fanton who has reacted most strer.uously to the actual substance of this alleged 
policy. Envisag1.ng such a policy, in his view, is tantamount to "threatening either to break down the door, or 
to set fire to the building or 1ts surroundings." 
So fE•r 1u1 we know, the main elements in the alleged alternative policy are as followsz recognition 
of tit! Oder Ne1se:e frontier1 -reduction in military commitments in Western Oermany1 -putting NATO in a state 
of suspended animation, -direct dialogue with the USSR and the other East European states. If it is true, this 
policy bears a striking resemblance to the policy advocated by Mr. Fanton every day. Does such a policy 
threaten to set fire to tre building Errl 1 ts surroundings? This is something that people have been saying for a 
long time. The only thing is thot bad examples are more infectious than good examples •••• 
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A ~achine for beating the air? @ 
At first sight the Council of Ministers meeting on technology has had a positive outcomea a resolut ~ 
was a~opted in which the Council, the Representatives of the member states within the Pouncil (this "safety 
valve was used officiallY in the communique published at the end of the meeting and this 'ives an idea of the~ 
institutional problems which arose) and the Co~~~nission express their determination to implement "strong acti ... 
with a view to recrganising and promoting scientific and tech"\~; cal research am industrial innovation", It was • 
4ecided to continue the work on the setting up or''~nvironment 'and in partioular the European Company (but, 
however, European industrialists have recently said that the proposal for a European company would be "useless '~: 
in practice" as long as the fiscal problems remained unsettled), The Marchal group has been asked to stlliy thie l ' 
and to report to the Permanent Representatives Committee •••• 
Everyone says they are satisfied, even extremely·eatisfied. The Commission is also said to be sati-
sfied, It has not been forgotten, for, as the resolution puts it "it will be closelY linked with all stages of 
this work am it is invited to make any proposals or suggestions which are considered necessary", 
At the risk of passing for a spoil sport, we think that a slightly less superficial analYsis reveals 
that the satisfaction should be modified somewhat. 
Let us first of all consider the nature and the scope of the actions envisaged, or rather of the 
atlliies to be carried out. It is noticeable that the resolution is weaker than both the initial proposals from 
the Commission and the suggestions made by the member states. There is no more talk of the priority to be given 
to sectors like space.or aeronautics where the cooperation which already exiata in various forms is in danger 
of developing (or of not developing) along lines which are completely different from those which are to be . 
4esir~. from the Community point of view, The idea of setting up a European scientific development Fund was not 
adopted etc, It is doubtless useless to be too ambitious: let us do little, but do it well and quickly. It 
is prec~sely because concentration is a necessity that the choice of priorities is important. 
The second aspect is, in our opinion, much more important. It reveals the conditions in which the 
Community has to act. These conditions are perhaps the only ones which ebable: the Community to survive, If 
this is true, at least let us have the courage to admit it, We would then avoid mutually congratulating our-
selves because the Commission will be " linked with the work" am hal been "invited" to make useful suggestions. 
But it is the Commission' right am duty not to be linked but to intervene am its right to initiate and to 
propose canno~be granted to it, In fact its right is being disputed since the "useful proposals" in question 
are not the 11 partecipation in the elaboration of Council acts" which the Treaty refers to, We can guess the 
answer which will be made: the field in question is one for which explicit provision is not made in the Treaty 
and ~~ore institutional procedure does not have to be followed. But, besides the fact that this replY is 
subJect to dispute, if it were reallY so and were this cooperation to be carried out outside the Treaty, why 
limit it to the Six, why not carry it out within the OECD for examples, whel'e very valuable work is in hand?, 
The direction in which we have set out will not lead to the establishmentr ~of the "integrated coope-
ration" which Mr. Vanden Boyenants rightly qualified as the onlY means of paving the way for a European techno-
logical policy. There is a danger that our present path will lead to the setting up of a machine for beating 
the European sir. And air will never be anything but air. 
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European books which are sent to us, or whose publication -~ 
+Stephen D~.JKertesz, ll'he ~uest for peace through diplomacy, Prentice Hall, Inc. Englewood Clif'fs,New Jerse 
07632, 1967, 182 pages, 2,45. 
The authOr of this book is professor· of Political Science at the University of Notre 
Dame in the United States, where he is director of the Soviet and East European Programmes: he has already 
published several works on international politics. This work is the result of several visits he has made to ·~I} 
Europe and to the head-quarters of' European institutiorS and other internatio.ruil. organisations. R 
Professor Kertesz is trying above all to give at ~~~1 &ftalYsis of the changes which 
have taken place in the world since ilhe days of traditional diplomacy, w1 th special reference to. the 'trend 1?_:.._ . 
towards setting up multinational organisations, whose main task is to stop the worlij sinking into the chaos ~J _ 
of war. Peoples are slow to accept change, in particular change in relations with othr peoples. One of' the 
roles of diplomacy is therefore to ensure that during a time of transition,when a new mentality is being 
formed, the worst is avoided. One of the tasks of Western diplomacy is to persuade the Communist world that 
it is in the interests of all humanity for the detente to be recognised not as a piece of tactics but as 
a permanent fact. Prcfessor Kertesz devotes a whole chapter to the diplomacy of European integration and notes 
that the institutions and the organisations cannot be taken as abstractions; they MUst. reflect real political 
circumstances, and should help to realise common objectives, whether political or economic. Improved structures 
will never be able to replace the determination to establish a political Community. The time has come for 
Europe to realise that without pooling her resources, she will never ~8 in a poattion to compete with the 
United States, Russil) and one day China in the ftid of basic research: in orle or two decades Europe could 
become a technologically underdeveloped zone. The author writes that it is Up to the Europeans to choose 
their objectives and the part they wish to play in world affairs gnd· ~Oone can deOide in their place. A 
supporter of the maintenance and the strengthentng of NATO, Professor·~ert~az shows that this strengthening 
is not only in the interests of the West, but that it enables relative peace to be maintained throughout 
the worldl "Without a strong NATO it would be difficult for many countries in Africa aoo Asia to have a policy 
Of neutrality. Moreover, if at the time of setting up NATO the danger was in Europe, the fact that Communist 
pressure has gone somewhere else, that is to say precisely where there was no organised resistenoe of compara-
ble effectiveness, shows that NATO has achieved its aim, but that tbrougb destroying NATO there could well 
be another wave of Communist pressure which naturally centres where resistance is lowest. This seems to 
provide food for thought, as does much of the information in this excellent book, 
+ Iniziativa Europea ,Organo mensile dell 1IDstituto di Studi sull'Europa e sui Paesi in via di sviluppo, No 98, 
1967, Rome. 
+ Comuni d 1Europal Organo mensile dell'Associazione Italians peril Consiglio dei Comuni d 1Europa, September 
1967, Rome. 
+ L10pinion Europeenne, No 1. October 1967, Rome. 
: g:~~~::E:~r::ln~0~~~;ro!~~~rRt;6.;, Brussels. Study about de41sibfli ~'43t'<i session of C.I.S.L, Executive 
Committee• · 
+La Civilta Cattolica , 21 October 1967, Rome. 
+ Boletin de la Integracion, Julio de 1967, Istituto para la Integraoion de America Latina, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina. 
+ The Truman Doctrine and the Greek Armed Forces Revolution, A speech by Colonel George Papaiopoulos, Athens, 
News Agency. 
+ Atbm. Monthly information Bulletin of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, no 132, October 1967, 
Lorn on. 
+ OECD: Agenoe Europeenne pour 1 1Energie Nuolearie: Legislation Nuclearies, Analytical study, 1967, Psris, 
81 pages, FF 9,00, DM 7[>0. 
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EDITORIAL . / 
Progress towards a coherent system of common policies . 11;; · 
In his preface to Shonfield's book on capitalism today, Mr. Pierre Masse, former General ~~ 
Commissaire for the French Plan, speculates on the possibility of organising Europe's ecohomic development 
without running the risk of going against the development of international trade, the convergency of the econ©~ 
and putting civilisation on a universal basis - although .without resigning oneself to a situation of permane · 
and expanding domination by the econorey. He thus refers to the salutary action made possible by planning in •• ' 
the French national framework, but also indicates other ways. One which springs to mind, he comments,· is that 
of the common policies provided for by the Treaty of Rome in the field of agric~lture, energy and transport - t~.ft· 
which could well be added a common policy for technology in the near future. l:"J 
This suggests an immediate comment. There should be a "common policy" in accordance with 
the terms of the Treaty of Rom~ for technology - even if no Pl'Oviaio-n ·is made fur it in the Treaty. Mr. Masse IS 
is thus indicating the right road to be followed - unfortunately reJected at the last meeting of the Council, 
in Luxembourg 1 while there was recognition of the need for "inter-governmental cooperation" on technology, the 
view that triumphed was the French one, which aimed at remaining outside the Treaty framework; this will only 
permit very limited progress (as in fact stressed by Mr. Mitterand addressing the Assemblee Nationale). 
Apart from the ways and means issue, however, Mr. Masse goes considerably further, suggesting 
With exemplary clarity the appropriate limits for the system of common policies written into the Treaty. This 
system is in fact liable to promote a certain corporate -ness, and to culminate in a high price policy, "each 
industrial sector being inevitably more alive to its own future than to the general equilibria of the economt .. " 
Mr. Masse does not quote them by name, but uppermost in everybody's mind will be common policy in the sphere 
of agriculture, or in the sphere of energy at some stage in the future. This is not to say that they do not 
need to be pursued; if realisation of these policies remains out on a limb, however, there are liable to be 
imbalances and distorsions, and it would not be possible to advance at some time in the future towards overall 
planning of the Community economy - an objective becoming increasingly important for the Community. In the 
circumstances, what is to be done? According to Mr. Masse, in order to arrive at a satisfactory organisation 
of economic development, more common policies are neededJ in particular they must be better intermeshed, so as 
to form a coherent whole. 
This is highly pertinent. It has been known for a long time that an energy policy, for 
instance, makes no sense if not founded on a coherent commmercial policy. Only if there is a coherent whole 
can the internal balance of the CommuniLy be established, with the political,economic and. social adjustments 
which will permit the best use of resources and a harmonious advance (as called for by the Treaty) throughout 
the Community. This coherent whole can only be established, however, through the gradual extension of the rules 
of the Treaty and the responsibility of the Community Institutions to the different fields.It isQr advancing 
in this direction, then, that a merger of the Treaties would make a decisive contribution to the stre~.hening 
of the Community. 
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EDITORIAL 
An usung requiem 
No one can forget how worthily "combat" has fought for the construction of Europe .- but just a few 
weeks ago it published an article by one Marc Valle, announcing in fort,right ani cock-sure terms, on behalf ~fl 
11 
of the revivified Left": 11 on 4 November the Convention of Republican Institutions will celebrate a ~lemn r:~!J. 
reQuiem lf'or the Guelfs," Of course, not only has there not been any requiem for the Guelfs (in other words 
for "orthodox" Europeans) but the Convention adopted a highly Europeah tone, as Le Monde noted, even if Mr. 
Mi tterand, referring to the "out-and-outers of Europe" (just who are they, anyway? ·) said that he liked their IS. 
ideological conduct although he did not care for their strategic cond~ct. 
Given the extraordinary confusion and slenderness of the ideas emanating from Nr. VaDe and his frieMs, 
all declared foes of the Europe of the Six, their facile Juigement and their ignorance of the facts of the 
problem, there could be no other conclusion. To crown all they are determined to falsify matters, and to present 
the European aG ::;u~·s, all ready to be shot down. 
Mr. Valle asked the admirers of Robert Schuman why they toss up between the peoples of Europe, arbitrari-
ly selecting five for thej_r privileged partners.Such a question indicates complete ignorance of the circum-
stances surrounding thP. creatjon of the European Community, the attitudes at the time, and present attitudes. 
to say nothing of the verdict tltat might be passed on the Community itself. It should be remembered, after a!l, 
that France has not had to "toss up" between a number of candidates, and that the five partners of France (the 
object of a few gratuitous insults from~~. Valle in passing) decided with her, in 1950 and again in 1955, to 
combine in an undertaking whose territorial confines were dictated by wishes and by necessity at the same time. 
At the time Britain and the Nordic countries did not think it advisable to be associated with the venture (their 
has~to do so now shows how right the Six were). Mr. Valle sees the countries of East Europe as the natural 
allfes of France - but does he really think that at the time, or since, or even now, they would have wanted or 
been able to take part in a construction like the Community? Mr. Valle is entitled to oppose the idea of a 
European Community, but can scarcely claim that it is because the" unrepentant champions of supranationality 
want to dismiss them at any cost" that the countries of East Europe do not belong. The attituie of the Guelfs 
is far more progressive' than Mr. Valle fancies. They do not see Six as the magic number: in fact theY' think 
that the Community stands to gain from beine enlarged, to take in all who accept its objectives and methods. 
The truth of the matter is that Mr. Valle is against its enlargement, if effected on the side of the British ••• 
And it is again the Guelfs who have suggested setting up a permanent dialogue through an ad hoq.o'organism, in 
which Europe would retain her personality. ' 
In taking stock of the revivifying mission of the Left wHoh Mr. Valle seems to represent, however, it t& 
enough to note the range of the historic examples he puts forward - from Catherine de Medici to Poincare - and 
·to record that one of the authors cited is l·~. Maurice Bourges .. Manoury. We need people ·of a different calibre, 
surely, to sing a requiem on behalf of youth and the future! 
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Somethl.ng ne~1 before the end of the year? 
We have it on excellent authority, and thts does not conflict with what is fairly generallY known, that 
I 
while the Council meeting on 20 November will perhaps not be the occasion for the crisis to break, or for a : In 
compromise to emerge E!lBbling the crisis to be by-passed, 1 t will permit the parties in question to put on the ~~~ 
table some of the cards they have in their hands. 
The folkwing picture may be deduced from the information available! ,~ 
(a) The French at.tHu:le will not be changed to any appreciable extent. This is confirmed by confidential reports a 
and private talks, and is clear from various public declarations, including that made yesterday by Mr. Couve 
de Murville to the Assemblce Nationale, Jn which he confirmed that British entry would only become a fact in 
the long term and in which he brought up a fresh pre-condi ti.on - the renewal of the financial regulation, not 
due in pr:l:nciple before 1')(,~. There will, however, be substantial changes in the way this attitude is l?resented 
(as will be seen in a moment). 
(b) Germany is giving up her role of "broker" for the moment - it has in any case been a flop, She will take 
up a very cautious posit1on, her main nru1ety being, to ensure that if there is to be a crisis, it will not 
break before the end of the year. At the 23 and 211 October meeting, it was clear that there was a marked diffe-
rence in attitude between r~r. Brandt, who was apparently flexible but was really well ensconced, and Mr. Schiller, 
who contributed significantly to the auccess of the French view- if it can be called a success. 
(c) Italy's attitude will be tnfluencP.d considerably by statements of position, which are becoming consistently 
more unyielding, within the governmental coalition. In his talks in Donn with the Germans, Mr. Rumor upheld a 
firm line, but once back in Rome he was apparently convinced tha':- this firm line would only become a reality 
if the Italian position appeared unshakable, and had the unflinching support of the Benelux countries. Taken 
as a whole, public opinion in Italy is in favour of a "change of policy", meaning a change towards intransi-
gence. It is realised in Italy that Gaullist tactics are broadly based on the certainty that this intransi-
gence is only a stray impulse, and that when all is said and done there will not be any crisis. However, this 
only reinforces the strone line. Talks are going on with a view to providing this harsh policy with palpable 
roots- in other words, to put it into concrete terms (alternatives, and so on). S~ecific projects are already 
there, and others are being drawn up. 
(d) It is anticipated (within the Council or on the sidelines) that there will be a spectacular stand on the 
part of France, that is pro-Euro1'ean or at least apparently so (this is becoming vi tal from the point of view 
of internal policy). Some indications are to be gleaned from the tactics adopted by Mr. Maurice Schumann in the 
Technological Council (and from lobby diacussions). This move will come in various forms, it is thought: an 
eye-catching offer for the construction of a European civil Pierrelatte (statement by General de Gaulle in 
Pierrelatte, and by several Gaullists addressing the Assemblee Nationale), and other concerted action in the 
technological sphere, but being developed onlY at inter-governmental level. A "positive" solution may be sug-
gested when it comes to Britain (France would thus show that she was abandoning a flatly hostile position) I 
the idea or association would take on JTlore complete i'orm. 1 f accompanied by clear-cut deadlines, it is 
thought in Paris that it would be hard for the Six, and for Britain, to turn down the principle. 
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Between 20 Navember arrl 18 December 
The arrangements for the developments, of which we gave some details yesterday, have already been made 
or will be made shortly. An important piece has now been fitted into the puzzle: the date of General de Gaul-
le's press conference. The most probable date is 27 November,. after the November session of the Council, but 
before the December session, when it wa$ agreed a deoisionshould be taken (Mr. Harmel's proposal remains valid 
and we have official confirmation that his position has not altered). Our first conclusion is that, as we 
said yesterday, the meeting on 20 November will once more be of a_preliminary nature. 
However, it could lead to a dead end, both from tre point of, view of contents and procedure; we might add 
that these two aspects of the same problem are not equally appreciated by the parties. It would be in 
this situation, which we could call a pre~crisis, that would come direct intervention from the French Head of 
State - from outside, or if you prefer, from above. As everybody knows he prefers to announce himself future 
guidelines, starting out precisely from a situation which could leau to dangerous deadlock. 
The others once again find themselves in a difficult situation, that is to say that their only choice 
will be between accepting the options presented to them (which oould have their attractive aspects) and 
searching awkwardly for a rejoinder which will normally mean a more or less pathetic retreat. It is difficult 
to have a strategy of one's own under the influence of someone else's ideas. 
Much, however, depends on what will happen on 20 November and on the circumstances in which the meeting 
will end. If, as rumours would suggest, France's partners, or some of them, take up clearly defined stands, 
themselves put forward options, they would also be eh~itled:to a clear answer or at least counter-proposals. 
For them it is a question, as we have said, of seeing whether they can keep the initiative on their side or 
whether they must submit to someone'else's ideas. 
In certain European quarters there is the feeling that the British have now made it known - no matter 
what one may think of the means used - that in the event of failure they are prepared "to do something" (the 
real nature of which they have not disclosed). One may think that it is their own business, but it becomes 
the business of the Six in so far as the construction of Europe could be undermined. One should therefore 
be prepared to act and to find, within or outside the Treaty, the means and mechanisms to stop a crisis 
breaking out or which could lessen the seriousness of the consequences. All are agreed that a crisis in the 
present context would be extremelY serious, all the more so since no one seems prepared to subscribe to the 
idea that it could be settled, as was the case in 1962 and again in 1966, by a f\rthttl' institutional retreat, 
even if this were accompanied by a gift in a intergovernmental box. 
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r------- EUROPEAN LIDHAIW -----------, 
European books which are sent to us, or whose publication 
is worth noting, will be reviewed under this heading. 
+Dr. Walter DammtBankwirtschaftliche Integrat1on in der EWG, Neue ZUrcher Ze1tung off-print, Brussels, 8 
pages. 
This article by Dr. Damm, Secretary of the EEC Dankinz Federation, analyses the increasingly close 
bonds between banking groups, anu sets them against the r;eneral background of economic integration in the 
AD 
EEC. Looking at future development prospects, Dr. Damm expresses the view that there will not be spectacular 
headway in the field of credit, credit institutes' "eoods" being one of the moot apparent tokens of national 
sovereignty. The main outlines, however, are as follows: the money and capital markets will be more and more 
freed from legislative, administrat1.ve and fiscal restrtctions, the member countries' economic and monetary 
policies will be increasingly closely coordinatoo, urxl finally official measures will be brought into force 
putting an end to exchange ha:.:;ards in transferB of cap11al \.(~lw·'"lt .,;c.<; countries. With the different countries' 
credit syst.ems linked in this way, the t1me wtll be ripe for paso1nt:; Judement on the elements causing competi-
tion distors.ions, and how to combat them. In the ftnal 1 nstance these prac;matic measures depend on the poli-
tical determination of the member countries to achieve monetary and financial integration. 
+ Susanne J. Bodenheimer: Pol1.tical UnJon: A !11crocoum of Euro can Politics. 1960-1966. A.W. Sijthoff 1s 
Uitgev.ersmaatschappiJ NV Leiden , 1967, pp. 29G, cloth, !la.fls. 29.50. 
+Paolo Gori: Les clauses of Sauvegardc des TraitLS CECA ~CBE, Cours 1965, International University of Compa-
rative Science, Luxembourg, Editions UGA, Heule, Belgium. 
+ Federalisme Europeen , September- October 1967, Paris. 
+ Euratom, Centre of Information and Documentation: Eastatom, offprint from Transatom Bulletin, vol. 7, no.9 
1967, Section III. Set up jointly by Euratom and the German KFA Institute, JUlich, Eastatom is a centre for 
selecting arxl acquiring nuclear documents from East European countries. 
+ IAEA: List of References on Nuclear Energy, Index 19611-1965; Vienna, 1967, pp 467. 
+ IAEA: List of References on Nuclear Energy,vol. 9, no 19,0ctober and vo1.9, no 20,15 October 1967. 
+Atomic Energy Commissariat: Revue de la Presse Etrargere, l to 30 September 1967, Paris, no 13. 
+ Idem: Revue de la Presse Franoaise, 1 September to 1 October 1967, no 11. 
+ IUem: Notes d 1Information, no 11, 15 October 1967. 
+ Analyses et Documents, classified documentation index, no 141, 12 October 1967, Paris. 
+ Polish Interpress Agency: La Pologne contemporaine, no 9, September 1967, Warsaw. This issue contains an 
article on the or1gin on myths about the policy of the German Federal Republic. 
+Perspectives Polonaises, monthly review, Warsaw, Price: 2 Fr',·2o FF, 20 Bfrs., 250 Lire. Attention is drawn 
to art1cles on the following topics: the atom and international cooperation, by Leon Romaniecki, research 
worker at the Polish Institute of International Affairs (February 1967 edition), trade, liberalisation and 
customs tariffs (May 1967 edition), economic unity in Europe, Jozef Winiewicz, deputy For~ign Minister 
(July 1967 edit1on). 
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Wl'l'vHlAL 
ProbE•ble clevelopncnts 
Lnst week we were saying th;Jt t.herc would be somethl.ng oew before Lhe end of t.hr! yeAr, and that; 
should see whether the Communl ty had to res tgn i tuelf tc hard tl me~; or whet.her extension, with a reinfol"-;'·-~1.'::.;;;;\~ 
cement, was an immediate possibility, 
There have been several indications sl nee to confirm our fot•eoostsl there jg Intense aotivtty am 
the diplomats and aasocl a tea, flnd thtu accounts for the mul tiplicl ty oJnu at tl meu coni radictory nature of . 
certain reports or rumours being spread by the press or by word of mouth, 'rho fact 1o thnt the situation 1sA~ 
still fluid, even if there are indications of probable developments, and !hat there lu now univer·sal agree-· 
ment that the uncertainty whiah ts a feature of this situation cannot he cxt..end!.>d beyond certain limits. 
Whiah of these ind1cationa should be taken aa really suggesl.lng ueveloi'mcnt..n that ure likely to ''{~ 
materialise? __ j 
Firstly, the idea that.. u certatn t'orrn of d lulogue l s to be :.ucoesa f'ully opened wt th Bri t.ai n, in 
aaaordanae with orthodox procc.'<lures 11dopte<1 by jo1nt agreement, or posslbly hy mojorHy deoiaions, or even in 
an extra- Community framework, 'l'hc first ldea is of course 1nfln1.Lely preferable to the others, which should 
be resorted t 0 only if there ts total d e11u loci' .. l t 1 t1 n fuct Lhut the nrgumcn t.n advanced against the opening 
of a dialogue seem less und less conslstcnt, 'l'hc problem, 1hen, seem::; to boll down to the form of this d1 alo-
gue during the initial stages, It is generally admitted, after all, that the dtaJogue aannei1ribe started if the 
situation at the outaet is one of profound division between the Six. What has to be done, therefore, is to 
teaonaile to some extent the requirements posed by Mr. Couve de Murville in demanding "fundamental agreement" 
between the Six, with that stemming from the actual reality of things - that not o single step forwards aan be 
taken without discussing eaah issue with the British, 
The compromise m1ght toke the form of a mandate (to the Commission, perhaps, or the Permanent Repre-
sentatives, or an ad hoc group) designed to shed further light on a series of possible options, in conjunction 
with the British, The Six could ln the meantime tilke note of what was ttHng achieved, as it was being achieved, 
and finalise a joint stand between themselves, After this the real negotiations aould start, wth the very real 
advantage that they could thereafter be conducted at considerable speed, 
Secondly, there is a notion of adoption of a form of association, A number of feelers, in the main 
of French origin, have been put out ubout thl.s, but ihere are varying views on what it entails. We need to 
tread very carefully here, 'l'he French intention, if our information J.a exaat, is to adopt an assoail tion fvrmu-
la with no hard-and-fast dates, although it would mnke it possible to rec\] l.;e the Common Market in full, adopt 
finally the agricultural financial regulation, to consolidate certain French industries at present apprehensive 
about the opening of the frontiers to Britain (steel, textiles, eta,), to create new bonds between the Six, 
When anyone goes so far as to mention a final dnte, on the French side this is situated round about 1975 -
whiah is clearly unacceptable, and bears a strange resemblance to a 11 forward veto'! The par1Jur15 of France do 
not want to turn down the idea of association outright, if it means laying down the transitional period 
whiah Britain will need in any case, Dut the transitional period will not hove to extend any further than 1970, 
There will thus have to be a compromise on the length of time, and also an acceptable compromise on the 
eaope of association - whether the associate will be able to take part in shaping future decisions. An associa-
tion on the lines of that formerly imagined by Lord Gladwyn might be possible, 
The groundwork for an objective compromise is there, even i r the chances are tairl7 slender. But 
two factors are going to play an important parts anlendor, and credibility, We shall be talking about these 
tomorrow. 
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p2 NATO Coundl meetina: Non-prolif'cration Treaty on aa<'nrlo..~, -Switzerland interested 
in op~nina ncaotiation9 with EEC ?. -Lord Chalfont, Mr. Lun9 and Mr. Hallstein: 
sp(.!cr.hc~ at 20th anniv'!rS,Ir:; of Europc.An Movement in Netherlands, -Atlantic Action 
Commit t~~c sc t up. - Nor<1i r count rico; ..1nd the Community. - Mr. Badini -Confalonieri 
elected presi~ent of Ito..~lio..~n Libcr..1l Party. 
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International Iron and Steel In.,titut,..:First meeting in Brussels. 
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""~?: :_~ ';\ 'w\·~-~~~-.. ~ '~:·· ... . l~\i"·Wa G.:\ factors which are going to influence the ®i 
.\ li1ll' • pattern of events 1!.&
11 
· It is fair to say that the elements permitting a compromise on the question of the Briti 
application could be assembled with an effort on either side, but there are two factors which may have a 
decisive effect on the whole metter, w~th which we intend to deal now. 
" The first stems from the fact that the date on which General de Gaulle is going to speak AD 
oould well spell doom to the tactics foreshadowed by the Germans, in particular. The German aim is for the 
moment to allow the different arguments to be voiced, truing to cloak the differences so far as possible, anl t~ 
instead stressing the points on which there is convergence, and thereafter to step in, the atmosphere being _\1 
still fairly relaxed but by that time "critical!' Its intervention could take on the form of a proposal from 
the President (the office falling to Germany still) to be formualted round about the middle of the 18Deoem-
ber meeting, although discussions on the proposal would not necessarily have to be completed during this 
meeting. The Germans would then pull off the feat of handing over the office of President to France, leaving 
on the table a fairly constructive proposal. This could lead to a final decision round about January or Februa-
ry 1 - i.e. a compromise or a rupture, for which they would in no way be responsible. These tactics seem to. 
be threatened by what is going to happen on 27 November. As pointed out last week, General de Gaulle could 
easily tijrough his statements present his partners with a fait accompli, a decision already taken, leaving hia 
own diplomats with no room for manoeuvre, no freedom of action. This would of course halt any fresh move, anl 
would merely hasten the explosion of the crisis or the acceptance of a situation in which cooperation, all 
but impossible, would be marked by bitterness and complaints on both sides. There can be no forgetting in this 
connection what happene! 1n Jaunuary 1963, which should at least provide a lesson for the future. At the time, 
an analysis of General de Gaulle's statements on the British application left a good many observers under the 
impression that the door had not been slammed once and for all, and that there were still possibilities. 
Efforts were then made to push ahead at a brisker rate:, and certain new moves W!!I'e mooted. It was quickly seen, 
however, that there was nothing to be done, and that .Frehoh diplomacy had interpreted the General's comments 
as they needed to be interpreted - in other words, that there was no point whatever in continuing the dialogUe. 
What is the lesson to be learned from the past? That the timing must be speeded up, and on 
the evening of 20 November there must be a set of clear-out options all ready together with a palpable and all• 
embracing move- even if they must be discussed at a later stage. To be caught after November 20 in a state of 
deadlock, with no indications as to the directions to be followed, would be to agtee to ·.these directions being 
indicated once and for all on 27 November, with no possibility of appeal. The choice would be between acoep1r 
alee m:1 crisis. No stone must be left unturned to prevent a situation, of this kind from ariSing. 
To move on to the second of the , factors in ques'tion. Incontestably, none of the Six wants 
deliberately to provoke a crisis which would probably deal a death blow to the construction of Europe. 
Incontestably too, everyone knows that since this is the frame of mind of his partner he can push his luck 
fa·.irly far- the point of rupture being so to speak out of range. In fact the present situation is appreciably 
different from that in 1963 or even 1965. In two countries at least, Germany and Italy without any doubt, if 
it were necessary to proceed to agonising options, very serious situations and pressures could well arise. This 
means that the point of crisis could be reached much quicker than might be thought. 
It is this that we have already referred to as the "credibility" of the crisis. In present 
circumstances it is extremely important that attention should be drawn, in appropriate manner and before it~ 
too late, to the extreme seriousness of the situation which could result from statements of position which 
too clearly conflicted with what is now a general tide of public thinking in Europe. 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
pp 2~a EP Socialist and Liberal groups to hold meetings. - Mr. Couve de Murville on 
British application. - NATO considers rough drafts tor article 3 ot non-proliferation 
treaty.- Rey-Fan£ani talks. - Mr. Wilson makes proposalS·c on technological co-
operation.- Negotiations with UI to begin in F~bruary~ according to Mr. Blumenlel4. 
International aid tor sterling. 
COMMON MARIET/EURATOM Bulletin no 2799: 
pp 3 /b Council o Ministers' meetin : discussions ot agricultural policy 
P 4 EEC TUnisia: resumption ot negotiations 
Additional anount on eggs: reduction 
pp 5/6/7 Customs legislation: overall view o£ approximations needed b¥ 1 July 1968 
p 7 Trade and consumers: reply to questions from Mr. Illerhaus and Miss Lulling 
Oranges and mandarines: prices established tor 1967/68 
p B Tax measures being prepared in Netherlands: written questions £rom Mr. Vredeli~g 
p 9 Community and EFTA publications 
ECSC Bulletin no.4158: 
p 3 
p 4 
PP 4/5 
Crude steel production: slow improvement 
Italian steel price schedules: modifications 
Court o£ Justice: Netherlands Government versus H.A. on special 
rail r'3.tes. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIBN 
The pouoo is still with us £f.D 
In the last few days we have been talking about the major options facihg Europe in the imme- , ~~ 
diate future. Either she must press ahead with constructive developments, even if this means accepting c~ta@)· 
compromises on timing and details, but without any compromise on the objective. Or she must coooemn herse~ 
1 
d ·1 
to a serious crisis, which at best would mean prolonged and perhaps fatal stagnation. ~ 
Next Monday's meeting of the Council of Ministers, however, will be mainly concerned with a 
series of concrete issues, two of which are featured in paragraph 3 of the document framed by the President. IS 
These problems ine~tably include the pound, aoo the possible difficulties attached to the rSle of·reserve 
currency which it plays at the moment. The purely tactical value of the argument that this rSle is a maJor 
obsta~le to the acceptance of Britain's application is becoming increasingly apparent. But it is also apparent 
that this argument has struck home, where some commentators swallowed the theory that once the problem of the 
pouoo was out of the way, the door would stand wide open to Britain. According to1hese commentators this would 
not be so much on account of economic and monetary.~easons, as because maintaining the rSle of the pound was 
only possible through the support of the Vni ted ,StEI,tes and it would lead to Britain becoming a permanent urder-
dog • By giving up the privileged r8ie occUpied: by the pouoo, then, Brito in woull be providing nonvincing proof 
of 'her wish to stay iooependent of the· United States, and thence of her European character .She· would thus 
be immediately worthy of General de Gaulle's tndij(genoe, not to say kindness. 
Although much has been said a~writtert just lately about this facile line of thought, it is 
Just as well to toke o second look at it, beo~use pressure resulting from mounting interest rates has once 
more focused the attention of opeculators aoo the publio on the pound. This is happening despite definite 
signs of economic recovery in Britain • all .the more encouraging because they are based,' on appreciable head-
way in British industry's productivtt~ and thus competitiveness (although it is to be feared that if the 
relative weakness of the British economy was an argument for exclusion, economic recovery and competitiveness 
are Just more reasons, for the out~and-out opponents). Now, it is certain that British entry into the Communi-
ty will raise the general problem of the place of the pound and the other European cutrencies in the interna-
tional monetary context. In other words, this will make" it urgently necessary to push· ahead with monetary 
integration and as a result poll tioal un1 ty, as the right to 11 strike money" is one of t~e basic attributes of 
sovereignty. From 'this point of view, British membership will make for dynamism and ~ohesion, not f~ disin-
tegration. 
lt'urther, when p~ople say that Britain is underdog to the United States because she needs their 
aid when her currency is in a crit.bal state, as happens fa"irly regularly, they are forgetting that it is very 
much in the interests of the United States, as of Britain and the Six, that the sterling system should stand 
its ground, if they and we are to avoid very unpleasant consequences. It is for tbis reason that any appeal 
action has been effected by ,the Group of Ten~ Whether Britain is inside or outsiqe the Community, she is not 
going to be deprived of aid· from the Six and the United States. It is perfectly possible that once she is in, 
the situation Gf the pound will be such that she no longer needs help. Why, then, not choose the most reasona-
b~e solution and stop demandinG impossible sacrifices, and come out in favour of British entry into the 
' Community ,as has been most recentlY and strikingly confirmed by the Basle agreements:/ 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
PP 2/2a EP Christi~n Democr~ts to meet in Luxembourg.- Vistt to nrussels by,Mr. 
Ivar Np(rgaarCI. Mr. Vanden Boeynants ~nd Mr. HarMel confirm Belgian support 
for British application. Spanish Federal Council ot European Movement urges 
Sp~nish integr~tion within EEC, - Mr. J. Rey back from Rome. - Young 
Socialists on European problems. - Mr. Alwin Brueck {SPD) nprninated to 
Council ot Europe. 
COMMON MARIET/EURATOM Bulletin no 2800: 
p 3 
p 4 
p 5 
pp 6/7 
p 7 
p 8 
p 9 
LeQs¥uPl~n: detailed di~cussions on certain aspects by Commission 
EEC- nisia: b~sis o£ negotiations proposed bY E:EC accepted by Tunisia 
First European rrofessional mon0graph: turner 
Eurosyndicat: marginal rise 
Aqrir:ul tural Council: resolves problem of aid for seed oils in Italy 
OECD: economic situation to be reviewed by Council 
'E'OO-.AASM Ac;c;oci."ltion CC~mmittee: gener::J.l review 
Transcameroon r<lllw~y link: Commission in favour ot considerable participation 
Argent! na-E~: unlikely th~t negotiations can be open~d on frozen bee£ and veal 
Ofudning tl£ tariff quotas: for G ... rm·any in respect of flsh 
E· -Turkey: fresh f~cilities granted by EEC 
Consult~tion o£ EP: urged by Mr. Vredeling in questions 210-212-216 
Wh~at: France authorised to ~dopt special intervention measures 
~tibilit between F ench me~sures and Tr at of Rome: written questions 
Mr •. Deringer, Mr. Apel 
International Coffee Agreement: Six and AASM to oppose clauses conflicting 
with Y~ound~ Agreement 
EC SC Bulletin no 41591 
pp 3/5 Resettlement: ~ids granted to steel i ndu!::try ::.wd coal mines 
p 3 Composite pric<": 28.50 doll~rs 
pp 4/5 IISI: speech by Mr. Yoshihiro Is~ama 
~e schedules: modifications in Belgian ;:~nd Itali::m ste<"l industries 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
As if the public in Europe did non have enough grounds for concern already, we now have ~ 
external manifestations of a renascent neo-Nazism in Germany. These manifestations are becoming increasing 
overt. The neo-Nazis are daring to have their say, to confess their inspiration and to describe their obJec 
tives. Tba concept of German ·brotherhood lets them act as spokesmen for a vast ensemble, and to establisl't 
their ramifications in several countries- not the least serious aspect. of the problem. lis 
The public manifestations in question have also given rise to certain polemics. A French ·1 
journalist of Communist allegiance, addressing the French Foreign Minister, told him that it was "with that 
Germany" that France was mS'ltaining friendb relations. This accusation strikes us as unwarranted. The Germany 
with whom France has friendly relations, as have all the other democratic countries in the West, is quite 
different, not an avenging, neo~azi Germany for which a militant minority is waving the flag. The represen-
tative Germany is European, democratic, rejecting the concept of hegemony, believing in peaceful emulation 
and the values of Western civilisation, which have never had any truck with swastikas. 
The matter would admittedly become rather more complicated if we had to analyse, within a 
more general context, where and whY German nationalism has found its incentive (the neo~azi movement 
being a deviation, a distorted expression of this nationalism). If we are impartial, we should have to admit 
that any action and any comment eooouraging the renascence of nationalism in one country has the immecliate 
effect of encouraging it in the other - particularly a neighbour.L~ country. This is a natural, spontaneoua 
and unavoidable reaction. It was with this in mind that the architects of European unity, who conceived their 
plans during the storm, captive in concentration camps, decided that the peopa.e, and particularly young people, 
had to be given something other than nationalism as an objective and as an ideal. For them it was a kind 
or European patriotism, and in particular the awareness of the inter-dependence of peoples, of their common 
destiny. But they were decried as the "romantics" of the European idea, and it was thought (some people 
still think) that they would be sweptaway through "realpolitik". 
At all events, although we do not think that neo~aziam is identified with present-day Ge'rll8ny 
we have to acknowledge that the development of an extreme-Right wing, frequently taking as its basis princi-
ples and theories that are rejected by the vast majority of the Gcmman public, is nothing new and is in no 
way peculiar to Germany. The development is one that occurs, to a greater or lesser extent, but generally to 
a comparable extent, in the greatest European democracies, in which there is freedom for all shades of opinion 
to be expressed. In France, for instance, seven per cent of the electorate supports the extreme right ("Lea 
familles poli tiques d 'aujourd 1hu1 en France"), and in ItalY the neo-Faaciat supporters account for between six 
and seven per cent (the proportion is on the decline). 
What 118tters is that these minorities should not act as a centre of attraction, particularly 
for the young, through external contingencies, the slump, or ideological errors,an:i that they should not 
appropriate grounds which attract large sectors of the populaUon. Unfortunately, tiE division of Germany 
is Just one of the subjects around which extremist movements can rally the masses, with the help or circum-
stances. Those who maintain this division, then, are aiding and abetting in the renascence of extremism which 
they claim to condemn and oppose. 
S U M M A R Y 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
p 2 Commir;sion makes st;\rt on considcr;:-.tion of merger Clf Communities. - NATO 
Mili tJ.ry Committee vi5i ts SHAPE, Federalist Europeiln Action in favour 
o£ £rc~h Europeiln revivill. WEU A~sembly Dc£en~e Committee: adoption o£ 
three reports. Top Five prize to Mr. Mansholt. 
COMMON MARKET/EURATOH lhlletin no 2R("'l: 
p 3 EEC-TunisL\: parti;:-.1 agreement ;:-.cceptable to Tunisiil 
pp 3/4 ESC-Greece: £in .. mr:L1l ;:;id s~ts penrled 
p 4 Shipbuilrlin::~: in£orm.ltion mcctinu 
EAGGF, fot'd aid, Community documents: written questions from Mr. Vredeling 
p 5 EP Sc-ientific J.nd Tcchnicill Rcse .. u'Ch Committee: c::~.ll for more vigorous action 
Foreic;n le~bour: call for improved statistics 
Freedom c£ establishment in tr<:~nsport: in hand 
PirrmeJ.t: fresh mt'difice~tions to import levies 
p 6 Soci<.\1 m,,tters: difficulties over ratifying international conventions 
p 7 Food J.id; C0mmuni ty cent ri bntion 
p 8 Obstocle~ to trade:questions £rom Miss Lulling and Mr. Vredeling 
Suaarbeet:move to promote trade £or seed selection 
p 9 EuropeJ.n Community and EFTA publications 
ECSC Bulletin no'4160: 
p 3 
p 4 
pp 4/5 
p 5 
ECSC responsibilities: division within Commission 
British steel production: still down on 1966 
Coal industry subsidies: Commission authorisation 
Latin American specialists: to receive in-service training 
Economic use o£ ~ombustion waste: meeting ot committee o£ experts 
Thermal coal valorisation: meeting o£ experts' committee 
~lgian foundry technical association: £orthcomina Congress 
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EUROPEAN LIBRARY----------..., ~ EUI'opean books which are sent to us, or whose publication I is worth noting, will be reviewed uooer 1his heading.· +The Atlantic Community aoo Eastern EUI'ope: Perspectives aoo Policy; the Atlantic Institute, Bouloe;ne-sur-
Seine, France, 104 pages, containing the addresses delivered at a conference in Rome trom 21 to 23 Ootob 
1966 on the development prospects of the Soviet Union and the East European countries (~ Mr. Miobel Tatu, 
Mr. James Brown aoo Mr. Leopold Badedz ) , the state of the Community camp, by Mr. Klaus Mehnert, military 
aspects of the situation in Central Europe by Colonel Thomas w. Wolfe and Mr. Robert Straaz-Hupl§, c~ci 
aspects (by Mr. Michael Kaser and Mr. John M. Montias) and political aspects (Mr. Pier-re Kassner, Mr. 
Richard L8Wenth&l, Mr. Richard von Weizslfckerl and the future aspect of Europe, by Mr. Max Kohnetann. ~~ 
+Nouvelles Universitaires Europeennes, Bureau d Information des~ Europeennea, Paris, no ,20, Novem- "" 
ber 1967. 
+Europa Union, magazine for the United States· of Europe, November 1967, Bonn. 'l'his issue contains an interest-
ing article by Mr. Carl Otto Lenz on European integration. 
+ Les ProbH~mes de 1 'Europe, Association pour l 1Etude des Problemes de 1 'Europe, no '7, Paris and Rome, 1967. 
This number contains an analytical report of the nineteenth Rouoo Table held in Turin On 26 and 27 May 1967. 
+ L'Europeen, no 81 -1967, Brussels. 
+ L1Europe en formation, Presses d'Europe, no 92, November 1967, Paris. 
+ OECD: List of .bevelopment ·BankS situated in developing countries, Paris, 1967, pp 449, FP 3(>, DM 25. This 
contains detailed and comparat1\.e information about legal status aoo ownership system, the geographic field 
of operations arxi internal organisation of banks. 
+ OECD: National Science Policies: Japan, Paris, pp 245, FF 20, DM 16.60, ,Os., 1967. This report is maitll.Y 
concerned with the years 1953 - 1965, aoo is the seventh in the series dealing with national soienoe policies. 
+ OECD/European Nuclear Energy Agency: Seiberdof Research ptoJect on foodstuffs, internation& programme on 
fruit Juice radiation, first activity report, 1 JanuarY' 1965- '1 December 1966, Paris 1967. 
+ OECD: Main Economic Indicators , November 1967, Paris, FF 6, DM 5, 9so 
+ CERN: Courrier, September 1967, Geneva. 
+ Revue de Synthese et de Recherches Economigues: Honmea et Commerce- Horizons et ConJWlOture, no 98, Parts. 
+ Bulletin dT Information, Insti tut Economiq,ue et Social des Classes Moyennes, special issue, nos 10·11·1967, 
on trade arrangements and practices in the EEC countries. 
+ Ana].yses et documents: no 142, 26 October 1967, Paris. Under the heading EUROPE there is an artiole on· the 
Wilson policy and British capitalism. 
+ Le Monde du Travail Libre, organ of the International.Confederation ot li'ree 'l'rade Unions, no 208, Ootober 
1967, Brussels. 
+ J..a Civilta Cattplica, 4 November 1967, Rome. 
·+ Informations et documents, Service Americains d 'Information et de Relations Cult\ll'elles, no 251, 15 Ootobelt 
1967, Paris. 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
pp 2/3 EP plen~ry session agenda, Mr. Rey received by King Baudouin, - Council 
of Ministers to <liscuss British application. Establishment o£ departments in 
Lux,..mbourg. WEU Assembly preparations, 13th annual sessioh, o£."North 
Atlanti~ Assembly. - UX able to restore balance of paYments ~thout devaluation1 
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p 4 British applic~tion: to be <liscusse<l in Mon<l~y 1 s meeting o£ Council 
p 5 El~C-D"nm~rk: discussions to oe concluded before J<:~nuary? 
US proter:tionist mei\sure;,: Lib,r,<ls 1 Ar:tion Committee 
~: Fcd"r~tion of Bnlgian Industry calls fer accelerated application 
p 6 Commvni tY l"connmy: latest Commissicn observations 
Priv,..,te stor;oge of butter lard: Commission proposes grant o£ aid 
p 7 S<>!"rl oils: C~'mmission reply to question£ rom Mr. Vredeling 
Priv:lte stortge o£ pipnee1t: Commission proposals on aid 
Mission from "77": received by Commission 
p 8 Vine~ar: question no 211 (Mr. Vredeling) 
E u.J.l a and discrimination in access to work: question no 213 (Mr. Vredeling) 
Leber Plan: question no 220 Mr, Berkhouwer 
Tariff quota for li vesto~k: opposition £rom Austrian Government 
p 9 Dutc-h imports of Itali:ln wnollen fabrics: reply to question £rom Mr. Dele 
and Hr. Westerterp 
Petrolenm woauct imports: reply to question £rom Mr. Pedini 
Labour H:trket Council in Netherlands: reply to question £rom Mr. Vredeling 
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Price s~hedules: changes in Italian steel industry 
Iron ore ,.dnnina in Community: d,ecline 
Steelmaking: new French process 
Canalised Hoselle: expanding traffic 
CommunitY scrap imports: slightly up 
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~------------------~ EDITORIAL 
The pound and associated issues 
The meeting of the Counoil which began this morning, and which is still in progress as we go 
to press, was bound to be influenced, not to say dominated, by the eventsof the weekend, culminating in the 
devaluation of the pound and the start of a c~paign to put the British economY on a sound basis. 
It is our view that this influence is excessive, and that the result will probably be that 
instead of drawing closer to the 1arget, the distance will be widened. 
To clarify matterss today, the Council had to look at the "specific problems" posed for 
the Community by British entry. The fir8t item to be considered was s"restoring economic balance in Britain 
(development of the growth rate and balanoe of payments)"; the second was: "r8le of the po\ai as a reserse 
currency." We would point out once more that this problem of the pound, raised by France as a major obstacle 
to entry or even the opening of negotiations, referred to in the Commission report as one of the problems that 
had to be discussed with the British, is a dual problem. Firstly, there is the weakness of the pound, stemming 
from the economic and structural imbalances affecting the economY of the United Kigdom - in other words, the 
balance-of-payments problem. Secondly, there is the problem of the r6le of the pound as a reserve currency. 
There is no doubt that this rSle makes the pound more vulnerable, as when it experiences difficulties due to 
thestate of the external balance, such difficulties are immediately accentuated by sudden withdrawals or tap-
pi~.Britain is then obliged to maintain a high interest rate, and this is damaging to expansion, costs and 
invbstments - and thus to the balance of payments. It is a perfect vicious circle. 
To state this is not to state anything new - but it is worth mentioning in order to emphasise 
the importance of the operation put through by the British Government - of which devaluation is only one 
element. The extent of devaluation, the amount of credit, all the other measures together, the anticipated 
reaction within the country, should all make it possible to re-establish balano~,and lastingly, thus breaking 
the vicious circle. 
Why is the operation of exceptional importance in connection with the British application? 
It is important, not to say decisive, because it meets the first and most significant requirement referred 
to in the Commission Report, on which so much stress has been laid by the French - even before a start is made 
on negotiations. 
It would have been gratifying, then, had the Council congratulated Britain on the operation, 
allowed that it accorded completely with the course advocated by the Community, ensured the support of the 
Community (alreadY expressed by the Finance Ministers) for the success of the operation ,and expressed the 
hope that a success would be chalked up as soon as possible. The Council could then have gone through the 
other items on the agenda, in particular the agricultural items, and have noted that it was hecessary for 
negotiations to open. Even if it is true that it will take some months to assess the success of the operation, 
in fact it is also true that it will take some months for the negotiations to be concluded. ±t is also true, and 
this is something that will.,never be emphasised enough, that success hinges very largely on the creation of 
the prospect of entrz • It is up to the British to put their economY to rights: they are proving that this 
-is their intention, and that they have the means. But is is up to the Six to provide at least moral support. 
To ask the Commission for a fresh report is not the way to give such support. It is onlY a way of passing the 
time •••••• and time is indeed passing. 
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EDITORIA.L 
A disappointment to be mulled over 
There was fairly universal disappointment at the OQtcome of yesterday's meeting of the Council of 
Ministers - notwithstanding the considerable importanc~ of the adoption of a formal declaration expressing Af\ 
cordial support for Britain. This was in fact the first time that Britain had informed and consulted her &j 
partners before devaluing. This enabled her to put through the operation in excellent oondi tiona, with eveey-
thil'll happening, for the moment at least, as though the whole world was anxious to enable the British econonv ~~ 
to derive full benefit from the deyaluation of the pound. While the Danish devaluation represents a slight ~ 
defection, the fact that Sweden has resisted the temptation to follow suit is regarded as extremely signifioant.-
Devaluation of certain Commonwealth countries' currencies will mean that the United Kinsdom does not have to 
pay more for some foodstuffs (New Zealand butter) or some raw materials. 
At all events, the declaration by the Six is remarkable. It could have been decided on as soon as the 
meeting opened, however, - especially since it merely repeats,more or less, the terms of the deQkration made 
in Paris by the Finance Min~ters. It would have been conceivable for the six Foreign Ministers, once the 
declaration had been adopted, to decide that it was better to postpone their deliberatbns on the substance 
of the question, because events were too recent for it to be possible to discuss them with the advantage 
of hindsight. But Mr. Brandt's idea of calling on the Commission to present a further report brought disaster. 
Mr. Brandt's intentions were no doubt most honourable -but he could cherish· no doubts about the outcome. 
The initiative was bound to be turned down, because it included an over-obvious "trick". France might perhaps 
accept the idea of "pre-negotiations" , but would not agree to them being brought forward on any groundl what-
~er. Even if the initiative had been accepted, the result would still have been a wasted session. Mr. Couve 
de Murville played the game, and was quite right to say that the Ministers did not have to discuss the fore~ 
seeable effects of devaluation. The only thing to do was to induce the Council to note and recognise that 
devaluation was a first step along the path urged by the Community, thus disposing of one or the obstacles to 
~mbership - subject to its future effects. This would have been important, and should have been possible in 
all reason. It is hard to see why the Ministers were side-tracked on the matter of a-further report, in use-
less discussions on how the Commission could hear the British case, instead of trying to chalk up an important 
mark at this point, which was in fact within reach. The result was a return to square one. 
It is impossible now to dismiss the thought that the real aim was to waste time. Up until yesterday 
the line taken with the British was the following: "Your economy is ailing; your costs are too high; your 
industry is not competitive;your balance of payments is sick. The conclusion: if we ~llow a sick body into 
our Community (which is bursting with heath!) we shall become sick tooJ please, stay outside! " We must 
not now allow the following line to be taken with them (to put words into the mouths of' those whose 
wailings can already be heard, and assuming that devaluation achieves the desiit'ed effect) 1 "Devaluation puts 
your industries at an advantage;we are unable to deal with the situation; you· are coornertng· our: best marketsJ 
our reserves are being eaten away; please stay outside a little l:lnger!" Let us face the 'tact that the SiX 
have gained a pause for breath. But they must make up their minds, once and for all. 
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EDITORIAL 
Can the CommunlUes' Commission be given responsibiliti~s in foreign policy? (1) 
As is reported in "Political Day in Europe", the European Movement has gone on record as saying that A" 
decisions about developments in the agricultural, monetary and technological fields are based "more on the kJ 
attempt to effect a compromise between the differing interests of the various states, than on the quest for 
solutions that are geared to the general interest." This comment has been made over a very long period not 
only by those who regard Buropean unification as a mainly long-term object! ve, but also in economic ard social lS 
circles, where action depends increasingly on the shape of Community institutional action. There is considera-
ble disquiet in such circles, because it is realised that even if compromises can bring immediate benefits, 
they do not provide a lasting fbundation on which an economy can be erected. 1 t is better to face bravely up tel"~ 
certain sacrifices, but to advance towards solutions designed from the long-term viewpoint - the essential 
principle of which is that they must match a European concept of the problems to be resolved. Here we have 
word-for-word confirmation of what we said at the end of the meeting of the Ministers of the Six on problema 
of technological cooperation. 
But there is another and extremely significant point in the European Movement declaration - the call 
to the Community member states' governments, as a first stage towards their political unity, to "instruct 
the European Commission to submit proposals on foreign policy to the Council, in particular concerning 
relations with the under-developed world, the Eastern bloc and the Middle East." 
Our readers know of course that this idea is not novel, having been discussed on a number of occasions. 
The Commission already plays a political r6le, by applying the Treaty. When negotiating in the Kennedy Round 
it was putting through foreign policy in the commercial sphere. It succeeded in doing so, and acted as a 
"valid interlocutor" to the United States, as representing an economic and commercial power of the first degree 
in the world,r and having the necessary instrument,, namely (as Ambassador Quaroni commented to us yesterday 
evening) the comrnon external tariff." In certain statements to the press shortly after he took up office, 
Mr. Rey hinted that the Commission might take the initiative in the political field. It is probable that the 
hope expressed by the European Movement coincides with the direction envisaged by Mr. Rey. The following 
questions now suggest themselves: firstly, is the time right, given the present circumstances, to ask the 
governments to entrust new responsibilities to the European Commission, and if so on what terms? Secondly, 
what are the changes of such a move being welcome? 
Tomorrow we shall be trying to find an answer to these two questions. 
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Yesterday we asked whether the time was right to ask the governments to entrust new responsibilities to 
the European Commission, particularly in foreign policy, as the European Movement has suggested. 
First o~all it should be pointed o~t that the European Movement wants to ask the Governments to entrust 
the Commission with certain tasks concerning foreign pol~py. In other Korda, it does not wish to run the 
risk of seeing the Commission itself make moves in this direetion. I~ these circumstances the additional 
question of whether there was any chance of the Governments ~greeing to this request would appear to be 
decisive and the answer to this question would settle the problem once and for all. It is possible to hold 
the view that, when a particular initiative is in the interests of those concerned, and lies within the 
competence of its instigator, even if some interpretation is necessary to this effect, it should be carried 
through even though/.Lt has only a slender ch~nce of success. According to this line of reasoning the 
Commission should have been asked to put forward proposals without waiting for the Governments to reach 
agreement on asking the Commission, The Governments might welcome· a Commission proposal, an obJective examina-
tion of which would provide the means of breaking a deadlock, whereas they would find it no easy task to reaob 
agreement on the kind of mandate to give the Commission, in a matter which they consider their particular 
province and on which they presume to have different opinions from their partners. 
Let us take fbrexample the events of 1965, when the EEC Commission took the initiative and submitted 
OVI!rall proposals on agricultural financing, some aspects of whichtere franklY political. Some people said 
at the time that it had overstepped its powers and finally the whole business ended in failure. This failure, 
however, had nothing to do with the fact that the proposal had a political content (own resources, powers of 
the Parliament, etc.), but stemmed from basic disagreement between the partners on automatic extension of 
the Commission's powers (through its own resources) and on the changeover to maJority voting. There would 
have been conflict without the Commission proposal. It is to the Commission's credit that it placed the entire 
question on anfiatitutional footing, thereby enabling public opinion once and for all to understand the poli-
tical nature of the Commisdon and the political nature of the differences of opinion. 
The Commission should not let itself be discouraged. If it considers that a problem, not included in tbe 
Treaty simply because everyttiing cannot be included, is a Community problem, and if it thinks that iii coQ.ld 
possibly reconcile the points of view of the Governments, it ought to try to see what it could do. The cho10e 
of subJect would obviously be decisive. If for example the Commission had to put forward a proposal on Com-
munity policy on aid to under-development, it is possible that the Governments would discover points of 
agreement which they have never had the opportunity to seek out. The Commission is much the best placed to 
Judge what is in the universal interest. And if the Governments turned down 1 ts proposals or suggestions, 
it would be on their own heads. 
The problem now is how far the Com~sion has the support of public opinion and whether it is reallY 
seeking this support. But that is another problem.... \ 
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+ ERIC STEIN and PETER HAY& Law and Institutions in the Atlantic Area-Readings, Cases and Problems, The-.-
Bobbs-Merrill Company Inc (4300 West 62nd Street, Indianapolis , Indiana 4E206), 1135 p., 14,50 dollars. 
This book is completed by a 322 pag~ volume of documents costing 5 dollars. Price of the two volumes& 16,50 
do:Hars. ' 
This book on law and institutions in the Atlantic area, by Eric Stein, Professor of Law at the University 
of Michigan ardPeter Hay, Professor of Law at the Unive~sity of Illinois, is mainly intended for use in law 
schools in American universities. Its interest for other readers lies mainly in its review of laws and insti-
tutions from the points of view of political science, economics and history. The authors think that it is ne-
cessary to go beyond legal positivism and study laws and institutions in their social context. 
Chapter 2 gives an account of the institutions of the European Communities. Other chapters, in particular 
those on supranational law and the free movement of 1>ersons, goods and capital, review the situation in the 
Common Market. The last chapter is devoted to military and political coordination. 
+lei l 1Europe& Information Service of Council of Europe, no 5 October-November 1967, Strasb~g. 
+ ECE N.ews& United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. November 1967, Geneva. A large section of this 
edition is devoted to the activities of the UN/ECE Committee on wood. 
+ Iniziativa Europea, Istituto di Studi sull 1Europft e sui Paesi in via di sviluppo, No 99, Rome. 
+ Movimento Federalista Europeo, Bollettino di Ihformazione, lst November 1967, Bologna. 
+Nouvelles des Marches Agricoles, F.N.C.E.T.A., no 129 of 17 November 1967, Paris. 
+Radiation Protection Standards for Radioluminous Timepieces, Recommendations of the ENEA and the IAEA. 
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienrw. p. 37, ;L doU.ar , 4. 9 FF, 4DM, 1967. 
+ GATTI Forum du Commerce Internation~ $eptember 1967, Geneva. 
+Atom, UnitedKingd'omAtomic Energy Authority, no 113, November 1967, London. 
+ "'iiter - American Development Bank: Proceedings, Eigth Meeting of the Board of Governors, Washington, D.C. 
April 1967. 
+ Agricultural Development in Latin America: The Next Decade. Inter-American Development Bank, Washington 
1967.- Round Table discussions on the problems, held in 'April at the meeting of the Governora::of the Bank. 
+ Poland and Western Affairs& Poznan Western Institute magazine, Vol. II, no 11 1967. An ar~icle on the 
economic and political premises of East-West Trade should be noted. Among the book revi~1 we should.mention 
one on "Die E.W.G. als Sozialgemeinschaft", published by Eurcu>a Union Verlag of Cologne, aai one 
entitled '''£he key problem of the building of Europe. Poland on the Oder" by Georges Zdziechowsld, published 
by Editions A. Pedone, Paris. 
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EDITORIAL 
A bet or a !porting event? 
With what General de Gaulle is likely to say about European problems uppermest in Qur minds, we have 
been reading with careful interest the viewpoint of Mr. Edgard Pisani, concerning the British candidature, in 
Le Monde. His viewpoint is interesting, as that of a figure who over some time has contributed to the con-
struction of Europe, in which he clearly believes, and as someone who without any abandonment of loyalties 
still retains his independence of Judgement. 
Mr. Pisani's conclusions coincide very largely with our own- i.e. those of all who on either side of 
the Channel regard Europe as the "Dause and culmination of the revival" of Britain. This is true even if some 
of the elements in Mr. Pisani's analysis betray a wish to maintain uncertainties which should have been dis-
pelled. For instance, Mr. Pisani rei teretes ·. the well-worn corrment about the partners ct' France leaving France 
to play watchdog, so as to stay in the limelight - in the knowledge that France will not give way, so that 
they can be •more receptive in appearance than in substance, There is in fact a double counter-truth in this. 
The partners of France have not been objectively less harsh than France herself when looking at the different 
problems to be overcome in connection with Britain's entry. This was something that the British were able to< 
come to grips with when Mr. Wilson and Mr. Brown visited the capitals early this year, sounding out opinions. 
Their attitude, though, was that if Britain really wanted to join, a solution for these problems could be 
sought jointly. Secondly, the attempt by the Five, particularly at the Council meeting on 23 and 24 October, 
to persuade their reluctant partner not to turn down the dialogue, although perhaps not successful, was at 
least sincere, dogged, backed up by a wide range of arguments. It is no~ confined to form, being the result 
of an analysis pondered over at length. 
On both sides of the Channel, those in favour of entry know what risks are in store. But without risks 
there are no great political events (the author·ity for this is Mr. Brandt). And there are also risks, which 
may in fact be bigger, attached to a refusal- as several of the partners of France are trying to point out. 
The construction of Europe is no pipe-dream - it is a political factor, calling for ohoioes- even on the part 
of those who do not believe that it can arise from some unkept rendez-vous or other, wlioh Mr. Pisani seems 
to regret, even if it was with an exceedingly august person. 
Apart from one or two points of detail, all Europeans have already told the British what Mr. Pisani is 
anxbus to tell them - and on the whole their call has already been heard and accepted. But the call is not 
enough. It is not enough to say to the British: "See to all this, and quicklY. - because you owe it to your-
Sel"VEB.'JW~t as much as you owe it to the Six." Action calls for action. If the British feel that 
they are being summoned and turned down at the same time, their strength will fail. We must help them. To put 
out calls on the lines of that from Mr. Pisani is merely to adopt the comfortable position of a spectator 
watching mevent with' considerable interest, but not taking any direct part. Through our fieldglasses we watoh 
from a distance the athlete scaling a vertical wall - admiring him, perhaps, and hoping that he will not 
let go (don't we, Mr. Pisani?). But as Mr. Couve de Murville is very ready to reiterate, it is his affair. 
Later on, if he succeeds, we shall see- and give his shoulder a congratulatory pat •••• 
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EDITORIAL 
Aftermath to Eltsee press conference 
It would be hard to find anything new in the arguments advanced by General de Gaulle agains 
Britain's entry into the Common Market. To say this is not in fact a criticism - rather it would seem to 
indicate that the diagnosis was correct, and that it has been confirmed by the facts. In the case in point, ~~ij 
however, the situation is rather different. In the world of today changes come about rapidlY, and General 
de Gaulle, who claims to be a realist, frequentlY urges people to come to grips with changes and adapt their 
action accordingly. So that reminders that the British did not believe in the Community Europe fifteen years If.' 
ago, that they wanted to change it into a free-trade area ten years ago, that Labour were against the nego- ~.j; 
tiation method selected by the Conservatives five years ago, do not help significantly in assessing the pre-
sent situation. At most they confirm that there have b.een developments, and thatGeneral de Gaulle 'himself 
did not think the Community enterprise beneficial for his country or for Europe. He, like the British, has 
changed his opinion& while this is not surprising it would be a mistake to use it as an excuse for slamming 
the door in the face of latecomers - rather they should be helped to revise their attitude. 
By·repeating almost word for word the arguments he used to breakoff the negotiations in 
January 1963, General de Gaulle provides striking evidence of the contempt he feels for the opinion of hiS 
partners in the construction of Europe, which he rightly comments has been so arduous. The British effort 
over the last few years to understan,l ancl evolve, the consolidation of the Community, which has now 
acquired an agricultural policy, the strict undertakings that are readily laid down and accepted on either 
side, the urgent need to provide Europe with scale and cohesion, are all as nothing. The whole becomes "ar-
tifice, pretence, dissimulation." Yesterday, as today and no doubt ·as tomorrow, the essential chara~teristic 
that sums up relations between the Six and Britain is "incompatibility." Mr. Couve de Murville did not venture 
so far. At the meeting of the Council of Ministers in Luxembourg, he said that it was impossible to say in 
advance whether an enlarged Community would be so coherent, and would maintain its world position in the same 
way. He admitted that only experience could tell. But General de Gaulle can draw all conclusions in advance 
- and once and for all. There is thus no discussion, no comparison of ideasJ no joint consideration, no bon-
nest quest for a solution. How, then, can the terms "cohesion", "community, be employed? 
This is the nub of the matter, for some people will not fail to ask the question, and to 
wonder whether it is worth while having a "community" convinction in order to be e~sed within a "community" 
that is no community, which is in no way the expression of a determination forged by joint agreement. If there 
is an opportunity to seledt, some will select differently - even if they realise that this will entail the 
dispersion of a not insignificant patrimony. They will be prepared to writeitdT,as no longer belonging to 
them. This may be one of the most deplorable consequences of the incomprehensible attitude chosen by General 
de Gaulle. Britain's entry is not the only issue. Opening the door to Britain meant risks and everyone realised 
this. Closing the door means others. It was · possible to accept them, compare them, make a choice in concert. 
Now the choice has been made. As we predicted, diplomacy has unfortunately no longer any part to play. What 
will be the good of Mr. Rey 1 s "oral report" to the Council? Where will the 16 December ministerial meeting 
lead? Will the refusal to open negotiations be endorsed by a vote? Some people are still trying to find a 
raft to cling to, among General de Gaulle's pronouncements, but they are going to have a hard time. 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
p 2/3/4/5/ European Parliament/Council Colloquy,- Full text of De Glulle's statement 
on Britain. - Reactions to De Gaulle's Press Conference.-
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Council meetin lture: Germany maintains position on programmes 
Farmers' Committee Assembl :differences on new direction for agriculture 
European Parliament: overall verdict on working of Community 
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Investment policy: links with general industrial and economic policies 
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European industrial policy, 
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Aftermath to General de Gaulle 1 s Press Conference 1 ~ 
Initiative to be resumed? 
Yesterday the European Parliament held its customary colloquy with the Council and the Commission. It is ~ 
reasonable to speculate on what the colloquy might have been had it not been Tor the·stimulus of the pre- ·• 
vious day, in the shape of General de Gaulle's press conference. It is also reRsonable to speculate on the 
present value of the colloquy formula, which has served a useful pflrpose for some years now. Among the speakers &, ~ 
there were fortunately some who turned their gaze to the future, instead of trotting out the familiar 1-~:v 
arguments for and against British entry and the opening of negotiations, and tried to steer the debate 
towards the quest for action. The time for weighing up the pros and cons has passed, in fact, and the pubtic- \f' 
finding its'most natural expression in the European Parliament- is now clamouring for action, for a policy 2) 
to be shaped. It was only following speeches inspired by present realities, and not academic considerations, 
that Professor Schiller was able to discard the "dusty uniform" - to quote his words - that he had assumed in 
the morning, on the advice of his prudent counsellors, and to talk politics. 
Taking a general view, it is fair to say that the debate showed, or rather confirmed, the serious dis -
quiet prevalent in European circles. This disquiet is prompted not only by the renewal of the veto on British 
entry, but also by the fact that irrespective of the grounds for the veto, and even if basically it is justi-
fied, it is in direct opposition to the partners of France, in contempt not only of the forms, but above all 
the spirit which is peculiar to a community. The questbn irresistibly suggests itself: how can someone who 
undermines the very principles of the Community set himself up as its defender? It is true that Mr. Terrenoire 
answers that in some circumstances "it is necessary to look beyond immediate solidarity" in order to find the 
real significance of the Community. But in this case, the person engaged in action and the person passing judge• 
1111ent on this action are one and the same. 
Looking at matters in greater detail, it can be commented that the most interesting speeches were those 
of Mr. Illerhaus, Mr. Bruger and Mr. Terrenoire. The first two stressed the markedly political character of the 
affair, and while Mr. Illerhaus referred mainly to procedure, Mr. Burger put his finger on the root of the 
matter, stating outright that General de Gaulle' s comments were the outcome of a political decision , and that 
what therefore had to be offered in its place was a policy. Mr. Burp;er too, however, had to outline a procedure, 
which is not surprising as at this stage the choice of a procedure constitutes a political act, calling for 
political courage, as Mr. Burger said. As we have reported, this procedure consists of calling on the Council 
to adopt a majority decision on opening negotiations. It is not our intention to offer any verdict on this 
idea, which has been in the air for some time now. Clearly it should form part of an overall course of action-
which is neither simple nor easy. Mr. Illerhaus referred to another current idea which is reported to have 
been given serious attention by General de Gaulle- that of a "pragmatic" form enabling Britain to be "associated", 
bearing in mind the possibility of membership at a later stage. Mr. Terrenoire went still further, putting out 
what was tantamount to a feeler. Was it an authorised feeler? If it was, this would mean that there is consi-
derable concern in Paris (not surprisingly), despite the show of splendid indifference by the Head of State, 
over the "very serious" crisis which could arise for the Community. 
The final speech by Professor Schiller left a good many questions marks. It was undoubtedly an exercise 
in agility. Mr. Schiller managed to come out of it remarkably well - but does what he said correspond to the 
political reality? It strikes us often that the situation today is exactly the same as that"of 14 January 1963. 
At the time it took a whole~night to realise just what had happened, and this merely aggravated the confu-
sion. Mr. Schiller was not a witness of these sombre events- but have those who were learned their lesson? 
Not necessarily ••• 
-------------------------------------5~~--------------------------------------~ ~~'( [{{(eT- ~' lq ?_(o POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
PP 2/3 European Parliament/Council Colloquy:Mr, Schiller!s reply to speakers.-
European Commission discusses extension of Community, - Benelux Foreign 
Ministers confirm their support for British application.-
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Euratom:Commission adopts its communication to Council 
~ anxiety about resurgent national protectionism 
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Transitional solution to community programmes for improving agricultural 
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European Investment Bank: loan for construction of nuclear plant 
Sugar regulation: total agreem~. 
PubJication of study on "agricultural cooperation in tile EEC" 
Olive oil: monthly increases 
Abolition of CCT on anchovies: France requests its renewal for 1968 
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Industrial medecine: Community research 
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EDITORIAL 
We shall meet at Philippi (who is to meet whom?) 
. It was with this comment, which according to Plutarch marked the destiny of' Brutus, defeated by Anthony 
lnd Octavian at Philippi after winning a preliminary round, that Professor Schiller ended his2peech closing 
the colloquy. He commented that it was necessary to take away the mwthical associations from the dates of' 18 
and 19 December, and t..2...ill we saya "Bei Philippi sehen wir una wieder!" It is esoteric enough· to give ·the 
slossarists scope for thought and interpretations. It is not our intention to do so here. But the episode 
strikes us as indicating a certain state of mioo. If' Plutarch is to be quoted in order to dispose of' mwthical 
ideas, the situation is difficult indeed! 
At all events, and still in connection with the colloquy and the reactions it provoked in the lobbies 
it is fair to state that attention has been riveted, as we were indicating yesterday, on General de Oaullefs 
re-ference to an "arrangement" which might be one of the raft that people are tryins to olios to. 
First of all, let us refresh our memories with the speaker's exact words: "Admittedly, to ease her 
(Britain's ) task, France is quite ready to enter into some arrangement which under the name of association 
or any other would promote, from now on, trade between the continentals on tb e CD! hand, and the Br4. tish, 
the $oandinavians and the Irish on the other." What would be involved, then, would be the immediate conclusion 
of an "arrangement", the term used being or no importance, of a purely commercial character. It must then 
be zoe membered tblt as the Kennedy Round is only Just beginning to be implemented, it could onl.)' be ra question 
of establishing relations which should, in order to be admitted in GATT, lead to the establishment of' a free-
trade area between the EEC on the one hand, and Just who on the other it is hard to say. Bri-tain alone? The 
whole of EFTA? Would it be a preparation for adhesion? Professor Schiller referred to adhesion at different 
stages. Others are drawing up fajrly detailed plans providing for a system of adhesion "by easy degrees", on 
the basis of a given programme, with a given duration, and with a "verification" at the end of eaoh 'stage of 
the obJectiv&s ful~illed. This is possibly reminiscent or the machinery for the chanseover from one phase to 
another (the first to second in particular) in the Common Market. British participation in the Institutions 
Would also be "phased", as clearly, for instance there would be no participation in "management" activities 
being effected in still non-integrated fields. 
(~$ tt a solution that will work? Opinion seems broadly split down the middle , in our view. People are 
fooling themselves if they think that the General will go as far as is necessary for the solution to be a 
solution. The question of duration of the transition period to which it is:still difficult to give a name 
that will dispel alarm and not tread on anyone's toes, is all-important. But so is the content. Would an 
"arransement" not taking in farming be acceptable to the Community? This is Just one question to which an 
answer must be found. And is the possibility of a later outright veto thinkable? This is another. 
In the circumstances, it is hard to tell whether what takes place on the 18 and 19 December will be the 
first, or the second round in the Battle of Philippi. The second round, according to Plutarch, took part some 
time later, which of course enables the triumvirat~'s legions to rally. The Ancients per,llaps had more "imagi-
nation" than,we (Mr. Deniau in fact used this expression yesterday, causing consternation to one member of the 
European Parllamsnt). 
It is our intention to dwell over the next few days on the ideas suggested to us by a certain f1gtn-e · 
who ts by no means lacking in "imagination." 
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~ Mr Jean Monnet ~aks on damage produced by polities based on the concept o£ Uftlimited 
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national sovereignty, 
The Dutch Sovernment is already studying a possible emergency solution £or Br~tish entry, 
Mr Colombo in Bonn: talks with Br Schiller,Mr Brandt,Mr Strauss and Mr Blessing. 
IMF: financing methods ot British drawing rights. 
Oieo Ministers•. Conference, 
Conference of the Oil Exporting Countries Orqanisation, 
Mr ~anlio Brosio has come back to Brussels. 
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E.P. : during debate on general report stress on problems posed by extension ot Cbmmunity, 
~ en try of new members. 
New export facilities granted to Turkey by EEC, 
Industrial project in private sector financed by EIB: raised to 15 million dollars. 
fossibility of dis torsions in the meat sector: answer to Question no 157 by Mr· Trtboulet 
and evaluation of controls to set up £or imported meat: answer to question dO 111 by 
Mr Vrede ling. 
Italian candied fruit sold in Germany at abnormally low prices? : answer to Question 
No 182 by Mr Vredeling, 
Harmonisation o£ customslegislations: technical contents o! first £our proposals by 
Commission, 
Measures applicable to oil seeds £rom AASH:. answer to Question no 165 by Mr Al'llle%1gaud. 
Publications o£ Communities and EF~. 
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4/5 For l968,experts foresee a 94 million tons production o£ steel. 
5 Tari££ quotas br coal imports to,be maintained in Germany, 
6 New price lists of German steel • 
The u.s.A. still is the major coal exporting country. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
+GERARDO ZAMPAOLIONEs L11dea della pace nel mondo antico , Edizioni della Radio Italiana, Roma 1967, 496 
p., 5,000 lires. 
The author of this book is an Italian diplomat, at the moment serving in Brussels as Director General Je'l 
at the Communi ties 1 Council. His thesis on the idea of peace in the ancient world is the outcome of patient tr;j 
research and a penetrating analysis of the main philosophical and political doctrines, of the most significant 
literary works of ~ast centuries. The result of such an analysis sugeests, according to the author, that 
despite the incentives of war and the heroic ideal, which figt~e so lnrgely in these works, the peaceful 
note, the peaceful elementsare far more important than might be thought at first sight. 
These directtoroand trends have a continuity and coherence which suggest the existence of a genuine 
"pacifist current" in the ancient world. The author has consulted an immense range of works, visiting the 
main European arul American libraries in order to assemble his material! so far the area of study which he 
has tackled and investtgated thoroughly and br1111ant.ly has had scant attention from the scholars, so !:.hat 
it is fair to describe his work as pioneering. 
+ IAURANCE REWa Europe ln a Shrlnktnc World, a Technological Perspective, Oldbourne Book Co Ltd, London, 
208 P• 1 30 Se 
+ Fooeralisme Europ< en, offictal organ of the European Federalist Movement, November 1967, Paris. 
+ OECDa Total trade by countries, November 1967, Parts, 
+ International Atomic Energy Agency: Li.:.;t of Heferenoes on Nuclear Energy, Vol. 9, n. 21, November 1967, 
Vienna. 
·+ Comm1ssariat a 1 1Energ1e Atomique: Revue de la Prcsse rran9aise, l to 20 October 1967, Paris. 
+ Ideml Revue de la Presze Etr·<m£,cre , 1 to 15 October 1967, n. 14 of 15 October 1967, Paris. 
+Analyses et Documents: clas:.;ified documentation index, no 143, 9 November 1967, paris. This issue looks 
at the problems of aid to the third world, as seen through the Conference of the 11 in Algiers. 
+ ICFTU, Economic and Social Dulletln, November- December 1967, Drussels. 
+ Indagine sul Viaggi Turistici dcc11. Italian! nei racst Comunistl d 'Europa, Ed1zioni DAP- Dooumenti Attua-
lita Politica, Roma, 107 p. llased on tnterviews with 1,114 Itallan tourists in the Co1111111nist countries of 
Europe, this survey provides an outline of their views on various aspects of dailY life in the East European 
countries - transport, hotels, traffic, trade, entertainments, sport, relations with local population. 
SUMMARY 
POLITIC\L DAY IN EUROPE: 
2 Ending of EP sesion: personnel problems.- British application to the EEC:situation after 
de Gaulle's press conference.- American uranivm:increase in deliveries to Euratom.-
OECD Council: tariff preferences problem raised but not settled. 
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EP callsfbr early openinu of negotiations with countries applying for membership. 
EP approves establishment of export refunds for sorbitol and manitol. 
EP approves of non-application of Treaty competition rules to transport. 
EP urges rapid realisation of dommon market in film industry. 
EP asks EEC to remove levies on products based on manioc from AASM. 
EP's debate on Community social policy. 
Gabon : to liberate quotas 
~o oil products: draft Community financial regulation. 
Economic and Social Committee:opinions on proposals on tax,energy ,social matters and 
agriculture. 
EEC/Iran agreement: extended to 31 October 1968. 
Butter stocks: to~ be_ dhpps~d ·ol"bY;GermaJLarmy.,. 
Policy of aid to developing countries: a study by Mr Kristensen. 
Cocoa and coffee: two international conferences in progress. 
ECSC DAILY BULLETIN NO 4171 : 
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Extension of frontier measures on steel products from Stat~tradinS countries: Commission 
refers to Council. 
Noise in electric arc furnaces : medical research. 
Resettlement aids decided for 5,000 workers. 
Price schedules of F@rriere Dinembro for reinforcing rods:reduction. 
Community coke-oven coke production: 9% down. 
Community imports of scrap from third countries: expected to total 150,000 metric tons 
in l'irst quarter of 1968. 
Iron sinter charging: continued rise expected. 
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Sacrifice the Common Market to a "free trade area" 'I 
Challenge or trap? ( 1) 
teur en chef : Emanuele Gazzo ~ 
It is a week since General de Gaulle's press conference arld the dust is beginning to settle. The damage 
is being assessed and a way out is becoming clear. ID 
The first remark is that is very unlikely that the Five will merelY renew the experience of January 196' t1 
and accept the fait accompli after some gnashing of teeth. We are convinced of this from the information at 
our disposal and from what we have learnt from numerous contacts in the last few days. ~~ 
This does not mean that a crisis is going to be provoked deliberately, but that steps are being taken to 11 face it and to direct it, if it does break, as is likely. Above all, steps are being taken to avoid (and 
this seem sensible) making a lot of noise about nothing, and crying out 11 let's go, let's go" aa.i then doing 
nothing about it. 
The first important indication on the how the situation is being faced is the agre.ement between France's 
five partners to have talks between themselves before the Council meeting on the 18th. These consultations 
will probably take place in Brussels on the 12th, i.e. when the Governments know about the oral report from 
Mr. Hey (who saw Mr. Wilson today) and the results of the talks between the British leaders and Mr. Luna and 
Mr. Brandt, which will have taken place in the meantime. 
For the present the public announcement of talks between the Five can only meanone:thlnga the Five are 
not prepared to accept the veto and they wish to coordinate any possible action. It is too soon to say whether 
this coordination will lead to a decision to force the opening of regular negotiations by a majority vote 
procedure. If, following this vote, France refused to take part in the negotiations, this would amount to 
a political veto made outside the Treaty. This coordination might possibly lead to a decision to conduct 
extra-community negotiations or pre-negotiations between the Five, or to instruct the Commission to do so. 
ManY people think that this is not the method to follow, since there is a danger than it would come to 
nothing (would the British want it?) and would put the Five in an uncomfortable and unorthodox position. 
But, instead of abiding strictlY by the Treaty, the Five could take General de Gaulle at his word. For 
example, where he refers to an "arrangement" on association lines. They have to do it so that it cannot be said 
that they have missed a chance. However, in the opinion of all those with whom we have been in contact, and 
despite the euphoric optimism of some members of Parlianent and some newspapers, this idea of assoo:Lation 
which General de Gaulle mentioned does not seem likely to develop into anything concrete or acceptable, the 
essential point of which would be automatic membership after a short period of reciprocal adaptation estab-
Usbed' in advance. Mr. Gisoard d 'Estaing has fully understood this 1 but there is nothing to show that this 
point of view is shared by the French Government. 
Besides this reference aimed at raising false hopes and dissension there is above all in General de 
Gaulle's statements a predse and often repeated threat: that the Common Market would break up if there were 
negotiations and if British entry to be forced through. It is this threat which makes his statements 
seem like an outright vet!). 
There is something else, namely a challenge. This challenge is expressed where the General asks anYone 
who. would dare sacrifice the Common Market to a free trade area to put forward such a proposal. France is 
not asking for this 1 bUt she is quite ready to discuss it. 
We shall see what to make of this challenge. 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
p 2 Private talks between Mr. Rey and Mr. Wilsol. Italy accepts Benelux suggest~n 
for consultations between the Five. G1scard d 1 Estaing Plan on Brit ish ent~ 
WEU Assembly plenary session opening. 
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pp 3/4 Euratom research activity: to be confined in 1968 to direct action 
EEC-Turkey: agreement in Association Councjl 
EEC-AASM: opening of Parliamentary Con£ererce meetillJ 
Dragon project:extension~aranteed for 196E 
p 5 Transport: statements ~ Mr. Bodson 
Trade between EFTA and US: difficulty in selling EFTA manufactures 
p 6 Agricultural structures improvement:delay in publication in Gazette. Referred 1x> 
also by Mr. Illerhaus in question N.241. 
p7 Redevelopment o£ rural areas in France-:- reJ;].y to question N.l76 £rom Mr. Vredellf.ng. 
Colouring substances used in food: question N. 2 34 £rom Mr. van der Ploeg. 
Non-participation of Netherlands in economg surveY?: question N. 229 £rom Mr. Vredeling. 
p8 Tri ptics £or caravans and trailers !\.-questim N. 236 from Miss Lulling. 
General agricultural return: Commision in favour 
European CommunitY and EFTA Publications 
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Coal: stock run down in 1968 1 
-stTe'1: United States Steel Corp increases );rices 
Uffi to build largest elctrici tY power station 
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The threat of breaking up the Common ll'.arket is intended mainly .to dissuade France 'a ~ 
partners from committing themselves to a road which General de Gaulle - rightly or wrongly - considers full K 
of danger for Europe. It is a known fact that when the British Ambassador in Paris, Sir Patrick Reilly, 
went to see the French Head of State, the latter tried above all to dissuade Britain from insisting on member-
ship. Since General de Gaulle did not succeed in dissuading the British (and the statementa made yesterday AD 
in British political circles following Mr. Rey's visit confirm this attitude), will he succeed in dissuading 
his partners? That is the question. 
It seems normal that those who feel threatened should examine whether there is in taot a real IS 
threat, before taking to their heels or admitting defeat. That is to say whether the threat is, so to speak, 
credible. Opinions on this point are not unanimous, but in most oases it seems that credibility is not 
considered proven. This would seem to be confirmed by the repeated violence of the threat and by the campaign 
which was immediately instigated after the press conference to bring round the European Parliament and others 
by charm (today in an interview Mr. Couve de Murville said that he tho~; :Edain ought to become a full 
member of the European continent), this charm campaign is also aimed at dissuading, but at dissuading the 
Five from provoking a crisis. 
. There is a passage in the press conference where the threats took the form of a challenge. 
The challenge to destroy the Common Market and substitute a free trade area in its place. Some are inclined 
to think that· this challenge might be a trap1 to accept it would be to fall into the trap since the General 
would be prepared to help destroy the Common Market without raising an eyebrow. Others think that the very 
nature of the challenge proves that it is what a poker player would call a bluff. General de Gaulle does 
not for a moment think that this challenge would be accpeted. He is said to have wished to corner the Europeans 
in a Cornelian dilemma, which would lead them to kill their own flesh and blood with their own hands. It il!l 
certain that this they will never do, and therefore that they will not take up the challenge. 
This reasoning is based on the fact that, while it is true that General de Gaulle does not 
like the Community institutions, he is in no position (bearing ln mind also the internal repercussions) to 
sive up the Community. There would therefore be a convergence of interests which no threat could disguise. 
It is on the basis of this that the following hypothesis has been suggested. To pursue, for the present, all 
Communi~ procedure and to explore all possible solutions. Were we at a given moment to be faced with an 
outright veto, the only serious reaction would be to take General de Gaulle at his word, and to suggest to 
him that the ground for a free trade area should be explored. Then it would be apparent whether he. . ..is really 
prepared to destroy the Common l'larket or whether he will not then try to keep the Common Marketbtt destroy 
its institutions. At this juncture, 1t would be necessary to bring imagination into play and to play for higtl 
stakes, in other words, invite ~uropean countrier. so disposedto set up within this free trade area a 
hard core, a real federal type organisation, largely based on the Treaty of Rome, which would keep what had 
already been achieved and which would be strengthened by 'I basic charter, establishing the main lines of a. 
common European policy • The States which accepted th.Ue Lines alXi which agreed to gradually giving up 
part of their sovereignty to federal institutions, would form this hard core, which for a limited period 
could be open to membership by other states. There would then no longer be an economic divi~ion in Europe. 
It seems thattbere Gre no difficulties, eithar technical or legal, to prevent this idea being realised. 
The boldne.ss of this idea will doubtless startle all "good Europeanlf. But the reply to this 
is that it is only with revolutionary ideas and with daring that the deadlock can be broken. Also, it is not 
out of the Question that, faced with such an alternative, certain attitudes might alter. 
We shall return to this tomorrow. 
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Supporters of the view that the game must be now be played out,.and that General de Gaulle 
must be taken at his word if necessary, without being distracted by the chimt of the s:CreMI ; who· would lessen 
the scope of what he says, maintain that they are perfectly aware of the risk and opposition they will run 
into, particularly in "Europe" circles. . 
Opposition comes firstly from those whose natur.al bent is for transactions and compromises, 
rather than stands based on "major principles" • It comes secondlY from those with more or less substantial 
material interests at heart, and who are afraid that paralysis in the Community will be damaging to their 
sector, or will stanch the source of well-being represented by the actual existence of the vast institutional 
machinery. Yet others, affecting the "pragmatist" ticket, who maintain that they believe in the possibility 
of more or less acceptable solutions such as th~e put out recently (mainly from the French camp) on a form 
of "pre-adhesion'', or those emanating from Belgium or Germany on "discussions" or "debates" which would 
be tantamount to pre-negotiations. Others weld both forms togetherl pre-negotiations, leading to negotiationa 
entailing a period of quarantine, with a more or less automatic change-over to adhesion. 
There is scarcely any need to point out, in this connection, that the main aim of all these 
compromises is to pass the time without doing any actual damage, with an ulterior motivel time will arrange 
all. Nor is there any need to say that even the most recalcitrant of the Europeans would not oppose a viable1 
serious compromise no~. the outcome of mere linguistic niceties. There would no longer be any need for recourse 
to dramatic options. 'It must be stressed however- and this is something occasionally lost sightci'-that l!l!, 
fact of being prepared to make dramatic choices may make it more easy to achieve an honourable :compromise. 
It is not always through kow-towing, that people manage to make theiiSelves heard •••• It strikes us, moreover, 
that this view was expressed by Mr. Luna when interviewed on this topic by L'Express;"we shall do ou~ utmost 
to avoid this ohoice ••• we shall do our utmost to find formulae that are acceptable both to France and to Britain. 
But it is not beyond the realms of possibility that there will have to be a choice, at a given moment. It is 
not only for the Netherlands that it will be painful. It will be a black day fur Europe. It is a fearful choice, 
and one that I hope we shall be able to avoid". 
If the choice were between a rupture and a flourishing Community, there is no doubt that 
it is tre latter that would win the day. But the alternative is a Community which would be doPmed to decline, 
and perhaps paralysis, after such a veto had been laid down. Anyone who imagines that it is a good idea to 
take up the challenge contained in the words with which General de Gaulle envisages the possibility of a free-
tralle area, thinks that instead of a rupture this would constitute the choice of a clear solution, while 
respecting differing political concepts - particularly if accompanied by an effective revival of political 
union, a nucleus whose dynamism and cohesion would eventually become mandatory. According to this argument, 
acceptance of the veto, even if concealed by verbal or procedural masquerading, will bring those who give 
way into a determined political orbit -with all that this implies. Everyone knows that the Community is 
at a stage where it has become all but impossible to maintain momentum without a Joint political resolve. 
To make this "political leap" means, at the moment, making a leap in the dark, and embarkins on action not 
accepted by most. Hence the threat of paralysis for the Community. 
The next few days will witness a major effort · of good will. But already the European movements 
and the political parties should wake up, and prepare proposals to the people of a full-scale revival of 
Europe, without being afraid ot going too far. It is perhaps their last chance. 
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People search, hope, threaten, tear each other part - but they want to create Europe. ~ 
This much is certain1 whatever we may think of General de Gaulle's ideas and methods, he warQ:Y 
abov,e all to create a certain Europe. In trying to keep Britain out, in nurturing anti-Americanism, in ressu-
1101"fattr:tgnationalist fevers not only in his own, but in all our countries, his reason is his sincere belief th~ ~ 
all'this is needed if the Europe of his vision is to come into being, 'U 
Opponents of his idem and methods believe no less sincerely that Europe must be created • • 
differently, But in exactly the same way as General de Gaulle (it is impossible to stress this point enough) 
they yearn for a Europe that is free, strong,and above all coherent - a Europe that achieves a profound and ~~ 
real unity, within her natural diversity, It is this which determineS almost automatically the acceptance '"' 
(including that of Britain) and exclusions. More than anything they want a Europe that is true to herself, 
i.e. mistress of her own civilisation. 
Addressing the Western European Union Assembly (which was in a lively mood), Mr. de la 
Vall§e Poussin did not say anything different yesterday, and it is hard to see why his comments caused such 
an uproar. "we want Europe to have some weight in the world - a weight that is comparable, if not equal, to 
that of the giants", according to the Belgian Senator, and the declaration that he read out stresses clearly 
that "only acceptance by all interested parties of the political,. economic andr social rules of the Treaties 
of Rome can lead to the establishment of a Europe capable of maintaining her independence vis-a-vis the 
two super-powers of the post-industrial era." The appeal to the people of France "to realise that they must 
not allow themselves to be isolated from the whole of the rest of Europe" is only a manifestation of a single 
determination, The appeal shows that everyone realises that the part that France has played in the creation of 
Europe, and the part that she could play in a Europe that had the correct dimensions, are too great for an un-
natural absence to be tolerated, 
Mr. Giscard d 1Estaing almost seems to have answered this appeal in the article appearing in 
this morning 1 s Le Figaro, where he stresses that "dimension and synthesis are posing, in new and realistic 
terms, the problem of Europe," To select a dimension is to select an aim, Although speaking from the French 
viewpoint, Mr, Giscard d'Estaing cannot close his eyes to the fact that if France wants to be one of the lea-
ders of the world economy, she must "pool her efforts with those of her neighbours,aa:leven lllll'j!~~a single 
dimension, which appears as a strict minimum! that of Europe." The nub of the matter - and unf6rtunately the 
germ of the dispute - lies in these few wordsl "merge them in a single dimension," Dimension determines 
method, There is no use trying to form part of a greater dimension and being isolated, or refusing to accept 
a common concept, common rules, and a common method, This is something that Mr. Gis~ard d'Estaing fully 
understands, In his view it is necessary to seek a synthesis between the facile solution - to sacrifice the 
whole of the past -and the solution that excludes any kind of relinquishment, "How can forces be reassemble', 
and individuality preserved?" The ardant. and reasoned quest 'for a valid and acceptable solution is no doubt 
"the only action of our time which can have an historic dimension," For us, and for a great many Europeans• 
the Community construction, with 'its methods and its basic concepts, is a Rreliminary answer, No one has ever 
taken it to be a complete, once-and-for-all answer, ±t does point the way, however,and opens a door. It is 
up to us to follow this path to the very end, 
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European books which are sent to us, or whoee 
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this heading 
+ ROG BROAD bd ROBERT JARRET.r. : Community Europe, a short guide to the Co.on Market, O..al4 Wo t (J'Ubli 
Ltd,~ , 1967, 172 pages, 19/6d. 
This book, written by two English officials working for tbe EBC Inforaat.ion Sei'Y1oe, 4o.. Nljlrll!'.dl:-:~ea 
for or against British membership of the Common Market, but describes the European COIIIUilit,- its 
institutions, its agricultural, economic and social policies and its relations with third f'~ 
practical guide to the Community also gives valuable information on the various IDI!lllber coun e the EEC. L· -~ 
+ Verenip;i~ voor Economie : Aid to Development, Eighth Flemish Economic Science Congress, Seminar on Applied ·.-· 
Economics, University of Ghent, 19 and 20 May 1967, SERUG (Universiteitsstraat 16, Ghent) 469 pages, 
The third volume of the Eighth Flemish Economic Science Congress includes thefull text of the opening 
and closing speeches of the congress and a report, as complete as possible, on the discussione during the 
meetings of the committees and groups, 
+· _J.F. BROliN: Das Neue Osteuropa {Original English Title: The New Eastern Europe- The Khrushchev Era and 
After), Europa Union Verlag, Cologne, 326 pages. 1967. 
+Revue de la Societe d 1Etudes et d 1Ex ansion, September-October 1967, No 227. Liege,- We should point out 
three studies: the first concerns Europe Reflections on institutional difficulties for the extension of the 
Eurbpean Communities by Mr. L, Durand-Reville, a rrember of the Economic and Social Conmittee), the second 
deals with international affairs (The Financial Requirements of Agriculture in under-developed countries by 
Mr. J, Cavallucci of the Banco de Londres y Mexico) and the third is of general interest (Notes on teChnological 
research and progress in the steel industry by Mr. Mr. Marchesi, president of Italsider), 
+ Interplay of European/American Affairs, Vol, 1, N.4, Novembre 1967, Welking Corporation (200 W 57th Street, 
N,Y ,) 
+ L1Europa, 1-8 December 1967, Year 1, No 12, Rome, 
+ Les Annales du Marche Commun- Twice quarterlY revue for Information on and Approximation of Trade and 
Commerce, No 5, November 1967, Brussels, 
+r-CERN: Courrier: No 10, Vol, 7, October 1967, Geneva, 
+ OECD: Commodity Traies~nalysis by regions1 Jan- June 1967, Paris, 
+ L1Economie: No 1056, 23 November 1967, Paris, 
+ Preuves, No 202, December 196'7, Paris, 
+ Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare: Notiziario, Year 13, No 11, November 1967, Rome, 
+Commissariat a l 1Energie Atomique: Notes d 1Information, No 12, November 1967, Paris, 
+ Id: Revue de la Presse Etrangere, from 15 to 31 October 1967, No 15, 1st November, Paris, 
+Conservative Research Department: Notes on current politics, No 19 (Labour 1s irrelevant programmes), No 20 
(Devaluation), London. 
+ lnstituto para la Integracion de America Latina: Boletin de la Integracion, Buenos Aires, Argentina, No 21 
August 1967. 
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Euratom's future brighter than its past? 
BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
If we were to describe somewhat harshly the overall ju:lgment we have heard on the outcome of 
the Council of Ministers' discussions on the problems of Euratom, we should say that it made a notable con-
tribution to widening the technological sap that people are supposed .to be combatting. This is a harsh 
comment, but not so very far from the truth, unless we are full of confidence in the wisdom of mankind and 
in the force of things ••••• 
It is impossible to be surprised at the outcome when we think tm t it was arrived at quite 
deliberately " in the spi:d.t of Luxembourg", i.e. on the basis of the general guidelines that emerged from 
the meeting of Science Ministers on 31 October. There is no doubt that if we continue along this path, in 
the "technological community" that is on everyone's lips, there will perhaps be room for some vague techno-
logical actions, but the Community concept will be completely lacking. 
Perhaps those who see everything in a cheerful light at the moment will some day realise that 
there could be other means of remedying an obviously deplorable state of affairs, than by breaking the 
tool that they did not learn to handle. This is in fact the essence of the decisions adopted. The ~guments 
generally employed to justify adopting a sort of "a la carte cooperation" (not even the a la carte federa-
lism referred to at one time by Mr. Louis Armand) show up the lack of political resolve more than the un-
suitability of the instrument. It was commented, for instance, that the concept of Euratom was "too supra-
national" and in some way that it exceeded present-day possibilities, in particular given the revival of 
nationalist impulses. This is an accurate comment, but no action has been taken, no attempt has been made 
even·to confine and terminate these impulses, and to make the spirit and the letter of undertaking given 
jointly, prevail& instead it was decided to encourage them. One comment that has come to ours ears is that 
the machinery operated like a pump drawing up water from paltry streams in order to supply flourishing canals. 
This is perfectly true. But the solutions that can be glimpsed do not look so very promising for the streams -
nor is it possible to hope for all the water to converge into one great river. 
It is hardly fair to complain to those whose 'only task was to indicate the seriousness of the 
system 1 s shortcomings, for the choices adopted. These choices are the work of the most august political boclea, 
even when they are choices about procedure. By perfect analogy, and within the limits imposed by the danger 
of a deliberate violation of the Treaty - these latter singularly restrict the effective r6le of the Commis-
sion, which becomes more and more a registration office, a sorting centre. This too is a choice to be regret-
ted. 
Of course, a justification is fbund for everything. Now, something all but miraculous is being 
dangled in front of our noses& the European isOtope separation factory. People who are talking aboutJt ar~not 
doubt well aware that 'the problem was referred to at length when the Euratom Treaty was being negotiated. Are 
the difficulties of that time overcome? Are they not liable to reappear- in another form of course? What 
exactly does "European" means in the case in point? Does it mean tqat the Community .as such will have access 
to the information needed for constructing the factory, and that :tt will be responsible for its running, or 
merely that those countries which wish will be able to contribute towards the necessary financing ani' have 
preferential treatment as customers? When we have an answer to these questions, it will be possible to pass 
ju:lgment - not before. 
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.-~., @ A wll tiool blunder 
Mr. Rey has uttered the word. Today it is no longer pos,sible ~o. say that only a feW excited people, or a 
few out and out supporters of ·enlargement, are talking a'boulf)l~ ctoi'sis! ·r•t is Mr. Rey bimself, the President p, ~ 
of the European Commission, the guardian of the Treaty, "the '1!1an w~tter than anyone can Judge the importance ,-.13 
of cohesion for the continuance of the Community construct!~~;~~ ma~_who signed, with his colleagues, an 
opinion of which the least than can be said is that it errs.-_,_mor.~ through its severity than its indulgence ~~ .... _~::. 
towards Britain. ·· ' -' h1 
Nr. Rey has wrlrned all the members of the Council. In faciti they were only Secretaries of State or Permanent 
Representatives, but it is obvious that the warning wa~ gir-ectly intended for the governments and that it has 
struck home. Moreover, Mr. Rey can now count on the press and public. It should be added that each time he 
appeals sincerely to public opinion in the Community countries, he will be followed and listened to. He has 
told all the governments to be careful, try to find unanimity, not so as to proclaim that Britain must enter 
the Community immediately, with all honours due to her, but to find a method of having discussions with all 
those to want to C0]11e and strengthen the Community, who can be asked for full proof of their good will. Mr. 
Rey did not say take a majority vote, decide between yourselves; he in fact said try to reach unanimity, 
in a Community effort, otherwise you will cause a crisis, not· only in your relations with the applicants, but 
also in those with all our European neighbours, in other words, within Eunope, within the Community. This 
crisis ,added Mr. Rey, would be a terrible polit1 cal blunder, at a time when European unity was more than 
ever necessary. 
Mr. Rey was quite right to launch his appeal, which is at the same time a warning. It was his duty 
since it is up to him to speak on behalf of the Community as a whole. It is a good thing that he has demanded 
the role which belongs to him more and more, even if for the present the Commission can do no:· more. It 18 
well-known that in several countries serious thought has been given to the resignation of the members of the 
Commission in the event of the Commiszion havtng an attitude which seemed to confirm a policy of obtruction 
and passivity. Thts gesture will problably not be necessary: it will certainly not be necessary the moment 
the Commission strengthens its position, which is not a polemical position towards anyone but which, precisely, 
expresses an overall view, which compromises a solution for the legitimate anxieties of all the member states 
without exception. 
All this is not getting us much nearer a solution. Will the governments hear the call? Do 'IH!y -...ealise -
as diplomatic moves of late, personal contacts between Ministers and certain very high~level moves which have 
come to our ears would ~~onfirm • that th:l.s is a very serious moment arrl that there is no counting on 
the submissiveness, which was a feature of the 1963 crisis, or on the wish to find a compromise at any 
cost, which was a feature of the 1965 crisis? Thea~ are very doubtful matters and it is here that the danger 
lies. · 
It is even more to ~~r. Rey's credit: his tenacious optimism and his refusal to indulge in dramatisation 
are well known. If he spoke of a crisis, it means that~ ~ituation is serious. 
POLITICAL DAY IN EURG-E: 
pp 2/3/3a Mr, Rey t~lks about visit to London, and Mr. Barre on monetary and economi~ 
unions hold discussiona. 
challenge, 
measures adopted by UK,- Commission and EEC trade 
Mr. Mommer suggPsts t.:U::i ng up General de Gaulle's 
COMMON MARKET/EURATOM fulleti n no 2819: 
p 4 EEC u oslavi~: negotiating mandate to be adopted shortly? 
pp 4/5 EEC Israel: Ct'uncil un:1ble to define nature o£ agreement 
p 5 EEC Ectst A£ri~.'1: CC'uncil to make final bid to define position in January 
Aqrir.ul tural imports from st:lte-trading r.ountries: sper.ial system extended 
pp 6/7 
p 8 
p 9 
for six month'~ 
Equalisation t'f rustoms rer.ipts: Commission to report to Council in Janua~ 
Common transport nolir.y: Council to consider partial solution 
R;'comm,.,ndations to member st,;tcs: replies to questions (Ml.ss Lulling and 
Mr. Vredeling) 
Common m<:~rket in wine: reply to queOjtion (Mr, Richarts) 
-:A:;:;s.-s..;o~c.::i~a:.::t.::i-."..:.;n~n.::f...-w""o.:.r.:.;k .. " ::r..;;;s"-.;::i..:.;n-...r:~o,.m.,;p~a~n•y......:;;a:;.;r:..:.;h~i..;;;e~v-,.:om:,;.;P.;.;.;I1!S::::.' : reply to question (Mr. Vred eli ng) 
.;,F~e.:.r..::t.:.i.=l.:.i.::s~".:.r_;,;a:,;.;n:.;;d....,;;s~u-=l•p~h~u.:.r....;i,.:.;n:.,:r~.::u.::s..::t.:.ry.J..: provision<:~! replies to questions (Mr. Vredeling) 
Europe<:~n Ct'mmtwi ty :-tnd !':FTA publications 
EOSC Bulletin no 4178: 
pp 4/6 Court o£ Ju'stice: Dutch Government appeal on special rates in Saar dismissed 
p 5 Kennedy Round: effects on final protection for main.steel products 
IFCTU miners: press £or spe~dy introduction of c-:oal policy 
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Is the decision in principle in favour of a possible continuation, within a collegial setting, 
of the consultations intended to prepare the ground for the Communities 1Council,. meeting on Monday next, the 
start of an escalation on the part of the Five, in J ··~etalliation to Genera'l de Gaulle's move in his press A?\ 
conference on 27 November? 1J 
Not necessarilY - if we try to make an impartial interpretation of the events of the last 
few days. It is clear, and official information has been· provided on this matter - that there was one specific 
aim behind the Belgian initiative: to get the Foreign Ministers around a table, outside the institutional IS 
setting, and completely informally (it was established at the 24 October session that they would hold a meeting 
at some time in the future ••• ) to meet face to face, and to look at the substance of the British question in 
a spirit of "reconciliatiorr', to use Mr. Rey's term, to see whether it was still possible to prevent a deadlock 
at next Monday's meeting, and to prevent a serious crisis from breaking in the near future. Consultations were 
to be a1 means of avoiding the crisis , of halting a process almost bound to be fatal. But the initiative also 
contains a serious warning, in t.he shape that it has gradually assumed; it is intended to make it clear that 
the Five are prepared to look for constructive (and thus unanimous) solutions, but that they are determined to 
"race" a crisis which they want to avoid, but which is suggested in the threat pronounced about the Community 
"breaking up: 
Put another way, the aim is to tell the people, first and foremost, that threats and deterrents 
cannot operate - or to "deter deterrents." 
On 5 December we pointed out that no proof at all had been provided that the deterrent attempt 
contained in the press conference of 27 November had been effective. This has Just been confirmed by Mr. Etienn~ 
Hirsch, former Euratom President, in a "free opinion" in Le Monde, although very indirectly. He writes: "The 
deterrent is only mental, and is only effective if our partners take fright."·r~ is therefore important firstly 
not to take fright, and secondly to make it known, thus helping avoid collisions and gratuitous crises. If we 
panic and opt for straightforward surrender - as advocated by some who can see no further than the end of their 
noses- we shall give the go-ahead to an upsurge in the bidding, we shall make any fair compromise impossible. 
This same conclusion was in fact reached by Mr. Memmer, although by other means. 
Of course, the counter-deterrent has to be accompanied by something constructive - not formal 
proposals, that is, but ideas on which there could be universal agreement. One· of these is put forward by Mr. 
Hirschi instructing the Commission to start "talks" with the applicants, and to report back to the Council on 
its findings. It is not certain that this is an ideal solution, although it is one that has been considered at 
some moments by the Commission itself, or in any event by its President. A great many factors come into playt 
the type of mandate to be given to the Commission, the length of its mission, the degree of involvement that 
it entails. What really matters, however, is the spirit 1n which the Commission is to be charged with this 
mission: if ·:people put up with 1t merely because in that way a little time can be gained (and always, in the 
b~ckground, the possibility of blocking the whole process), it is frankly better to look round for something 
else ••• 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
pp 2/3 Five to have discussions in anticipation o£ Council meeting on 18 December, 
Mr. Brown addresses NATO Council, pleads for enlarged and strong Europe. 
Trade in gold to be restricted~ Diplomatic relations between Germany md 
Yugoslavia to be restored? Denmark anxious to become £ull member of Com-
munity. - Situation in Greece: further coup d •.etat possible. 
COMMON MARIET/EURATOM Bulletin no 2820 
p 4 
p 5 
p 6 
p 8 
p 9 
p 10 
Meeting of Finance Ministers: opening tomorrow 
Mr, Kristensen in Brussels: talks with Commission 
Transport: opening o£ Ministers' meeting 
Eurosyndicat: 129,80 
Customs questions: decisions by Council o£ Ministers amCommission 
British trade figures: record de£ici t" 
New draft anti-dumping regulation: submitted to Council 
Right o£ establishment: Council declaration o£ intent 
OCT duties on tropical products: Commission supports extension o£ suspenskon 
Sugar from AASM: special conditions proposed by Commission for invitations 
£or tenders 
Control Committee: mission to Senegal and Mauritania 
Turnover tax: rise in Nethe~lands 
Court o£ Justice: request £or pre~judicial ruling on validity o£ regulation 
144/65 
Euratom/UK: extension o£ cooperation agreement 
Producer associations and fisheries: two draft resolutions adopted by EP 
Agricultural Committee 
Jam: two-pound jars excluded from range o£ authorised net weights 
EUropean CommunitY and EFTA publications 
ECSC Bulletin no 4179: 
p 4 
p 5 
Ceal production: drop o£ nearly 10% 
SSeel prices: changes in German industry 
Cooperation in German steel industry: rumoured merger between HBsch and 
Rheinstahl 
Composite p~ce: 29.50 dollars 
Crude pellets: technical research 
Coal crisis: concern in EP Energy Committee 
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EDITORIAL 
December 1967 a repeat performance of January 
~? 
Our analysis yesterday has been entirelY confirmed by event~. GenerallY .events are not very 
cheering, even if they are accompanied by declarations of firmness. However, despite certain denials ooming 
in yesterday evening from agencies, the meeting of the Five ~ook place this morning and did not come as a 
surprise to the French Governneht whtcb 11ad been ·informed and which considered the meeting normal, tnsotar as. 
it did. not think it had to take part. 
~ 
\Q) 
• • "'W • -Obyio}lSlY, if ·this ·meeting were to be assessed in terms of the idea that it was designed to 
find a way of c-ancelling out the French veto, there would be no ' Justification for cheering conclusions. 
However, it must be recognised that the Five wished mainly to chalk up a date and be certain that they 
all agreed that the next meeting would not see a postponement, but a decision. 
From the statements made and the information which has filtered through, things now stand as 
follows: 
1) the shortness of the meeting this morning is explained by the fact that it was onlY to summarise at a 
collegial meeting the results of bilateral talks. In fact the need for the meeting might well be questioned. 
Some people were expecting spectacular results from it, but it is actually debatable whether it has not 
weakened the tactical position of the Five. 
2) the aim of thf:l consultations was to sound out the Umi ts within which solidarity between the Five could 
come into play. Reading between the lines of the various statements, it seems: 
a) that 'the 15west common den~minator is somewhat low: in other words alignment will have to be made in 
a downwards direction,on the German position; 
b) that in fact the Netherlands and Italy are alone in fully supporting the idea of making an immediate start 
on negotiations. 
~!"-'} t~:j 
F'? Lj 
3) GenerallY the Five have laid em};Jhasis on their concern to apply tim Treaty to the letter,this could possiblY 
point the way to future tactics, although :f_t is not very clear. In this connection, the Five have dted" some 
light on the situation, by rejecting the suggestion (Mr. Burger championed it in the European Parliament) of 
a majority vote procedure and possibly negotiations between the Five and Britain. Th:f.s is a good thing, as 
it is now known that this method will not be used and that others must now be found. 
4) At present the position of the Five does not seem to have been strengthened, since there is nothing in 
their statement from which it can be inferred that they have taken a decision on future tactics, apart from 
immediacies (need for a deciston, for or acainst,at the next session). 
The future remains uncertain. The cohesion of the Five is important, but it mitigates the 
extent of the results that can be expected. Will the Five go beyond formal declarations of good-will or the 
expression of regrets (the traditional and useless gnashing 'of teeth)? 
Perhaps the season has something to do with it, but it seems that' the psychological atmosphere 
of January 1963 is being prepared. And everyone knows what that ~lded. 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
p2/3/4 Meeting of Foreign Ministers of the Pive. - EP Political Committee makes 
statement on British application for membership.- Disarmament Conference 
adjourned. -Mr. w. Spuehler, President of Swiss Confederation.- Situation 
in Greece.- SPD and CDU/CSU do not ac~pt Mr. Mommet's proposals.- Rise 
in Bank Rate in Sweden.- Conclusion of ~TO meeting. 
COMMON MARIET/EU~TOM BULLETIN N.2821 
p5/9 
p6 
P7 
p8 
Transport; Ministerial session 
Social problems in inland waterway navigation: joint Consultative Committee 
EEC-Turkey: Commissbn proposal on .tobacco qotas 
EEC-Turkey: new import facilities- piblication in Official Gazette 
EEC/4NO: Committee on agricultural problems meets in Geneva 
Potatoes: project on common organisation of market 
Pharmaceuticals: non-application o£ common arrangements. Question H. 194 
£rom Mr. Muller and reply to question N.l95 from Mr. Dettrich. 
Nuclear Research: Consultative Committee meeting postponed 
Fruit an vegetables: Commisaon proposals 
p9 
ECSC BULLETIN N. 4180 
p5 
p5/6 
p6/7 
canned pig meat: drop in Community refunds ? 
Ministers of Fin~e: meeting 
Workers' access to property: enquiry into measures 
Tax on motor cars: harmonisation examined. 
Soft drinks: work on harmonisation begun. 
SNCF-Unsinor Rate · Convention: extension o£ authorisation 
German coal industry: Rheinstahlplan solution. 
Steel industry: question on French state loans (N.l84) from Mr, Be*houver 
Redeployment: .consultative Committee pronounces 
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' (~.·~.~.:. \ '1\~\\\ European books which are sent to us, or whose publication ~~-; ~~~ ~ is worth noting, will be reviewd under this headJng. 
J. F. ~s Neue Ost~ropa •• Europa Union Verlag, Cologne, 1967, pp 326 (translation into German of: { ~, 
The New tern Europe -The Krushbhev Era and After", published in 1966 by Frederick A. Praeger, New York). • · J 
The author, at present on the staff of Radio Free Europe in Munich, outlines in this book the development ' 
of Eastern Europe since the death of Stalin. His task is one< of considerable difficulty, as it calls for a . ,
1 description of the new developments which enabled the East European countries to shake off the bleak uniformity! 
of the Stalin era and move into a period of greater breadth of outlook - the significance of which must not LJ 
however be exaggerated. 
The first part of the book deals with internal political developments in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East 
Germany, Hungary, Poland and Rumania. Mr. Brown first deals briefly with the origin of Communism in the 
different countries, going on to describe the leaders in the last few years, and their relations with Moscow. 
Subsequent chapters deal with industry and the economy, agriculture, cultural developments, and relations with 
the USSR. There are special chapters on Albanian and Rumanian nationalism, and relations with the West. 
According to Mr. Brown, the decline in East European countries' dependence on the USSR is not so much due 
to the setbacks sustained by Russia's foreign policy, as to loss of prestige when the satellite countries 
recognised the internal weakness of the USSR. From that moment on the Soviet Union was no longer the complete 
blueprint. This is shown by the fact that in 1964, East Germany and Czechoslovakia, faithful satellites in the 
Stalin era, instigated economic reforms without awaiting similar developments in the Soviet Union. 
+La Communaute Atlantique et l'Europe de l'Est: Developpements Politiques et Perspectives, Atlantic Institute, 
Boulogne-sur-8eine, France, pp lQ!f, 10 FF. The Atlantic Institute here presents the report of the first aonferen-
oe on problems between the countries of the Atlantic zone and the nations of East Europe, held in Rome from 
21 to 23 October 1966. Use has been made in drawing up the report of th~ working documents prepared by various 
specialists on Eastern Europe {including Mr. James Brown, author of the work referred to above). The report 
deals with the future developments of the Communist movement troughout the world rather than with its 
past, as the table of contents indicates: Development scope in the Soviet Union attl the Balkans, the Soviet 
Union and East Europe in the next few years, the Europe of Tomorrow. The main impression emerging from the 
report is epxressed as follows: "First we witnessed the Communisation of the Balkans; we are now witnessing 
the Balkanisation of Communism." 
+ Henk Wi tlox : Concurrence ou le Principe de Dynamisme Economique ;, Edtions UGA (Heule, Belgium), IP•· 135 
This was a course gi. ven j, n 196(, at 'the Inttrnstional. Et.Uoq:ean Stuly and Research Centre at the Luxembourg Interna-
tional University of Comparative Sciences by Mr. Henk Witlox, head of the "Rules of Competition" division o£ 
the ECSC General Directorate on Coal. There is one <chapter on the legal developments: in Europe since 1945. 
+ Fernand Dehousse: Les Communautes et le Problema de l'Unification Europeenne, Extract from the magazine 
"Socialism", no 81f- November 1967 - pp.l5 •. 
+Giuseppe Sacco: I.'avvenire dell'Euratom, an extract from the March 1967 number of the monthly review 
NORD E SUD, published by Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane, Napoli. 
+Enrico Serra: La Tra~ne, an extract from "Inchiesta sulla politioa estera italiana", CANES!. 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: 
p 2 Uncertainty about progress over British application in Council meeting. 
Finance Ministers o£ Six arrive at COiftDlon position concerning re£orlll o£ 
International Monetary Fund. 
QOMMON MARI:ET/EURATOM Iblletin no 2822: 
p 3 
pp 4/5/7/8 
p 5/6 
p 8 
Applications tor membership: Council to take decision next week 
MUtual recognition o£ companies and corporate bodies: signature o£ Convention 
next l\tesday 
Common trans port policy: measures to come into Ioree £olloving Council dec:il.sioa 
Agricultural structures: to be considered next week by Coancil 
Common transport policy: Council questioned by EP 
E~-Yugoslavia: discussions to be resumed next week 
EO~ Iblletin no 4181: 
p 3 Steel export prices: slight improvement 
Industrial'redevelopmentt plans tor cooperation in Lorraine, Saar, Luxemboarg 
pp 3/4/5 
p 5 
and Belgian Luxembourg 
Consultative Committee: further report on discussions 
Mines Safety Conurdssion: award o£ prizes 
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EDITORIAL DEC 21 1S-.'~ 
Decisive moment for Europe? 
President Rey seems to hove hit on the right treatment for the ills threatening the 
Comtr~unity as a result of French opposition to the opening of negotiiltions with Britain. His line of argument 
is reasonable nnd dictated by common sense. It can be summarised as follow.s: as was the ·case in 1963, dis-
agreement between France and her partners on this question is not going to mean the destruction of the 
Common Market - since it is memberS:ip cf this Common l·:arket, tl.n the process of formation, which Britain wants, 
We shall find ourselves in a crisis situation, therefore, according to Mr. Rey, but it is one that will be 
resolved in a few months - by East~r or at least by summer, when a formula is found enabling the negotiations 
to be opened nonetheless. Would it not be better, he goes on, to nvoid a crisis nni make a start now on the 
transactions which will in an.r case have to be effected in a few months 1 time? --
It is a common sense which is speakine, but also optimism. An optimism that is unconquerable, 
and engaging. But Mr. Rey will certainly remember that the 1963 crisis did not lead to any compromise (unless 
the introduction of bookish exchanges of views in the Counci 1 of 'VI estern European Union is regarded as such!), 
but rather to the straiGhtforward acceptance of the veto, and that a lastir~ consequence was a worsening of 
the Community spirit -even if circum~tancer,, principally extern~! circumstances, made it possible to achieve 
the common agricultural policy and the Kennedy Round, The Commission President seems to think that the partners 
of Fronce are sufficiently stronc; and firm to ensure that ner-;otiRtlons will be opened in a few months 1 time 1 
and that they can give Frnnce a counter-offer, or even a guarnntee. This strikes us as questionable, at least 
at this stnge, with\the Five having already shown that they are vulnerable to the psychological (psychic, 
according to Mr. ~irsch) deterrent exercised by General de Gaulle, and thus obliged to resort to defensive 
tactics, 
It is enough to remP.rrber thnt in .Tanuary 1963 (this is something Mr. Rey is bound to remember), 
when the negotiations were broken off, 1-ir. Lebel, then spokesman for the I<'rench Government, stated that the 
adjournment only made sense if it enabled the British Government and people to complete a reconversion which 
was currently being effected but was not yet co~plete. Five years have gone by, and the French Government 
has not significantly changed its tune. Are we to believe that it will do so in three or even six months' time? 
Let us not deceive ourselves, At the time, it should be remembered again, the spokesman made the following 
point: the negotiations were being a~Journed, not broken off. Is it to be believed that today he will use 
different terminology? And why is it that not one Community country has at any time called for a resumption 
of the "adjourned" negotiations, since the "reconversion" process has made sufficient progress in the interval? 
Although most of the other countries' political leaders have changed, theY are not going to 
express themselves in very different terms from their predecessors in 1963. Mr. Rebuffat is quite right when 
he states (in an article whose t.i tle we have ap;r opriated - the question mark is ours) that "what is at stake 
is not merely the future of the Community - the member states' responsibilities vis-a-vis history are also 
engaged." He is less optimistic than Mr. Rey, and he admits it:" We already had a position where 
p1·ogress was all but nil .......... the danger now is that there will be an,aotual setback ... . 
if just one of the Six succeeds in imposing. his will on the others , there 
will' clearly be a rash of egvlsms, based on the familiar argument: why him "' why not mei' Ju.St so. What is so 
unfortunate is that everyone will put up with this rash of egoisms. And this will not change one jot General 
de Gaulle 1 s determination to keep 13ri tain out. 
Admittedly, plans can be hatched, including the "parallel" introduction of a programme to 
develop the Community, and procedure for bringing Britain closer to Europe. The idea behind this would seem 
to be the success of the politi.cal and agricultural "coupling" in the Kennedy Round. But in our view this is 
Just so much wishful thinking. vrance will not aGree to anything that does not resemble a purely commercial 
arrangement, discussed in adv11nce 1-Jy the Six. If 'thi!l is the aim, and if it meets British wishes, it is hard 
to see why it is necessary to ~ay any price whatever for what would be a resounding defeat. 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 
p2/3 British Application for Membership: Community Foreign Affairs Ministers 
meeting to continue examination of Commission report and draw conclusions 
Mock negotiations by European Federalist students. 
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p4/5 
p5 
Council of Ministers: extension of exemtion from customs duty on tea, 
mate and tropical wooas. 
Mutual recognition of companies: signing of Convention postponed 
Council of Ministers on Agriculture: first decisions are technical 
Monthly economic surveys: fresh optimism 
_Safeguard measures: Commission to deal with numerous re~uests 
Safeguard measures: Belgian industry claims against Italian competition 
Community savings: up 
UNCTAD Conference on cocoa: difficulties 
Common veterinary policy: reply to written question N.l96 from Mr. Muller. 
German policy on wines: questions N. 256 from Mr. Sabatini and N. 257 from 
Mr. Battaglia, 
Court of Justice: preliminary hearing in case of brewery versus licensee. 
European Community and EFTA Publications, 
Tariff measutes for first half of 1968 
Metal physics: financing for further research 
Steel interpenetation: need for harmonious development 
ECSC- United Kingdom: importance of cooperation 
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EDITORIAL 
Admission of disagreement 
Directeur responsable et rfidac-
teur en chef : Emanuele Gazzo 
~----------~ 
Irrespective of tre "formal" conclusion of the meeting'going on at th~ moment at the 
Palais des Congres, there is no doubt that today is a black day for ~he Community. There have been others, 
of course, and they have not prevented the Community from maintaining its course. The optmist~ oan always 
® 
® 
@ 
draw up lists of achievements. But let us not forget the debris, the disappointments, the backlog of recipro- !ft 
cal mistrust, the bitterness, the rancour! litl 
Predictably, the situation at the end of January 196} is repeating itself almost indentically. 
It is being stated publicly and solemnlY, as it was then that this iS:,:· .. oonly an 11 interruption", al) 'adJournmen~~ 
not to say just a pause. As then, people are avoiding th~ use of the word veto - in fact people are saying that~~ 
they hope that Britain will enter, that they hope the situation preventing entry now will change, and make it ~ 
cossib1e to negotiate. We can still hear Mr. de la Malene informing the European ~liament, in Febr~ 1962: 
It is enough that Britain shall accept the Treaty: the door of the Community will be wide open to welcome 
her!" 
The truth of the matter is that the governments - all the governments - have been indulging 
in a game, to convince the people of their respective countries of two things: a) that they have done their 
utmostto achieve a satisfactory solution and (in the case of five) to stand by their promises to the appli-
cants; b) that the question remains open. This is sheer nonsense. T~e governments have not done their utmost 
and theY have not engaged all their diplomatic and political resources to ensure that the Treaty is properly 
applied, in letter and spirit. It is nonsense to say that the question w:f 11 remain "open". It may well stay 
on the table, but we may well wonder who is going to raise it, and when. In 1963,'of course, the line of 
argument which sa:l.d that the Community was not yet sufficiently consolidated had a certain ring :.of truth 
to it. Five years have gone by, and the same comment is being trotted out, Why try to deceive ourselves that 
the situation will have completely changed in six months' time, in a year's time? In our view., the drama that 
the Commudty is living through today will delay its true consolidation, the consolidation extending well beyond 
a mere customs union, Just as much. We have to come to grips with the fact that it may be in practice impossi-
ble to move beyond this stage. The fragility of the Community wil+ become one of the Community'sspecial features, 
invoked on each occasion to rule out any new entry. But if the Oommuni ty · were to consolidate itself more, 
people would say that it was impossible henceforth to impose on it the adaptations that would be inevitable if 
a new member of the calibre of Britain were to be allowed in ••• The Five have allowed themselves to be caught 
in this vice, and there is no way out. Mr ~anfani had an interesting comment to make: if the Council votes 
today, it is not decidine on the admission of Britain, but on the possibility of her being admitted; the 
decision would hinge on negotiations, and ultimately on the agreement of each government and each parliament. 
'the Five have made the mistake, however, of starting to drawbackrefCl'eE!ISl1zying to advance. They have asreed 
in advance to· there being no real talk of negotiations, but t>'f contacts, conversations, or ether preliminary 
discussions. They have agreed to discuss the present state of the British eoonomv, which may bear no relation 
to its state when admission is decided on. They have started out from the premise tha~ "making some concessions" 
meant snatchine at a compromise, This is a dangerous illusion. If they reallY wanted a compromise - which i·s 
legitimate, in a community - they should have had just one quality, one trick up their sleeve, one line of 
conduct: courage • 
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When history comes to Judge the second French veto to Britain (the first during negotiations which 
were advanc~ towards a conclusion, the: second in order to prevent nego~tioRs from.being opened),a great 
many factors will have to be taken into consideration which do not come within the range of our understan-
ding today. Our vision is concentrated on the Community that we know, and on developments as we see them, 
in anticipation of the formation of a Europa that is modern, democratic, efficient and peaceful. 
If we confine ourselves to the context within which we act, however, the verdict passed in almost 
identical terms by Mr. Jean Monnet and Mr. Fanfani, that there has been a ser'ious political error, strikes 
us as perfectly appropriate. This is a final verdict, and one which will be confirmed by events. There is 
@ 
@ 
@ 
AD 
IS 
a striking contradiction, nevertheless, with other versions, which would have it that the veto is contribui-
ting to the proper operation of the Common Market. Such affirmations are clearly an attempt to shirk respon-
sibility for the serious difficulties which will unavoidably occur in the next few weeks. Thedeep-seated 
reason for these difficulties, as with those of 1963 and 1965, lies in the almost complete impossibili~ 
of advancing together which comes about,despite any amount of good will, when it is acknowledged tnt there 
are fundamental differences between partners in assessing the common interest. It is normal, it is natural, 
to wonder if the undertaking is the same, if it is worth working together on it. A further reason for these 
difficulties lies in the awareness of a certain dilution of rightful dignitywhich stems from realisation 
that the opinion of the partners is scorned outright. 
Having said this, it has to be admitted that the summary expressing the attitudes of the different 
member countries at least has the merit of being clear and in faot preserving everyone's dignity. Some 
formulae circulating at one time did not follow this precise direction. Clearly, moreover, at this stage 
and in this framework there was no other possible way out. Other possibilities were perhaps inswfftciently 
considered, but it was then too late to look at them. 
The Six are now before a:fait aocompli.The crisis is open, and there is little point in denying it. 
There is a crisis of facts, and a crisis of conscience. What must be prevented, however, is a succession of 
political errors. The Five must not therefore embark on any action which they are not sure will~ad effecti-
vely towards certain more or less distant objectives, but objectives which have been determined in advance. 
Pricks, spite , and provocation serve no purpose, irrespective of origin. The problem is too serious for 
such means to be empl.oyed for calming the fever. Nothing must be left to chance. Nothing must be dictated 
by bad temper. Above all, it is not by flouting the Treaty that respect of the Treaty will be ensured. The 
Treaty was respected in the letter, even if it was betrayed in spirit , by yesterday's nonrdecision :it 
must be respected in the letter, and every day. But respecting the Treaty will also mean not undertaking 
anything that. is outside the Treaty. It is only when the Community has discovered its geographical and 
political foundations that it will be possible for the Community to be realised in full, and to put an end 
to the present stagnation. The technological Community will some day be born: it will be born when its 
setting is there - not one of limping bilateral agreements. 
Finally, the public must not be misled ~it is essential to be frank about the seriousness of the 
situation.Everyone in 1963 proclaimed that the door was still open (Mr. Hallstein himself said this, 
addressing the Parliament) to Britain. In fact nothiO£ really serious wes ever done. There will ha18 
to b: a rause for meditation- but on the understanding that after mediation there must be action. 
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Examining and prepartng for the future are the essential tasks of governments, politicians and all 
leaders with responsibility; their two-fold aim, after 19 December- the black day- is to press ahead with 
the creation of a tr~e Community geared to the realisation: of a European fede~~ PQter, and to enlarge the 
geographic limits of this Community by taking in Britain and the other countries accepting this basic orienta-
tion. 
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The two-fold aim clearly defined, thought must be given to what the British can do alone, what they can 
do 1 bY cooperating with the Six- or with the Five who spoke up for them; what the Six can do together, and fi-
nally what the Five can do individually or jo1.ntly. 
The British know what they have to do. But we should like to take this opportunity of expressing a 
point of view to which a great many Europeans subscribe, and which strikes us as coinciding with that 
expressed by Mr. George Brown addressing the House of Commo~ yesterday. Britain must first and foremost count 
on herself -not that this is foreign to her nature. Counting on herself means, firstlY, pursuing tenaciously 
the path she has opted for, without being deterred · or distracted by external threats, apparently easy solu-
tions or internal secessions. This means, for instance, not following the council of Mr. Douglas Jay, who 
maintains that Britain should withdraw ner candidature and steer her own expansion outwards, away from Europe. 
The vote expressed by the Council of the Six is explicit, and it is now clear just how right Britain was to 
insist< on a quick and clear answer. The Bri t.ish have now been informed by an official and unambiguous document 
that the great majority of the Europeans below"ning to thg Community want to negotiate, and straight away. They 
also know that the Commission, which is the embodiment of the common interest, wants negotiations too. The 
British therefore have a duty to themselves, and also to their partner-<> in the Community. 
What matt.ers most for the U11t ted Kingdom :1 s now to set its economy to right, as demanded by way of a 
condition and objectively necessary - for itself first of all. It must also, and at the same time, ensure 
that its economic structure is brought more into line with, made more complementary to those of the Six in 
all fields, including taxation. In this field the United Kingdom will be able to resort extensively to con-
tacts with the Communi t.y- particularly with the Commission and the Five. 
Britain must, hcwever, grasp that the obstacle to her entry istwo-edged. Stress is now being put on one 
aspect- Britain must restore her economic situation in order to be able tb face up· to the obligations that 
the Common t1arket means. This is the line taken by ~1r, Couve de l\lurville. But there is another line, less 
often quoted, which represent the "permanent" barrier and t'fle threat designed to deter the Five. It comes 
in this brief passae;e from the first paragraph of the summary: "One member state, however, expressed the 
opinion that this enlargement would profoundly alter the nature of the Communities and the methods of 
administering them." The British would do :1ell to ponder at length on the implications of th1s attitude, 
and to talk over the results of their ponderi.ngs with the Six. 
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European books which are sent to us, oe whose publication 
is worth noting, will be reviewed under this headi 
+Nuclear Non-Proliferation in a Worldct' Nuclear Powers, edited by Stephen D. Kertesz, University of NOtre 
Dame Press (Notre Dame, Indiana, United States), 1967, pp 130, 1 dollar 95. In this book Mr. Stephen D. 
Kertesz, Professor in PoliticalSciences and author of "The Quest for Peace through Diplornac)•"(see Bulletin 
for 3 November) outlines the p'l'incipal reports made at a congress held by the American Assembly at the 
University of Notre Dame, from 16 to 18 March 1967,on the problems of nuclear arms proliferation. The point 
of view of the East is defended by Mr. Vladimir I. Trifonov and Mr. Andrej K. Konopacki, Secretaries at the 
Soviet Union and the Polish Embassies respectively. Significant statements or expressions of views on the mat-
ter of nuclear arms proliferation are summarised in an appendix. 
+Franco Maria Malfatti: Problem! di Leeislatura , pp 51. The report by Mr. Malfatti, Italian Deputy, to the 
9th National Congress of the Italian Christian Democrat Party, meeting in Milan. ~~ 
+ Hans - Joachim Burchard and Wolfgang Mueller-Michaelis: Euro as Ener iestruktur in Wandel !'londerreihe der 
Gesellschaft e. V. Kyklos-Verlag, Basle, ani J.C.B. Mohn (Paul Siebeck TUbingen, 1967, pp_-86·. 
+ J.D. Nierink: Social Policy of the EEC Commission, a general survey: achievements and trends, University 
of Louvain, Institut du Droit de Travail, 1967-1968 session. 
+ European Community, European Community Information Service, London office, December 67. 
+Nouvelles Universitaires Europeennes, Paris, no 21, December 1967. 
+ L'Europem Formation, Presses d'Europe, Paris, no 93, December 1967, Price: 2,60 FF. 
+Interplay of European-American Affairs, No 5, December 1967, Welkin Corp, 200 W 57th Stre~,New York 
+ Courrier de la Re;1ublique, Paris. No 5'7, for October 1967, is devoted to the speech made·· by Mr. Pierre 
Mendes France on 6 October to the diplomatic press. 
+ Iniziativa Europea, monthly political and economic review, no 100, October 1967, Rome. 
+ Comuni d'Europu, Italian section of the Council of European Local Authorities, 11/67. This issue contains 
an article by ~~r. Umberto, director of the review, on the problems posed by General de Gaulle's veto. 
+ CERN : Courrier, November 1967, Geneva 
+ IAEA: List of References on Nuclear Energy, vol. 9. no 22, Vienna, 
+ CNEN : Notiziario , December 1967, 
+NATO: Manuel de l'OTAN, Brussels, November 1967 (33 page booklet) 
+ OECD Main Economic Indicators, December 1967, Paris, 6 FF. 
+ OECD : Sources Rnd f"iethods (Canada and Denmark), December 1967, Paris. 
+ OECD : Production of Fruit and Vegetables in the OECD member countries, present position and outlook for 
1970, France, Bele;ium, Luxembourg. Paris, 19$'(, 8 FF. 
+ OECD : Engineerine and Electronics Industries in North America, Europe, Japan, 1966-67, Paris 1967, 17 FF. 
+ Commonwealth, European and Overseas Review , Conservative PoliticaiCentre, no 24, November 1967, London, 
PP 16, 9cr. 
+ AnalYses et Documents , no 141+, 30 November, Paris 
+ Lisez et Choisissez, Revue du Centre d'Information de la Culture et de la Technique Franqaise, October 1967. 
+ La Civilta Cattolica, 2 December 196'7, Rome 
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TO OUR READERS 
On 12 March 1953 the AGENCE EUROPE published its first Bulletin on the European 
which had just been set up in Luxmebourg, On 9 December 1957, a few days before 
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came into force, the AGENCE EUROPE began publishing a new Bulletin on the two new Communities: the Com-
mon Market and Euratom. 
Today we are publishing N.4189 of the SCSC Bulletins and N.2830 of the Common MarletJEuratom 
Bulletins. We have come a long way, 
From 1st January 1968,these two Bulletins will become one. This is the result of the merger 
of the three European Executives, in anticipation of the merger of the three Communities. This reform 
is logical: Community action , though its had varied aspects, henceforth falls within a single context 
and is linked much more according to various fields than according to instit~tional rules which were ~~ 
conceived at different times. Our readers - who have been individually informed of this unification and l~ 
the practical arrangements arising from it -will therefore be able to take advantage o£ more complete 
and better coordinated information. 
This is indeed a practical measure,but in the present circumstances it should also be inter-
preted as proof of the determination of all Europeans to follow the road which they set out on sixteen 
years ago, with the certainty that other nations will join them to build a Europe capable o£ playing a 
role in the world, 
On this occasion , we have pleasure in informing our readers that £rom 1st January 1968, Mr. 
Ferdinanda RICCARDI and Mr. L~on GUDENKAUF will become assistant editors. 
SUMMARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : 
2 George Brown in Rome 
2/3 European perspectives as seen through a series ot declarations 
COMMON MARXET/EURA'IOM BULLETIN NO 2830: 
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France is taking starting in January the chair o£ the Communities Council 
r January is not £or the Community the most important date 
The "Europeanisation"ot Universities! answer to question no 183 by Mr Dichgans 
Intervention in the sector o£ butter: question no 256 by Mr Vredeling 
Difficulties in the textile industry: question no 267 by Mr Pedini 
Declarations o£ the Chairman o£ the International Chamber ot Commerce 
Accelerated expansion in nuclear energy 
Social security o£ migrant workers: Court o£ Justice ruling 
EEC and EFTA Publications 
Final regime £or bee£: £arm organisations 1 position 
Belgium authorised to sell 1,000 o£ butter to industry 
ECSC BULLETIN NO 4189: 
4 Coal in 1967:con£irmation o£ long-term trends 
5 Xeeping at any cost a maximum coal production and the problem o£ supply security 
Research on climatologi microbiology 
Xempense Steenkolenmijnen to £unction as joint enterprise 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION NO 838 
Community activities have slowed down because o£ 
the ~ew Year's holidays, The Week in Europe will 
now be publi$hed on the 5th ot January, 
EUROPE wishes its reader a Happy New Year • 
